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THE GREAT GAME IN WEST ASIA

Mehran Kamrava

There is something funny about geography. The importance of certain loca-
tions can rise or decline depending on what may be found underneath it or the 
changing priorities and aspirations of those on or near it. It can shape the fate 
of empires by facilitating their rise or hastening their demise, and it can 
become a source of intense competition or neglect by powers near and distant. 
There is an intimate connection between geography and power, with the geo-
graphic dimensions of power being often defined as “geopolitics” and the 
strategic competition over or acquisition of that geographic power as “geo-
strategy.”1 These political and strategic competitions over valuable swathes of 
land may be less frequent now than they were in bygone eras, but they are just 
as salient in the first decades of the twenty-first century as they were in centu-
ries past.2 The global powers of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 
played what came to be known as the “great game” over land, influence, and 
power—games perfected especially by Britain and Russia over what was once 
the Ottoman Empire.3

 The games never subsided, and as the decades of the twentieth century wore 
on the strategic stakes were raised, and the ensuing competition, which 
involved both the great powers and newer entrants, became more intense in 
both depth and scale. Almost no region of the world was spared, and the 
powers competed and fought one another and their proxies in both hot and 
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cold wars in Europe, Asia, Latin America, Africa, and the Middle East. The 
Second World War and the Cold War were among the most sustained and 
systematic, as well as bloody and brutal, of the strategic competitions that the 
world witnessed across continents and regions.
 Near the end of the century, once the Soviet Union collapsed, the apparent 
triumph of the West over the Communist Bloc led to a diminishing of strate-
gic competitions over many familiar territories. But a promised “new world 
order” of high idealism, trumpeted by politicians and academics alike, was not 
to be.4 Old competitions may have died down, but new ones quickly emerged 
to take their place. Old strategic rivalries gave way to new ones as formerly 
contested territories and regions ceased to be sites of contestation and compe-
tition and were instead replaced by new, emerging fault lines and sources of 
division. One of these new, emerging regions over which new actors began 
competing, and still compete, is the South Caucasus. In fact, a new great game 
has begun, this time over the South Caucasus. And the prime contenders, new 
entrants into the global power game, are Iran and Turkey.
 This is a book about Turkey and Iran’s strategic competition over power and 
influence in the South Caucasus. These two neighboring Middle Eastern pow-
ers have vied for supremacy and influence throughout the region and espe-
cially in their immediate vicinity, having in the process to contend with ethnic 
heterogeneity within their own territories and also across the border. Turkey 
has long conceived of itself as not just a land bridge between Asia and Europe 
but in more substantive terms as a central player in regional and global affairs.5 
If somewhat more modest in articulation, Iran’s parallel ambitions for strategic 
centrality and influence have only been masked by its own inarticulate foreign 
policy agendas and the repeated missteps of its revolutionary leaders.6 But try 
they both have nonetheless, and in the South Caucasus each has achieved a 
modicum of success. In fact, as the contributions to this volume demonstrate, 
as much of the world’s attention has been diverted to conflicts and flashpoints 
near and far, a new great game has been unraveling between Iran and Turkey 
in the South Caucasus.
 Geographers often question the validity of the various shorthand terms that 
other social scientists and journalists employ as designation for groups of oth-
erwise disparate countries within the same region. Not surprisingly, it is not 
clear whether the very term “South Caucasus” even refers to a distinctively 
identifiable region.7 It is indeed true that the three countries lumped together 
today as belonging to the South Caucasus share little in common in terms of 
ethnic, linguistic, or political affinities. They, like much of the rest of the 
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global south, were once forced into neighborly tranquility and cooperation by 
greater imperial forces. In their case, it was the overwhelming force of the 
Soviet Union that sought to forge among them a common identity and a 
shared polity. In the Middle East, starting at about the same time, it was the 
French and the British who tried to do the same thing in their own respective 
spheres of influence. Not surprisingly, historians and geographers have also 
parsed—more often deconstructed—the validity of the very concept of a 
“Middle East,” seeing it as no more valid than such designations as “the Far 
East” or, for that matter, “the West.”8

 Like it or not, these terms today have become part of the parlance of aca-
demic discourse as well as political action. Academics and journalists may 
stretch the boundaries of the different regions, but there is broad agreement 
over which countries lie at the core of each. We know, for example, that Iran 
is part of the Middle East; and so is Turkey—although for the past several 
decades its leaders have sought consistently, though largely unsuccessfully, to 
identify themselves and their country as European. From a purely geographic 
perspective, both countries do lie in Asia—in Turkey’s case around 97 percent 
of the country’s landmass is in Asia and the rest in Europe—and both are 
located in Asia’s western half. They are West Asian powers.
 Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia, the three countries that make up the 
South Caucasus, have emerged as prime areas of competition between Iran 
and Turkey as the two countries seek to expand their spheres of influence 
economically, politically, and militarily. Iran and Turkey have not been the 
only countries competing over the South Caucasus. In the early years follow-
ing the collapse of the Soviet Union, as an “especially complicated and con-
flict-prone part of the post-Soviet space,” the South Caucasus, along with 
Central Asia, attracted increasing attention from the United States, the 
European Union, and Russia, as well as Iran and Turkey, becoming the focal 
point for what one observer called a “New Great Game.”9 Before long, how-
ever, it became clear that none of the great powers had a unified strategic 
vision for the region, and, as such, none of them was willing to deploy 
resources to the South Caucasus. In fact, by the mid-1990s, the United States, 
Russia, and the European Union had decided that the region was of little 
strategic value and not a first-order priority for any of them.10 But even if they 
wanted to, as Lieven argues in the following chapter, they would not have 
succeeded in establishing hegemony over the region. The ensuing space ena-
bled the two nearby regional middle powers, Turkey and Iran, to actively court 
the emerging republics to align with them and to try to expand the different 
dimensions of their influence over them.
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 A somewhat permissive regional context was one factor in creating oppor-
tunities for Iran and Turkey to compete for influence in the South Caucasus. 
Another was the predicament of the three young republics themselves. As 
brand new states, the South Caucasus republics had to constitute themselves 
from scratch. They had to create institutions of rule and instruments of power, 
forge national identities that sustained and reinforced their sovereignty and 
independence, establish economies that were networked internally and func-
tioned without dependence on what were now other sovereign states, and they 
had to navigate their international relations in the ominous shadows of a giant 
former overlord and smaller but no less ambitious middle powers nearby.
 For the South Caucasus republics, state-building has been a particularly 
arduous task, and in many ways it still continues more than a quarter century 
after independence. For Armenia, Georgia, and Azerbaijan, state-building has 
meant embarking on three overlapping processes: 1) political institutionaliza-
tion, which has meant crafting the institutions of the state and outlining the 
ways in which they interact together and with social actors and social institu-
tions; 2) political consolidation, in the sense of making state institutions 
operational in relation to society and with other states; and 3) fostering cohe-
sive if not necessarily uniform national identities.11 In the process, each state 
has had to contend with what nearly all other newly-established states have 
faced, namely the intrusions and interference of outside powers in their 
domestic politics.
 In this introductory chapter I examine first the nature and consequences of 
the attention paid to the South Caucasus, or lack thereof as the case may be, 
by the United States, the European Union, and Russia. I then analyze ongoing 
processes of state-building in each of the region’s three states and how the 
attendant domestic and international challenges of such processes have facili-
tated opportunities for Iran and Turkey to expand their commercial and 
strategic ties with each. The chapter ends with an examination of relations 
between Turkey and Iran, uneasy neighbors that compete on several fronts but 
also cooperate out of need and necessity. It highlights the unfolding of a new 
game of geostrategic competition and rivalry by these two regional powers 
over the South Caucasus. In this part of the world, often neglected by the 
world’s major powers, a new great game is unfolding. Turkey’s favored tools of 
competition and rivalry have been its soft power and pipeline politics, and 
Iran’s are commerce and natural resources. The stakes ultimately boil down to 
power and influence. But they go beyond the centrality of transit routes, 
access to new and emerging markets, and footholds in countries and cultures 
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that traverse Asia and Europe. They also impact the domestic politics of each 
of the competitors themselves, their own ethno-linguistic mosaics, and their 
projection abroad of national identity and sense of place in history.

The South Caucasus and the Great Powers: Russia, the United States,  
and the European Union

By virtue of its history, cultural and economic connections, and geographic 
proximity, Russia maintains by far the most extensive ties with the South 
Caucasus and pays the closest attention to it as compared to either the 
European Union or the United States. This was not the case in the early post-
independence years, as both the Russian Republic and the countries of the 
South Caucasus devoted much of their attention to domestic issues or, in 
Russia’s case, to their position in the newly emerging global power structure. 
In many ways, Moscow took for granted that the newly independent states on 
its expansive borders would always remain within its diplomatic and security 
orbits, unable to break away their systemic and structural dependence on 
Russia’s economy and military protection. Change to this outlook has been 
slow in coming, and for many in Moscow it still has yet to come.12

 It was only in the mid-1990s that Russia began to see the South Caucasus as 
an area of potential strategic importance and started to expand proactively its 
military and economic presence in the region. In 1995, Russia acquired a mili-
tary base in Armenia, followed by a 1997 military cooperation agreement 
between the two countries.13 Armenia, as we shall see shortly, has always 
remained in the Russian security orbit. As the 1990s came to a close, two devel-
opments in the South Caucasus added urgency to Russia’s security and eco-
nomic presence in the region. One was Azerbaijan’s discovery and export of 
massive quantities of oil and gas and the increasing importance of the entire 
region as a resource-rich and key transit route. A second worrying development 
for Moscow was the trend within the Georgian body politic to pull away from 
Moscow and instead move closer to the European Union. By the second half of 
the 2000s, in fact, the Kremlin began to see Western activity in the South 
Caucasus as an overt attempt to curtail Russian influence in the region.14

 Moscow’s response was multi-pronged. It shored up its economic and secu-
rity cooperation with Yerevan, all the while ensuring that Azerbaijan did not 
completely abandon its orbit.15 A delicate balancing act ensued in which 
Moscow retains Armenia as a close military ally and Azerbaijan as a close 
economic partner.16 Economic partnership with Azerbaijan has taken the 
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form of cooperation in the oil sector, particularly in the transit of oil and gas 
from the Caspian basin to Europe. Moscow has sought to join Turkey in try-
ing to position Russia as a middleman for European energy buyers.17 As the 
Caspian–Black Sea region has assumed greater importance in the first decade 
of the twenty-first century, Russia has sought to remain a major transit route 
for energy vis-à-vis the South Caucasus.18

 In relation to Georgia there was no delicacy. In August 2008, in a punishing 
war that lasted only six days, Moscow ensured that Georgia’s breakaway 
regions of Abkhazia and South Ossetia, within a stone’s throw of Tbilisi, 
remain Moscow’s satellites. Neither the bluster nor the cries of the Georgian 
president at the time, Mikheil Saakashvili, were enough to lure the US or the 
EU to his rescue. Ever since, Russia has sanctioned Georgian products, espe-
cially hurting the small country’s proud and once vibrant wine industry.
 Soon after the 2008 war between Georgia and Russia, the global financial 
crisis hit, and the US and the EU scaled back many of their activities in the 
South Caucasus, resulting in the emergence of a new status quo in which 
Russian military presence in Abkhazia and South Ossetia has become part of 
the long-term landscape of the region.19 This is likely to continue in the fore-
seeable future. As the Georgian example has shown, and as both Armenia and 
Azerbaijan are keenly aware, Russia has demonstrated a willingness to use its 
hard power to defend its interests. And, moreover, neither the United States 
nor the European Union have been willing to become militarily involved in 
the region. As one observer has noted, “countries in Russia’s ‘near abroad’ 
cannot expect any external help in the event that they encounter security 
problems with Russia.”20

 Significantly, however, Russia cannot rely too heavily on its hard or even 
soft powers as effective instruments of influence in the South Caucasus.21 
History has proven long-term military occupations to be untenable. And 
given its limited financial resources and its “unattractive socio-political 
model,” it will be increasingly difficult for Russia “to rise to the position of the 
South Caucasus principal partner or to defend its leadership role there.”22 Not 
surprisingly, therefore, the US and EU’s relative absence from the South 
Caucasus has not necessarily given Moscow a free hand in the region.
 Whether out of an awareness of Russia’s limitations in the region or its own 
lack of interest, the EU itself has taken a backseat in the South Caucasus and 
has adopted what some have called a “Russia-first” approach.23 The EU’s status 
in the region as a “great absentee” appears rooted in its collective strategic 
calculations.24 The EU considers the South Caucasus to be peripheral as com-
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pared to the Balkans, Ukraine, and Moldova.25 This general neglect seemed to 
come to an end around 2003, as signs appeared that Azerbaijan’s natural 
resources-driven boom may reverberate across the region.26 But those signs 
paled in comparison with the growing strategic importance of areas further 
west and the early-starter advantages of Russia and the United States. From 
Europe’s perspective, chronic regional tensions in the South Caucasus under-
mine the region’s potential as a land bridge linking Europe to Central Asia and 
the Caspian Sea.27 Thus, the best that the EU has done is to support various 
peace-building institutions, the success of which, given the region’s many fro-
zen conflicts, is debatable.28

 The United States, a credible argument may be made, has not fared much 
better. On the one hand, the US has been seeking a less confrontational 
approach to Russia, while on the other hand it has been encouraging more 
European activism in the South Caucasus.29 Whether the product of a “lead-
ing from behind” policy preference or simple disinterest, “there has been a 
notable lack of coherent and consistent US, and Western, policy for the 
region.”30 Similar to the European Union, in the years immediately after the 
collapse of the Soviet Union, the US pursued a policy of strengthening and 
bolstering statehood in the South Caucasus, coupled with conflict manage-
ment and mediation. But in many ways until after 9/11 and its ensuing “war 
on terror,” the United States did not see any vital interests in Central Asia or 
the South Caucasus.31 Since then, its policies toward the region fall into four 
broad categories: support for democracy; support for market reforms and 
privatization; support for counter-terrorism and security; and efforts at con-
flict management and mediation.32 Under the Obama administration, these 
efforts have come to feature deeper support for democratization, more asser-
tive moves to contain Russian influence in the region, and a more pronounced 
emphasis on security and counter-terrorism.33

 While Russian activities and presence in the South Caucasus remain robust 
and multi-dimensional—military, commercial, and cultural—the US and the 
EU have sidelined themselves from the region, choosing instead to focus their 
energies on containing Russia’s possible strategic gains in the Balkans and in 
Ukraine. This has created space for new aspiring regional powers, the most 
significant of which are Turkey and Iran. Turkey views itself as a natural power 
in the South Caucasus and conceives of the region as an extension of its cul-
tural zone and a ready market for its expansive economic power. For Iran, 
whose relations with countries to its south, east, and west have always posed 
challenges, the South Caucasus offers much needed possibilities in interna-
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tional partnerships, markets for its stuttering economy, and perhaps, just 
perhaps, even a measure of soft power. That these are countries still in the 
throes of state-building and identity formation, themselves with few friends 
and tenuous international alliances, makes them the perfect candidates for 
influence peddling, more likely victims to machinations emanating from 
Ankara and Tehran. It is to their processes of state-building that the chapter 
turns next.

State-Building in the South Caucasus

In all three republics of the South Caucasus, state-building has taken place 
under two ominous shadows, each reinforcing the other. One has been the 
scourge of ethno-national conflicts, and the other of political elites who put 
their own interests before those of their country. What has ensued has been 
an instrumentalization of unresolved territorial and ethnic conflicts for pur-
poses of retaining power.34 Within the Soviet Union, the South Caucasus was 
mostly sealed off from the rest of the other Socialist Republics and was pre-
sented as a place of ethnic and political harmony.35 This was hardly the case, 
with tensions already brewing before the communist system started crum-
bling. Once the USSR finally collapsed, the floodgates of ethnic hatred blew 
open. The states of the South Caucasus witnessed the most bloodshed out of 
all the post-Soviet states.
 In ethno-territorial conflicts of the sort that exist in Nagorno-Karabakh, 
South Ossetia, and Abkhazia, identity assumes a particularly important role, and 
leaders find that they must appeal more and more to identity as reflected in 
popular and populist settlements.36 Today the most intractable of these conflicts 
is the one between Azerbaijan and Armenia in the Nagorno-Karabakh region, 
which casts a shadow over the entire South Caucasus. For both Armenia and 
Azerbaijan, the conflict has come to take on “a central, identity defining role in 
the political and cultural self-understanding of the two countries.”37 Nagorno-
Karabakh now has the dubious distinction of being “the longest running ethno-
territorial dispute in the post-Communist world.”38

 Internal displacements, refugees, and the flight abroad of people and capital 
seem to matter little to those for whom these conflicts have proven politically 
profitable. On both sides, for example, the Karabakh issue is used by incum-
bents and the opposition to enhance their own patriotic credentials.39 The few 
who have dared to entertain thoughts of solutions or compromise have been 
repeatedly stymied or kicked out of office. Reportedly, Azerbaijan’s President 
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Heydar Aliyev could not get the endorsement of his inner circle for a peace 
deal with Armenia in which he would give up Nagorno-Karabakh in return 
for a land corridor to the Nekhchivan exclave. In Armenia, when President 
Levon Ter-Petrosian tried to sign off on a peace plan with Azerbaijan in 1998, 
he was thrown out of office by members of his own inner circle.40 Such is the 
intensity of the Nagorno-Karabakh hold on the Armenian psyche that 
although the population of the region is estimated at no more than 100,000, 
two Karabakh natives, Robert Kocharyan (1998–2008) and Serzh Sargsyan 
(2008– ), have already served as Armenia’s president.41

 The economies of the three countries of the South Caucasus, meanwhile, 
remain monopolistic, do not have well-defined property rights, and retain 
strong clientelistic ties between economics and politics.42 Markets stagnate and 
are highly underdeveloped, and are dependent on the export of natural resources 
and therefore highly susceptible to international pressures and nuances. In all 
three countries, middle-class consumers can hardly afford many of the basic 
goods and household durables they need. Those who can afford them leave. 
Today, approximately 800,000 Georgians, 2.5 million Armenians, and 2 million 
Azerbaijanis live and work abroad, and send remittances back home.43 Domestic 
economies would suffer deeply if these revenue streams dry up.
 Let us look more closely at each of the three cases.

Armenia

In many ways, Armenia’s post-independence political and economic experi-
ences are reminiscent of that of other post-Soviet republics, its birth the prod-
uct of a non-violent revolution. And, again not unlike other post-Soviet states, 
Armenia appears to be in a perpetual state of social, economic, and political 
crisis.44 In particular, the Armenian Republic has not yet succeeded in build-
ing a set of democratic state institutions and a democratic political culture.45 
Nevertheless, similar to Georgia, Armenia at least has a nominally functioning 
democratic system, which Azerbaijan does not. Elections, however, do not 
necessarily make a political system effective or even viable.
 Despite major changes to the nature and functions of state institutions as 
compared to those of the Soviet era, their basic functions, and the basic patterns 
through which power is distributed and exercised, remain fundamentally the 
same.46 As in the Soviet Union’s final years, politics remain decidedly non-ideo-
logical. The executive also remains dominant and the National Assembly pliant, 
featuring little debate and all too often approving the executive’s bills, frequently 
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through “expedited procedures.”47 Not surprisingly, the legitimacy of elections 
and their fairness are often contested.48 The oligarchy, as detailed in Giragosian’s 
chapter in the volume, remains powerful, and the president needs its continued 
support to stay in power. In fact, the country’s lack of a tradition of stateness—of 
having viable institutions of its own and a history of state–society relations—in 
part explains its difficulties in post-Soviet state-building.49 This has helped foster 
an informal balance between the various centers of power within the country, 
resulting in a semblance of political stability.
 Prevailing patterns in Armenia’s politics—or, more accurately, its lack of 
political development—have not helped government efforts at fostering eco-
nomic growth. In the first two decades of independence, the life of the 
Armenian economy can be divided into three stages: disintegration in the 
early 1990s; reconstruction in the mid to late 1990s; and finally, crisis ever 
since. Throughout, the country’s economy has suffered from a number of 
“systematic deformations.”50 The Armenian economy today remains uncom-
petitive, is riddled with monopolies, and is susceptible to external shocks, with 
high unemployment rates and an inadequate social security system.51 
Remittances and other monies sent from abroad help alleviate some but not 
all of Armenia’s economic difficulties. Nevertheless, continued out-migration 
from Armenia remains a challenge for the economy.52

 The country’s economy was almost completely destroyed in the early 1990s 
and was rebuilt only with significant advantages accruing to politically-con-
nected business elites. As in most other post-Soviet states, Armenia has taken 
many hasty steps toward ushering in capitalism without an adequate under-
standing of what these steps really entail. Mass privatization of state assets 
took place, and a romantic and unfounded notion of capitalism emerged. This 
had the practical effect of de-industrializing the country, facilitating private 
transfers and capital flight, and facilitating the emergence of an oligarchy.53 
Today, major oligarchs often own monopolistic businesses and occupy impor-
tant positions in the state.54 This has helped foster a vibrant shadow economy, 
comprising an estimated 40 percent of all economic activity in the country,55 
much of it controlled by powerful neighborhood bosses. No administration 
has been able to reduce the pervasiveness of the shadow economy or the role 
of neighborhood bosses, many of whom have acquired and consolidated their 
positions in army command or in other high-ranking government positions.
 Economic difficulties have not prompted political leaders in Yerevan to 
ease up on the country’s hold on Nagorno-Karabakh. This is largely because 
the Karabakh movement plays a foundational myth for the Armenian 
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state.56 As one observer has noted, “a nation obsessed with loss of land 
throughout its history is finding it very difficult to give up the land it now 
occupies.”57 In some respects, this is as much due to the influence of the 
powerful Armenian diaspora as it is a product of the preferences of the 
country’s political leaders themselves.58

 The diaspora is similarly opposed to any compromises with Turkey over the 
question of the 1915 genocide of Turkish Armenians—all three of Armenia’s 
traditional parties represented among the diaspora have rejected the idea of a 
“historical commission” to determine whether the events of 1915 indeed con-
stituted a genocide—thereby hampering any meaningful prospects for a 
Turkish–Armenian rapprochement.59 Ironically, there is a similar lack of 
enthusiasm on the other side. Perceiving Turkey to be in a position of strength, 
Turkish political elites are less interested in establishing relations with 
Armenia than Armenia is in normalizing relations with Turkey.60 Although 
improvements in Turkish–Armenian relations could lead to significant 
changes in the geopolitical realities of the region, for now such a possibility 
remains highly unlikely.
 Yerevan’s icy relations with Ankara stand in sharp contrast to its warm 
economic and military ties with Moscow. Armenia remains perhaps “one of 
the most loyal members of the Commonwealth of Independent States.”61 
Armenia’s National Security Strategy document, drafted in 2007, stipulates 
that the country is in a “strategic partnership” with Russia. The document calls 
for “complementarity” in foreign and security policy, “aimed at maintaining 
an overall balance in the region.” In reality, however, Armenia has much closer 
ties to Russia than to the EU or the US.62 In fact, Yerevan’s continued strategic 
reliance on Russia has so far precluded it from receiving greater US military 
assistance and the “train and equip” missions sent by the US to both Georgia 
and Azerbaijan.63

 The challenges in Armenian–Turkish relations and in Armenia’s less than 
cordial relations with the US and the EU have also opened up opportunities 
for Iran, which has long viewed close relations with Armenia as a way to break 
out of its isolation and develop a potential transit route to Europe.64 This 
relationship has been more economic and diplomatic, and, in many ways, is 
more symbolic than substantive. Iran’s trade with Armenia, for example, stood 
at slightly more than $290 million in 2014, up from $183.3 million in 2004. 
Given the state of Turkish–Armenian relations, this is actually not much more 
than the amount of Turkish–Armenian trade. Turkey’s trade with Armenia 
rose from only $39 million in 2004 to $234 million in 2014.65 Whatever gains 
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Iran has had in relation to Armenia appear to have been rooted less in material 
gains and more in diplomatic niceties and symbolism.

Georgia

Not unlike other post-Soviet states, Georgia is currently undergoing “a process 
of deep restructuring” in multiple arenas of its macro-economy, political cul-
ture, state institutions, state–society relations, self-identification, and social 
peace-building.66 The country’s initial years of independence, in the early 
1990s, were characterized by considerable political instability and turmoil. It 
was only with the 1995 election and subsequent consolidation of power of 
Eduard Shevardnadze, who had previously served as foreign minister of the 
Soviet Union under President Gorbachev, that the country’s politics assumed 
a semblance of stability. Shevardnadze created a hybrid political system with 
some space for political freedom but few conditions for meaningful political 
competition, instead concentrating power within the hands of a narrow elite. 
Once power was consolidated, in the second half of the 1990s an ambitious 
reform agenda was pursued in which the legal and institutional foundations 
of the new regime were established and strengthened. By the late 1990s, how-
ever, the president and his inner circle had grown wary of reforms, and the 
system became increasingly less tolerant of dissent and featured fraudulent 
elections and rampant corruption.67 Kupatzade’s contribution in this volume 
offers an in-depth examination of the problem of corruption in Georgia.
 The 2003 “Rose Revolution” ushered in an era of excitement, optimism, 
institutional reform, and economic investments. After the revolution, when 
Shevardnadze was forced to step down, the constitution was amended to 
strengthen and further centralize executive power.68 Saakashvili introduced a 
number of reforms—to the state administration, the police force, tax collec-
tion, combatting corruption, and combatting smuggling—while at the same 
time building up a clientelistic network for himself.69 The new government 
soon began to cut corners and bulldoze perceived obstacles. Judges were ridi-
culed, procedures violated, media repressed, and decisions centralized. While 
unemployment rose, reforms were implemented with “excessive arrogance and 
self-confidence” though with little benefit to the public.70 President 
Saakashvili and his entourage became increasingly arrogant and impulsive. By 
2008–9, the Rose Revolution of 2003 had come to a screeching halt.
 Like Armenia and Azerbaijan, Georgia inherited entho-territorial conflicts 
and secessionist movements from the USSR.71 In the late 1980s, communist 
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authorities sought to create a distinctively Georgian identity by playing up 
ethnic divisions within the country, especially insofar as Abkhazia and South 
Ossetia were concerned. In turn, in the early 1990s, political consolidation 
meant emphasizing Georgian ethnic identity and further alienating Abkhazia 
and South Ossetia.72 This did not bode well for subsequent processes of state- 
and nation-building and the integration of regions such as Abkhazia and 
South Ossetia into the new republic. Conflicts erupted soon after independ-
ence in 1991, resulting in some 8,000 casualties and 250,000 internally dis-
placed persons. Russia’s mediation in 1992 helped freeze the conflicts for 
some time, though their underlying dynamics remained unaddressed. They 
flared up once again in August 2008, settled this time through Russian inter-
vention in favor of the two regions.73 Today, the South Ossetia and Abkhazia 
conflicts have once again become frozen, similar to Nagorno-Karabakh, and 
constitute perhaps the single most important factors in Georgia’s domestic 
and foreign policies.74

 Civil wars brought Georgia to the verge of being a failed state.75 But 
Georgia has persevered and the country has on occasion demonstrated 
impressive spurts of economic growth. In the late 2000s, in fact, Singapore, 
the UAE, and New Zealand were frequently mentioned as models for Georgia 
to emulate. Although the Saakashvili interregnum saw a proliferation of state 
institutions and emphasis on their efficacy, processes of political institution-
alization and state-building were undermined by their very rapid pace. Today, 
the country is far from the risk of becoming a failed state. But it also has some 
way to go in its effort toward political institutionalization and consolidation. 
Georgian politics remains zero-sum in nature, and the country’s main chal-
lenge has been to take concrete steps toward institutionalizing democracy.76

 The Georgian system may be best described as an example of “competitive 
authoritarianism.”77 There is, for example, little media freedom in Georgia 
today.78 In Azerbaijan and Armenia, the state has been “de-ideologized” in the 
service of power concentration. Georgia is not too different, though this was not 
always the case. Under Saakashvili, libertarianism increasingly became the man-
tra of the state and the economic and political blueprints it was following. 
Saakashvili’s libertarianism meant dismantling many of the regulatory powers 
of the state, which in 2006 adopted a Labor Code hostile to employees, instead 
giving much leeway and latitude to corporations.79 Along the same lines, in 2009 
the president announced the enactment of the Law on Economic Freedom, 
Opportunity and Dignity that banned the establishment of regulatory bodies 
and made future tax increases subject to approval by popular referendums.80
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 Similar to Armenia, Georgia’s turbulent politics has not helped its eco-
nomic growth and development. During the first decade after independence 
in Georgia, the goal was to build the basic mechanisms for a market economy, 
including introducing a new currency in 1995, achieving market stabilization, 
and improving the business and investment environments. There was mixed 
success in achieving these goals. While the mid-1990s saw improved levels of 
economic growth in Georgia, with an annual growth rate of around 10 to 11 
percent, the late 1990s saw a deterioration of the economy and marked rise in 
corruption and absence of rule of law.81

 Also mixed was the economic legacy that Saakashvili left behind. The presi-
dent’s ambitious efforts at streamlining state institutions to improve their 
performance and efficiency, and the introduction of e-government in a variety 
of areas, continue to have positive results in helping the state improve its man-
agement of incoming revenues and its services to the public. The economic 
costs of Georgia’s short war with Russia in 2008, for which Saakashvili was 
generally blamed, are estimated at $4.5 billion.82 The Georgian economy has 
yet to recover from the consequences of the war. Particularly hard hit have 
been the urban middle classes, many of whom have seen precipitous declines 
in their relative income and their purchasing power. Over the last two decades, 
up to 1.5 million Georgians have emigrated from their country in search of 
better employment opportunities abroad.83

 Perhaps the single most important factor in Georgia’s international rela-
tions is its relations with Russia in general and the South Ossetia and Abkhazia 
issue in particular. Keenly aware of its power and position as a small state 
bordering a giant, global power, Georgia’s self-perception and its conduct of 
foreign relations are deeply informed by its tormented relationship with 
Russia. In fact, defining an independent identity vis-à-vis Russia remains a 
fundamental challenge for Georgia.84

 Needless to say, South Ossetia and Abkhazia could not exist and are not 
viable on their own without Russian aid.85 Today both Abkhazia and South 
Ossetia exist as Russian protectorates whose security is guaranteed by Russia. 
By the same token, a settlement of Georgia’s conflict with these two regions 
will not be possible without Russian involvement.86 Yet, there appears to be 
no end in sight, nor any prospects for ending Georgia’s conflicts with Russia 
as far as Abkhazia and South Ossetia are concerned.87

 The Russian factor has prompted Georgia to try to draw itself ever closer to 
NATO and the European Union. Georgia’s National Security Concept, 
drafted in 2011, is explicit on this point: “As a Black Sea and Southeastern 
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European country, Georgia is part of Europe geographically, politically, and 
culturally; yet it was cut off from its natural course of development by histori-
cal cataclysms. Integration into NATO and the EU is Georgia’s sovereign 
choice, one which will strengthen Georgia’s security and ensure its stable 
development.”88 This effort led to the signing of the Association Agreement 
with the EU in 2014, through which Georgia has sought to position itself as 
“the center of gravity” of Western engagement with the South Caucasus.89 An 
Association Agreement is the most that the EU has so far been willing to grant 
to Georgia. And, so far at least, the country’s constant efforts to gain member-
ship in NATO have been met with only a lukewarm reception.90 While 
NATO has been reluctant to embrace Georgia’s bid for membership, it has, 
however, helped the country establish a “defense capacity building mission” 
by providing a “substantial package” of assistance.91

Azerbaijan

On the surface, Azerbaijan differs from Armenia and Georgia in a number of 
important respects. Politically, whereas Armenia and Georgia have held rela-
tively meaningful elections and have witnessed a rotation of elites in and out 
of elected office, Azerbaijan’s political system, dominated by a single family, 
the Aliyevs, has been alternatively described as “sultanistic semi-authoritarian” 
or as a “neo-monarchy.”92 Economically, Azerbaijan’s natural resources have 
enabled it to embark on massive infrastructural development over the last 
decade and a half and have given it a strategic importance that the two other 
countries lack. This has had consequences for the small state’s geopolitical and 
foreign policy calculations, prompting its leaders to engage in a carefully 
crafted balancing act between the European Union, the US, Russia, Turkey, 
and Iran. This stands in sharp contrast to Georgia’s pro-Western and Armenia’s 
pro-Russian tilts in the region.
 Despite these differences, Azerbaijan’s political history and its overall national 
trajectory since independence have not been that fundamentally different from 
its South Caucasus neighbors. Since independence, three overall stages in 
Azerbaijan’s political development may be identified: the period immediately 
after independence, which witnessed less than a year of revolutionary democ-
racy; the ten-year period of Heydar Aliyev’s rule, when the institutional founda-
tions of the new republic were laid; and the rule of his son Ilham since 2003, 
which has so far resulted in a steady increase in the control of the state over 
Azerbaijani society.93 Similar to both Armenia and Georgia, many of the insti-
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tutional features of the Soviet Union persevere in Azerbaijan, including present-
day incarnations of the Central Committee of the Communist Party, which 
now exists in the form of the president’s administration.94

 Similar to other post-Soviet states, Azerbaijan’s early days of independence 
witnessed great turmoil and political instability. The country’s first post-Soviet 
president, the populist Abulfaz Elchibey, was overthrown in June 1993 and 
Heydar Aliyev, who had been leader of the Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist 
Republic from 1968 to 1982, returned to power. Almost overnight, Aliyev 
went from being a member of the Soviet Communist Party’s Central 
Committee to becoming “the presidential Olympus of Azerbaijan.”95 Over 
time, the Azerbaijani public came to accept many of the myths that the presi-
dent created about himself as he methodically went about establishing the 
new institutions of the state and at the same time consolidating power. From 
the start, Aliyev was focused on creating a family dynasty. In the process, he 
created a highly centralized political system with many democratic trap-
pings.96 Especially in the early 1990s, the country witnessed a period of fever-
ish state-building, during which a national army, a central bank, and a national 
currency (the manat) were established, and the Cyrillic alphabet was replaced 
by the Latin alphabet.97

 The president died in 2003 and was succeeded in office by his son Ilham in 
questionable presidential elections. Expectations that the new president 
would launch political reforms were soon dashed. In fact, with Ilham Aliyev’s 
consolidation of power there has been a clamping down on the media, with 
many journalists arrested and imprisoned, while the personal powers of the 
president have been significantly enhanced.98 Ilham proceeded to dispense 
with even the pretense of democracy. The following observations, by a scholar 
of the country, are worth quoting at length:

Ilham Aliyev’s regime of personal authority rests upon a rigid vertical administra-
tive apparatus, with a repressive police force, special services, prosecutor’s office and 
courts, as well as a monopolised economy. Vast information resources—eight 
national television channels, 11 radio stations, numerous printed and Internet 
publications—serve the power as well. The ruling system is governed by its unwrit-
ten laws, which is a characteristic of authoritarian regimes.99

 There is a narrow circle of the president’s entourage that follow him unques-
tionably and submit to his power. Not surprisingly, promotions are invariably 
based on loyalty, and many cabinet ministers with proven allegiance have ten-
ures reaching into decades. A number of wealthy oligarchs are closely affiliated 
either with the president or with his wife’s family. Meriban Aliyev, the presi-
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dent’s wife, has emerged as one of the country’s most powerful figures, and her 
humanitarian projects and charity enterprises receive about as much media 
coverage as do the president’s initiatives.100 Many independent-minded politi-
cians have either been sidelined or arrested and imprisoned. Abbasov notes:

The constitution is not operational, the principal of the separation of powers is not 
working, civil society institutes are underdeveloped, and market economy does not 
exist. Power structures, which should enhance the country’s security, are corrupt 
and politicised, and their main task is to protect the narrow elite circles.101

In 2008, the government even used the Russian–Georgian war as a further 
excuse to restrict political space and weaken civil society.102

 As with other authoritarian states that like to adopt the pretense of democ-
racy, sometimes the outcome is farcical comedy. During the 2013 presidential 
elections, for example, the results were accidentally released earlier than the 
polls closed, showing the incumbent president winning re-election by 
72.76 percent of the votes cast. When the ballots did actually close, the presi-
dent had actually won 84.5 percent of the votes, about 3 percentage points 
lower than the votes he had garnered in the 2008 elections.103

 The state also maintains the charade of parliamentary politics. The coun-
try’s constitution, originally passed in 1995, was amended in 2002 and again 
in 2012 in order to strengthen the office of the presidency and to weaken 
parliament further. The Azerbaijani parliament has unofficial “factions,” but 
all are “utterly loyal to the President.”104 Most Azerbaijanis view the “opposi-
tion” to be as corrupt and tainted as those already in office.105 The office of the 
president dominates the entire political landscape.
 This very centralization of power within a narrow, authoritarian presidency, 
and the increasing contraction of permissible political space, have left Azerbaijan 
open to the possibility of extremism and outbursts of violent political protests. 
The fear in Azerbaijan that government policy and local conditions would give 
rise to religious extremism and other terrorist groups is not new. A combination 
of poverty, refugees from the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict, and Salafi influences 
from the North Caucasus, especially Chechnya and Dagestan, could give rise to 
Islamic extremism in Azerbaijan.106 By the mid-2000s, in fact, Islam had become 
a sufficiently consequential force in Azerbaijani society as to provoke a sharp 
clampdown on religious activists by the state. The political vacuum created by 
the state has resulted in the emergence of political Islam and has enabled the 
“mosque (to become) a kind of political club.”107

 What legitimacy the state does have rests on its ability to maintain the 
“Azerbaijan miracle” by trying to emulate the Asian Tigers through the con-
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tinued export of oil and gas.108 The miracle appeared to have fizzled out in 
dramatic fashion in late 2015 and early 2016 as the price of oil plummeted on 
the global market, and the manat fell precipitously against the dollar and the 
euro. Rising unemployment and inflation throughout 2015, coupled with 
drastic increases in the price of essential goods such as wheat and flour, 
resulted in nationwide, and at times violent, protests in January 2016, quelled 
only after mass arrests and police crackdown. For now, the Aliyev family 
dynasty does not appear to be facing the danger of collapse. But the façade of 
political stability appears to have been cracked.
 The January 2016 protests notwithstanding, beginning in the early 2000s 
and lasting for nearly a decade and a half, Azerbaijan’s economy experienced 
persistent growth.109 In the early years of post-independence, similar to both 
Armenia and Georgia, in Azerbaijan the various sectors of the economy col-
lapsed following the disintegration of the Soviet Union. By the late 1990s, as 
oil revenues began to trickle in, the economy started its upward ascent, with a 
boom starting in 2003. Incoming state revenues went toward the construction 
of infrastructure, especially roads and bridges, and city beautification cam-
paigns. As Valiyev’s contribution in this volume shows, the state hoped to turn 
Baku into “the Dubai of the Caspian.” The oil and gas sector, the country’s 
economic lifeline, was especially targeted for infrastructural growth, and 
before long Azerbaijan became the only country in the region able to extract, 
refine, transport, and negotiate its natural resources to European markets.110 
Not surprisingly, the European Union remains interested in a secure and 
diversified energy supply from Azerbaijan.111

 Despite rapid infrastructural growth, systemic problems continue to plague 
Azerbaijan’s economy, not least of which is over-dependence on a single, albeit 
sought-after, natural resource. Despite the growth of the oil sector, many of 
Azerbaijan’s most labor-intensive industries remain the least efficient.112 
Corruption, perpetuated by a powerful oligarchy, remains an endemic prob-
lem across the board.113 There are very close connections between those who 
have economic resources and those with political power, and the pervasive 
powers of oligarchs result in very closely protected monopolies that keep com-
modity prices higher in Azerbaijan than in most other places in the South 
Caucasus.114 Tax collection, meanwhile, remains a major problem, with an 
estimated 1.3 million workers out of a labor force of four million not paying 
taxes.115 All the while, as the state’s coffers swell and its affiliated oligarchy 
benefit, people’s real economy does not. This has prompted many Azerbaijanis 
to seek better lives abroad. Similar to Armenia, immigration by Azerbaijanis 
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out of the country, especially to Russia, remains a major problem and a big 
drain on the country’s economy.
 Azerbaijan’s overwhelming reliance on the exploitation and export of natu-
ral resources has had direct effects on its international relations. One of the 
central pillars of the country’s foreign policy, in fact, has been “pipeline diver-
sity,” whereby Azerbaijan has positioned itself to become an “enabler” for the 
EU’s Southern Gas Corridor.116 Throughout the 2000s, this centrality was 
reinforced by the West’s desire to develop the regional energy sector while 
bypassing Iran and Russia.117 At the same time, however, Azerbaijan has dis-
covered the prudence of a foreign policy that treads a middle line between the 
West on one side, as represented especially by the European Union and 
Turkey, and Russia and Iran on another.118 The result has been a comparatively 
more balanced foreign policy of “careful pragmatism.”119

 The need for a more even-handed and pragmatic foreign policy was driven 
home by the relatively mild response of the US and the EU to the 2008 war 
between Russia and Georgia. The war was seen by many Azerbaijanis as a sign 
that they should be more attentive to Russian priorities and needs and that 
Russia’s special position in the South Caucasus cannot be completely 
ignored.120 This trend has been reinforced by the relative inattention of the US 
to Azerbaijan as a potential security partner of any kind. Largely influenced 
by the powerful Armenian lobby in Washington, US policy toward Azerbaijan 
has instead focused on humanitarian aid, democratization assistance, and 
efforts to manage and mediate the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict.121 Azerbaijan 
has therefore moved away from a consistently pro-Western policy to one that 
is more nuanced and is in line with the Non-Aligned Movement.122

 The United States may not perceive Azerbaijan as a valuable security part-
ner, but Israel does. In recent years, perceived security threats emanating from 
Iran have resulted in an expression of economic, cultural, developmental, and 
more recently military cooperation between Azerbaijan and Israel.123 These 
relations deepened at a time when Turkish–Israeli strategic cooperation was 
also at its peak, the two relationships synergistically complementing one 
another.124 Besides Azerbaijan–Iranian tensions, Azerbaijan–Israeli relations 
are a product of mutually beneficial cooperation in a variety of economic 
fields, especially the energy sector. By the 2010s, for example, Israeli–
Azerbaijani trade was put at $46 billion annually, making Azerbaijan Israel’s 
main trading partner in the Muslim world.125 Many Israeli companies have 
been active in the Azerbaijani energy sector, and by 2013 oil from Azerbaijan 
accounted for 40 percent of all the oil consumed in Israel.126 Azerbaijan has 
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also purchased billions of dollars’ worth of military equipment from Israel, 
including drones and advanced anti-aircraft missile defense systems.
 While maintaining relatively close ties to Israel, Azerbaijan has sought to 
avoid direct confrontation with Iran. At any rate, Azerbaijan’s strategic coop-
eration with Israel cannot all be attributed to Iran and is in large measure a 
product of Baku’s countering at times tense relationships with Russia and with 
other South Caucasus states.127 Relations with Israel would also help 
Azerbaijan’s image as a “pro-Western, progressive” republic.128

 Azerbaijan’s relationship with Israel and its delicate balancing act in relation 
to Iran, as well as with Russia, Turkey, the EU, and the US, exemplify the 
dilemmas faced by small states in general and the three countries of the South 
Caucasus in particular in furthering their foreign policy objectives. Georgia 
and Armenia have chosen to bandwagon with bigger patrons and protectors, 
the former with the West and the latter mostly with Russia. Azerbaijan has 
opted for a more nuanced positioning of itself, pursuing a foreign policy that 
is proactive and—albeit more in style than in substance—is more even-
handed and balanced. That each of the three countries has chosen separate 
geostrategic paths has not stopped Iran and Turkey from competing over 
them, a rivalry that goes beyond the South Caucasus and involves state and 
non-state actors close and far.
 In each of the three countries of the South Caucasus, a combination of 
developments has facilitated the opening of space for competition between 
the two aspiring regional powers of Iran and Turkey. Ongoing processes of 
state-building and political consolidation have increased the likelihood of 
political elites to look for outside allies and patrons (in Georgia and Armenia) 
or to try and hedge their bets in order to maximize available options and 
potential friends (Azerbaijan). Ethno-linguistic conflicts and their attendant 
economic difficulties have increased the need for regional allies and partners. 
At the same time, a lack of strategic attention to the region and therefore 
appetite for in-depth involvement by the EU and the US have increased the 
regional shadow of Russia and the available space for Iran and Turkey. The 
South Caucasus provides a corridor to Russia in the north, Iran and Turkey to 
the south, and the Caspian basin to the east.129 The two aspiring regional 
powers, therefore, have come to see the South Caucasus as a significant region 
ripe for furthering their diplomatic influence, their economic presence, and 
their soft power.
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Turkish-Iranian rivalry

Turkey and Iran have been uneasy neighbors with begrudging respect and 
tolerance for each other.130 The two countries are both regional middle-level 
powers, and as such are central to the balance of power in the Middle East and 
especially West Asia, have their own regional spheres of influence, and have 
the ability to resist and deter a coalition of other regional states against them. 
And although they are economically and technologically dependent on other 
core states, and need to diversify their economies out of necessity, they can on 
their own resist intervention by the great global powers.131

 Middle range powers may be defined as those countries:

that are neither at the apex nor the bottom of the international power structure. 
They are not so powerful as to be able to exert decisive influence on major issues or 
international security and economy. Nor are they so powerless as to be unable to 
protect themselves from the undesirable impacts of other countries’ actions. They 
have considerable resources and capabilities, but are not dominant in international 
relations.132

 Much of the literature on “rising” or regional middle powers has focused 
on their role in and relationship with global governance institutions.133 But 
the greatest significance of middle powers is at the regional level and is often 
felt within their immediate vicinity. Middle powers often explicitly challenge 
the hegemony of established great powers, not so much at the global level but 
more specifically, and more immediately, within the regions in which they are 
located.134 As such, the South Caucasus is an area of considerable strategic 
importance for both Iran and Turkey, where they can expand their own influ-
ence and, potentially, even challenge Russian interests.135

 For some time now, Iran and Turkey have aspired to be regional heavy-
weights in West Asia. These aspirations have met with measured success on 
the one hand and with the fear and trepidation of other regional actors on the 
other.136 As early as 2011, veteran Middle East observer Mohammed Ayoob 
predicted that in the post-Arab Spring Middle East there will be a “shift in the 
center of political gravity” away from Egypt and toward Iran and Turkey.137 
The “Turko-Persian future” that Ayoob predicted may not necessarily come 
to pass, but Iran and Turkey will continue to remain pivotal regional powers 
for the foreseeable future.
 While Iran and Turkey compete with one another in multiple areas, neces-
sity and interest have also forced them to cooperate in a number of other areas. 
The contributions in this volume by Ahmadi, Monshipouri, and Winrow 
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examine the multiple areas of direct competition between the two countries. 
But there are also a number of areas in which the two have had to cooperate 
and collaborate. Neither Tehran nor Ankara, for example, want to see an inde-
pendent Kurdistan emerge. At the same time, a convergence of three goals 
prompts the two countries to cooperate over the Kurdish question: both are 
interested in participating in the oil and gas resources of northern Iraq and 
their distributive networks; the need to agree on respective spheres of influ-
ence in northern Iraq; and their need not to interfere in each other’s policies 
with regards to issues that can have domestic repercussions for both.138

 As outlined in Monshipouri’s chapter in this volume, there has also been an 
“evolving energy interdependency” between Iran and Turkey that, at one level 
at least, has drawn the two powers closer.139 The two countries are aware that 
energy cooperation between them is a win–win proposition. The two neigh-
bors also have robust trade between them. By the end of 2015, Iranian–
Turkish trade was estimated at around $30 billion a year.140 This inter dependency 
has not been lost on the politicians. In the words of Iranian President Hassan 
Rouhani, Turkey and Iran need one another, each serving as a bridge for the 
other.141

 Cooperation in specific matters notwithstanding, the relationship between 
Iran and Turkey has been characterized more by competition in a whole host 
of issues and areas. One of these areas, where competition has been the most 
intense but paradoxically largely unnoticed, is in the South Caucasus. At the 
dawn of independence in 1991, for all three countries of the South Caucasus, 
Iran and Turkey offered two very different models of governance. The model 
that has emerged has been considerably closer to Turkey than to Iran. 
Moreover, common ethno-linguistic bonds have drawn Azerbaijan much 
closer to Turkey than to Iran, at least at the level of official state ties. Between 
the two regional powers, competition over Azerbaijan, by far the most pros-
perous and powerful of the three South Caucasus states, has been the most 
intense.142 Closer Turkish–Azerbaijani relations have drawn Armenia closer 
to Iran, whereas Georgia, though ideologically and economically closer to 
Turkey, has maintained warm relations with both. A complex web of overlap-
ping and competing relationships has emerged as a result, through which each 
country tries to maximize its own interests, deepen alliances and partnerships 
with friends, and undermine its foes and competitors.
 Today, a multi-polar system appears to have emerged in the South Caucasus 
with three separate but interconnected vectors. One vector is the Turkey–
Azerbaijan alliance, cemented by the 2010 signing of the Strategic Partnership 
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and Mutual Aid Agreement. A second vector is a Russian–Armenian alliance, 
also signed as an agreement in 2010, through which there is increased Russian 
military and political presence in Armenia.143 The third vector revolves around 
Iran and centers on Iranian–Georgian and Iranian–Armenian economic ties.
 For its part, Iran sees the South Caucasus as both an opportunity and a 
threat.144 Due to its diplomatic isolation from the West and the diplomatic and 
military pressures it faces, Iran has been forced to pay greater attention to the 
South Caucasus.145 The Islamic Republic has four main interests in the South 
Caucasus. They include reducing the influence of outside powers; continuing to 
neutralize possible security threats; obtaining a bigger economic and cultural 
foothold; and setting the legal regime of the Caspian Sea.146 At the same time, 
principally for trade and commercial reasons as well as possibilities of spillover, 
Iran has been interested in stability in the South Caucasus. In 2003, therefore, 
it proposed the so-called 3+3 regional security system that would be comprised 
of Iran–Turkey–Russia plus the three South Caucasus states. The proposal was 
not met with enthusiasm by the other states—and neither did the US or the EU 
have any appetite for it—so it fell by the wayside.147

 Within the South Caucasus region, Iran’s principal relationship is with 
Armenia, based on a shared sense of isolation and common strategic interests. 
Not surprisingly, Armenia is an important trading partner for Iran and biggest 
direct purchaser of its natural gas.148 Iran has also repeatedly offered to medi-
ate in the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict.149 The Islamic Republic’s relationship 
with Georgia has also deepened in recent years. After visa requirements were 
waived in 2010, the number of Iranian tourists to Georgia increased substan-
tially, as did levels of Iranian investment in the country, which has emerged as 
one of Georgia’s most important trading partners.150 As far as Azerbaijan is 
concerned, its dealings with Israel (and Turkey), as well as the Azeri factor in 
Iranian domestic politics (discussed in Ahmadi’s chapter), have often made its 
relations with Iran somewhat complicated.
 Comparatively, Turkey has had greater success in pursuing its interests in the 
South Caucasus region. With US approval, following the break-up of the Soviet 
Union, Turkey proactively sought to increase its economic and political influ-
ence in the South Caucasus and Central Asia, steadily coming to be seen as a 
model for the new republics to follow.151 Since the early 1990s, the country has 
also been at the center of global energy politics, even exploring the “Turkish 
stream” of having Russian gas piped from the Russian coastal town of Anapa all 
the way to Ipsala, located on Turkey’s border with Greece. As one observer has 
noted in relation to Turkey, “the country is moving to become a neo-Ottoman 
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powerhouse and the center if Eurasia’s energy structure.”152 One of the center-
pieces of this effort has been the Baku–Tbilisi–Ceyhan pipeline project.153

 Because it has so much vested in the Baku–Tbilisi–Ceyhan pipeline pro-
ject, Turkey prefers regional stability and security in the South Caucasus 
region, resulting in a “deep freeze” of regional conflicts such as the Nagorno-
Karabakh conflict.154 The process of normalization between Turkey and 
Armenia, started in 2009, today appears to be on standby, partly because 
Turkey does not want to antagonize Azerbaijan.155 In itself, the economic 
significance of the South Caucasus for Turkey is rather limited. Nevertheless, 
Turkey sees the region more as an important transit route to the Caspian Sea 
and Central Asia. At the same time, as Altunışık and Balci’s contributions to 
this volume make clear, Turkey exerts considerable soft power in the South 
Caucasus, and many from the region routinely travel to Turkey for work, 
tourism, and shopping.
 There is a new great game afoot. The contenders are Iran and Turkey, and 
the South Caucasus is their arena of competition. In many ways the game has 
not yet really commenced and is today only in its beginning phases. How the 
outcome will turn out, and how the game itself will affect each country’s inter-
nal dynamics, only time will tell. For now, what we know is that the two 
regional middle powers are in competition with one another for greater influ-
ence and power in the three countries immediately to their north.

This volume

The volume begins with Anatol Lieven’s sweeping history of the demise of 
empires and the region’s historical and geographic hostility to imperial hegem-
ony. The politics of the South Caucasus is too perilous and complex, Lieven 
argues, and the depth of its internal conflicts and rivalries so intense that no 
outside power, no matter how proximate, will be able to establish a successful 
hegemony over it. Lieven is equally pessimistic in his prognosis of the current 
and future state of the greater Middle East. The savagery of the conflicts mark-
ing it, he argues, show no signs of abating, nor do they necessarily make it 
easier for any one power to cast a shadow of any kind over the region.
 Imperial hegemony in the South Caucasus may well be a thing of the past, 
but geopolitics is alive and well there, and in many ways it takes the form of 
energy and specifically pipeline politics. This is the subject of Mahmood 
Monshipouri’s chapter, focusing on the wide array of geopolitical, strategic, 
and economic factors that influence Iranian and Turkish approaches to energy 
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and pipeline politics in the region. Competition between the two powers for 
access to the South Caucasus energy routes have become impossible to avoid, 
and neither Iran nor Russia has been able to forge a meaningful partnership 
that would block American energy giants from exploiting the ensuing vacuum. 
It is in the South Caucasus that Europe and Asia intersect, and despite the 
region’s access to enormous energy resources and its significance as a transit 
route, it remains victim to a “new great game.”
 Gareth Winrow zeroes in on Turkey’s energy policy, which has emerged as 
one of the central pillars of the country’s drive for regional power and influence. 
Over the last decade or so, Turkey has sought to become a key energy transit 
state for gas to Europe from Azerbaijan and also from Russia, Turkmenistan, 
Iran, and the Kurdish Regional Government. This is in addition to ensuring 
ample supplies for its own growing domestic market. In the process, for Turkey 
as well as for the many other actors involved, energy has become politicized and 
securitized. But securitization does not necessarily mean security. In fact, it often 
undermines security in the long term. Winrow points to a number of such 
potential pitfalls that Turkey faces in achieving its goals, not least of which 
include the deteriorating security situation around Turkey, as well as the chang-
ing position of Iran in the regional security framework.
 Turkey’s efforts at becoming, or remaining, a key regional energy hub may 
face difficulties, but Iranian ambitions are not without obstacles either. Hamid 
Ahmadi draws our attention to the salience of ethnicity as perhaps the single 
most important factor in shaping Iranian–Azerbaijani relations during the last 
century. Ahmadi focuses on clashing Iranian and Azerbaijani nationalisms, each 
rich in their own nuances and histories. He examines the role of ethnic identity 
in the foreign policies of the two countries, and how each side views the other 
through its own multi-dimensional and ethnically-layered lens. Ultimately, 
Ahmadi concludes, political pragmatism appears to trump ethnic populism.
 Common ethno-linguistic bonds across national borders may pose threats 
to the central government, but they can also provide opportunities for the 
projection of soft power by others. In relation to the South Caucasus, this is 
especially the case in relation to Russia’s position in the region, where we see 
the continued existence of a post-Soviet political culture. Somewhat belatedly, 
Moscow has discovered the utility of soft power in maintaining semblances of 
linkages with the newly established states of the Commonwealth of Indepen-
dent States in general and those of the South Caucasus in particular. By far the 
biggest manifestation of soft power has been the cultivation of civil society 
organizations, many of which promote aspects of Russian culture and gener-
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ally seek to give currency to a narrative that is in sync with Russian strategic 
objectives. These pro-Russian civil society organizations are the subject of 
Jeffrey Mankoff ’s chapter.
 Mankoff outlines the subtle, and at times blatant, competition for constitu-
ents and influence by civil society organizations supportive of Russia and the 
United States. The “Russian variant,” he argues, is far more pronounced in 
pro-Russian civil society organizations as compared to those set up by Western 
entities and governments. Because of its historical bonds and its geographic 
proximity, Russia’s soft power holds more sway in the South Caucasus than 
does the soft power of the West.
 Russia is not alone in its attempts to project soft power across the new states 
of the South Caucasus. Turkey has sought to do so as well. For Turkey, the 
employment of soft power has evolved to become one of the central objectives 
of the foreign policy of the Justice and Development Party (Adalet ve 
Kalkınma Partisi, or AKP), which has been in power since 2002. This is the 
focus of Meliha Benli Altunışık’s contribution, which provides a comparative 
analysis of how Turkish soft power is projected and received in the South 
Caucasus and in the Middle East. According to Altunışık, Turkish soft power 
began to expand starting in the 1990s, before the country’s political elites were 
actually aware of it. By the time they tried proactively to capitalize on its vari-
ous dimensions in the 2000s, their efforts fell victim to changing geopolitical 
realities in both the South Caucasus and the Middle East. Soft power is per-
ceived differently across regions and even among different actors within the 
same country. Turkey’s employment of foreign policy, culture, and political 
ideology for purposes of soft power projection, Altunışık concludes, has met 
with only measured success in the South Caucasus.
 Bayram Balci contextualizes this measured success. Whatever success Turkey 
initially had in soft power projection owed largely, though by no means entirely, 
to the growth of the Gülen movement across the South Caucasus and Central 
Asia. Balci examines the evolution and spread of the Gülen movement, named 
after its founder Fethullah Gülen (b.1938), first with the tacit support of the 
ruling Justice and Development Party and then as its informal opposition. The 
Gülen movement’s fraught relationship with the AKP, Balci argues, has done 
much to tarnish the image of the AKP outside Turkey. The outcome is likely to 
cause more difficulty for the Turkish state in its efforts to portray itself as an 
ideological model to be emulated. Nevertheless, as a fundamentally Turkish 
phenomenon, the Gülen movement itself is likely to continue to serve as a 
source of appeal for aspects of Turkish culture.
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 The volume’s final three chapters turn our attention back to the South 
Caucasus and the travails of state-building and development. Anar Valiyev’s 
contribution focuses on the Azerbaijani state’s efforts to turn the capital city, 
Baku, into the Dubai of the Caspian. The Azerbaijani state has sought to place 
the country on the global map through what Valiyev calls “post-political 
urban boosterism.” In the last decade or so, Baku has undergone a remarkable 
transformation into an aspiring global city and a business center for the South 
Caucasus. Many of Baku’s newer buildings—such as the iconic Flame Towers 
or the Haydar Aliyev Cultural Center—have been designed with an eye 
toward crafting a new Azerbaijani national identity.
 The travails of statehood go beyond the construction of impressive build-
ings and iconic structures. New states invariably suffer from institutional 
weaknesses, and such political exigencies provide space and opportunities for 
economic mismanagement, wealth accumulation, and widespread corruption. 
Richard Giragosian focuses on the emergence and powers of oligarchs in 
Armenia and how the predominance of “strongmen over statesmen” continues 
to hamper the country’s political development. Alexander Kupatadze explores 
the dynamics of corruption and white-collar crime in Armenia and Georgia, 
pointing to both political elite dispositions as well as the importance of ethnic 
conflict as contributing factors. More specifically, Kupatadze points to a cor-
relation between the prevalence of corruption and the degree to which each 
of the countries has been able to depart from the orbit of their former colonial 
overlord. Georgia, with its efforts to draw itself closer to the West, exhibits less 
corruption and white-collar crime, while Armenia, still firmly in the Russian 
orbit, tends to have more of the two plagues.
 With the tragic turn of events in Syria and Iraq over the last several years, 
and the plague of Da‘esh-type extremism, today the Middle East is demanding 
much of the world’s attention. Both Turkey and Iran are involved—some 
would say complicit—in the tragedies unfolding near their borders, and each 
is supporting its own proxies in civil conflicts with seemingly no end. But they 
are also involved in a far less noticed and much more subtle game of geostrat-
egy, each trying to enhance power and influence in an area of the world largely 
neglected by the US and the EU.  The South Caucasus is now emerging as a 
new arena of competition between Iran and Turkey.
 Together, the chapters in this volume paint an enormously complicated 
picture of a region that is at once in flux and yet the subject of competition by 
rising regional powers. The degree to which Georgia, Armenia, and Azerbaijan 
are equipped to deal with the domestic and international challenges of inde-
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pendence remains questionable some quarter-century after the collapse of the 
Soviet Union. Russia remains a formidable presence in the region, at least 
economically and culturally if no longer politically. But there is still consider-
able room for influence-peddling through soft-power projection, playing on 
ethno-linguistic bonds, and ensuring economic connectivity and dependence. 
As the world’s attention is diverted toward real-life tragedies elsewhere, Iran 
and Turkey are locked in a new great game, with the South Caucasus as the 
prize. Who will ultimately come out on top, and whether the prize is worth 
all that it is thought to be, will only be answered with time. For now, what is 
certain is that the South Caucasus remains at the center of West Asia’s latest 
geostrategic rivalry.



PART I

COMPETING INTERESTS
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WEST ASIA SINCE 1900

LIVING THROUGH THE WRECK OF EMPIRES

Anatol Lieven

The history of West Asia over the past century has been defined by the col-
lapse of three great empires. The contemporary history of the region is being 
defined by the decay of a fourth, informal empire—that of the USA—and the 
appearance of a new local power, the Islamic State (IS) or Da‘esh, which is 
radically hostile not just to US hegemony and to all local regimes but to the 
very existence of the states of the region.1 All of these ruins of empire have 
been preceded, accompanied and to a considerable extent caused by the decay 
of the civilizational ideologies, which had legitimized imperial rule.
 The ideological project under threat today is Western-led modernization in 
its broadest sense. In the past, this included socialist–nationalist programs 
inspired by the USSR—but these collapsed because of their own internal flaws 
or were destroyed by the USA and Israel between 1967 and 1973. At present, 
US-backed modernization is also paralyzed and in danger of destruction, 
while due to the rise of sectarian conflict the region itself is in some respects 
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more bitterly divided than it has been since the Ottoman–Safavid wars of the 
seventeenth century.
 Drawing on the history of liberal modernization in nineteenth-century 
Catholic Europe and Latin America, and the experience of Meiji Japan, this 
chapter will argue that while internal cultural, social, and economic factors 
have been crucial barriers to modernization, so too has been the dependence 
of would-be modernizing Middle Eastern states on the US imperial hegemon. 
This dependency has stripped these states of the nationalist legitimacy which 
elsewhere has been vital to the introduction of necessary but highly painful 
and contested reforms.
 To understand the need for this legitimacy in order to carry out successful 
modernization, it is necessary to transcend the happy fairy tale of Western-led 
modernization that Western governments and Western-dominated NGOs 
and international financial institutions have narrated to themselves and the 
world over the past decades, and to understand fully not just how deeply 
painful this modernization has been for most societies that have undergone it, 
but also how closely it has been associated with state strength and state coer-
cion—including, in previous centuries, in the West itself.2

 Both domestic and international developments in West Asia (embracing 
former Soviet Central Asia as well as the Greater Middle East) are therefore a 
product of the interaction of a range of local factors—cultural, historical, 
social, economic, and political—impacted by the outside great powers.
 One of the foremost scholars of the modern history of the region, Leon 
Carl Brown, sees that history overwhelmingly in terms of the penetration of 
the Middle East by outside powers. Brown describes the Middle East as “the 
most penetrated political sub-system in today’s world,” in the sense of a system 
“that is neither absorbed by the outside challenger [in the sense of full impe-
rial control] nor later released from the outsider’s smothering embrace. A 
penetrated system exists in continuous confrontation with a dominant outside 
political system.”3

 Writing during the Cold War, Brown described the recent geopolitics of 
the region as a direct continuity from the nineteenth-century Eastern 
Question and the various European powers’ “slow sundering of the Ottoman 
Empire.” Since the fall of the USSR, however, the United States has in effect 
been the sole outside great power to play a truly important role in the 
region, aspiring to and even to some degree achieving a kind of imperial 
hegemony (as opposed to a direct imperial role). Outside the Caucasus, 
Russia has been only a limited challenger, Britain and France have been 
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subordinate US allies, and China—as yet—has not sought to play a great 
power role in the Middle East
 One reason for China’s reticence in this regard may be that despite the fact 
that (contrary to Brown’s historical model) the US has enjoyed a near-monop-
oly of outside geopolitical influence in the region since 1991, this has not 
allowed the USA to stabilize the region, end local conflicts, develop local 
economies, or defeat local enemies. The greatest apparent US victory, that 
over Iraq in 2003, only led to a chaotic and bloody civil war which eventually 
spawned the Islamic State, or Da‘esh—the greatest threat to successful mod-
ernization that the Middle East has ever seen.
 Brown therefore was partially correct at the time when he wrote that:

The intensive interrelatedness of politics at all levels produces homeostasis. 
Diplomatic folk wisdom about the Middle East has it that “things are never so good 
or so bad as they seem.” Rarely does a single political actor—whether outside great 
power or regional power—have the ability to impose its will or even to set in 
motion major new orientations.4

 Today, the limits on the power of a single political actor—even one as 
apparently powerful as the USA—have been starkly revealed by US travails 
since 2003. However, the decay of the entire modernizing project in the 
region has produced a situation where homeostasis no longer exists, and the 
appearance of Da‘esh means that things are indeed just exactly as bad as they 
seem, or possibly even worse.
 A secondary thesis of this essay will therefore be that the local conflicts and 
rivalries of the Middle East, both between and within states, are so deep that 
no stable outside hegemony is in fact possible, at least without the introduc-
tion of massive numbers of outside troops over several generations and the 
imposition of direct empire. A parallel will be made in this regard with the 
experience of Russia’s attempt to create hegemony over the South Caucasus in 
the mid-1990s.
 In the past, these outside powers included a range of actors, but since the 
fall of the USSR the only really important one has been the USA, which has 
sought and to some extent achieved a kind of imperial hegemony (as opposed 
to direct empire) over the region.
 As a result of these tendencies, the territorial, the political, and the ideo-
logical orders of the region are all being stretched to the point of collapse. At 
the very least, we are witnessing a shift of equivalent importance to the wars 
and revolutions that accompanied the decline of the British Empire after 
1945. We may even be in an era comparable to that of the decline of the 
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Ottoman Empire, in which an entire moral and political world is shifted on 
its foundations.
 Until the revolt of IS in 2014, with the exception of Israel, the states and 
their borders in the Middle East remained those created by the British and 
French empires after the defeat of the Ottoman Empire. In the Gulf and 
Jordan, the regimes in 2015 remain those created under British sponsorship. 
Elsewhere, until recently the regimes in place remained essentially those that 
emerged from the collapse of the French and British empires from the mid-
1940s to the mid-1950s.
 In the former Soviet Caucasus, the state order remains the same as under 
the Soviet Union, though with modifications as a result of the wars that fol-
lowed that empire’s collapse. In Azerbaijan, a renamed faction of the local 
former Soviet Communist Party remains in power, under the son and heir of 
the old Communist strongman. Other countries are ruled by a variety of dif-
ferent post-Soviet regimes. Internally, these post-Soviet countries have proved 
relatively stable, after the civil wars that accompanied the Soviet collapse 
ended or were suspended. However, neither the traditional regional hegemon, 
Russia, nor the would-be new hegemon, the USA, have been able to suppress 
or resolve these conflicts and create a new regional order.
 Among the most important reasons for these successive failures of empire in 
the region have been contradictions in the imperial ideology. These contradic-
tions have been produced either by internal tensions, or by the impossibility of 
finding an ideology that could appeal to enough elements in an extremely varied 
and bitterly divided region, or provide a cultural and intellectual order through 
which to overcome those divisions. Even on the much smaller stage of the 
Caucasus, Soviet Communist ideology and Stalin’s monstrous repression were 
only able to suspend and cover over—but not reconcile or end—the ethnic and 
religious conflicts of the region. As the memories of that repression faded, espe-
cially in the late 1980s when it became apparent that Gorbachev would not 
employ anything as ferocious in defense of Communist rule, these conflicts re-
emerged and helped destroy the Soviet empire.

The last Muslim Great Power: the end of the Ottomans

In many ways, the most disastrous imperial collapse of all in the modern his-
tory of the region remains that of the Ottoman Empire and Caliphate in the 
period before, during, and after the First World War. Of all the Middle 
Eastern states of the early modern and modern periods, only the one created 
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by Mehmet Ali in Egypt had any real chance of providing a convincing 
replacement. Even so, Egypt was still invaded by Britain and reduced to a 
protectorate in 1881, a blow from which Egypt has still not recovered.
 The end of the Ottoman Empire therefore deprived the Middle East, and 
the Muslim world as a whole, of the only state that had a chance of emerging 
as a modern great power capable of resisting the domination of Western pow-
ers and maintaining something of the historic grandeur of Islam. The end of 
the Caliphate left a sense of moral, cultural, and political loss that haunts not 
just the region but the entire Muslim world to this day; a loss that combines 
geopolitical humiliation and dependence with cultural orphanhood.
 None of the states that have succeeded the Ottomans has been able to 
reproduce anything like the power, cultural achievements, or universal claims 
of the Ottoman Empire at its height. All have been more or less crippled by 
some combination of dependence on outside powers, lack of domestic legiti-
macy, reliance on a narrow sectarian base at home, and reliance on modern-
izing ideologies more or less at odds with the cultural traditions of a majority 
of their populations.
 Of course the economic, military, and ideological decline of the Ottoman 
Empire long pre-dated its final collapse. Militarily, the empire had suffered 
a long series of defeats and losses of territory dating back to the failed siege 
of Vienna in 1682. Although as the tremendous fight put up by the 
Ottoman armies against the British and French in the First World War dem-
onstrated, even at the end of its strength the Ottoman military tradition was 
still very strong.
 The modernization efforts embarked upon from the mid-nineteenth cen-
tury on to strengthen the empire against its Russian and European foes had 
however involved it in an insoluble contradiction, which was later to contrib-
ute decisively to the fall of another great empire founded on ideology, the 
USSR.  This was the contradiction between the Universalist ideology neces-
sary to hold together the multinational empire and the nationalist sentiments 
and forces produced in response to economic change, and as a result of the 
influx of Western ideological influences due to modernization.5

 The turmoil of Universalist, nationalist, and religious ideologies that 
emerged from the fall of the Ottoman Empire continues both to roil the 
Middle East as a whole and to divide individual states of the region to this day. 
Despite real development during the last fifty years before 1914, like the 
USSR in its last twenty years, the Ottoman Empire was also unable to gener-
ate a level of economic growth that would have helped legitimize it in the eyes 
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of its own elites. This was all the more so because so much Western-driven 
economic development actually worsened the lives of ordinary people, and 
even the elites that benefited were too often drawn from the empire’s Christian 
minorities, increasingly under the protection of Western powers.
 Thus the last but one Ottoman Sultan, Abdul Hamid II (r.1876–1909), 
attempted to hold the Muslim provinces of his empire together by emphasiz-
ing—to a greater degree than for several centuries—his symbolic role as uni-
versal Muslim Caliph. This had the added advantage of appealing to Muslims 
outside the empire who in the course of the nineteenth century had become 
horrified by the inexorable conquest of Muslims lands by the British, French, 
Dutch, and Russian empires.6

 But the Universalist ideology of the Caliphate came into direct conflict 
with the nationalism of the empire’s Christian minorities and the embryonic 
nationalism of some of its Arab subjects. That in itself was not catastrophic; 
after all, to resist these challenges was the point of Abdul Hamid’s strategy. 
Much more dangerous, and ultimately fatal, was this old–new ideology which 
clashed with a wholly new ideology generated in an effort to strengthen the 
Ottoman state, namely modern Turkish nationalism.
 It was the triumph of this ideology in the Ottoman officer corps that was 
to lead to the revolution of the Young Turks, the deposition of Abdul Hamid, 
and the final Ottoman catastrophe between 1911 and 1918.7 Young Turkish 
nationalism precipitated the empire’s demise by involving it in the First 
World War; but even if this had not been the case, the Young Turks’ Turkish 
ethnic nationalism (which in the form of Kemalism was to pass after 1922 
into the official founding ideology of the new Turkish Republic) would in 
the long run have proved radically incompatible with the maintenance of a 
multinational empire.
 Nationalism was absolutely central to the ideology and the legitimacy of 
the new Turkish republic, and to its ability to impose radical Westernizing 
reforms on an overwhelmingly rural, deeply religious, and conservative 
Turkish population. The anti-religious aspect of these reforms, intended to 
break the power of the clergy and establish the dominance of a new education 
system, was of an almost Communist radicalism and ferocity.8

 Only the power of Turkish nationalism allowed Kemal Ataturk’s regime to 
impose such changes. Ideologically, Kemalism was built on several generations 
of Westernizing reform under the Ottomans. The difference in terms of both 
radicalism and success can be explained by the facts that the series of wars 
from 1911 on, and the loss of territory, colossal refugee movements, and social 
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upheaval that they produced had led to a spread of nationalism from the elites 
into the masses; and that unlike the later Ottomans, Kemalism had achieved 
military victories over Turkey’s enemies: the Armenians, Greeks, and French. 
In the words of Hugh Poulton:

[Kemal] strongly embodied many traditional characteristics held in high esteem by 
Turks—for example, military prowess, organisation and respect for law—and had 
also succeeded against outside forces after a century and a half of failed attempts. He 
was the Ghazi. Reforms introduced by him were not seen as forced under duress by 
the outside. They could be accepted with pride rather than shame.9

 These nationalist victories gave Kemalist nationalism its prestige, its legiti-
macy, and its consequent ability to establish hegemony in Turkish society. It 
is precisely such victory that has been denied to modernizing nationalist 
forces in the Arab world. As with many such nationalist triumphs, this came 
at immense cost. The Turkish republic was in many ways a magnificently suc-
cessful creation, but establishing it involved the massacre or deportation of the 
Christian (and later Jewish) minorities of Constantinople, in the Aegean and 
Pontic provinces and Anatolia, and the systematic suppression of any claims 
to ethnic identity of the Kurds and other Muslim minorities.
 The Turkish military establishment’s abandonment of Ottoman multi-
ethnicity therefore set a pattern of national homogenization and consolida-
tion with sinister precedents for what is happening in parts of the Middle East 
today, and perhaps for the future of Russia. For as I remarked in a book writ-
ten soon after the USSR’s collapse, given the fact that, like Turkey, the Russian 
successor state of the USSR itself still contained huge national minorities, 
those Westerners who expressed wishes that Russia should become a “normal” 
national state should have been careful what they wished for.10

 Later in this chapter I shall draw certain parallels between this aspect of the 
Ottoman collapse and the way in which after 1989 sections of the Russian 
elites and peoples abandoned the Soviet Union in an effort to consolidate a 
Russian national state, with extremely mixed consequences.

The British Empire in the Middle East and the contradictions of liberalism

The move of the British and French empires into the former Ottoman Arab 
and Kurdish territories after 1918 presents the interesting spectacle of a great 
imperial expansion carried out by empires that were themselves mortally 
wounded, though they did not know it. The French Empire was never to 
recover from its appalling casualties in the First World War, a rate of loss that 
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contributed directly to the French defeat by Nazi Germany in 1940 and the 
final agony of the French Empire over the following twenty-two years.
 The British Empire had not suffered so badly, but nonetheless the unprec-
edented casualties produced a public sense of shock and disillusionment that 
contributed greatly to the empire’s decline. In both Ireland and India, the war 
helped to drive a new wave of nationalist mobilization to which—after rela-
tively brief attempts at ferocious repression—Britain was forced to make a 
series of concessions. Even as the British were establishing an indirect or infor-
mal empire in the Middle East through League of Nations-sanctioned “man-
dates” and the creation of client states, Great Britain in the old sense was 
ceasing to exist at home, with the establishment of the Irish Free State.
 As the adoption of the “mandate” system indicates, the decline of the old 
imperial ideology in the face of Woodrow Wilson’s rhetoric of freedom and 
national self-determination was also of great importance (at least in the case 
of Britain). These were the values for which the First World War had suppos-
edly been fought. The resulting ideological confusion in the British imperial 
mind led to a situation in which, as David Fromkin writes, “having destroyed 
the old order in the region, and having deployed troops, armored cars, and 
military aircraft everywhere from Egypt to Iraq, British policy-makers 
imposed a settlement upon the Middle East in 1922 in which, for the most 
part, they themselves no longer believed.”11

 The final collapse of imperial ideology within Britain itself was not to come 
to full fruition until the Suez Crisis almost forty years after the end of the First 
World War, but it was already visible in the 1920s, with the growth of the 
Labour Party and strong criticism by the left-wing and liberal press in Britain 
of imperial actions, like the use of the Royal Air Force to bomb civilian targets 
in Iraq and on the North West Frontier of India.
 Of even greater significance for the Middle East was, and has always been, the 
inherent contradiction between the imperial projects of Britain and the USA 
and the quasi-liberal regimes and programs that they have ostensibly been com-
mitted to promoting in the region as part of their “missions civilisatrices.” The 
British and French imperial projects shattered the religious basis of legitimacy 
for the new states that they created; and it is very important to remember in this 
context that rather than having been the absolutist despots portrayed in Western 
propaganda, the Ottoman state like most Muslim rulers had most of the time 
neither the power nor the will to interfere in the sphere of religion and religious 
norms, which remained independent of the state. At the same time, the belief in 
a religion shared by rulers and ruled was a powerful source of state legitimacy. 
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Its destruction by the Western irruption into the region left a vacuum of legiti-
macy that in most countries has never really been filled.12

 In Fromkin’s words:
The European powers at that time believed that they could change Moslem Asia in 
the very fundamentals of its political existence, and in their attempt to do so intro-
duced an artificial state system into the Middle East that made it a region of countries 
that have not become nations even today. The basis of political life in the Middle 
East—religion—was called into question by the Russians, who proposed commu-
nism, and by the British, who proposed nationalism or dynastic loyalty, in its place.13

 But the very nature of British, or any other, imperial domination meant 
that it was in practice impossible for the British to promote nationalism, or to 
allow their client regimes to establish real nationalist legitimacy—since this 
could only have come from nationalist defiance of the British. The British and 
French (and later the Americans) therefore deprived their client states of the 
nationalist legitimacy that they needed to place themselves and their modern-
izing programs on a secure footing.14

 The chief contradiction here is not, as has widely been assumed, with the 
authoritarian character of the regimes concerned. Much of nineteenth-century 
European and Latin American liberalism had a markedly authoritarian and even 
military cast—necessarily so, both as the civic religion of self-appointed progres-
sive elites frequently faced with the opposition of conservative Catholic peasant 
majorities of their own populations, and as the progressive justification for 
European imperial rule over “backward” non-European peoples.15

 This was also true of the alliance between liberal ideas of progress and semi-
authoritarian British rule in mid-nineteenth-century Ireland, whose Catholic 
majority population was assumed to be incapable of self-rule and of spontane-
ous progress unless guided firmly by liberal British elites. In the words of an 
Italian liberal nationalist intellectual (though himself from southern Italy), 
writing of the conservative, Catholic, and economically backward rural popu-
lation of southern Italy:

It does not take much intelligence or insight to understand that a people that is 
profoundly degraded and filled with misconceptions and gross prejudices, that 
believes in the evil eye, in spiritual possession, magic and magicians, dreams, the 
liquefaction of St Gennaro’s blood, hair miraculously growing on the crucifix, and 
a thousand other crazy and absurd things, cannot think seriously about freedom, 
cannot understand it, want it, die for it.16

 These sentiments are very close to those of a great many liberal modernizers 
in the Arab Middle East today concerning the conservative and religious 
majorities of their countries’ populations.
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 In Germany, Max Weber’s The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism 
is in part a veiled polemic justifying the continued domination of (allegedly 
Protestant-derived) capitalist elite dominance in Germany against the rise of 
political Catholicism.
 Entirely characteristic in this regard was the repeated use of troops by liberal 
regimes to suppress peasant uprisings (the pattern being set by Garibaldi’s own 
use of force against peasant protesters on the estate of the Duke of Bronte in 
Sicily in 1860) and the determination of most continental European and South 
American liberal parties to limit the vote to the propertied and educated 
classes.17 In view of this tradition, there is nothing at all contradictory about 
contemporary Arab liberals supporting authoritarian regimes like that of Egypt 
out of hostility to conservative Muslim majorities of their own populations.
 The real contradiction that has undermined liberal (or rather, mostly semi-
liberal) regimes in the Middle East from the 1920s to the present day lies in 
the area not of authoritarianism but of nationalism. For liberalism as it grew 
up in early and mid-nineteenth-century Europe was closely associated with 
movements of national “liberation” and/or reform for the sake of national 
strength in the face of imperial domination or other states.18

 The astonishingly radical reforms carried out under the Meiji regime in 
Japan from the 1860s on were explicitly justified and legitimized by the need 
to strengthen the nation and avoid the fate of other Asian countries at the 
hands of European imperialism. “Each modernization effort was clearly 
related to the central problem of increasing the wealth and power of the 
nation, and almost every major move was initiated and pushed by the national 
state in order to serve clearly defined national aims.”19 At the core of these 
reforms and their legitimization was the spread of a new Japanese nationalism 
through a new mass education system.20 The legitimacy of the new regime and 
its reforms was then cemented by military victory over China in 1894 and 
Russia in 1904–5.
 Indeed, it was this association of liberalism with nationalism, more than 
the liberal reform agendas in themselves, which often provided the chief 
source of legitimacy for liberal regimes; and as the Socialist challenge grew 
toward the nineteenth century, parties like the National Liberals in Germany 
came to rely more and more on nationalism for support. Nationalism also 
consolidated the alliance between political liberals and the armed forces, 
and thereby gave the liberals the muscle necessary to push through their 
agenda against popular resistance.
 Nationalism was at the heart of what Antonio Gramsci later called the 
“hegemony” of bourgeois liberal ideas in late-nineteenth-century Italy: their 
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acceptance by much of the population as a form of “common sense” leading to 
the consent of a majority of the population, most of the time, to elite rule and 
elite policies—though just as elite rule rests on the ever-present possibility of 
intermittent coercion as well as the regular pattern of mass consent, so that 
consent is liable to be interrupted by periodical protests and upheavals. As 
described by Eugen Weber, Barrington Moore, and others, nationalism was 
inculcated in the masses above all through newly-created state school systems:

Still another aspect of the rationalization of the political order has to do with the 
making of citizens in a new type of society. Literacy and rudimentary technical 
skills are necessary for the masses. Setting up a national system of education is very 
likely to bring on a conflict with religious authorities. Loyalty to a new abstraction, 
the state, must also replace religious loyalties if they transcend national boundaries 
or compete with each other so vigorously as to destroy internal peace… In overcom-
ing such difficulties, the existence of a foreign enemy can be quite useful.21

In the words of Heinz Ziegler:

The idea of the nation forms the philosophical foundation for the legitimacy of 
bourgeois society. It guarantees … the legitimacy of modern structures of govern-
ment. It implies the consent of the masses to the new state, and is one of the basic 
factors governing the process whereby the masses are incorporated into the political 
constellation.22

 Thus there is an inherent historical contradiction in a liberal regime effec-
tively abandoning nationalism and acting as the client state of an alien empire, 
for such a status strips the liberals of their greatest claim to the allegiance of 
the mass of the population. The only successful compensating factor can be 
very successful and sustained economic growth, which both legitimizes the 
state and ultimately creates a measure of social and cultural integration of 
society; but that has not been achieved anywhere in the Arab world outside 
the oil-rich states of the Gulf.
 To put it another way, European liberalism during its period of decisive 
struggle was an ideology of the military and economic victory. No ideology 
can be expected to retain its prestige in the face of repeated defeat and humili-
ation. Open subjugation to British imperial goals was to hollow out the mon-
archies and regimes in both Egypt and Iraq, and lead to their fall once British 
power declined after the Second World War.
 Britain’s hegemony in the region, like that of the USA later, was also gravely 
undermined by the Zionist project, which by introducing Western settlers 
into Arab lands (as the French had done in Algeria, but the British had been 
careful to avoid doing elsewhere in their Muslim possessions) revealed the 
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impotence and dependency of the Arab client regimes in the starkest light, 
and continues to do so.23

 British problems were further complicated by the Hashemite dynasty’s loss of 
the Hejaz to the House of Saud in 1925. Thereafter, Britain’s Hashemite allies 
in Transjordan and Iraq would lack the immense prestige that stemmed from 
the protection of Mecca and Medina. In the longer run, a combination of Saudi 
Arabia’s oil wealth with the control of the Holy Places would mean that the 
most important and permanent US client state in the Middle East has been 
ruled by a regime whose ideological agenda is radically opposed to the liberal 
ideological underpinnings and professed progressive mission of the US empire.24

 Even when most closely allied to the USA—as in funding and supplying 
the Afghan Mujahedin fighting Soviet occupation in the 1980s—the Saudis 
have supported their own program of ideological indoctrination through the 
funding of Wahhabi madrasahs and clerics. In Afghanistan and Pakistan, 
Riyadh helped thereby to lay part of the foundation for the Taliban and al-
Qaeda.25 This is a contradiction that continues to haunt US policy to this day, 
and came into sharp focus after the rise of the Saudi dissident Osama bin 
Laden and al-Qaeda, whose theology is derived from and shared with that of 
Saudi Arabia.

The Cold War: progress divided

The growth of Soviet influence in the Middle East after 1945 coincided with the 
replacement of British hegemony in the region with that of the USA.  The result 
was to embroil the region in the Cold War rivalry of the two superpowers. At 
the time—and in much Western writing to this day—this was cast as an existen-
tial struggle between two rival ideologies, one rooted in Western capitalist 
democracy, the other in Soviet Communist dictatorship. With hindsight, how-
ever, the Cold War in West Asia may be more accurately seen as a fratricidal and 
mutually disastrous struggle between two branches of European modernizing 
ideology, the result of which was to open the way for the rise of a third force 
implacably hostile to both of them: Islamist radicalism.
 This has long been apparent in Afghanistan, where the USA has come to 
rely heavily on Soviet-trained officers and technocrats (like General Sher 
Mohammad Karimi and General Sayed Malouk) from the 1980s to staff its own 
Afghan client regime, in order to fight Taliban enemies whose ideology and 
support base is often substantially the same as that of the US-backed Afghan 
Mujahedin of the 1980s. I have interviewed former Communist officers now 
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with the Afghan National Army, and they are quite convinced that the war they 
are fighting today against the Taliban is the same as that which they waged in 
the 1980s against the Mujahedin: a struggle for a modern, progressive Afghan 
state against the forces of rural obscurantism and tribalism.26

 In Afghanistan, US support for the Mujahedin destroyed the Soviet-backed 
regime and helped undermine the USSR itself, but in the process (together with 
Saudi finance and ideological influence) created the conditions for the rise of 
the Taliban and al-Qaeda, and for 9/11 and the catastrophes that followed.
 In the Middle East, the USA and Israel over time defeated the USSR and 
subverted or destroyed its client states, but in the process severely damaged 
America’s own position and the whole Western modernization effort in the 
region. The ultimate consequence has been the rise of the Islamic State (IS) 
and the challenge it now poses to all the states of the region and the entire 
regional order.
 The ultimate reason for this self-destructive US course was that the real or 
perceived needs of the struggle with the USSR and “Communism” led the 
United States into a far more intense and militarized presence in the region than 
US energy interests and even sympathy with Israel would have required. The 
result was to draw the USA into conflict with local nationalist forces that were 
not originally hostile to the USA and whose agendas were modernizing ones.
 This disastrous process began with the US overthrow of the (originally 
pro-American) Iranian liberal nationalist Prime Minister Mohamad Mossadeq 
in 1953, due to a perception that he and other local nationalists must inevita-
bly be Soviet stooges. This US perception stemmed from the Cold War but 
was assiduously fostered by the British in order to gain US support for their 
continued imperial hegemony in Iran: not the last time that US force and 
subversion in the Middle East were to be deployed as a result of manipulation 
by a third party.
 The result of the CIA-orchestrated coup against Mossadeq was to restore 
the rule of the Shah, but also—by turning the Shah into an obvious US cli-
ent—to hollow out the nationalist legitimacy of his regime and to open the 
way twenty-five years later for the overthrow of the Shah and his replacement 
by an Islamic nationalist state order, which for thirty years or so was far more 
hostile to the USA than Mossadeq was or indeed could have been given his 
underlying modernizing ideology. The Pahlavi dynasty’s nationalist credentials 
had already been undermined by the ease with which the British and Soviets 
invaded Iran and deposed Reza Shah in 1941, leading to his son’s accession. 
Reza Shah, like Ataturk, had laid a firm basis for Iranian nationalism, but it 
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was chiefly to mitigate the opposition and especially those parts of the opposi-
tion led by the Shia clergy.27

 Even more disastrous for US long-term goals was US backing for Israel’s 
repeated victories over its Arab neighbors. During the 1956 war with Egypt 
and the Suez Crisis, President Eisenhower’s administration resisted pressure 
to support Israel, and by pressure on Britain and France not only ended their 
Suez adventure but helped to finish off what remained of the British Empire 
in the Middle East. This was, however, to be the last time until the Obama 
administration’s Iran initiative almost sixty years later that a US administra-
tion proved able to oppose Israeli actions significantly.
 Israeli victory in 1948 and the Israeli, French, and British Suez aggression of 
1956 dealt a severe blow to the British-backed royal regimes in the Middle East 
and paved the way for the collapse of the monarchies in Egypt, Iraq, and Libya. 
Israeli victories in 1967 and (in a more qualified way) 1973 played a central and 
disastrous role in mortally wounding their progressive nationalist successors—
most immediately by leading to President Sadat’s decision to make peace with 
Israel and make Egypt a client state of the USA.28 Thereafter, only Iraq was left 
as a major state representing progressive Arab nationalism in the Middle East—
and Iraq was finished off between 1980 and 2003 by a combination of Saddam 
Hussein’s crimes and US actions.29

 With the effective demise of the Libyan and Syrian states after 2011, there 
is now no state at all credibly representing Arab nationalism in the region.30 
Hopes of the unification of the Arab Middle East have therefore long since 
collapsed. Thanks to US and Israeli power, no state was permitted to play the 
role of Prussia in unifying mid-nineteenth-century Germany, even had any 
state been strong enough to do so. Nor was an outside great power—which in 
this case would have been the USSR—permitted to play the part of France in 
unifying through war as in mid-nineteenth-century Italy. Apart from overall 
US power in the region, the ultimate sanction of the US nuclear deterrent 
made sure that it was never remotely in Moscow’s interest to run the risks 
involved in such an attempt, even if the USSR had been sincerely interested 
in the triumph of Arab nationalism.
 Of course, to portray the demise of Arab progressive nationalism as only 
the result of US and Israeli actions would be to miss half the story. As already 
stated, European liberalism triumphed on the strength of a combination of 
victorious nationalism and capitalist economic growth in response to liberal 
economic policies. If this growth did not always or quickly benefit the mass of 
the population, it nonetheless created bourgeois classes that supported the 
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national states, drove further economic growth, and above all achieved a cul-
tural hegemony which persuaded sufficient parts of the population of the 
legitimacy of liberal nationalism, its program, and its institutions. Economic 
growth in turn allowed national states to raise enough money in taxes to pay 
for universal and compulsory school systems, which as noted were crucial to 
inculcating nationalism in the masses. There is therefore a reciprocal effect 
between lack of successful economic reform and lack of the nationalist legiti-
macy necessary to make that reform possible.
 The need for such bourgeois nationalist hegemony in order to shape 
national consciousness has been all the greater in the Arab world, where—to 
an even greater degree than in Germany, Italy, or Eastern Europe—new states 
lacked real historical and cultural depth. In the partisan but also prophetic 
words of the Algerian Francophile liberal Ferhat Abbas in 1936, “If I had 
discovered the Arab nation, I would have become a nationalist … I did not 
discover it. I looked to history, I questioned the living and dead, I could not 
find it.”31 According to Michael Hudson:

The central problem of government in the Arab world today is political legitimacy. 
The shortage of this indispensable political resource largely accounts for the volatile 
nature of Arab politics and the autocratic, unstable character of all the present Arab 
governments.32

Hudson was writing in 1977, but—except that in recent years several autocra-
cies have been destroyed and replaced by anarchy—the same is true thirty-
eight years later.
 Most unfortunately, with the exception of the Gulf states (with their abun-
dant oil wealth and small populations) no Arab state has been able to achieve 
the kind of economic success that would either allow the creation of really effec-
tive nationalist indoctrination through mass education, or provide a partial 
alternative to nationalism in consolidating society, legitimizing the state and 
giving the state the educational tools to indoctrinate the population in state 
loyalty. Whether they have pursued ostensibly socialist or ostensibly free market 
economic policies, all have found themselves hampered and even crippled by 
traditions of patrimonialism, kinship loyalty, patronage, and corruption.33

 Instead of generating entrepreneurial bourgeois classes like those that 
underpinned the victories of nineteenth-century European liberalism, all have 
tended to develop clientelistic groups dependent on links to the state for 
patronage and protection, and in no position to push their own agendas, 
whether economic or political. Dependence on factions within the state has 
also critically undermined the bourgeoisie’s ability to develop autonomous 
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judicial systems and codes to regulate and encourage business. Instead, busi-
ness advantage is sought through political favoritism.34 In Turkey, as in other 
parts of Asia, nationalism has been absolutely critical to breaking down such 
traditional obstacles to modernization.
 The weakness of nationalism in the Arab Middle East is therefore inextri-
cably linked to the region’s failure to develop.35 This feature of the Arab 
Middle East is especially striking when contrasted with Iran, where national-
ism remains central to the strength and cohesion of the clerical-led state and 
to its achievements in the areas of education and various forms of social pro-
gress (including, most unusually for the region, in family planning).36

 The failure to develop modern structures extends even more strikingly to 
Arab states themselves, and especially the persistence (albeit in new forms) of 
kinship as the basis for regime solidarity and longevity.37 Here, there is an 
especially sharp contrast with Western modernization in both its capitalist 
and its socialist forms. To overcome kinship as the primary focus of loyalty 
and solidarity (and even of effective sovereignty) has been perhaps the single 
greatest goal and challenge for states ever since their first appearance.38 It is a 
goal that most Arab states have yet to achieve. According to Hisham Sharabi, 
writing in the 1990s:

In contemporary Arab society … the individual has no individuality. He/she is lost 
if he breaks with the family, tribe or sect. The modern state is not only incapable of 
replicating such primary groups for him but is also usually regarded by the indi-
vidual as a source of oppression and persecution.39

 In the Gulf states, hereditary monarchies not only rule but create and per-
sonify their kingdoms. Saudi Arabia is that portion of Arabia that is ruled by 
the House of Saud. Qatar is the creation of the house of Al Thani. The 
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan (an artificial British creation) is the portion of 
Arabia that is ruled by the House of Hashem, and so on.
 But even where regimes have been explicitly modeled on the totalitarian 
parties of Europe, kinship allegiances came to dominate the inner circle of the 
state, and heredity to determine the actual or planned succession. Thus in 
both Iraq and Syria, the Ba’ath party came under the domination of particular 
clans: in Iraq, the Tikriti clan of Saddam Hussein centered on his immediate 
family; and in Syria, the house of Assad based on the Alawite ethno-religious 
group. Until 2003 and 2011 or so, one could therefore to a degree (and with 
all due reference to old regional identities) talk of Syria as the Alawite 
Kingdom of Syria and Iraq as Tikriti Arabia. Libya under Moamer Ghaddafi 
also moved in the direction of dynastic rule.
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 Only in Egypt, thanks to the strong military tradition established by Gamal 
Abdel Nasser and his associates, has a strong, meritocratic (within its own 
terms of reference) national military established a military–bureaucratic 
rather than kinship-based government—albeit one devoted not to national 
development but to the closely linked goals of collective enrichment and state 
stability. The officer corps has also to a considerable extent merged with the 
state-sponsored business classes and with whatever Egypt possesses of a tech-
nocracy—which helps to explain their backing for General el-Sisi’s coup 
against the Muslim Brotherhood government. Nasser too, however, wholly 
failed to found a political movement with the discipline, organization, and 
longevity of the European totalitarian parties, and with a real capacity for 
effective reform and development.40

 In the words of Bassam Tibi from 1997 (adapted by Paul Glass for the title 
of his book Tribes With Flags):

The Middle East continues to be formally a regional system of states. These states 
are however tribes with national flags, i.e. nominal nation states … Once, Arab 
nationalism served equally as a hope and a legitimacy. The de-legitimisation process 
deprived the Arab states of both. It is not the bond of Arab nationalism, but rather 
the Mukhabarat [secret police] that keeps Middle Eastern nation states as entities 
on the political map. Political Islam is a challenge to these states, but the most it can 
deliver is not the promised new order but rather chaos and disorder.41

Arguing along the same lines, Nazih Ayubi describes Arab states as not 
“strong” but “fierce” (in other words ferociously repressive) precisely to make 
up for their lack of underlying ideological hegemony and consequent legiti-
macy and political strength.42

 A combination of military defeat, economic failure, and political stagna-
tion therefore deprived both the liberal–capitalist and the socialist–national-
ist versions of modernization of the prestige necessary to consolidate 
legitimacy in their populations. Even before the Iraqi state was destroyed by 
the USA in 2003, and Syria and Libya destroyed by uprisings (in the latter 
case, with Western support) after 2011, the European-inspired modernization 
programs in the region were effectively dead on their feet.
 Despite their immense wealth, the Gulf states for their part have been 
unable to give leadership for development in the region as a whole due to a 
combination of religious, cultural, political, and demographic limitations.43 
Saudi prestige among the Sunni Arab masses of the region has also been badly 
damaged by dependence on the USA.
 The Wahhabi religious ideology of Saudi Arabia is however of inherently 
limited appeal; and, very dangerously for the Kingdom, the House of Saud has 
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to some extent been supplanted by the Islamic State as Wahhabism’s—and 
even embattled Sunnism’s—most prominent and radical exponent. The espe-
cially ferocious and reckless Saudi response to Houthi Shia successes in Yemen 
may be in part an attempt to claw back some legitimacy for the Kingdom as 
the defender of the Sunni regional community.
 Equally important is the predominance of kinship and local identities and 
allegiances over pan-Arab ones, a factor that has played a key part in frustrat-
ing every attempt at pan-Arab unity and even cooperation. In the case of the 
Gulf states, this takes the form of a conjoined determination of the monar-
chies to retain full control of government, and of the indigenous, formerly 
tribal populations to retain near-exclusive possession of citizenship and all the 
immense state benefits that citizenship brings.
 Hence the inherent and insoluble tension between, on the one hand, the 
desire of Kuwait, the UAE, and Qatar to become great cultural and economic 
centers of the Arab and Muslim worlds, and on the other, their policy of 
recruiting non-Arab labor and thereby remaining tribal oligarchies ruling over 
transient populations, rather than established pan-Arab metropolises. A Peter 
the Great of Russia or a Sultan Muhammad bin Tughluq of Hindustan would 
not have allowed their grand imperial designs to be thwarted by such consid-
erations; but these were genuine autocrats, not tribal chieftains dependent in 
the end on maintaining consensuses within the leaderships of their tribal 
federations.

The Caucasus

The Caucasus has experienced only one and a half collapses of empire over the 
past century, unlike the repeated convulsions of the Middle East. Unlike the 
Ottoman Empire, which outside its Anatolian core collapsed completely, the 
Russian Empire that collapsed as a result of the First World War was put back 
together again, albeit in a radically new form. The consequences of the second 
collapse, that of the USSR, are however still very much present, and—just as 
in the Middle East—are very far from having reached any kind of conclusion. 
Like the Middle East, the Caucasus exemplifies the difficulty of maintaining 
imperial hegemony over bitterly divided regions, especially when the popula-
tion of the imperial power is uncertain about making major sacrifices for the 
sake of that hegemony. Russians have been willing to undergo very consider-
able sacrifices both to defend the territorial integrity of Russia itself (in the 
Chechen wars) and to defend Russia’s hold on what are seen as historically and 
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ethnically Russian territories beyond Russia’s borders (in Ukraine). A purely 
imperial war for the domination of non-Russian countries in the South 
Caucasus would most probably be a very different matter.
 Like the Ottoman Empire, the USSR collapsed in large part because of the 
collapse of the ideology (virtually a state religion) that underpinned it. In a 
mainly national state like China, the ideology was reformed and the imperial 
state continued. In the multinational USSR, a combination of loss of legiti-
macy among the core Russian elites and national upheaval in some of the 
union republics brought about the system’s doom.
 As with the reappearance of ethnic, tribal, and sectarian tensions in the 
Middle East in the first part of the twenty-first century, the eruption of 
nationalism in parts of the USSR took most observers by surprise. Focusing 
on the official modernizing ideology of the state, they missed the degree to 
which older loyalties and animosities (albeit shaped by modern change) had 
continued to flow under the ice of Soviet power.
 It is very important to note, however, that as in the Middle East, national 
and ethnic conflict in the Caucasus has been only in part to do with revolt 
against imperial rule or imperial hegemony. Of even greater importance both 
in undermining direct imperial rule and frustrating quasi-imperial hegemony 
has been conflict between the Caucasian peoples themselves, along lines 
which in some cases long pre-date the establishment of imperial rule.
 Thus in the USSR, the first major sign of national unrest and the weakening 
of the central state came in 1987 when the Armenians raised the issue of trans-
ferring the Armenian-majority autonomous region of Nagorno-Karabakh from 
the Soviet republic of Azerbaijan to Armenia. This was not a new issue. In the 
years between the collapse of the Russian Empire and the Soviet conquest of the 
South Caucasus, Armenia and Azerbaijan fought over the region, and its incor-
poration into Azerbaijan was never accepted by most Armenians.44

 Intermittently throughout Soviet rule, discreet attempts were made by gov-
ernments of Soviet Armenia to have the territory transferred, but these were 
always brushed off by the center. When Mikhail Gorbachev began his attempts 
to reform and loosen Communist rule in the late 1980s, Armenians inevitably 
raised this issue again—and inevitably met fierce opposition from Azerbaijan.
 Although in the course of this gathering conflict nationalists on both sides 
also adopted anti-Soviet and pro-independence positions, these were not in 
fact at the core of either movement. Due to the need for imperial protection 
from much stronger Turkic Muslim neighbors, Armenians have throughout 
modern history been the most pro-Russian of the major nationalities of the 
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Caucasus (and indeed of the former USSR as a whole). Since the fall of the 
USSR, Armenia has therefore been unusual among former Soviet republics in 
continuing voluntarily to host a Russian military force. Like France and the 
USA, Russia is also home to a very large and influential Armenian diaspora, 
which has grown still further as a result of labor migration since the fall of the 
USSR and its attendant economic crises.
 Azerbaijan for its part is very much less inherently pro-Russian than 
Armenia. On the other hand, Azerbaijan has resembled most of the former 
Soviet republics of Central Asia in the persistence of rule by leaders of the 
former Communist parties under new names. After a brief interlude of rule 
by the nationalist opposition in 1992–3 caused by the Karabakh conflict, a 
coup brought the Nakhichevan faction of the Communist Party to power, 
led by former Party First Secretary and KGB chief Heidar Aliyev, whose 
dynasty rules Azerbaijan to this day. Aliyev broke sharply with the policies of 
the previous nationalist government in seeking good relations with 
Moscow—though without compromising on the issue of Azerbaijan’s sover-
eignty over Nagorno-Karabakh.45

 Even in the case of Georgia, whose nationalism has the most anti-Russian 
coloring of all those of the South Caucasus, the origins of this lie to a consider-
able extent in local ethnic conflicts—albeit ones assiduously played on by 
Moscow. Thus a key moment in the growth and radicalization of Georgian 
nationalism under Gorbachev was the bloody suppression by Soviet troops of 
the nationalist demonstrations in Tbilisi in April 1989. These demonstrations 
were however organized not to demand Georgian independence, but to pro-
test against a mass meeting in the Georgian autonomous republic of Abkhazia 
calling for separation from Georgia and the establishment of Abkhazia as a 
union republic of the USSR, as it had been briefly in the 1920s. The origins of 
the Georgian national revolution and subsequent civil wars were therefore 
directly parallel to what happened in Azerbaijan over the separation of 
Nagorno-Karabakh.46

 In Georgia and to a lesser extent in Azerbaijan, Soviet and then Russian back-
ing for the ethnic separatist regions (including in the case of Georgia that of 
South Ossetia) led by 1994 to their military victory and de facto separation, 
though this was not officially recognized even by Russia, let alone the interna-
tional community.47 As in Azerbaijan, the period of nationalist rule in Georgia 
was ended in December 1991 by a coup which brought back to power Georgia’s 
former Communist leader—former First Secretary and Soviet Foreign Minister 
Eduard Shevardnadze—and his faction of the old Communist Party.48
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 The civil wars of the early 1990s also meant that the economic collapse of the 
South Caucasus was even more savage than that which affected the former 
USSR as a whole. By 1994, with former Communists ruling in Georgia and 
Azerbaijan, anti-Russian nationalists defeated, Abkhazia and South Ossetia 
under Moscow’s military protection, a pro-Russian nationalist regime ruling in 
Armenia, and millions of people from all the countries of the region seeking 
work in Russia (poor, but a great deal richer than the South Caucasus of the 
1990s), it seemed to many observers that the region had in effect fallen back 
under a looser form of hegemonic rule from Moscow, a variant of Pax Russica. 
It also seemed that this outcome was at least as much due to the conflicts among 
the peoples of the region as it was to Moscow’s own strategy and actions.
 That this outcome did not in fact come to pass was due to a number of 
factors. Imperial competition from the United States and the European Union 
was one of them, although (by contrast with Central Europe and the Baltic 
States) this was relatively slow to develop in the South Caucasus. As outlined 
in Meliha Benli Altunışık’s chapter in this volume, Turkey’s initial hopes of 
establishing a sphere of influence in the region after the Soviet collapse were 
disappointed and had to be drastically scaled back. However, Turkish soft 
power was of some significance, and Turkey also provided a trade and energy 
route for Azerbaijan and Georgia to the West; but not for Armenia, because 
of tensions with Ankara over the Karabakh War and demands for recognition 
of the Armenian genocide.
 Russia’s own economic resources were limited, and Azerbaijan could look 
to the West for the development of new oil fields below the Caspian Sea. The 
humiliation of the Russian army in the first Chechen War of 1994–6 did 
much to undermine Russia’s military prestige in the region and the world—
though this outcome was reversed by the renewed Russian military interven-
tion launched by the new Russian government of Vladimir Putin in 1999.
 Perhaps the most important factor in limiting Russian hegemony, how-
ever—and with the closest analogies to US hegemonic dilemmas in the 
Middle East—was Moscow’s inability to solve the ethnic and national con-
flicts of the region on terms acceptable to the main parties. A strong impres-
sion exists that Heidar Aliyev, given his background and his desire for Russian 
support to consolidate his dynastic rule, would have been entirely willing to 
take Azerbaijan into a Russian-dominated military and economic alliance. He 
could only have done so, however, if by accepting Russian hegemony he could 
have recovered Nagorno-Karabakh. To enter such an alliance without achiev-
ing this would have led to an upsurge of nationalist fury in Azerbaijan that 
would have threatened the survival of his regime.
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 But the Armenians refused categorically to return Karabakh even to a 
highly qualified form of Azerbaijani rule, and given the historical, cultural, 
and geopolitical importance of Armenia to Russia, Moscow was never pre-
pared to put the necessary pressure on Yerevan to force the Armenian govern-
ment to surrender. Attempts by the European Union and the USA to bring 
about a settlement, along very similar lines to the compromise proposed by 
Russia, subsequently also failed in the face of Armenian resistance to Azeri 
demands. The USA and France in particular were gravely hampered in their 
ability to put pressure on Armenia by the presence of powerful Armenian 
diasporas within these countries.
 Similarly in the case of Georgia, Eduard Shevardnadze during his time in 
power there from 1992 to 2003 actively sought better relations with Moscow. 
But neither could he have agreed to entry into a Russian-led alliance if 
Moscow had been prepared to sacrifice Abkhazia and South Ossetia. This 
Moscow was not prepared to do, partly because of military and cultural ties to 
the Ossetes dating back to the eighteenth century, and partly because this 
would have involved Russia sacrificing small but concrete and permanent 
regional assets in return for a Georgian submission to Russian hegemony that 
might be reversed by a new Georgian regime.
 As demonstrated by the Georgian “Rose Revolution” of 2003 that over-
threw Shevardnadze and replaced him with the radical nationalist Mikheil 
Saakashvili, this was probably a correct calculation from Moscow’s point of 
view, on the old principle of a bird in hand being worth two in the bush. With 
Georgian hopes of a peaceful return of Abkhazia and South Ossetia at an end, 
and the USA now appearing to offer Georgia the prospect of military support, 
Saakashvili in August 2008 launched an attempt to recover South Ossetia by 
force. The result was a crushing Georgian defeat (made inevitable by the US 
refusal to intervene), Russian recognition of Abkhaz and Southern Ossete 
independence, and a geopolitical break between Georgia and Russia that will 
remain for the foreseeable future, and has wrecked any remaining Russian 
hope of keeping hegemony over the South Caucasus as a whole.
 On the other hand, the US failure to give military support to Georgia (and, 
in 2014, Ukraine), after all the US promises of future NATO membership, 
also indicates the severe limits on US power in the region, and on Washington’s 
hopes of establishing a new US hegemony to replace that of Russia. A close 
parallel therefore exists with these Russian dilemmas in trying to establish a 
stable hegemony in the Caucasus and the repeated US failures to help stabilize 
the Middle East and US hegemony there by bringing about a peace settlement 
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between Israel and Palestine. A looser parallel also exists between the situation 
in the Caucasus and US inability to reconcile Shia, Sunni, and Kurds in Iraq 
after the US conquest, or the warring groups in Syria, Libya, and Yemen after 
the revolutions there.
 In other words, such are the divisions and tensions in these regions that any 
outside power will face extreme difficulties in maintaining hegemony—at 
least, without the deployment of huge numbers of its own troops over a period 
of decades. After the disastrous experience of the occupations of Iraq and 
Afghanistan, no will exists in the American public for more wars of occupa-
tion in the Middle East. Nor, after viewing US travails in the region, does 
China seem to have any desire to imitate the USSR and challenge the USA for 
hegemony in the Middle East. As a Chinese diplomat put it to the author of 
this chapter, “Why would we want to get involved in that mess? Do you think 
we could sort it out?”
 Russia too, though it fought back against Georgian attack in 2008, and has 
deployed proxy forces in Ukraine, is not willing to make the huge long-term 
commitment of forces (and loss of international prestige) necessary to impose 
military hegemony on the Caucasus or actually conquer the Russian-speaking 
areas of Ukraine. The Putin administration must have serious concerns 
whether nationalist support in Russia for government would hold up in the 
face of the kind of sacrifices that such a strategy would require.

Conclusion

In the South Caucasus, the ideological foundations of Russian hegemony 
collapsed a generation ago in the face of the twin appeals of nationalism and 
Western liberal capitalism. However, the US and EU agendas in turn have 
found themselves paralyzed by a combination of Russian military power, local 
national conflicts, and their own weaknesses of resources and will.
 Without US military backing, Georgia and Azerbaijan cannot defeat their 
local enemies and create a basis for US regional hegemony; and that military 
backing will not be forthcoming, both because of US commitments elsewhere 
and because the power of the Armenian lobby in the USA would prevent any 
such commitment to Azerbaijan. Meanwhile, the West in the Caucasus also 
lacks the supreme inducements which helped (to a degree) consolidate 
democracy and the free market in Eastern Europe, namely the credible prom-
ise of membership of the EU and NATO as a reward for reforms. The South 
Caucasus therefore seems set for a very prolonged period of frozen conflict in 
a form of geopolitical no-man’s land.
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 In the Middle East, by contrast, the conflicts are anything but frozen and 
the situation is very much more volatile. Unlike in the Caucasus, one great 
power—the USA—retains overall dominance, but that dominance appears to 
be crumbling under the combined pressure of its own internal contradictions 
and those of the region itself.
 The ideological foundations of US hegemony have collapsed, as have hopes 
that any US-backed agenda can lead to real progress. With the USA now 
backing a mixture of Sunni autocrats and Shia militias in a frantic effort to 
contain the Islamic State, the US “Freedom Agenda” for the region pro-
claimed as the centerpiece of Bush administration strategy now looks like a 
fantastically bad joke. None of the forces now being backed by the USA have 
any serious agenda for modernization. Indeed, all have proved repeatedly their 
incapacity for any such program. This is especially stark in the case of Egypt, 
the most populous and important state of the region, where the military-based 
regime of President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi is simply continuing the failed struc-
tures and policies of the Mubarak regime that led in the end to revolution.49

 Military pressure from the US and Iran has led to the containment of IS, 
but it is extremely difficult to imagine how the Iraqi and Syrian states can be 
put together again in any meaningful way. The frontier between Syria and 
northern Iraq, which survived the coming to power of supposedly pan-Arabist 
parties in both countries, has effectively been abolished, with other frontiers 
perhaps to follow. The territorial terms of the Sykes–Picot partition have 
therefore been radically undermined: not, as everyone expected, by Pan-Arab 
nationalism, but by jihadi Islamism with a program demanding the abolition 
of all nation states in the name of a restored Caliphate.
 When it comes to international relations in the region, the Obama admin-
istration distanced itself from Israel, but not to the extent of bringing serious 
pressure to bear for a peace settlement with the Palestinians. Moreover, none 
of the leading candidates for president in 2016 (Democrat or Republican) 
have followed Obama’s lead. What if anything the future Trump administra-
tion will do is at the time of writing impossible to predict.
 Some two decades after this should have occurred, the USA under Obama 
finally made a serious—and at the time of writing, apparently successful—
attempt at an agreement with Iran on the nuclear issue, leading to the possibil-
ity of détente between the two countries. In the past, there might have been 
hope that a new accord between the USA and the only (relatively) modern 
nation state of the region would lead to a peaceful and consensual regional 
order under a looser US hegemony. In the meantime, however, the spread of 
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Sunni–Shia conflict in the region has meant that the USA has gained at best 
somewhat more freedom of maneuver—as long as the Trump administration 
permits this to continue.
 With the regional hegemon internally divided, militarily weakened, and 
ideologically bankrupt, the region itself split by savage and apparently irrec-
oncilable conflicts, and states and state borders collapsing over wide areas, the 
Middle East seems set for a long period of violent instability, the outcome of 
which cannot be foreseen.
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PIPELINE POLITICS IN IRAN, TURKEY, 
AND THE SOUTH CAUCASUS

Mahmood Monshipouri

The South Caucasus region—comprising Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia— 
is a crucial region known for its vast hydrocarbon deposits and geopolitical 
position, largely as a crossing point between the Middle East, Europe, and Asia. 
In terms of energy security, the South Caucasus is a region where interests 
 pursued by local, regional, and global actors are linked in complex and often 
contradictory ways. The region will continue to hold crucial geopolitical impor-
tance, where many countries’ interests—including the United States, the EU, 
Russia, and some key regional players, such as Iran and Turkey—intersect.
 While Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia have been preoccupied with their 
political survival and viability, cooperation and competition in economic and 
energy areas have provided a major impetus for the relationships among large 
regional players such as Russia, Iran, and Turkey over the past decade. The 
relationships among these three countries are best described as difficult and 
volatile, and often their interests clash pointedly in the Caucasus.1 Turkey and 
Russia appear likely to manage their differences in the Caucasus and Caspian 
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Basin in the short term, but competing and conflicting energy and political 
interests, as well as lingering cultural and religious suspicions, seem likely to 
rekindle historical rivalries, also involving Iran, over the longer term.2

 Iran and Russia hold differing positions on the boundary demarcation of 
the Caspian Sea. Russian support for a median-line solution would sharply 
limit Iran’s share of Caspian energy resources. The two countries see them-
selves as long-term competitors in the European energy market. Despite these 
differences, both governments oppose the development of the trans-Caspian 
pipeline. Moreover, they have tacitly agreed to avoid confrontations in the 
Caucasus and to support mutual goals with regard to Caspian energy routes.3 
For the South Caucasus region, seven decades of Soviet rule have proven to be 
an onerous legacy, worsened by fragile economies, interminable conflicts, and 
a lack of democratic legitimacy. It is a region where Russia, Turkey, and Iran 
have competed for influence over much of the past two centuries.4 Yet there 
can be no doubt that Russia is still the most important external player in the 
South Caucasus region.5

 The relationships between Iran, Turkey, and the South Caucasus states have 
arguably been influenced by a wide array of geopolitical, strategic, cultural, 
and economic factors. The competition between Iran and Turkey and their 
roles in the South Caucasus are best defined by traditional balance-of-power 
relations, as well as the broader context of the post-Soviet era. The multiple 
energy routes that connect these countries with the Caspian Sea energy sup-
plies take on an added significance. It is very important to acknowledge that 
Russia’s control of Caspian energy reserves has drastically diminished since the 
opening of the Southern Corridor’s Baku–Tbilisi–Ceyhan (BTC) oil line in 
2005 and the South Caucasus Pipeline (SCP) gas line, also known as the 
Baku–Tbilisi–Erzurum (BTE) pipeline, or the Shah Deniz pipeline in 2006.6

 Competition between Iran and Turkey to get access to the South Caucasus 
energy routes has become increasingly impossible to avoid. Turkey has seen its 
role in Eurasia expand from that of a major transit country into a fully-fledged 
regional energy hub. Turkey and the Caucasus region, according to one source, 
can also develop a similarly entwined relationship by 2021.7 This, however, 
requires that various streams of natural gas be traded far more flexibly than is 
possible today. If Caspian gas, Iraqi gas, Egyptian gas, and Iranian gas (includ-
ing in the form of swaps with Iranian gas delivered in the Persian Gulf ), and 
Turkey’s off-shore gas could be traded, the South Caucasus would truly 
become an energy hub for Eurasia.8 This scenario requires a full normalization 
of the political and economic relations between all countries in the broader 
region, including Syria and Iran.9
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 Iran’s border with the South Caucasus’s two key countries—Azerbaijan and 
Armenia—affords it a great advantage. However, Iran’s close relationship with 
Armenia has entailed a geopolitically important cost, including further inten-
sifying pan-Turkish contentions in neighboring Azerbaijan. Iran’s position in 
the South Caucasus is not only challenged by Turkey, but also by Russia. The 
latter seeks to dominate the region’s oil and gas pipeline politics to increase its 
geostrategic depth in times of crisis, and appears keen to keep an energy-
hungry Europe dependent on its resources.10 While Iran and Russia are poten-
tially the two great powers in the field of energy reserves in the world, they 
have yet to make successful joint investments in the fields of exploitation and 
transportation of energy and in the formation of a strong partnership in global 
energy markets.11

 Although Turkey has cultivated good relations with Azerbaijan and 
Georgia, its relations with Armenia continue to be problematic, in part 
because of Turkey’s refusal to acknowledge that an Armenian genocide 
occurred between 1915 and 1923, and in part due to the fact that Turkey 
favors Azerbaijan in the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict. Azerbaijan has long 
viewed Turkey as an ally that could potentially serve as a balance to Armenia’s 
ties with Russia and Iran. Georgia has an enduring interest in ties with the 
approximately 1 million Georgians residing in Turkey and the approximately 
50,000 residing in Iran, and as a result they have signed multiple friendship 
treaties with both countries.12 Turkey is one of Georgia’s primary trade part-
ners. The existing east–west oil and gas pipeline (BTC) reflects the basis for 
most of the cooperation between Azerbaijan, Georgia, and Turkey.
 This chapter seeks to unpack the complex dynamics of pipeline politics in 
the South Caucasus region by underlining the need to understand the “Great 
Power Game” involving geostrategic and geo-economic interests of local gov-
ernments, regional actors, global powers, and international oil companies. 
Our larger focus turns on underscoring the importance of the region’s large oil 
and gas reserves, its land connection between the Caspian Sea, South 
Caucasus, and Europe, and its long-standing territorial conflicts in the post-
Soviet era, namely Abkhazia and South Ossetia in Georgia and Nagorno-
Karabakh in Azerbaijan.13 Iran and Turkey have fought for influence in the 
South Caucasus while maintaining relatively good bilateral relationships in 
the region. The relationship between Iran and Turkey is best described as 
important but ambivalent, given that hydrocarbon resources and the need for 
their transportation to Western markets keep Turkey and Iran in a tight but 
considered competition and collaboration.
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 Beyond these geopolitical reasons, the discovery of new oil and gas deposits 
in the Caspian Basin has led to an increase in the stakes for both regional and 
extra-regional powers. This chapter’s central argument is that while oil and gas 
pipelines facilitate economic growth and ensure the energy security of the 
region, they are likely to intensify competition among key regional actors, 
such as Iran, Turkey, and Russia, on one hand, and extra-regional players, such 
as the United States and the EU, on the other. Without regional cooperation, 
such competition could evolve into new geopolitical conflicts that are by their 
nature difficult to curb. The consequences for the region’s stability are argua-
bly so high that the rivalry between the key regional players is unlikely to lead 
to violent conflicts.

Iran’s strategy toward the South Caucasus

Iran’s connection with the South Caucasus reflects a long history of cultural, 
ideological, and economic ties. In 1813 and 1828, Iran failed to repel invading 
Russian armies, and subsequently the Persian Qajar Dynasty signed the trea-
ties of Gulistan and Turkmenchay respectively. With these two agreements, 
Persia relinquished to the Russian Empire its territorial claims on the South 
Caucasus states. The independence of the newly emerged states since the early 
1990s led to the conflict between Armenia and Azerbaijan, revealing deep 
contradictions—or better yet, trade-offs—in the foreign policy strategy of the 
Islamic Republic, as Iran chose to support Armenia in this conflict. Clearly, 
the adoption of this foreign policy position by Iran went to show that it was 
economics—not politics or religious factors—that seemed to have dominated 
this mutually beneficial relationship. This suggests that when geopolitical 
interests conflict with commitments of Islamic ideology, beliefs, and solidar-
ity, Tehran almost always prioritizes its security and economic considerations 
above others.14

 Iranian leaders regard Armenia as a buffer to Turkish influence on the 
north-west borders of their country, and despite their religious and ideological 
differences, Iran and Armenia have managed to develop closer bilateral eco-
nomic cooperation in recent years. With Iran exporting consumer goods to 
Armenia and both countries engaging in complex interrelated energy trans-
fers, the dynamics of relationship between the two countries have taken new 
turns. Armenia and Iran also share an interest in building a north–south 
pipeline running from Russia to Iran, which would likely play a much more 
significant part in determining Iran’s regional role in the future.15
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 The countries of the South Caucasus, especially Armenia and Azerbaijan, 
have relied on Iranian gas exports, although these imports have failed to 
prompt a significant expansion of Iran’s natural gas exports. Armenia receives 
approximately 20 percent of its natural gas imports from Iran, using the great 
bulk of this natural gas to generate electricity at the Hrazden power plant. In 
exchange, the Armenia Nuclear Power Plant (ANPP) exports electricity gen-
erated from this plant to Iran. It is estimated that Armenia supplies 3 kilowatt-
hours of electricity for every cubic meter of natural gas it receives from Iran.16 
The latter also exports natural gas to the isolated Azerbaijani exclave of 
Nakhchivan via the Salmas–Nakhchivan pipeline. Azerbaijan repays Iran by 
exporting natural gas to Iran’s northern provinces in exchange for electricity. 
This gas deal has been possible via the Astara–Kazi–Magomed pipeline. 
Nakhchivan’s sole supply source of natural gas is Iran.17 Azerbaijan and Iran 
also maintain their cooperation in the transport of Caspian Sea oil as well as 
Iranian oil to the Turkish port by using the Tabriz–Ankara pipeline.18

 To fulfill these commitments, as well as to meet its domestic natural gas 
consumption, Iran imports natural gas from Turkmenistan. In 2012, Iran 
imported 9 billion cubic meters (BCM) of natural gas from Turkmenistan, 
accounting for about 30 percent of all Turkmen natural gas exports. This eco-
nomic relationship was reinforced by the completion of the Dauletabad–
Hasheminejad pipeline. These imports are currently integral to Iran’s ability 
to meet both season peak demand and industrial demand in northern Iran.19 
Turkmenistan’s pace in supplying gas to Iran and China has risen dramatically 
in recent years. Iran has become heavily dependent on Turkmen gas imports 
until 2015, given that all new Iranian gas projects, especially those in the 
South Pars field, have been delayed. This situation has allowed Turkmenistan 
to set a price in line with European market prices for these countries.20

 In general, as one expert points out, Iranian foreign policy toward the 
South Caucasus has proven remarkably durable. Three key aspects have char-
acterized this policy: 1) a concern over the emergence of the independent 
state of Azerbaijan; 2) a strategic partnership with Russia; and 3) an increas-
ing desire to control the development of petroleum resources in the Caspian 
Basin, while seeking to restrain Turkish influence over pipeline routes.21

Azerbaijan: conflicts and emerging opportunities

Since Ilham Aliyev became president of Azerbaijan in 2003, Baku has grown 
both economically stronger—thanks to revenues from energy exports—and 
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notable for taking a bolder foreign policy approach of forging closer ties with 
Israel, knowing full well that this approach would cause resentment in Iran. In 
February 2012, Azerbaijan signed a $1.6 billion defense deal with Israel that 
included air defense systems, intelligence equipment, and unmanned aerial 
vehicles. Azerbaijani leaders have been adamant that Iran has no basis to criti-
cize its ties with the Jewish state, given that Tehran has long overlooked Baku’s 
pleas to ostracize Christian Armenia.22 These closer ties between Israel and 
Azerbaijan have come to mirror the tumultuous relations between Iranian and 
Azerbaijani leaders. From Tehran’s standpoint, Azerbaijani ties with Turkey, 
Israel, NATO, and the United States will decrease Iranian influence in the 
region.23 Azerbaijanis should take careful note of the larger factor at play here: 
that any attempt to isolate Iran could further push Tehran toward cultivating 
enhanced rapprochement with Moscow and Yerevan—an eventuality that 
would entail negative consequences for Azerbaijan.24

 Since the fall of the Soviet Union in the late 1980s, US strategic and eco-
nomic interests in the South Caucasus have revolved around containing Iran 
and Russia, as well as securing the transit of oil and gas exports from the 
Caspian Basin—a region surrounded by the five countries of Azerbaijan, Iran, 
Kazakhstan, Russia, and Turkmenistan. By shoring up Georgia and Azerbaijan 
with their direct involvement in the BTC pipeline and by maintaining 
friendly relations with Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan, the United States has 
attempted to isolate Russia from its natural sphere of influence.25 In the case 
of Iran, however, such an isolationist approach may not be prudent or even 
practical, given Iran’s geographical proximity and historical presence there. 
One of the central reasons for Iran’s increased interest in the South Caucasus 
region has been that the Caucasus has historically been known as a crossroads 
of trade from the Mediterranean to China and from the Baltic Sea to the 
Arabian Peninsula. Because of its strategic location, the Caucasus was regu-
larly viewed as the reason for territorial contests between the Persian, 
Ottoman, and Russian empires. On balance, established and durable ties and 
infrastructure links in the Caucasus region tend to tip the regional balance of 
influence in Moscow’s direction.26

 Beyond the geopolitical reasons, as some experts have argued, the existence 
of oil and gas reserves were the main reason for attracting outside actors such 
as Iran, Turkey, Russia, the United States, NATO, and the European Union 
(EU).27 Another view holds that the United States aims to enhance the energy 
independence of the Caspian Basin by guaranteeing the free flow of petroleum 
resources to the international markets. As such, the principal goal of US policy 
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in the region is not merely to build oil and gas pipelines, but rather to use 
those pipelines as instruments for establishing a political and economic frame-
work that will advance US influence throughout the South Caucasus.28 
Likewise, Iranian leaders view pipeline networks through the Caucasus as a 
way to gain access to European energy markets. Any normalization of the 
relations between Iran and the United States resulting from settling the 
nuclear dispute is likely to facilitate this connection. Tehran seeks to become 
a transit route for Caspian Sea oil resources to the Persian Gulf.29

 These developments have come to shape Iran’s main strategy in the South 
Caucasus. Some experts have noted that Iran’s entry into Caucasian affairs 
has thus far had little impact on its broader competition with the West. 
Despite the South Caucasus’s proximity to Iran, small economies, limited 
openness to Iranian ideological and political propaganda, and deep-rooted 
local divisions and grievances have all served to confine Tehran’s reach. 
Viewed as one of the few geographic regions where strategic overreach 
threatens the stability of the Iranian state, Tehran’s pragmatism and emphasis 
on stability are likely to continue.30

 Following the pressure from the United States, Azerbaijani authorities 
refused to give a 5 percent share to Iran at the International Oil Consortium. 
As a result, the Iranian State Oil Company was denied the opportunity to 
explore the oil and gas reserves in the territory of Azerbaijan, including the 
Caspian Sea sector.31 This was a major blow to Iran’s interests in the region, 
especially its desire to gain access to the Caspian Sea oil and gas resources by 
becoming the main transit country. Acutely aware of such economic rivalries 
in the Caucasus and Caspian regions, Iran has always found itself in the mid-
dle of power struggles to control transport corridors.
 In 2001, Russia began to sign bilateral demarcation agreements with 
Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan. In response, in July 2001, Iran instigated a crisis 
over Caspian Sea demarcation, by sending gunboats to threaten a BP explorer 
vessel surveying in a disputed area of the sea. The deadlock over the Caspian 
demarcation has continued.32 In a meeting in Astrakhan, Russia, on 
29  September 2014, the leaders of the five littoral states of the Caspian Sea 
signed a new agreement on cooperation in hydrometeorology of the sea, an 
agreement on cooperation in warning and liquidating emergencies in the sea 
as well as an agreement on the preservation and rational use of the sea’s bio-
logical resources. Leaders of these five countries also adopted a policy state-
ment on the principles of national sovereignty of each country over the coastal 
maritime space in the range of fifteen miles and ten “fishing” miles. They also 
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agreed on the principles of the right to free access from the Caspian Sea to 
other seas and back on the basis of international law, taking into account the 
interests of the transit parties.33

 In the meantime, the leading US oil companies have attempted to contain 
Russian and Iranian oil activities in the region. The BTC pipeline project has 
broken Russia’s monopoly on oil exports and circumvented Iran.34 Over time, 
however, the relations between Iran and Azerbaijan have improved. The two 
countries have signed an agreement disallowing the use of their respective 
territories for launching an attack on the other. The Azerbaijani exclave of 
Nakhchivan is entirely dependent on Iranian natural gas. Tehran plans to 
trade 500 megawatts (MW) of electricity with Russia that will be transferred 
through Azerbaijan, with which Iran plans to trade about 200 MW of elec-
tricity.35 The transfer capacity of electricity between Iran and Azerbaijan is 
expected to increase from 200 to 600 MW.36

 From Iran’s standpoint, the most politically sensitive issue in the region is 
ethnic tension with Azerbaijan. Indeed, Iran’s relations with Azerbaijan could 
deteriorate rapidly if there is any Azerbaijani involvement in supporting 
nationalist and secessionist feelings among ethnic Azeris in Iran who make up 
nearly 16 percent of the population.37 This fear of nationalistic backlash has 
confined Iran’s ability to involve itself aggressively in the Caucasus region. 
Increased Azerbaijani–Armenian enmity has historically provoked nationalist 
attitudes on both sides, arousing the sentiment that Iran seeks to avoid. As 
Iran’s influence over the peace process between the two countries has proven 
ineffective, its strategy in the region has underscored the importance of trade, 
energy, and other non-controversial topics.38

 In addition, Iran and Azerbaijan have experienced further tensions, includ-
ing conflicting claims on maritime and seabed boundaries in the Caspian Sea 
and Iran’s support for Armenia’s position in the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict.39 
It should be noted that in 1991, when nearly 130,000 Armenians living in 
Nagorno-Karabakh claimed a self-declared republic, a bloody war broke out 
between Azerbaijan and Armenia. Since 2009 the ceasefire agreement 
between the two has been breached on a regular basis by both sides.40

 Another major dispute between Iran and Azerbaijan concerns their drasti-
cally different interpretations of the legal regime of the Caspian Sea. 
Azerbaijan’s understanding of sharing the Caspian Sea reflects control of the 
sea from the coast of each country to the middle point of the sea—a point 
equal to all coastlines. Iran’s interpretation, by contrast, relies on the principle 
of fair use, emphasizing the seabed and the special characteristics of the sea, 
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such as the shape of the sea, length of the sea, and the distribution of energy 
sources.41 It is worth noting that the Caspian region has the third largest oil 
and gas reserves after the Persian Gulf and Siberia, with its estimated energy 
sources being about 4 percent of global reserves.42 The US Energy Information 
Administration (EIA) estimates that the Caspian Sea region holds nearly 48 
billion barrels of oil and 292 trillion cubic feet of natural gas, and each of the 
coastal countries has announced discoveries of large natural gas fields, suggest-
ing that natural gas will soon become the main form of hydrocarbon exported 
from the region.43

 Relations between Armenia and Iran have also strengthened since the fall 
of the Soviet Union. Iran established diplomatic relations with Armenia in 
February 1992, and signed several economic agreements with Armenia in the 
midst of a major war between Azerbaijan and Armenia. Iran served as 
Yerevan’s main route for supplies and energy, providing an outlet for its trade. 
In the ensuing months, at one of the most crucial points in the confrontation 
between Azerbaijan and Armenia over Nagorno-Karabakh, Iran agreed to 
supply natural gas and fuel to Armenia as well as improving transportation 
links. Also, fuel from Russia was often delivered to Armenia by way of Iran. 
The then Armenian Prime Minister and Vice President Gagik Harutyunyan 
remarked at a ceremony commemorating the opening of a bridge over the 
Aras River linking Armenia and Iran that the bridge will help stabilize the 
economic situation that Armenia has encountered as a result of a blockade.44

 Despite Iran’s deepened engagement with Armenia, Tehran has approached 
Nagorno-Karabakh cautiously. Iran favors less Russian involvement in the 
South Caucasus, but has thus far avoided confronting Moscow and has ben-
efited from a distrust of Turkey in the region. Despite pursuing divergent 
interests in the region, Turkey, Iran, Russia, and the United States have all 
agreed on one common interest in Central Asia and the Caucasus region—
that is, preventing instability following the 2014 withdrawal of NATO and 
partner forces from Afghanistan.
 Critics of Iranian foreign policy toward the South Caucasus states argue 
that the main success of Tehran’s South Caucasus diplomacy is the rapproche-
ment with Armenia, because this policy does not conflict with Moscow’s 
interests. Iran’s foreign policy of pragmatism as such, some experts have 
observed, has often fallen short of implementing a regional policy indepen-
dently of Moscow. Tehran’s emphasis on Moscow’s diplomatic protection at 
the UN Security Council, especially in the wake of the nuclear dispute with 
the West, has clearly prevented an independent Iranian regional policy in the 
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Caucasus region. The Iranian ambition to appear as an independent actor in 
the Caucasus region in particular and in the former Soviet space more gener-
ally remains, therefore, largely a failed objective.45 Others have noted that 
Iran’s foreign policy in the region could be described as “primarily reactive” in 
the sense that it has had to cope with what Russia, the United States, Turkey, 
and Eurasian countries have chosen to do in the region.46

Conflict and geopolitics in Armenia

Landlocked between Turkey, Azerbaijan, and Georgia, Armenia has always 
relied on Russia and Iran to break from its enclave, to bypass sanctions imposed 
by Turkey, and to win the war with Azerbaijan. Armenia’s increasing depend-
ence on Russia has at times proven problematic. Although it is believed that 
strong ties with Russia are crucial for Armenia over the long term, the so-called 
“strategic partnership” with Moscow has frequently become one-sided, marked 
by Russian control over key sectors of the Armenian economy, including much 
of the energy sector and the rail network, as well as an expanding hold over the 
mining, construction, and telecommunications sectors. On balance, however, 
Armenia has maintained its security relationship with Moscow, in large part 
because Russia has indeed offered a security umbrella for Armenia given the 
tacit state of war with Azerbaijan over Nagorno-Karabakh. Today, Armenia is 
the only country in the region to host a Russian military base.47 It has frequently 
ruled out any aspirations for full NATO membership and reinforced its com-
mitment to the Russian strategic relationship.48

 To diversify its dependency on outsiders, Armenia has often turned to Iran. 
A gas pipeline from Iran to Armenia, which was completed in 2007, has 
played an important role in ending the country’s blockade and strengthening 
their mutual relations. Iran is the only country that could help Armenia break 
its economic and energy dependence on Russia.49 Yet Armenia’s energy policy 
entails a balancing act between Iran and Russia. It relies on Russia for the 
majority of its oil and gas, as well as technical expertise to run its power plants. 
At the same time, however, Armenia needs Iran to keep Russia’s price monop-
oly in check and as a direct source of energy when hydroelectric supplies fall 
short. This means that Armenia relies heavily on Iran for its energy produc-
tion. Any US efforts to reduce cross-border trade in electricity and hydrocar-
bon are bound to encounter substantial opposition in Yerevan.50

 Still, a contrasting view points out that since the early 2000s Russian–
Iranian relations have gained new momentum. Trying to neutralize the US 
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influence in the South Caucasus, Russia has intensified its ties with Iran, and 
Armenia has become number three in this anti-Western coalition, while the 
Azerbaijan–Georgia–Turkey coalition has emerged as a pro-Western regional 
grouping.51 It should be noted that Armenia relies on Iran for some gas 
imports, yet due to Russia’s control over Armenia’s gas network, these imports 
too often end up being burned for electricity and exported back to Iran. The 
gas pipeline currently moves around 24 million cubic feet per day, all of which 
is used in the thermal plants that provide roughly a quarter of Armenia’s total 
power. Armenia also receives oil shipments from Iran via truck.
 Armenia and Iran are currently negotiating to construct a Tabriz–Yeraskh 
pipeline to decrease oil transportation costs. The total cost and carrying capac-
ity of this pipeline are not yet known.52 Since 2012, the two countries have 
announced that they will jointly produce and manage a hydroelectric station 
on their Aras River border. The planned line can carry up to 400 kilovolts 
(KV), allowing Iran and Armenia to enhance their energy trade at peak 
demand from 350 MW to 1400 MW.53 While Iran’s energy infrastructure is 
likely to disintegrate further until sanctions are removed, the small scale of this 
project and its seasonal nature will do little to address with any urgency Iran’s 
long-term energy security.54 For its part, Iran regards Armenia as a key gateway 
for accessing South Caucasus and European countries. Azerbaijanis take a dim 
view of Iran’s ties with Armenia, considering the closer relationship between 
these two countries detrimental to their interests.55

Caught in the middle of the Russia–Georgia conflict

Some analysts have asserted that Russia’s foreign policy strategy appears to 
consider the current status quo regarding Nagorno-Karabakh convenient, and 
thus Moscow is less keen on seeking a quick or sustainable resolution to this 
conflict. The Kremlin, they note, seems to fear that a possible Armenian–
Azerbaijani peace deal would decrease Armenia’s security dependency on 
Russia.56 A key obsession of post-Soviet Russia’s foreign policy has been the 
full control of energy export routes to Europe. To that end, Russian authori-
ties have exerted a great deal of control over the exports of rival Turkmen gas, 
Azerbaijani oil, and Kazakh oil to the European markets by ensuring that 
these energy resources are carried through pipelines that run across Russian 
territory rather than along routes that circumvent Russia.57

 Of all the South Caucasus states, Georgia has the least developed relations 
with Iran and shares no common border with that country. Historically, 
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Georgia has fallen into the Soviet sphere of influence. In 1801, following the 
annexation of Georgia by the Russian Empire, Iran lost control over Georgia. 
Since the break-up of the Soviet Union, however, the Iranians have seriously 
considered bilateral relations between the two countries. Georgia was seen by 
Tehran as a country with necessary infrastructure and ports to boost Iran’s 
foreign trade operations and Iranian exports abroad.58 While Russia failed to 
retain post-Soviet Georgia within its sphere of influence, the United States 
had a major role in Georgia’s stability, having invested heavily in the pipeline 
that would deliver Caspian Sea oil to Western markets. The development of 
Georgia as an energy corridor for the Caspian Basin became a vital element of 
US policy in the region. The main export pipeline of the Baku–Tbilisi–
Ceyhan (BTC) route and the Baku–Tbilisi–Erzurum (BTE) gas pipelines, 
which became operative in 2005 and 2006 respectively, have turned Georgia 
into a pivotal country in the East–West energy corridor.59

 The Russian invasion of Georgia in 2008 compelled the latter to make a 
drastic reassessment of its relations with Iran. Understandably, this war opened 
a new chapter of bilateral cooperation between Tehran and Tbilisi. In 2006, 
Moscow imposed heavy economic sanctions on Georgia, by cutting transport 
links and announcing that it would increase the gas price for Georgia from $110 
to $230 per thousand cubic meters. Georgia has since desperately sought a way 
out of its political dependence on Russia. Stronger economic ties with Iran, 
Georgian authorities have concluded, could assist Tbilisi to diversify its foreign 
policy portfolio and trade.60 Tehran has the necessary energy reserves to supply 
Georgia with gas and subsequently break Georgia’s dependence on Russia. Iran 
and Georgia have also agreed to swap electricity via Armenia.61 The two coun-
tries have since cooperated in many fields, including energy, transport, trade, 
education, and science. Iran has become one of Georgia’s most important trad-
ing partners, and the Intergovernmental Joint Economic Commission is cur-
rently functioning between the two countries.62 And yet, as some experts note, 
Georgia and Iran are still marginal trading partners, and while the gains from 
trade for Georgia could be moderate to substantial, they are unlikely to improve 
Iran’s economy significantly.63

 In short, Iran’s relations with the three South Caucasus states will continue to 
be influenced by political and strategic considerations. Armenia’s relations with 
Turkey continue to be murky, making Iran a good alternative in coming years. 
Iran perceives its Azeri minority and their irredentist sentiments as unsettling at 
best and an existential threat at worst. For Georgia, which seeks to eliminate or 
minimize its energy dependence on Russia, Iran could be an alternative market. 
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The South Caucasus has become increasingly entangled in the stand-off 
between Iran and its allies—Russia and Armenia—and the West and its 
allies—Azerbaijan and Turkey. These factors tend to complicate any potential 
peace-building operations that the Iranian Rouhani administration could have 
otherwise pursued.64 For now, Iran’s regional policy continues to be low-profile, 
cautious, balanced, and largely shaped by a desire to maintain a balance of power 
vis-à-vis other regional actors, such as Russia and Turkey, in the South Caucasus 
while accommodating their interests in the region as necessary.65

Turkey’s energy strategy and the South Caucasus

Since the end of the Cold War, Turkey has worked toward a policy of rap-
prochement with the three new republics in the Caucasus. “For Turkey,” one 
expert has noted, “the Caucasus, especially Azerbaijan, was a gateway to the 
Caspian Sea, and the rest of Central Asia.”66 Of all the newly independent 
Muslim states of the post-Soviet era, Azerbaijan was culturally, linguistically, 
and ethnically the closest country to Turkey. Additionally, the Azeris were 
locked in a conflict with Armenia—Turkey’s age-old foe.
 Much of Turkey’s efforts in the South Caucasus have focused on becoming 
a regional energy hub by establishing transit infrastructure projects linking 
Azerbaijan and Georgia and transportation routes to and from the Caspian 
Sea. Azerbaijan’s oil and gas reserves as well as its potential transit through 
Turkey promised to be economically very rewarding for Ankara.67 Notwith-
standing Turkey’s 2008–9 efforts to normalize relations with Armenia, 
Ankara and Baku signed a strategic partnership and security cooperation—
known as the Agreement on Strategic Partnership and Mutual Support—on 
16  August 2010.68

 Several Turkish diplomatic efforts have aimed to promote stability and 
security in the region, including the Caucasus Stability and Cooperation 
Platform announced in 2008, the Protocol on the Establishment of 
Diplomatic Relations, and the Protocol on the Development of Relations 
signed with Armenia in Zürich in 2009.69 However, Turkey has never actively 
pursued peace-building policies toward the Nagorno-Karabakh stalemate, and 
its position has all along been known to be pro-Azerbaijan. In fact, since 2009 
Turkey has closed its borders with Armenia. Turkey’s denial that the mass 
killings of Ottoman Armenians in 1915 constituted an act of genocide and 
Turkey’s support for Azerbaijan regarding the Nagorno-Karabakh dispute 
continue to lock the two countries into poor diplomatic relations.70
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 Turkey’s relations with Azerbaijan and Georgia, by contrast, remain strong 
and steady. Several energy and communication projects tie these countries to 
Turkey. As noted above, these include the Baku–Tbilisi–Ceyhan (BTC) 
crude oil pipeline, the Baku–Tbilisi–Erzurum (BTE) natural gas pipeline, and 
the Baku–Tbilisi–Kars railway. Turkey sees its role not only as a transit coun-
try but also as central to the US foreign policy-driven East–West energy cor-
ridor. In addition to political benefits, the revenue generated from transit fees 
is considerable.71 In 2006, Turkey anticipated $200 million per year in transit 
fees from BTC.72 Some experts have observed that Turkey’s ambition to 
become an energy corridor between the Caspian Sea and Europe has led to 
increased attention to Georgia, which serves as a geographical link between 
Turkey, Azerbaijan, and Central Asia.73 Turkey has established good relations 
with Georgia and supported the peaceful resolution of its internal conflicts—
not to mention the fact that it has provided substantial humanitarian aid to 
independent Georgia since the 1990s.74

 Additionally, Turkey is one of the main suppliers of arms to Azerbaijan and 
Georgia, and maintains military facilities in both states. Both Azerbaijan and 
Georgia view Turkey as a link to the West and particularly to Western inter-
national security structures such as NATO.  Experts underscored the signifi-
cance of the role that Turkey can play in bringing Georgia closer to NATO.75 
While Turkey’s strategic role in promoting stability and peace in the South 
Caucasus, especially in the aftermath of the Arab Spring, cannot be underes-
timated, most analysts underline the fact that “energy policy and the influence 
associated with it will continue to determine Turkish choices in the region 
case by case.”76

 On energy matters, Turkey’s policy toward Russia and Iran is strikingly 
similar. Both common economic and commercial interests on the one hand 
and geopolitical and ideological differences on the other have characterized 
Turkey’s policy in the past. Despite the regional rivalries for Caspian oil 
resources, Turkey’s need to meet its growing demand for natural gas and 
petroleum is a central motive for continued partnership and cooperation with 
both Iran and Russia.77 Although on several occasions competition rather 
than cooperation with Russia characterized Turkish policy, Ankara has in 
general taken a drastically different attitude toward Moscow. The recent rapid 
expansion of trade and economic ties between the two countries has under-
lined this trend. Furthermore, Turkish private firms and trading companies, 
which have strong ties with their Russian counterparts, have become a leading 
impulse in shaping Ankara’s policies toward Moscow. With Turkish business 
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circles developing a great stake in the improved political and economic rela-
tions with their Russian partners, geopolitical rivalries between the two 
regional powers in the South Caucasus have noticeably receded. The question 
persists, however, whether Turkey’s policies vis-à-vis Russia will be driven 
solely by geopolitical concerns, or by geo-economic expectations.78

Russian Eurasianism and Turkey’s pragmatism

The Iran–Turkey competition over the South Caucasus states has softened 
since the 1990s for several reasons. First, Russia’s continued exercise of influ-
ence in the region—economically as well as militarily—has deterred both 
Turkey and Iran from playing more active roles in the South Caucasus and 
Central Asia. Neo-Eurasianism, which has become an important tenet of the 
new Russian doctrine and ideology after the breakdown of the Soviet Union, 
proceeds from the assumption that the “origins of the Russian state are found 
in Asia rather than in Europe; that the encounter with Mongols, Tatars, and 
Asian tribes largely shaped Russia; and that, rejected by the West, Russia 
should look for its future in Asia.”79 Today, as experts argue, insofar as the 
foreign policy of the new Russia is concerned, the appearance of Russia as a 
Eurasian power could expedite closer relations with Turkic people, perhaps 
also with the Far East. This also means that Russia could serve as one of several 
powers in a grand coalition based on close economic and political collabora-
tions among several key Asian and Middle Eastern states.80

 The rise of Eurasianism in Turkey since 1988, however, can be attributed to 
a two-pronged strategy: (a) it serves to present Turkey as a bridge between 
Asia and the West, a message aimed at Brussels and Europe more broadly; and 
(b) it may also be used to pressurize the EU or even take revenge if they should 
reject Turkey’s membership bid.81 Throughout the 1990s, pan-Turkism in 
Central Asia was taken up by an increasingly pragmatic private sector, includ-
ing tourism and transportation firms, as well as multinationals working with 
former Soviet countries.82 Today, nationalists, Islamists, and radical secularists 
look to a Eurasian alternative to Europe with a different focus and yet share 
several overlapping tendencies. All these groups, as one analyst observes, at 
least share a distrust of the West as well as a staunch loyalty to Turkey based 
on its history and cultural traditions, while simultaneously pursuing an 
increasingly independent Turkish foreign policy.83

 Another factor contributing to the reduction of tensions between Ankara 
and Tehran is Turkey’s dependence on Iran in order to have access to the 
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South Caucasus states. This is so because Turkey lacks a direct land corridor 
to Baku. Still, another reason is that Turkey serves as a portal to the West for 
Iran as well. As a result, Iran and Turkey have refrained from alienating each 
other and escalating the conflicts between them. Lastly, Iran and Turkey have 
become cognizant of the fact that neither one has enough capacity individu-
ally to fill the vacuum in the Caucasus and Central Asia left in the aftermath 
of the breakdown of the Soviet Union and that rigid competition for this 
purpose was detrimental to both countries.84

 And perhaps far more important is the fact that regional rival Turkey also 
depends on Iran’s energy. A new electricity transfer line in northern Iran 
boosted exports to Turkey to 400 MW per hour. Iran is the top supplier of 
Turkey’s petroleum and natural gas.85 According to a recent report on Iran’s 
energy production, Iran could provide more than 15 percent of total electric-
ity needed in the Middle East and North Africa within a few years. During the 
2000–10 decade, the overall electricity generation capacity in Iran increased 
at an average annual growth rate of 7 percent. Iran seeks to become a major 
exporter of electricity. In 2013, Iran annually exported 8 billion kilowatt of 
electricity to neighboring countries, which was about 3 percent of the coun-
try’s total output.86

 In 2008, the Russian Federation attacked Georgia, and in 2014 it interfered 
in the Crimea in response to explicit outside meddling by the EU in support 
of the Ukraine’s potential political membership. The collapse of the pro-
Russia government in Ukraine and the West’s continued support for the 
incoming government in Ukraine led to the upsurge of nationalist sentiments 
among the Russian residents of Crimea. The subsequent Russian intervention 
in Crimea, followed by the 16  March 2014 popular referendum in Crimea, 
resulted in the annexation of Crimea by Russia. In this regard, a key question 
arises: What explains Turkey’s lack of interest in Ukraine and Crimea?
 Turkey’s then prime minister, Ahmet Davutoğlu, the architect and chief 
exponent of Ankara’s activist foreign policy, has noted that Turkey “will not 
fall into a trap” and will not allow others to “turn the Crimea problem into a 
Turkish-Russian crisis.”87 Despite its aspirations to become an EU member 
and its already strong NATO ties, Turkey enjoys excellent relations with 
Russia, its second-largest trading partner, and is also a partner of the Sino-
Russian Shanghai Cooperation Organization. To alienate Russia for the sake 
of establishing new ties with Europe, Davutoğlu has emphatically pointed out, 
would be a colossal mistake. Turkey is bound to live alongside Russia.88

 Perhaps one of the most direct effects from this crisis and the lingering 
tension over Ukraine could be in reshaping Europe’s energy policy. It is in this 
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context that the EU’s awakened interest in reducing its problematic depend-
ence on Russian gas needs to be understood. Over the years, Europe has 
moved toward diversifying its energy sources. This crisis has underscored the 
need to resume that process in earnest.89 The continuation of the tensions 
between Russia and European countries over Ukraine could fundamentally 
alter the dynamics of global energy markets, holding serious ramifications for 
global energy security. It is worth noting that Russia exported 86.1 BCM of 
gas to fifteen European countries through Ukraine in 2013. During that 
period, Italy was the largest recipient of the Russian gas that accounted for 
25.3 BCM of gas, or about 30 percent of the total gas imported to Europe 
from Russia. Italy was followed by Turkey and Germany, which imported 13 
BCM and 11.7 BCM of gas from Russia respectively.90

 Thus far, EU member states have been reluctant to consider Iran as an alter-
native supply source to their heavy dependence upon Russia’s natural gas and 
oil, because of pressure applied by the US and the UN sanctions regime 
imposed on Iran. Emphasizing the need for Iranian oil and gas in international 
markets, some experts have noted that the sanctions against Iran have mini-
mized the West’s leverage against Russia’s Vladimir Putin.91 Others see the 
possibility for exporting gas to Europe as an immensely valuable and unique 
opportunity to enhance Iran’s bargaining power within the context of the 
“P5+1” negotiations with the West. They argue that Iran, given its massive 
natural gas reserves, appears to be in a good position to export gas and lique-
fied natural gas (LNG) to Europe via pipeline. As such, they note, the Islamic 
Republic will be able to serve as part of the EU’s solution for the diversifica-
tion of its gas supply sources. If this scenario unfolds, Turkey can serve as the 
transit route to take Iran’s gas to Europe and, at the same time, supply part of 
the gas that Ankara needs to meet the country’s domestic demand.92

 It is worth noting that Russia and Turkey, which have grown economically 
and politically interdependent since 1997 when the Black Sea Trade and 
Development Bank (BSTDB) was created, have become important foreign 
trading partners. The announcement of the Turkish Stream Project in December 
2014 by Vladimir Putin followed the cancellation of the South Stream Project 
(with Ukraine), marking a new era toward promoting Eurasianism.93 This pat-
tern of foreign policy behavior became the most visible feature of the Turkish 
government’s outlook under the AK Party leadership. Ankara has frequently 
replaced its traditional security-driven objectives of foreign policy with those 
that are decidedly economic-oriented and pragmatic.94

 Some experts have even suggested that Turkey appears to be changing its 
position regarding Russia’s expansionist tendencies in the Black Sea region. 
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Moscow has increasingly become Ankara’s major trading partner and key 
energy supplier. Furthermore, the continuing tension between Russia and the 
EU over Ukraine is likely to create enticing opportunities for Turkey as a 
substitute for European suppliers. The West’s coercive sanctions have pushed 
Moscow to seek alternative trading partners. Not surprisingly, Turkey, Iran, 
and China come to mind. Turkish companies have been invited to play an 
important role in Moscow’s plans to reconstruct its Crimean interests and 
invest in the fields of agriculture and tourism.95

 However, following the shooting down of a Russian fighter jet in November 
2015 by the Turkish army, claiming that the airplane had violated its airspace 
from Syria, the so-called “peace era” that had for so long characterized Eurasia 
came to an abrupt end. The foreign policy differences between the two grew 
larger over the Syrian civil war. Both sides began severing strong economic ties 
worth about $30 billion annually in trade—a figure that the two countries 
had previously pledged to increase to $100 billion in 2020.96 The two crucial 
energy projects sought by Russia—the Akkuyu nuclear power plant which 
Moscow was building for Turkey and the Turkish Stream pipeline seen as an 
alternative route to similar proposals blocked by Europe—were suspended.97 
Russia’s main gas industry, Gazprom, is keen to get the Turkish Stream back 
on track, in large part because other routes to Europe have been blocked, and 
Turkey is just as eager to become a hub for gas distribution.98

 A failed coup attempt in Turkey (15  July 2016) accelerated the rise of 
anti-Americanism in Turkey, as well as a renewal of ties between Ankara and 
Moscow. President Putin has tended in the past to pursue policies that both 
exploit opportunities to weaken NATO and drive a wedge into the European 
unity of purpose in foreign and domestic policy, and now seeks to forge a 
new, closer relationship with Turkey. Russia expects Turkey to seal its borders 
with Syria and stem the flow of fighters and weapons to the insurgents, as 
well as to reverse its demand that Mr  Assad must resign. Ankara, in turn, 
would like Moscow to stop bombing its insurgent allies; to eschew support 
for the Kurds; and to halt the bombing of civilian populations, which pushes 
refugees into Turkey.99

Iran and Turkey: collaboration and competition

Historically, bilateral trade ties between Iran and Turkey have been grounded 
in practical necessities. The two countries have been at peace since 1639, when 
Safavid Iran and the Ottoman Empire signed the Treaty of Zuhab, which 
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recognized and subsequently placed what is known as present-day Iraq under 
the sovereignty of the Turkish Ottomans.100 Since the dissolution of the 
Ottoman Empire in the early twentieth century, Iran and Turkey have had 
stable and cordial relations. The founding of the modern Turkish Republic 
(1923) coincided with the establishment of the Pahlavi dynasty (1925), fol-
lowed by the fairly predictable diplomatic, economic, and cultural ties 
between the two countries. The attempt to spread the ideology of the 1979 
Iranian Revolution, however, strained the country’s relations with Turkey, as 
Iran embraced a revolutionary foreign policy that posed serious threats to the 
status quo in the region. Since the 1990s, when Iran’s post-revolutionary for-
eign policy took a pragmatic turn and Turkey’s domestic politics reflected 
their own democratic changes and trajectory, the relations between the two 
countries have steadily grown.101

 Iran and Turkey have since become important economic partners and have 
made long-standing economic deals in gas, oil, and trade. There are strong 
cultural identity ties between them. On most foreign policy issues regarding 
the region, they both support diplomacy and regional détente. There is a sub-
stantial level of common interest between the two countries on regional and 
international issues. For example, both states are against separatism in their 
Kurdish regions and oppose the establishment of an independent Kurdish 
state. They are also both cooperating to export gas to Europe, working with 
Turkmenistan as a conduit for the transfer of the Central Asian energy 
resources. They are both members of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation 
(OIC), as well as the Developing Eight (D-8) group of countries: Bangladesh, 
Egypt, Indonesia, Iran, Malaysia, Nigeria, Pakistan, and Turkey—a group that 
was created by Turkey in 1997. Turkey has in the past played a constructive 
role in mediating nuclear talks within the context of the IAEA–Iran negotia-
tions. In 2010, Turkey and Brazil took the initiative to defuse the nuclear 
dispute, only to be disregarded by the United States, which was intent on 
imposing further sanctions on Iran.
 This section seeks to examine the impact of the potential longer-term agree-
ment between Iran and Turkey at a time when the United States is withdraw-
ing from the Middle East region, while paying increased attention to Asia 
(like the Obama administration’s declared “pivot to Asia”). Despite competi-
tion and occasional frictions, cooperation between these two countries could 
foster a balance of power necessary for enduring stability in the region. US 
regional security concerns in the Middle East will be positively impacted by 
an offshore balancing strategy that renders such cooperation between the 
region’s two middle powers sustainable.
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 This new strategic vision can be formed around the export of Iran’s natural 
gas to Europe via Turkey. The latter has sought to become the region’s natural 
gas export hub, holding great potential as a transit nation for Iran’s natural gas 
bound for southern and eastern Europe. Since the interim agreement between 
Iran and the “P5+1” group on the former’s nuclear program, the Turkish 
government has intensified its efforts to reach an agreement with Iran to build 
the Iran–Turkey–Europe (ITE) Natural Gas Pipeline Project. If implemented, 
this vision will hold important implications for the security and stability of 
the Middle East region at large.

Iran–Turkey relations in the new century

The closer relations between Iran and Turkey came about in 2003 with the US 
invasion of Iraq. The two countries have shown common interest in the stabil-
ity and territorial integrity of Iraq.102 The resurgence of a call for autonomy in 
the Iraqi Kurdish autonomous region has renewed the rivalry between Tehran 
and Ankara. The rise to power of the Justice and Development Party (AKP) 
has led to a subtle shift in Turkey’s policy toward the Kurds, both internally as 
well as with regard to the Kurdish Regional Government (KRG) in northern 
Iraq. The Ankara and Erbil rapprochement has since pointed toward Turkish–
Kurdish reconciliation.103

 The energy nexus is indeed the most significant parameter that will deter-
mine the future of not only the Erbil–Baghdad relationship but also that of 
Erbil and Ankara. In May 2012, Ankara and Erbil announced their plan to 
construct oil and gas pipelines from the KRG into Turkey. From Turkey’s 
perspective, such an arrangement serves to pressure Baghdad, offers a counter-
balancing act against Baghdad in the longer term, renders Turkey as an energy 
hub, provides some relief to Turkey’s current over-reliance on Iran and Russia, 
and affords it a means to control Erbil.104 The KRG is increasingly seen as a 
major trade outlet for Turkey, a potential source of energy, and the least hostile 
Middle Eastern neighbor that Turkey has. Likewise, Iraqi Kurdistan cannot 
avert dependence upon Turkey, for both trade and security matters.105

 The rapprochement between Turkey and the Iraqi KRG is driven primarily 
by geo-economic logic, but it has its own geopolitical limits. To counterbalance 
the growing Iranian influence in Baghdad and the tightening of economic 
bonds between Iran and Iraq, Turkey has made significant progress toward 
improving its position in Iraq and strengthening its economic and political ties 
with the KRG.  The KRG is likely to become Turkey’s principal source of gas and 
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oil, as the latter could become the main route for the former’s energy exports to 
markets worldwide.106 In 2014, Ankara and the KRG inaugurated a new oil 
pipeline to the Turkish port of Ceyhan. Yet Turkey continues to oppose Kurdish 
secession from Iraq and considers the establishment of a Kurdish state inconsist-
ent with its strategic interests. The KRG leaders, in contrast, regard these grow-
ing economic ties with Turkey as reinforcing their autonomy as well as paving 
the way for the notion of independence.107

 Beyond pursuing such competing goals, Iran and Turkey share a common 
interest in avoiding the disintegration of Iraq that could, among other things, 
lead to the creation of an independent Kurdish state—an outcome least wel-
comed by both countries.108 Turkey’s domestic and regional interests dictate 
adopting a pragmatic and prudent approach toward Iran. These include the 
country’s growing interests in gas/oil, expanding its reach in the Caspian 
region through Iran, and containing separatist tendencies among its Kurdish 
population. With Iran and Turkey being central Eurasia’s most populous and 
oldest republics, they have forged a tacit alliance that promises to bring stabil-
ity and development to the region.109

 The 2011 Arab uprisings introduced new complications in Iran–Turkey 
relations, however. Among the more obvious areas of potential friction 
between the two is Syria, as Tehran and Ankara find themselves on opposite 
sides of the Syrian crisis. While Tehran supports the Assad regime, Turkey is 
bent on toppling it. The relationship between the two countries has come to 
be aptly described as “cooperative rivalry.”110 It is thus wrong, some experts 
explain, to construe the current disagreement between the two countries over 
Syria as “an expansion of the Ottoman–Safavid rivalry or as a struggle for 
primacy in the Fertile Crescent.”111 The significance of the bilateral relation-
ship between Iran and Turkey is likely to overshadow their frictions on Syria 
and other regional issues.

Iran–Turkey pipeline

Turkey is a large importer of Iranian natural gas and presently one of Iran’s 
most important trading partners. In the past, the energy deals between Iran 
and Turkey have not been prevented by US sanction policies, most notably 
the Iran and Libya Sanctions Act of 1996. In fact, Turkish Prime Minister 
Necmettin Erbakan’s first foreign visit to Iran in August 1996 resulted in 
the signing of a $23 billion natural gas deal and an agreement for the con-
struction of a pipeline.112 This contract was accepted by Washington, 
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because the deal involved no direct investments in Iran by either Turkey or 
other Western countries.113

 In July 2007, Iran and Turkey signed a memorandum of understanding that 
would pave the way for $3.5 billion worth of Turkish investment in Iran’s 
South Pars gas field on a buyback basis.114 In 2008, Iran exported only 4.2 
BCM of gas to Turkey. Gas supply shortages within Iran prevented further 
exports.115 It is worth noting that the Iran–Turkey pipeline has at times been 
sabotaged by Kurdish PKK terrorists.116 The Iran–Turkey natural gas pipeline 
can be extended to the Caspian Sea shore. Without Iran, however, Turkey’s 
access to Caspian natural gas will be limited. The Iran–Turkey pipeline can 
arguably be a reliable transportation route insofar as EU energy security is 
concerned. The fact remains that the only way that Turkmenistan natural gas 
can reach Europe is via the Russia, Iran–Turkey, or Azerbaijan–Georgia–
Turkey routes.117

 Since the interim agreement between Iran and the “P5+1” group on the 
former’s nuclear program, the Turkish government has quietly intensified its 
efforts to reach an agreement with Iran to build the Iran–Turkey–Europe 
(ITE) Natural Gas Pipeline Project in an attempt to convey Iranian natural 
gas to Europe via Turkey. The history of the pipeline can be traced back to an 
agreement protocol signed on 17  November 2008 between the Iranian 
Ministry of Oil and the Turkish Energy and Natural Resources Ministry for 
transit passage of the natural gas from the source in Iran through Turkey. The 
total length of the ITE pipeline is about 5,000 kilometers (3,107 miles), 
approximately 1,750 kilometers (1,087 miles) of which will be in Turkey.118

 Furthermore, Caspian Sea hydrocarbon sources have the necessary capac-
ity—especially if they include Iran’s natural gas—to provide Europe, Russia, 
China, and Iran with gas. Europe’s main obstacle is the lack of a reliable trans-
portation route. Given Turkey’s unique location between the countries that 
hold over 70 percent of the world’s oil and gas reserves to its east, north, and 
south, it can develop to become a major European energy hub. The search for 
oil and gas resources in the Caspian and their transportation to Europe has 
come to be known as the “Great Game.” Turkey’s leaders intend to play a 
crucial role in transferring these resources to Europe, attempting to reduce the 
Turkish dependence on Russian energy sources.119

 Some experts have defined Turkey’s role as an “interconnector” and bridge 
between the region and Europe.120 It is in this context that the importance of the 
ITE pipeline is underscored. Turkey is fully aware of the significance of its trade 
ties with Iran. In 2008, as Suleyman Elik observes, Turkey effectively dealt with 
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the global financial crash by structurally changing its strategic economic open-
ing toward the Middle East, especially Iran. Iran’s economy has also become 
heavily dependent on the trade with Turkey, especially in the wake of sanctions 
on Iran’s energy sector. The alternative to the ITE pipeline is one that passes 
through Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, and eventually the Mediterranean Sea. The under-
sea route passing beneath the Mediterranean presents yet another alternative, 
but none is as cost-effective as the ITE pipeline.
 Iranian president Rouhani’s visit to Ankara (9–10  June 2014) demonstrated 
that despite some ideological differences and regional competition, economic 
relations (energy and trade) continue to be a key priority for both countries, as 
they want to double the value of bilateral trade to $30 billion by 2015 in the 
near future.121 Iran seeks a conduit to engage in trade with the outside world, 
and Turkey serves as such a channel. The extent to which both sides have curbed 
their dispute over Syria is remarkable, and is underpinned by vital economic and 
infrastructure ties.122 In the long term, however, experts argue that perhaps the 
most important spot for Iran–Turkey competition will prove to be post-Saddam 
Iraq. With the US exit from Iraq and the increasingly visible role that the inde-
pendent Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) plays in northern Iraq, the 
Turkish–Iranian competition will likely intensify.123

 Finding an effective way to deal with the complexities of Syria’s political 
situation poses the most difficult challenge for Turkey since the 2011 Arab 
uprisings.124 The rise of the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) is blamed 
partially on Turkey. By allowing thousands of jihadists from Libya and 
Chechnya to flood into Syria to combat Syrian president Bashar al-Assad, 
Ankara has played a crucial role in ISIS’s operations there. In his rush to 
topple the Assad regime, Turkey’s then prime minister (now president), 
Erdoğan, actually empowered ISIS and Al Nusra to spread the fight inside 
Syria, a development that undermined the activities of the opposition group 
on the ground known as the Free Syrian Army (FSA).125 While the ruling 
AKP continues to deny helping ISIS, the evidence for the key role that AKP 
has played by providing arms, logistics, training, and funds to ISIS is undeni-
able. The 500-mile border with Syria, including the Rojava region controlled 
by the Kurds, has also served as a staging area for groups including ISIS to 
launch attacks in Syria. Moreover, there are reports that Turkey has become 
a market for smuggled oil and that ISIS thrives on the revenue made from the 
sale of oil from the captured oil fields in Syria and Iraq that is ultimately 
smuggled to Turkey.126
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Conclusion

The collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 opened up new possibilities for both 
Iran and Turkey in the South Caucasus region. However, these opportunities 
were complicated by numerous factors, including the region’s protracted con-
flicts as well as oil and gas pipeline rivalries among Iran, Turkey, Russia, and 
the United States more generally. No less significant was Russian resolve to 
deny external actors’ access to its sphere of influence, and Moscow’s ability to 
maintain its dominance over the supply of natural gas to Europe. That may 
explain why the South Caucasus region’s stability and development have 
almost always depended not only on the domestic politics of Armenia, 
Azerbaijan, and Georgia, but also on whether key regional and global powers 
can reach a consensus on geopolitical issues.127 Today it is not so much the 
volume of trade, hard currency, and market size of these small states of the 
Caucasus region that matter the most. Rather, it is their hydrocarbon reserves 
and geopolitical location that offer an infrastructure corridor to transfer such 
reserves from Central Asia to Turkey and the West. One of the primary geo-
political objectives of the United States in the region has been to gain eco-
nomic access to the Caspian Sea’s underutilized natural resources.128

 Iran and Turkey appear to have been locked in geopolitical competition 
over influence and access to the South Caucasus region’s strategic resources as 
well as its transportation routes, while at the same time taking a restrained 
approach in the face of the Russian presence and influence there—an 
approach that has given them a relatively small measure of leverage. A quarter 
century after the disintegration of the Soviet Union, it can be argued that 
some things have not changed in the South Caucasus region. Chief among 
these is the Russian domination of the region. Russia’s willingness to block the 
Turkish–NATO nexus throughout the South Caucasus region has afforded 
Iran a unique opportunity to spread its influence there.
 Turkey has nonetheless maintained close energy and trade ties with Iran, has 
defended Iran’s right to possess peaceful nuclear technology, and has helped 
sustain stable economic and diplomatic relations with Iran. In recent years, both 
countries’ leaders have become fully cognizant of their respective abilities to ease 
tensions in the South Caucasus region through influence and diplomacy.129 
Some experts have noted that the only country capable of being a counterbal-
ance to Iran and its potential long-term power in the region is Turkey. Iranian 
domination in the region as such is not in Turkey’s interest because Ankara 
needs regional dominance to increase their access to regional energy.
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 Meanwhile, the Arab world tends to view Sunni Turkey as its best bet 
against a resurgent Shiite Iran.130 Others have argued that Iran and Turkey, 
so-called “middle-power” states, are likely to negate each other’s power and 
influence in the region, while at the same time they are considered a major 
deterrent against superpower penetration into the region. Although middle-
power and outside superpower interests will be in conflict over some regional 
politics, such conflicts are less likely to lead to any military confrontations.131

 The potential rapprochement between Iran and the United States that 
could result from the Framework Agreement within the 5+1 negotiations on 
Iran’s nuclear program would likely drastically alter the political dynamics in 
the South Caucasus region. This development, if it comes to pass, would ren-
der Iran less subservience to Russian interests in the region and would afford 
Iran a chance to implement a bona fide policy of mediation between Armenia 
and Azerbaijan. Until the current stand-off between Iran and the West is 
resolved, Iran’s leverage in the South Caucasus remains stalemated.
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4

TURKEY’S ENERGY POLICY IN THE MIDDLE EAST 
AND SOUTH CAUCASUS

Gareth M.  Winrow

While much has been written on Turkey’s energy policy and on Turkey’s 
attempts to become a significant regional power, less attention has been focused 
on how Ankara has sought to combine foreign policy goals and energy policy 
objectives. For example, concerning the Middle East, Han noted that energy 
“has the potential to strengthen Turkey’s aspirations to become a regional geo-
political force.”1 Likewise, Babalı asserted: “Energy is one of the pillars of 
Turkey’s re-emergence as a regional political force.”2 However, neither Han nor 
Babalı explored in detail how energy could be exploited to boost Turkey’s cre-
dentials as a major regional actor. This chapter addresses this issue by examining 
Turkey’s role in the Middle East and South Caucasus, where energy policy will 
be considered with reference to debates on regional hegemony.
 The priority of Turkey’s energy policy has been to meet the energy needs of 
a growing economy. Becoming an important energy transit state and leading 
energy hub were secondary objectives. The impact of these concerns and 
ambitions on Turkey’s efforts to become a “regional geopolitical force” will be 
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discussed in this chapter. For example, could over-dependence on gas imports 
from Russia hinder Turkey’s regional policy? And how may officials in Ankara 
play the energy card in their foreign policy, given that Turkey is an insignifi-
cant producer of hydrocarbons?
 This chapter is organized as follows. An introductory section discusses the 
linkages between energy policy and foreign policy with regard to Turkey. The 
significance of Turkey as a major energy consumer especially dependent on 
crude oil and gas imports is then examined. Turkey’s ambitions are to become 
an energy transit state and hub with a particular focus on gas. Specific atten-
tion is given to Turkey’s energy policy in the Middle East and South 
Caucasus. Possible complicating factors are considered, including the role of 
Russia. Although the importance of energy in Turkey’s regional policy 
should not be over-stated, it is evident that energy has been used to further 
foreign policy objectives.

Energy and Turkish foreign policy

In a landmark study, Correlje and Van der Linde explained how in interna-
tional politics and economics, energy and foreign policy could be considered 
within two storylines.3 In the “markets and institutions” storyline, a neo-lib-
eral perspective prevails in which the global energy system is an integrated one 
with principal roles for markets and effective institutions and where energy 
companies seek to secure profits. In the “empires and regions” storyline, a 
neo-realist outlook predominates in which geopolitics is at the fore, states are 
leading actors, and energy companies champion national interests. In this 
second storyline, there is more scope for energy to be used as an instrument 
of foreign policy.
 The empires and regions storyline can accommodate the concepts of “secu-
ritization” and “politicization” as depicted by the Copenhagen School. The 
“securitization” of energy occurs when an energy issue is perceived as urgent 
and extraordinary measures may be taken to tackle what is regarded as an 
existential threat. The “politicization” of energy involves an energy issue that 
is seen as important but not posing an existential threat and so can be 
addressed through normal political procedures.4 In the case of Turkey, over-
dependence on Russian gas imports resulted in the securitization of energy in 
the Russo-Georgian War in August 2008 and in late 2014 before the 
announcement of the Turkish Stream project. Attempts by Ankara to exploit 
Turkey’s location to control energy flows to bolster regional influence may be 
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perceived by other states as the politicization of energy. The establishment of 
a genuine commercial energy hub in Turkey would be a feature of the markets 
and institutions storyline. Instead of threats and politics, the focus would be 
on matters of energy governance, transparency and the rule of law, and energy 
issues would be desecuritized and depoliticized.
 Under the government of the Justice and Development Party (AKP), 
expectations were raised that Turkey could play an influential role in its neigh-
borhood. Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu referred to Turkey as a “central 
country” with multiple regional identities, where its location and common 
history with nearby states are utilized to further its foreign policy objectives.5 
In the immediate aftermath of the Arab Spring in 2011, there was much dis-
cussion about the relevance of the current Turkish model for the Arab world. 
This model, stressing the roles of Islam, democracy, and market forces, differed 
from the one promoted in the 1990s when secularism and Turkic identity, in 
addition to democracy and capitalism, were underlined to enhance Turkey’s 
presence in the Caucasus and Central Asia. However, Turkey’s potential role 
in its neighborhood must be re-assessed in the light of the deteriorating secu-
rity situation in the Middle East, with civil war in Syria, growing sectarianism, 
and the rise of Islamic State (IS). The unexpected and ongoing turns and 
twists of the Arab Spring led to the overthrow of the Turkish-backed Moslem 
Brotherhood regime in Egypt.
 Turkish commentators have contended that as a rising regional actor 
Turkey has made effective use of soft power through such instruments as trade, 
aid and investment, public and cultural diplomacy, and high-level political 
dialogue.6 Turkey has been depicted as a “trading state” in which foreign 
policy was increasingly shaped by commercial considerations.7 In line with the 
markets and institutions storyline, companies and business associations in 
Turkey apparently acted as autonomous actors, and their interest in making 
profits and striking trade deals molded foreign policy and bolstered regional 
cooperation. However, given the recent turmoil in the Middle East in which 
Turkey’s access to markets has suffered following events in Egypt and Syria, 
the notion of Turkey as a trading state can be challenged. The importance of 
soft power can also be reconsidered after the attraction of the Turkish model 
diminished, given the negative publicity following the violent clampdown on 
protesters at Istanbul’s Gezi Park in summer 2013.
 The empires and regions storyline has had more bearing on Turkey’s foreign 
policy and energy policy. The Turkish Energy Ministry stated that in addition 
to becoming a transit state and commercial hub, Turkey aimed to be “a strong 
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regional actor bringing together the West and the East with its multi-direc-
tional energy policies.”8 Rather than acting autonomously, private Turkish 
energy companies tended to follow the policies laid down by the AKP govern-
ment. Atlı has argued that Turkey functions within a “corporatist setting,” 
where a powerful state bureaucracy exercises control over the business com-
munity.9 With regard to energy, only tentative steps have been taken toward 
the liberalization of the gas market in Turkey. A dominant role is still played 
by the State Pipeline Corporation, BOTAŞ, which controls most of the gas 
import contracts. Neither a member of the European Union (EU) nor the 
Energy Community Treaty—in which the EU’s energy acquis operates in 
most of south-eastern Europe—Turkey is not bound by the rules and regula-
tions of energy governance prescribed by Brussels. This provides opportunities 
for Turkey as an energy transit state to politicize the role of energy.
 Malik argued that under the AKP government Turkey has aspired to 
become a regional hegemon. Much like the Ottoman Empire, Turkey was 
striving to establish a sphere of influence in its neighborhood. Through this 
more assertive policy, Turkey would compete with other regional players such 
as Russia and Iran.10 Hegemons often depicted themselves as providers of 
public goods and services.11 In reality, however, rather than acting altruisti-
cally, they invariably seek to strengthen their presence in a region.12 Through 
this lens, Turkey’s moves to project itself as a provider of services by being an 
energy transit state and hub is an attempt by government officials to use 
energy as a tool to further ambitions of becoming a regional hegemon.
 The authorities in Ankara also seek to ensure that Turkey’s energy demand 
is satisfied. But dependence on gas imports may negatively impact on Turkey’s 
foreign policy. The use of energy as a foreign policy instrument is usually 
examined with reference to major energy producers threatening to turn off the 
tap to downstream customers in order to secure political and economic gains. 
However, as an importer of substantial volumes of Russian gas, Ankara is 
instead obliged to remain on good terms with Moscow.

Turkey as an energy consumer

Growth in the Turkish economy slowed from over 4 percent in 2013 to less 
than 3 percent in 2014.13 Officials in Ankara remain confident that growth 
will recover in spite of problems in markets in Europe, instability in Turkey’s 
neighborhood, and the likely reduction of vital capital inflows from the 
United States (US). Turkey purchases approximately 75 percent of its energy 
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requirements, and energy imports have traditionally accounted for about two-
thirds of the country’s current account deficit.
 Gas is a crucial component in Turkey’s energy mix. As of September 2014, 
gas accounted for 47.8 percent of electricity generation. Coal and renewables 
were responsible for 29 percent and 21.8 percent of power output respec-
tively.14 The AKP government declared that by 2023, gas coal, and renewables 
will each provide 30 percent of electricity generation, and 10 percent would 
come from nuclear power. Oil is an important source of fuel for the transpor-
tation sector, but Turkey has insubstantial oil reserves. In 2014, 17.5 million 
tonnes (mt) of oil were imported, with Iraq (5.5 mt) and Iran (5.2 mt) being 
the main suppliers.15

 Despite these goals, in practice gas may still account for more than 
30 per cent of power output in Turkey by 2023. Domestically produced coal 
is highly polluting, and more incentives will be required and bureaucratic 
hurdles removed for further investment to be made in renewables. Delays are 
likely in the development of nuclear power. The first of four nuclear reactors 
to be built by the Russian company Rosatom for Turkey’s inaugural nuclear 
power plant may only be ready in 2022, three years behind schedule, because 
of technical problems and Russia’s financial difficulties.16 In June 2015 
Turkey’s Energy Minister, Taner Yıldız, criticized a report of the European 
Parliament which ruled that Rosatom’s plans to construct the plant at Akkuyu 
on the Mediterranean coast were unsafe because the facility would be located 
in an area prone to earthquakes.17

 Gas is not a globally traded commodity in spite of the increased use of 
liquefied natural gas (LNG), which is shipped by tanker. Most gas is trans-
ported by pipeline and is traded in regional markets. In the case of Turkey, 
much of its gas is imported from Russia along two networks running across 
the Black Sea and through south-eastern Europe via Ukraine. In 2014, Turkey 
produced only 0.479 million cubic meters (mcm) of gas and imported over 49 
billion cubic meters (bcm).18 Exploration for hydrocarbons off Turkey’s Black 
Sea and eastern Mediterranean coasts does not look promising. Shale gas may 
be discovered and recoverable in Thrace and in south-eastern Turkey, but 
these reserves may not be commercially viable. As such, Turkey will still need 
to import much gas for the foreseeable future.
 The extent of Turkey’s dependence on gas imports from Russia is illustrated 
in Table 1. Although the AKP government had aimed by 2020 not to be 
dependent on one country for more than 50 percent of gas imports,19 this will 
still be difficult to achieve in spite of plans to purchase more Azerbaijani gas 
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and import volumes from the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) in 
northern Iraq. Additional LNG could also be procured from the spot market, 
given the spare capacity in Turkey’s two receiving terminals. BOTAŞ has esti-
mated that Turkey will consume 70 bcm by 2020.20 By 2017 gas demand could 
outstrip contracted import volumes as additional purchases of gas from 
Azerbaijan as well as from the KRG would not yet have come on stream.21 
Hence, it is difficult to imagine how Turkey may reduce its dependence on 
Russian gas. Nevertheless, Turkish officials could still secure advantage from 
Turkey’s geographical location.

Table 1: Turkey’s Gas Imports by Source Country (in billion cubic meters)

2005 2010 2012 2013 2014

Russia 17.524 17.576 26.491 26.212 26.975
Iran 4.248 7.765 8.215 8.730 8.932
Azerbaijan 0 4.521 3.354 4.245 6.074
Algeria 3.786 3.906 4.076 3.917 4.179
Nigeria 1.013 1.189 1.322 1.274 1.414
Spot LNG 0 3.079 2.464 0.892 1.689
Total 26.571 38.036 45.922 45.269 49.262

Source: T.  C.  Enerji Piyasası Düzenleme Kurumu, Doğal Gaz Piyasası 2014 Yılı Sektör 
Raporu (2015), p. 7.

Turkey: energy transit and regional influence

Producers in the Middle East and South Caucasus are keen to transport their 
gas via Turkish territory to profitable markets in Europe. Turkey would benefit 
from transit revenues. In conjunction with the lack of effective regulation on 
energy transit issues, energy transit could facilitate Turkey’s quest to become 
an influential regional power. The markets and institutions storyline is not 
appropriate for energy transit matters. Because energy transit may become a 
highly politicized issue, officials in Ankara should be careful about not over-
playing their hand in their effort to make Turkey a regional hegemon. 
However, it is important to note that Turkey may face constraints because of 
Azerbaijan’s ownership of a planned key gas pipeline that will run across 
Turkish territory.
 In force since 1998, the Energy Charter Treaty (ECT) refers to the princi-
ples of freedom of transit and non-discrimination and has provision for a 
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dispute settlement mechanism for issues over transit. Russia blocked negotia-
tions on a Draft Transit Protocol within the framework of the ECT, which 
had aimed to ensure that transit tariffs would be objective, reasonable, and 
transparent. The EU acquis, in spite of its references to non-discrimination 
and third-party access to pipeline networks, also fails to set clear rules on tariff 
rates for energy transit. Turkey has signed and ratified the ECT, but is not 
subject to the EU acquis in the energy sphere.
 It has been suggested that in practice there are so-called “good” and “bad” 
transit states.22 The focus when determining the quality of a transit state is on 
the smooth flow or possible disruption of hydrocarbons transported from a 
producer to a consumer by pipelines across the territory of a transit state. 
“Bad” transit states illegally tap into the pipeline to meet their own energy 
needs. They may also seek to change agreements to secure more preferential 
terms: for instance, with regard to transit fees, price discounts for volumes 
delivered by the producer to the transit state itself, and rights to re-export and 
sell gas or oil at a higher price to make profits. After the large sunk costs of 
construction, suppliers and customers “are increasingly vulnerable to the 
incentives for discretionary renegotiation when confronted by opportunistic 
transit governments.”23

 Less attention has been given to the control of energy transportation routes 
by transit states for regional power play ambitions. Various factors may be 
relevant here, including the extent to which transit states themselves are 
dependent on supplies from key producers to meet their own energy needs. 
Transit states may have less influence if there are alternative routes for the 
transportation of energy from producer to customer. The transportation of 
considerable volumes of oil or gas from one or more producers across the 
territory of a transit state could give more opportunities to the transit state to 
exert leverage. Generally, however, officials in the energy transit state would 
not want to damage their international reputation and threaten possible for-
eign direct investment by being perceived as abusing their control of transpor-
tation routes. In the case of Turkey, significant gas volumes from several 
energy producers may be conveyed across Turkish territory.
 In practice, Turkey is already an energy transit state. Up to 40 mt of crude 
are carried annually via the Baku–Tbilisi–Ceyhan (BTC) pipeline. Operational 
since 2006, substantial volumes from Azerbaijan and smaller quantities from 
Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan are delivered to the Turkish Mediterranean 
coast to be shipped to outside markets. Up to 25 mt per annum of Iraqi oil 
have been transported across Turkey through the Kirkuk–Ceyhan network. 
This system has been out of service following repeated attacks by IS, but oil 
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from Kurdish northern Iraq and from Kirkuk continues to reach Ceyhan 
through new infrastructure. Many tankers carry crude oil and petroleum 
products from Russia, Azerbaijan, and Kazakhstan through the Turkish 
Straits. According to contracts, as much as 0.75 bcm each year of gas from 
Azerbaijan may be re-exported to Greece. In 2014, Turkey re-exported over 
0.63 bcm along the Interconnector Turkey–Greece pipeline.24

 EU member states are endeavoring to reduce dependence on Russian gas by 
developing the Southern Gas Corridor (SGC). This would entail a network 
bypassing Russia and connecting the Middle East and the Caspian region with 
Europe. The SGC could meet 20 percent of the EU’s future energy needs. The 
realization of the SGC would make Turkey an important energy transit state, 
but concerns have been voiced about Turkey’s reliability. The now abandoned 
Nabucco pipeline project would have formed an essential component of the 
SGC.  However, officials in Ankara had demanded that Turkey should have 
the right to consume 15 percent of gas delivered along the pipeline, which 
should be sold at a “reasonable price.” They had also argued that Turkey had 
the right to tax the gas in transit and that Ankara could act as an intermediary 
in gas trade.25 The AKP government later backed down on these demands, but 
doubts had been raised about whether Turkey could be depended upon to act 
as a “good” transit state.
 According to Wigen, to be perceived as a viable partner to provide the EU’s 
future energy needs, Turkey should downplay the potential to use pipelines as a 
foreign policy tool, and instead integrate with the European energy market.26 
However, while Cyprus blocks the opening of the energy chapter in Turkey’s 
accession negotiations with the EU, the Turkish government will not assume the 
obligations of the EU acquis with regard to energy by joining, for example, the 
Energy Community Treaty. Turkey, therefore, will have an opportunity to 
exploit its location to seek strategic as well as economic benefits from being an 
energy transit state, but at the same time should be careful not to abuse these 
benefits and risk being perceived as an “opportunistic transit government.” 
Aspiring to make Turkey a regional hegemon, Turkish policy-makers will con-
tinue to emphasize how Turkey, as an energy transit state and hub, would osten-
sibly be providing public goods and services for states in its neighborhood.

Turkey: regional influence as an energy hub?

The term “energy hub,” when applied to gas, is often used misleadingly and 
sometimes interchangeably with that of an energy transit state. In practice, 
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there are various types of energy hubs, but it is usual to separate them into two 
categories, physical and virtual.27 Hubs deal with energy trading. Unlike tran-
sit states, therefore, they do not refer simply to territory in which pipelines 
and other energy-related infrastructure are in place.
 With physical hubs, pipelines are connected but only gas actually passing a 
precise location may be traded. Virtual hubs, in contrast, are more flexible as 
physical access is not always required. Virtual hubs refer to trading platforms 
in which many participants may have entry. More mature virtual hubs could 
set benchmark prices for the region. However, for extensive gas trading the 
necessary infrastructure must be in place—pipeline networks, terminals, stor-
age facilities etc.—and the rule of law, transparency, mechanisms to resolve 
contract disputes, and a balancing and settlement system are essential.
 In the case of Turkey, a limited virtual hub is in place with the Ulusal 
Dengeleme Noktası (UDN)—the national balancing point.28 Shippers trade 
relatively small volumes through this mechanism. Turkish officials intend to 
build more infrastructure and establish new institutions, ostensibly to provide 
the services of a fully functioning virtual gas hub. Moves are underway to 
create a hub for the trading of electricity to be followed by a more developed 
commercial gas hub. Trade in standardized gas markets will be provided by 
Borsa Istanbul, the Turkish stock exchange. An Energy Markets Operating 
Company (EPİAŞ) is being set up to handle gas trade on the spot market. 
These initiatives are in line with the intention to liberalize the gas market by 
curtailing the role of BOTAŞ. The aim is for the state-owned company to have 
only a 20 percent share of gas import contracts. For a successful virtual gas 
hub, price subsidies must also be eliminated as they distort the market. A 
reliable price index would encourage more investment by providing a predict-
able pricing mechanism for banks and other financial bodies.
 The establishment of a fully functioning virtual gas hub in Turkey will not 
be easy. In 2013, Turkey had the capacity to store only 2.6 bcm of gas annually, 
but there are plans to increase storage capacity to 5.3 bcm by 2019.29 
Disagreements over the allocation of shares delayed the formation of EPİAŞ. 
BOTAŞ has been slow to hand over gas import contracts to private compa-
nies, and it still needs to be replaced by an independent operator to run the 
gas transmission network in Turkey. Moreover, the removal of price subsidies 
for households and industry could be politically damaging. There are also 
serious doubts about transparency and the rule of law in Turkey, given inves-
tors’ concerns over corruption allegations against leading AKP politicians.
 A genuine commercial trading gas hub in which suppliers, consumers, and 
middlemen trade in an open, transparent, and well-regulated market would be 
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in line with the notion of Turkey as a “trading state.” In practice, though, officials 
in Ankara may seek to control rather than facilitate gas trading through an 
energy hub, for example through acquiring re-export rights and thereby making 
profits by re-selling gas at a higher price. Currently, Turkey only has re-export 
rights for gas from Azerbaijan. In the Intergovernmental Agreement for the 
proposed Interconnector Turkey–Greece–Italy pipeline—effectively an exten-
sion of the connection linking Turkey and Greece—there is a clause giving 
Turkey the right to re-export 15 percent of Azerbaijani gas.30 Turkish officials 
have pressed to secure re-export rights for Iranian and Russian gas delivered to 
Turkey and could seek the same from Turkmenistan and the KRG.  Given how 
the AKP administration has linked Turkey’s potential as a gas transit state with 
Turkey’s ambitions to become a major regional player, and bearing in mind its 
hands-on control of energy policy, it is difficult to imagine how any government 
in Ankara will merely seek to benefit from the prestige of establishing an effec-
tive gas hub. As in the case of energy transit, and in line with the practice of 
regional hegemons, the Turkish authorities would likely aim to secure economic 
and political advantage as an energy hub, while declaring that their policy was 
one of providing public goods and services.

Turkey’s energy policy in the Middle East

The post-Arab Spring upheavals in the Middle East had an immediate impact 
on Turkey’s energy policy. The Arab Gas Pipeline which aimed to deliver 
Egyptian gas to customers in Turkey and Europe, was a victim of the crisis in 
Syria as work could not be carried out to extend the pipeline across the 
Syrian–Turkish border. All in all, Turkey’s energy policy in the area in recent 
years has had its ups and downs.
 Iraqi Kurdistan has considerable oil and gas reserves. The Anglo-Turkish 
company Genel Energy is heavily involved in exploration and production. The 
relationship between Turkey and the KRG has been largely a success story in 
which Ankara’s energy interests and regional and domestic policy concerns 
have coincided. Closer ties with the regime in Erbil have enabled Ankara to 
check possible Iraqi Kurdish support for the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) 
in Turkey. Ankara is also hoping that the KRG will restrain the ambitions of 
the Syrian Kurds. At the same time, mindful of the dispute between Erbil and 
Baghdad over the right to develop oil and gas fields and export hydrocarbons, 
Turkey is determined to maintain simultaneous working ties with the central 
Iraqi authorities.
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 In the face of opposition from Baghdad, in 2009 Ankara allowed oil to be 
trucked from the KRG to Ceyhan, from where it was exported. In May 2014, 
oil was exported from a new pipeline connecting the KRG with Ceyhan, 
prompting Baghdad then to suspend budget payments to Erbil. This pipeline 
was connected to the large Kirkuk oil field after IS attacks seriously damaged 
the original Kirkuk–Ceyhan pipeline network. Much to the anger of the cen-
tral Iraqi authorities, the Turkish bank Halkbank managed the revenues from 
oil sales from the KRG, and some of this money was used to pay the salaries 
of civil servants in Iraqi Kurdistan.31 Tensions between Ankara and Baghdad 
eased after a provisional deal was struck between the KRG and the central 
Iraqi government in December 2014, which allowed for 550,000 barrels of oil 
per day (bpd) to be exported by the KRG from Kirkuk and from fields in 
northern Iraq. This oil would be marketed by Baghdad, and in return the 
KRG would start to receive monthly budget payments from the central gov-
ernment. Plans of the KRG to construct a second oil pipeline to Ceyhan 
could lead to further disputes between Baghdad and Erbil, and, at the time of 
writing, the provisional agreement of December 2014 is in danger of collaps-
ing with both sides accusing the other of violating its terms.
 A gas sales agreement concluded between Ankara and Erbil in November 
2013 envisioned the export of 4 bcm to Turkey by 2017, increasing to 10 
bcm by 2020 and possibly rising to 20 bcm by 2025.32 Genel Energy is devel-
oping fields at Miran and Bina Bawi to supply gas for export. Turkey has 
started to construct a network to hook up with the KRG.  The authorities in 
Baghdad will most probably not export gas from fields elsewhere in Iraq, 
given security concerns and the central government’s interest in prioritizing 
domestic energy needs.
 Substantial volumes of gas from the KRG, therefore, may reach markets in 
Turkey and possibly in Europe in the near future. Ankara could reduce its 
dependence on Russian gas by importing much cheaper gas from the 
KRG.  Turkey is already a transit state for the passage of crude oil from the 
KRG.  Gas volumes from the KRG could also boost Turkey’s ambitions to 
become a leading energy hub. The dependence of the KRG on Turkey for the 
export and sale of its oil and gas will provide the Turkish government with an 
opportunity to bolster its influence in the Middle East.
 In stark contrast to Iraqi Kurdistan, Turkey’s potential energy ties with Israel 
have been the victim of Turkish domestic politics and tensions in the Middle 
East. Prominent Turkish energy companies have lobbied to construct a pipeline 
to connect Israel’s Leviathan gas field in the eastern Mediterranean with Turkey. 
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One of these businesses, the Zorlu Group, which has stakes in Israel’s power 
sector, had close ties with the AKP government. In March 2014, Zorlu Group 
and Turcas Energy Holding participated in a preliminary tender for the laying 
of a pipeline linking Leviathan with the Turkish mainland, which would have 
an annual capacity of 7–10 bcm.33 Turcas Energy Holding had commenced 
negotiations with Enerjisa (a joint venture of the Turkish conglomerate Sabancı 
and E.ON) to work together to sell gas from Leviathan on the Turkish market.34 
The proposed pipeline was deemed commercially viable and offered Turkey the 
opportunity to diversify its sources of gas imports.
 However, after Turkish–Israeli relations further deteriorated with the con-
flict in Gaza, in August 2014 Turkey’s Energy Minister Yıldız declared that 
the AKP opposed the construction of the gas pipeline because “the blood of 
innocent infants and mothers” would flow through it.35 Viewing energy as a 
strategic good, the Israeli authorities were not enthusiastic about being 
dependent on Turkey for gas exports from Leviathan. Moreover, the Greek 
Cypriot authorities in Nicosia opposed the laying of the pipeline in the exclu-
sive economic zone of Cyprus. The case of Leviathan revealed that the inter-
ests of Turkish energy companies could not prevail over the concerns of the 
AKP government when important principles of foreign policy were perceived 
to be at stake. AKP officials did not wish to alienate the support of their key 
domestic constituents who had backed the government’s anti-Israeli policy. 
Gas imports from Israel were not seen as crucial to Turkey’s future energy 
needs. However, the AKP’s policy had threatened to isolate Turkey in the 
eastern Mediterranean with Israel, Cyprus, Greece, and Egypt moving to 
coordinate their energy policies.
 Relations between Turkey and Iran are complex and multi-faceted. The two 
are traditional regional rivals and on opposite sides of the Sunni–Shi’a divide. 
However, at the same time, commercial ties are important with oil and gas 
composing most of Iran’s exports to Turkey. Delivering gas since 2001, Iran is 
Turkey’s second largest supplier. Iran has expressed an interest in exporting gas 
to Europe via Turkey along the SGC, and initially it was presumed that the 
Nabucco pipeline would transport Iranian gas. The lifting of economic sanc-
tions against Tehran could then resurrect the possibility of Iranian gas exports 
to Europe. The Turkish company Turang Transit hopes to carry annually 35 
bcm of Iranian and Turkmen gas along a proposed pipeline which would 
extend across Turkey and reach Germany. In January 2014, Turkey’s Economy 
Ministry announced that the project had been granted $6.2 billion USD in 
investment incentives.36 It is highly unlikely, though, that in the near future 
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Iranian gas will reach European markets via Turkey. Iran is a substantial gas 
consumer, and even if sanctions were swiftly removed it would probably not 
be until the mid-2020s that Iran would produce enough gas to export to out-
side markets in significant volumes.37 Gas is expected to be delivered first to 
customers in the Gulf in line with agreements that have already been signed.
 The possibility of Iranian gas transiting through Turkey would have given 
Ankara leverage in talks with Tehran on technical energy issues, which have 
historically been contentious. Turkish officials have complained about the 
price of Iranian gas, onerous take-or-pay obligations, and Iran’s practice of 
prioritizing the needs of Iranian consumers and reducing gas deliveries to 
Turkey in winter months. In fact, Ankara has taken Tehran to the interna-
tional court of arbitration to seek a reduction in the gas price. In April 2015, 
the Turkish authorities rejected an offer from Iran to double gas imports in 
return for receiving a discount on the additional volumes.38

 Turkey’s energy policy in the Middle East has had its successes and failures. 
Still dependent on Iran for its energy needs, Ankara failed to gain the upper 
hand in negotiations over gas pricing. In the case of the KRG, there appears to 
be a win–win situation for Turkey. The possibility of gas from Iraqi Kurdistan 
reaching Turkish and European customers would diversify Turkey’s gas imports 
and enhance the prospects for Turkey to become a key energy transit state and 
gas hub. In turn, this could enable Turkey to pursue a more assertive policy in 
accordance with that of a regional hegemon and have a decisive say over the 
political ambitions of Kurds in Turkey, northern Iraq, and Syria. But irreconcil-
able political differences between the AKP government and the Israeli authori-
ties hinder Turkey’s energy policy in the eastern Mediterranean.

Turkey’s energy policy in the South Caucasus

Turkey has initiated trilateral cooperation mechanisms with Azerbaijan and 
Georgia and with Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan to bolster political ties and 
strengthen energy relations. However, Turkey’s influence in the South 
Caucasus has been constrained by Russia and by a policy which has been 
indexed to that of Azerbaijan. Over-dependent on Russia for gas imports, the 
issue of energy was securitized at the time of the Russo-Georgian War in 
August 2008, when the then Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan acknowl-
edged that there was little Turkey could do against Russia given its need for 
Russian gas to meet its electricity needs.39 Likewise, Turkey was forced on 
1  December 2014 to sign a non-binding memorandum of understanding on 
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Turkish Stream after Gazprom had reduced deliveries to Turkey along the 
overland Trans-Balkan pipeline network by more than half.40

 In the case of Azerbaijan and Turkey, energy policy has become politicized. 
For one thing, Turkey could not normalize relations with Armenia because of 
Azerbaijan’s insistence that progress should first be made on resolving the 
Nagorno-Karabakh dispute. Baku has appealed to common Turkic ties to 
secure backing from Ankara, and gas deliveries from Azerbaijan to Turkey 
have also reinforced the hand of the Azerbaijani government. One key ques-
tion, though, is whether Turkey as an energy transit state may still have lever-
age over Baku, given Azerbaijan’s interest in delivering gas to Europe.
 Despite the politicization of the relationship, the Turkish–Azerbaijani 
energy relationship is becoming increasingly important. Significant quantities 
of crude are carried along the BTC pipeline for export to markets such as 
Israel. Gas from Azerbaijan’s Shah Deniz field has been delivered to Turkey 
since 2007, and moreover it is cheaper than Russian and Iranian gas. A further 
6 bcm is planned to be exported to Turkey by 2019 once production at the 
field is expanded and the Trans-Anatolian Gas Pipeline (TANAP) is con-
structed. The first Azerbaijani gas should reach Europe by 2020 along the SGC 
by means of TANAP, which will be built across Turkey to connect Azerbaijan 
with Greece. TANAP will hook up with the planned Trans Adriatic Pipeline 
(TAP), which will deliver gas to Italy via Greece and Albania. The initial annual 
capacity of TANAP will be 16 bcm, but this may be increased to 31 bcm by 
2026 and possibly to as much as 60 bcm eventually.41

 The State Oil Company of Azerbaijan (SOCAR) has a majority ownership 
of the TANAP company with a 58 percent stake. BOTAŞ and BP hold the 
remaining shares, with 30 and 12 percent respectively. According to Article 
7.4 of the Intergovernmental Agreement on TANAP of June 2012, the 
TANAP company has jurisdiction over third-party access and tariffs.42 
SOCAR’s control of the pipeline could negate Turkey’s role as an energy tran-
sit state, with Azerbaijan deciding what gas should be carried along TANAP. 
This may have serious wider repercussions in the Middle East, for example for 
the KRG, which is hoping to transport gas to Europe via Turkey. Other 
Azerbaijani gas fields in the Caspian Sea are being developed, and presumably 
Baku would want to ensure that these fields have priority access to 
TANAP.  Turkish officials will also be reluctant to alienate their counterparts 
in Baku, given the power of the SOCAR lobby with the Azerbaijani company 
intending to invest $20 billion USD in energy infrastructure in Turkey by 
2020.43 Arguably, the prospects of Turkmen gas accessing TANAP for delivery 
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to Europe will be a test case for whether Turkey can use energy as a tool of 
foreign policy, given SOCAR’s control over the TANAP company.
 AKP officials have lobbied for Turkmen gas to secure access to TANAP to 
feed both the Turkish and European markets. Earlier deals concluded in 1998 
and 1999 made provisions for 14 bcm of Turkmen gas to be transported annu-
ally to Europe via Turkey, and 16 bcm to be delivered each year to Turkey for 
a 30-year period.44 These agreements have not been realized because of the 
failure to construct a Trans-Caspian Gas Pipeline (TCGP) to connect 
Turkmen gas fields in the Caspian with the Azerbaijani mainland. Both 
Turkey and the European Commission are pushing for the TCGP to be built. 
When President Erdoğan visited Ashgabat in November 2014, a preliminary 
sales and purchase agreement was negotiated between the Turkish company 
Atagas and the state-owned Turkmengaz.45

 Disputes between Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan over the ownership of oil 
and gas fields in the Caspian, as well as opposition from Russia and Iran, pre-
vented any movement on plans to build the TCGP.  Additionally, it is not 
clear who would finance and operate the pipeline. Although Moscow and 
Tehran cite legal (the status of the Caspian Sea) and environmental arguments 
to block the laying of a subsea pipeline, the debate over the TCGP is highly 
politicized. Russia and Iran are concerned that Turkmenistan should not ben-
efit economically and politically from exporting gas to markets in Europe at 
their expense.
 Eager to secure more gas and boost the prospects for Turkey to be a key 
energy transit state and gas hub, Ankara has continued to lobby for the 
TCGP.  When Turkmen President Gurbanguly Berdymukhammedov was 
received in Ankara in March 2015, Erdoğan announced that Turkey, 
Azerbaijan, and Turkmenistan would establish a trilateral mechanism to han-
dle energy issues.46 A scaled down version of the TCGP, carrying 10 bcm 
annually rather than the 30 bcm initially proposed, could be realized. The 
Malaysian company Petronas is producing about 10 bcm annually from an 
offshore block in the Turkmen part of the Caspian Sea. Significantly, in 
October 2014, Petronas bought Statoil’s 15.5 percent stake in the Shah Deniz 
consortium.47 Presumably, Azerbaijan would look more favorably on a TCGP 
carrying reduced Turkmen volumes, as this could provide spare capacity for 
more Azerbaijani gas to be transported via TANAP.
 TANAP will have an important bearing on Turkey’s energy interests in the 
South Caucasus and in the Middle East. For the foreseeable future, it will be the 
only major gas pipeline running across Turkey that will form a part of the 
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SGC.  The relationship between Turkey and Azerbaijan is therefore critical. In 
spite of Turkey’s attempts to act as an assertive regional power, Azerbaijan has 
actually maintained leverage over Turkish foreign policy. On the other hand, 
given the lack of alternative routes, Azerbaijan is dependent on Turkey for the 
export of oil and gas to outside markets. In spite of SOCAR’s majority owner-
ship of the TANAP company, Turkey may still have freedom of manoeuvre 
because of the interdependent nature of the relationship between Ankara and 
Baku. Issues of sequencing and third-party access also need consideration. Gas 
from Turkmenistan and the KRG could help fill an expanding TANAP until 
gas from other Azerbaijani fields is ready for export, possibly in the late 2020s. 
According to EU regulations, discussed in more detail below, Azerbaijan will 
not have the exclusive right to transport gas on an enlarged TAP.  Moreover, the 
EU has expressed renewed interest in the TCGP and has agreed to work on a 
legal framework agreement for the supply of Turkmen gas to Europe.48 Turkey 
could impress upon Brussels the need to lobby for the TCGP to ensure that gas 
volumes from various sources flow along TANAP.  However, questions over the 
funding of the proposed TCGP are unresolved. Moscow’s moves to promote 
Turkish Stream is a further complication.

The possible impact of Turkish Stream

Relations between Ankara and Moscow could have a direct impact on Turkey’s 
foreign and energy policy in the South Caucasus. The two are long-standing 
rivals, and although commercial ties have dramatically expanded, as recently as 
2008 Moscow was at loggerheads with Ankara. Turkey was accused of violating 
the provisions of the Montreux Convention by supposedly allowing the unau-
thorized entry of US warships to the Black Sea at the time of the Russo-
Georgian War.49 Turkey’s increasing energy dependency on Russia has been 
encouraged by the so-called Russian lobby. This lobby includes major Turkish 
construction companies which have invested in power plants fed by Russian gas. 
As such, Turkish Stream would further solidify Turkish–Russian ties while pos-
ing a threat to the SGC and to Turkey’s regional power play ambitions.
 The Turkish Stream project was surprisingly announced by Russian 
President Vladimir Putin when visiting Ankara in December 2014.50 The EU 
had opposed the planned South Stream, which had aimed to deliver annually 
63 bcm of Russian gas to central Europe via the Black Sea. South Stream vio-
lated the provisions of the EU’s Third Energy Package, due to Gazprom’s 
ownership of the pipeline and control over gas transmission. Turkish Stream 
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may encounter similar problems. The route for South Stream had envisioned 
a system running across Bulgaria. Planned to have the same capacity as South 
Stream, Turkish Stream would transit Turkish Thrace. One string of the new 
network would deliver 15.75 bcm annually to Turkey. The remaining volumes 
may be collected at what was referred to as a “hub” on the Turkish–Greek 
border before onward delivery to Europe.
 According to Ankara, Turkish Stream will not threaten the prospects for 
TANAP but will provide healthy competition.51 The AKP government 
attempted to use Turkish Stream as leverage to secure a price discount for 
Russian gas. In December 2014, Putin had proposed a 6 percent price reduction. 
Weeks later, Yıldız was speaking of a possible 10.25 percent discount.52 One 
complication, though, was that Gazprom charged different prices for gas sup-
plied to BOTAŞ and to private Turkish energy firms. Disagreements over gas 
pricing led to Turkey delaying approval for the construction of the offshore 
section of Turkish Stream in its exclusive economic zone on the Black Sea.
 Ankara has to steer carefully to ensure that support for Turkish Stream will 
not alarm Brussels and Baku and have negative impact on TANAP.  Russian 
backing for South Stream contributed to the collapse of Nabucco and caused 
an initial setback for the SGC.  If the proposed timetable is met, the first gas 
will flow along Turkish Stream to Turkey three years prior to the launch of 
TANAP.  However, Turkish Stream would not markedly increase Turkey’s 
dependence on Russian gas imports. Moscow has indicated that it may not 
renew its contract with Ukraine for gas transit in 2019. Turkey concluded 
contracts with Russia to import up to 14 bcm of gas annually via the network 
crossing Ukraine. The first string of Turkish Stream would enable Russia to 
bypass Ukraine to deliver significant gas volumes to Turkey.
 Turkey’s general reputation as a “good” energy transit state would be irrepa-
rably tarnished if the promotion of Turkish Stream leads to the abandoning 
of TANAP.  Turkey’s ambitions to become a leading gas hub would also be 
shattered. The proposed “hub” for Turkish Stream on the Turkish–Greek 
border would then likely become a simple delivery point where gas is aggre-
gated and then traded. Presumably, this would not have negative impact on 
Turkey’s efforts to develop a form of virtual trading hub. But it is unclear how 
collected gas at the Turkish–Greek border would be exported, given that the 
provisions of the Third Energy Package would also apply to Greece as an EU 
member. In June 2015, Greece signed a non-binding memorandum of under-
standing with Russia for the construction of a 47-bcm capacity pipeline across 
its territory.53
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 In reality, EU opposition and prohibitive costs may result in the construction 
of only two of the four planned strings of Turkish Stream. The first link would 
feed the Turkish market. A second link may hook up to interconnector lines in 
south-eastern Europe where gas flows could be reversed, which may not run 
counter to the provisions of the Third Energy Package.54 Alternatively, Gazprom 
could exploit EU regulations on third-party access by pushing to export 10 bcm 
along TAP after this pipeline doubles its annual capacity to 20 bcm. Gazprom 
has already spent $4.7 billion USD on building offshore and onshore sections 
for South Stream, and the realization of Turkish Stream in some form could use 
much of this infrastructure and help offset any financial losses.55

 Continued dependence on Russian gas does make Ankara vulnerable to 
pressure from Moscow. As such, Turkey will probably not block Turkish 
Stream. Russia might then seek to secure access to TAP if Turkish Stream 
expands to include more than one string. The role of the SGC as an avenue for 
the delivery of non-Russian gas to Europe might then be compromised. 
Gazprom’s use of TAP could block the export potential of Azerbaijan and 
thereby make TANAP less commercially attractive.56 EU rules on third-party 
access mean that Baku would have to find alternative routes for exports to 
Europe once additional volumes of Azerbaijani gas were transported to the 
Turkish–Greek border along TANAP.  There would only be an exemption 
from third-party access for the initial 10 bcm flowing annually through 
TAP.  Gazprom’s possible use of TAP could also make it more difficult for gas 
from the KRG and Turkmenistan to access TANAP and the SGC.  This would 
have serious negative repercussions on Turkey’s aims to become a major energy 
transit state and leading gas hub, and would be a major setback for Turkey’s 
hopes of becoming a key regional power. However, difficulties with the EU 
may lead to Russia scaling down its plans for Turkish Stream, and in that 
eventuality Gazprom may not attempt to secure access to TAP.

Other possible complications

Future EU gas needs, the increasing use of LNG, and security concerns could 
impact the SGC and thus Turkey’s energy and foreign policy ambitions. There 
are different projections of the EU’s future gas demand. This is because geo-
politics, questions over the energy mix for individual states, the impact of 
reduced oil prices, the future for shale gas, and declining North Sea gas pro-
duction should be considered. According to Eurogas, EU gas consumption 
amounted to 409 bcm in 2014, which was a decrease of 11.2 percent from the 
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previous year.57 In the EU’s European Energy Security Strategy, published in 
2014, it was noted that member states would remain dependent on imports 
for 66 percent of gas consumption until 2020, after which dependence on 
imported gas would slightly increase.58 The European Commission remains 
committed to reducing dependence on Russian gas, and Turkey could thus 
play an important role as an energy transit state and gas hub.
 A dramatic expansion in the use of LNG in Europe could result in less 
piped gas. More LNG-receiving terminals are being built, and Brussels has 
spoken of the importance of LNG imports as part of its policy to diversify gas 
suppliers. Volumes of US LNG may reach European markets in the immediate 
future, but the importance of this should not be exaggerated. It will take time 
for a number of proposed LNG export projects to receive the necessary regu-
latory approval. Much of the future US LNG exports may be destined for 
markets in Asia, where gas prices are traditionally higher than those in Europe. 
The increased role of LNG on world energy markets may therefore not have a 
negative impact on the prospects for the SGC.
 In an increasingly volatile Middle East and South Caucasus, security issues 
with regard to pipeline projects need to be considered. The Russo-Georgian 
War in 2008 resulted in the temporary closure of pipelines. Tensions may yet 
escalate over the unresolved Nagorno-Karabakh dispute. The contested 
enclave lies close to the BTC oil pipeline and the South Caucasus Pipeline 
which transports gas from Shah Deniz. In August 2008, the BTC pipeline was 
shut down for two weeks after an explosion at an above-ground valve in 
Erzincan province in north-eastern Turkey. While the PKK claimed respon-
sibility for the attack, later reports suggested that the incident may have been 
caused by a Russian-led cyber-attack.59 In May and September 2012, gas flows 
along the South Caucasus Pipeline between Kars and Erzurum were disrupted 
by what seemed to have been PKK attacks.60 In the Middle East, as was previ-
ously noted, repeated attacks by IS forced the closure of the original Kirkuk–
Ceyhan oil pipeline network. If progress is made toward resolving the Kurdish 
question in Turkey, attacks on pipelines crossing Turkish territory will prob-
ably cease. However, a possible serious deterioration in the security situation 
in either the South Caucasus or in northern Iraq could have damaging conse-
quences for Turkey’s hopes of becoming a key energy transit state and gas hub.

Conclusion

There are differences and similarities between Turkey’s energy policy in the 
Middle East and the South Caucasus. In both regions, energy and foreign 
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policy interests overlap. The AKP government has sought to pursue a policy 
of assertive regionalism to make Turkey a regional hegemon by attempting to 
use energy as a foreign policy instrument in line with the empires and regions 
storyline. Turkey’s possible role as a trading state in which business groups, 
rather than government officials, have an impact on foreign policy and energy 
policy must be seriously questioned, especially following recent geopolitical 
developments. Oil exports and the prospects for gas from the KRG reaching 
markets in Turkey and Europe have enabled Ankara to act as a powerbroker 
in northern Iraq, which could have wider repercussions for Kurds in Syria and 
Turkey. Turkey has been unable to use the energy card to influence relations 
with Israel, while the relationship between Turkey and Iran is a complicated 
one in which technical energy issues also come into play. In the South 
Caucasus, Ankara’s attempts to exert regional influence through exploiting 
Turkey’s potential role as a major energy transit state may only have limited 
success. Turkey’s policy in the region remains indexed to that of Azerbaijan, 
while an increasingly emboldened Russia could seek to expand its role in the 
region following the annexation of Crimea.
 Turkey will continue to import significant volumes of gas from the Middle 
East and the South Caucasus to satisfy its growing energy demand and pos-
sibly reduce dependence on Russian gas imports. For the foreseeable future, 
though, Turkey’s vulnerability to Russia will mean that the energy issue may 
pose a serious threat to Ankara’s security concerns. Nevertheless, in the cases 
of Azerbaijan, Iran, and also Russia, Turkey is seeking to obtain preferential 
terms for gas imports by negotiating price discounts.
 Turkey’s ambitions to become a major transit state and commercial gas hub 
are interlinked. Here, in practice, energy issues are politicized. Officials in 
Ankara have argued that Turkey would provide services for states in its neigh-
borhood by functioning as an energy transit state and hub, although in reality 
the Turkish authorities are seeking to secure political and economic advan-
tage. Gas volumes from Azerbaijan, and possibly from Turkmenistan, the 
KRG, and even Iran, transported via Turkey to Europe, would make Turkey a 
key energy transit state. Here, though, the issue of SOCAR’s majority owner-
ship of the TANAP company needs to be considered. This movement of gas 
would also bolster the prospects for Turkey to become a leading gas hub, 
although it is not clear if Turkish officials will carry out the reforms required 
to liberalize the gas market. The Turkish authorities, however, do not appear 
to have abandoned their goal of re-exporting gas from Russia and Iran, and 
possibly also from the KRG and Turkmenistan. Nevertheless, Turkish Stream 
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may cause complications for TANAP and thereby damage the prospects for 
Turkey to become a leading energy transit state and gas hub.
 Following the elections held in Turkey in June 2015, the AKP lost consid-
erable votes and could no longer form a single-party government. A new coali-
tion government could lead to a re-assessment of foreign policy, which may 
have ramifications for energy policy. For example, shortly after the elections it 
was reported that Turkish and Israeli officials met secretly in Rome to discuss 
possible reconciliation.61 A rapprochement might lead to the revival of plans 
to connect Israel’s Leviathan gas field with the Turkish mainland.
 Given the changing geopolitical situation in the Middle East and the South 
Caucasus, and the uncertainties with regard to whether a coalition govern-
ment may be formed or new elections called in Turkey, it is difficult to predict 
how Turkey’s energy and foreign policy may be affected. However, Turkey’s 
geographical location will not change, and with neighboring states endowed 
with considerable amounts of hydrocarbons, and states in Europe keen to 
import gas in the foreseeable future, officials in Ankara will continue to have 
the opportunity to use energy as a foreign policy instrument and simultane-
ously pursue the policy of a more assertive regional power.
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THE CLASH OF NATIONALISMS

IRANIAN RESPONSE TO BAKU’S IRREDENTISM

Hamid Ahmadi

The ethnic factor has been the most salient one determining Iran–Azerbaijan 
Republic relations during the last century. While the ethnic dimension of 
Iranian studies is a relatively underdeveloped area, it also suffers general meth-
odological and epistemological problems plaguing the whole sub-discipline of 
ethnic studies in social science. Specifically, the literature on ethnicity and ethnic 
nationalism tends to be the most overgeneralized arena in contemporary social 
science. While the post-positivist tradition of historical sociology has addressed 
most areas of social studies by differentiating among cases in a time–space spec-
trum, it has touched less upon ethnicity and ethnic politics.1 As such, it then 
appears that the same general and universal concepts and theoretical–concep-
tual frameworks can overcome the historical specialties of all cases across time 
and space and explain the bulk of problems with which they are confronted. 
Consequently, the general trend in the literature assumes that all countries com-
posed of multiple religious, linguistic, or racial groups suffer the same problems. 
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Iranian studies, as far as the issue of ethnicity is considered, bears this tendency. 
Most works discussing ethnicity and ethnic groups in Iran, either those ideologi-
cal works written by members of Iranian ethnic minorities or the more aca-
demic-oriented ones, disregard the importance of historical sociology and are 
influenced by the generalist trend in ethnic theoretical studies.2 Such works tend 
to express the perspective that Iran is composed of different politically-oriented 
ethnic groups all struggling for independence or political autonomy, thus depict-
ing Iran as an ethnic conflict-laden society lacking the elements of nationhood 
and national identity.
 While it is true that Iran is composed of various religious–linguistic minor-
ity groups making ethnicity an issue worth studying, Iran has specific features 
that differentiate it from other societies that have more recent experience in 
political heritage and the nation-state-building process. Bearing the character-
istics of ancient nations, as some theorists of ethnicity and nationalism have 
elaborated,3 Iran represents a specific historical case in which the saliency of 
nationalism and an Iranian national identity is more remarkable than that of 
ethnicity and ethnic nationalism. While I have elaborated on this issue else-
where,4 the present study on the case of Iranian Azeris in general and Iran–
Azerbaijan Republic relations in particular can shed more light on this fact. 
Although some students of Iranian studies consider the case of Iranian Azeris 
and Iran–Azerbaijan Republic relations a challenge for Iran and its future as 
a nation-state,5 the present study will show that Iranian national identity and 
nationalism have had the upper hand in the almost one century of ongoing 
clashes of nationalisms between Baku and Tehran over the issue of Azerbaijan. 
While the pan-Turkist-oriented political elites in the Azerbaijan Republic 
have relied on the idea of ethnic nationalism to invoke an anti-Iranian sense 
of ethnicity among Iranian Azeris since 1918 and onwards, Iranian national-
ism has successfully responded to the military, political, and discursive chal-
lenges targeting Iranian Azerbaijan during the last one hundred years. This 
study also explains how, in challenging Baku’s claims to Iranian Azerbaijan 
and its former Soviet supporters’ irredentist policies, two broad strategies have 
been used. Both Iranian Azeris and Iranian nationalists have used elements of 
Iranian national identity and Iranian nationalism to address Baku’s claims. On 
the other hand, the Islamic Republic in Iran has used its own specific notion 
of Islamic and Shiite nationalism as a counter-strategy against Baku’s strategy 
of promoting ethnic nationalism among Iranian Azeris.
 This study is divided into three general sections. The first section covers the 
role of ethno-politics and ethnic nationalism in Azerbaijani foreign policy 
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toward Iran. The second section concentrates on the Iranian reaction to 
Azerbaijan’s irredentist policies regarding Iranian Azerbaijan. This section 
itself is divided into three sub-sections, the first of which examines Tehran’s 
formal reaction to the Azerbaijani Republic’s ethnic nationalist approach, 
which manifests itself in the form of a religious Islamic and Shiite nationalism. 
The next two sub-sections focus on the role of Iranian non-state actors 
approaching the issue: first, the reaction of Iranian nationalists to irredentist 
policy of the state of Azerbaijan and its non- or semi-state circles will be 
explained; secondly, the next sub-section will focus on a reflection of Baku’s 
ethnic nationalist policies and views on Iranian Azerbaijan, which has never 
previously been the subject of research in Iranian studies in general and Iran–
Azerbaijan relations in particular. This last sub-section will analyze the 
response of Iranian Azerbaijanis: both the Iranian nationalist-oriented Azeris 
and those affiliated with Tehran’s Islamic ruling elites’ Islamic nationalism.
 The third section specifically explains how Baku’s irredentist idea of a 
“united Azerbaijan” and the concept of “southern Azerbaijan” have produced 
counter-claims from Iranian Azerbaijanis. This chapter argues that Iranian 
Azeris have produced the most enduring and systematic response to the 
Azerbaijan Republic’s pan-Turkist irredentist and ethnic nationalist claims, 
and that ultimately contemporary Iranian studies, particularly in the realm of 
ethnicity, identity, and nationality, have underestimated and disregarded the 
salience of Iranian nationalism and the central role of Iranian Azeris in the 
promotion of contemporary Iranian national awakening.

Ethnic nationalism of the Azerbaijan Republic and the question of Iranian 
Azerbaijan

The salience of the ethnic issue in Iran–Azerbaijan relations is not restricted 
to the post-Soviet era; it has a longer history going back to the birth of the 
Azerbaijan Republic in the late 1910s. In fact the ethno-political dimension 
of Iran–Azerbaijan relations has expressed itself in three specific historical 
periods, the last one beginning in the aftermath of the end of Soviet control 
in the Caucasus. The first signs of the ethnic challenge emerged at the end of 
the Perso-Russian wars of 1811–12 and 1826–8 from the formation of a 
republic in the Muslim part of the former Iranian territories separated by the 
Russian Empire
 The problem between Iran and Azerbaijan developed more fully in 1918, 
when the ruling elites of the Muslim Caucasus, gathered around the Musavat 
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Party, decided to establish their own independent states in order to prevent 
the Russian revolutionaries from retaking their territory. The name chosen for 
the Muslim part—the Republic of Azerbaijan—became problematic to the 
Iranian state. Though the weak Iranian state was in a transitional period, 
struggling with foreign domination, the Iranian political and intellectual elites 
in Tehran and Tabriz, the capital of Iranian Azerbaijan, soon protested against 
such naming. For almost a year, the printed media in Tehran, Tabriz, and 
other big Iranian cities on the one side, and the media in Baku, the capital of 
the newly independent Republic of Azerbaijan, on the other side, presented 
their arguments to prove that such naming was wrong or right.6 Iranians were 
generally suspicious of Baku’s choice and regarded confiscating the historical 
name of Iran’s north-eastern province as a pan-Turkist conspiracy planned by 
the Ottoman Young Turks, then active in Baku, for their ultimate goal of 
establishing a pan-Turk entity (Turan) from Central Asia to Europe.7 By call-
ing the real historical Azerbaijan located in Iran “southern Azerbaijan”, the 
pan-Turkists could claim the necessity of unifying the Republic of Azerbaijan 
and “southern Azerbaijan” in their future “Turan.” Fearing such threats, 
Shaikh Mohammad Khiabani, a popular member of the political elite in 
Iranian Azerbaijan and the leader of the Democratic Party (Firqhe Democrat), 
changed the name of the province to Azadistan (land of freedom).8 According 
to Ahmad Kasravi, Khiabani’s deputy at the time, the main reason for such a 
change was to prevent any future claim by the pan-Turkist Ottomans to 
Iranian Azerbaijan on the basis of the similarity of the names.9

 Alongside this naming controversy, the newly established Republic of 
Azerbaijan also faced a threat from the overspreading domination of the 
Soviet communists in Moscow. To avoid the threat of Soviet invasion and the 
more important threat of an Armenian invasion, the Muslim enclave of 
Nakhichevan proposed annexing to Iran.10 The new pro-British Iranian gov-
ernment under Vosough al Dowleh tried to encourage the leaders of the new 
Republic in Baku to join Iran. To promote this idea, al Dowleh sent two sepa-
rate delegations, one to Baku and one to the Paris Peace Conference in 1919. 
The Baku delegation, then under the leadership of Seyyed Zia Tabatabai, went 
through intensive negotiations with Musavat party leaders amid the increasing 
instability and chaos in Baku. At the final stage, an agreement was reached 
between them, but before presenting the idea to Vosough in Tehran,11 the 
communists took over Baku and ended the Musavat–Ottoman rule. The Paris 
delegation, headed by Nosrat al Dowleh Firuz, the Iranian foreign minister, 
was successful in a unity negotiation with the Baku delegation, and the two 
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signed a confederation agreement.12 The Soviet control and the annexation of 
the Muslim territory of the Caucasus thus ended the first ethnic controversy 
between Tehran and Baku.
 The second and more challenging conflict with ethnic underpinnings 
emerged during the occupation of Iranian Azerbaijan by the Soviet Army in 
World War II.  At the peak of the crisis over the evacuation of the Soviet Red 
Army from Iran, a separatist party (Frigha Democrat Azerbaijan) claimed 
autonomy over Iranian Azerbaijan on the basis of the common ethnic charac-
teristics of Azeris. Although it was clear from the beginning, and especially 
after the disclosure of the Soviet secret documents, particularly the three 
famous Stalin commands of 1945,13 that the Soviets were behind the crisis, the 
role of the Soviet Azerbaijan Republic has been remarkable in the whole epi-
sode. The post-Soviet released documents emphasize the role of Mir Ja‘far 
Baghirov, leader of the Soviet Azerbaijan Republic and Baku branch of the 
Soviet communist party.14 Jamil Hasanli, a professor of history at Baku 
University, and before him several Iranian Azeri researchers15 who collected 
documents and memories of those involved in the crisis, have highlighted the 
role of Baghirov and other Soviet Azeris in promoting ethnic political aware-
ness among Iranian Azeris. In fact, Stalin pursued his own policy of 
Sovietizing Iran through Baghirov and his men, who themselves looked for 
the realization of a united Azerbaijan. Although the crisis ended with the 
Soviet forces withdrawing in 1946, the nostalgic view of Iranian Azerbaijan 
continued throughout the Soviet era through the “literature of longing.” This 
was true even during the 1980s when the Pahlavi dynasty was replaced by the 
Islamic Republic. One example of the “literature of longing” was the poetry 
of Kamran Mehdi about the Arax river: “True, the Araz divides a nation / But 
the earth underneath is one!”16 Another example was Baku’s map of the 
Azerbaijan Republic that contained the Iranian Azerbaijan and its cities, “as 
if they were both part of the same Azerbaijan.”17

 Considering these two periods, the salience of the ethnic dimension of 
Iran–Azerbaijan relations in post-Soviet era should not be unexpected. 
Nevertheless, the core pan-Turkist vision of a united Azerbaijan has played a 
key role in the further ethnicization of the relations between Iran and 
Azerbaijan. This ideal, although of Ottoman or Young Turk heritage, was also 
cherished during the Soviet era by the political elites loyal to the communist 
party, and was institutionalized through the formal educational system from 
one generation to the next. Using Eric Hobsbawm’s18 theoretical concept, the 
pan-Turkist elites in Baku “invented the tradition” of a national history based 
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on the existence of an Azeri nation-state that dominated the northern and 
southern parts of the Aras river, which was torn apart by a Perso-Russian 
conspiracy in the Turkmanchai Agreement of 1828. This “imagined commu-
nity,” using Benedict Anderson’s framework,19 was then cherished and institu-
tionalized in formal history books of the educational system during the Soviet 
and post-Soviet era.
 Living in a closed society such as the Soviet Union, thus not knowing the 
realities of Iran and its Azeri population, the cultural and political elites in 
Soviet Azerbaijan continued to cherish and promote the idea of a united 
Azerbaijan in their socio-political and cultural activities. The products of such 
romantic thought were nostalgic literary works, known as the “literature of 
longing,” which included novels such as Tabriz meh alood (Foggy Tabriz) by 
Mohammad Said Urdubadi, The Coming Day (Gelecek üçün, 1951) by Mirza 
Ibrahimov, and other books in which the life of Iranian Azeris were depicted 
as a misery imposed by the Fars suppression, therefore waiting for the day 
when their brothers from the “north” would come and liberate them.20

 Having inherited such a nostalgic mentality regarding Iran and its 
Azerbaijan province, the post-independence nationalist political elites in Baku 
put the historical mission for achieving a “united Azerbaijan” as top priority 
on their political agenda. Consolidated in the nationalist parties such as 
Qizilbash and Birlik (Unity) and especially the Popular Front of Azerbaijan 
(Azerbaijan Khalq Jebhesi), led by Abulfaz Elchibey who had devoted his life 
to unification,21 pan-Turkist elites started their campaign for the ethnic awak-
ening of Iranian Azeris. Among others, Elchibey, a professor of history in the 
former Soviet Azerbaijan, was the most eager and mobilized support for this 
mission of reunification. Perhaps due to these ideas, Elchibey managed to win 
newly independent Azerbaijan’s first presidential elections in June 1992. In 
addition to these political parties and their leadership, nationalist intellectuals 
and Azerbaijani media also included the question of “southern Azerbaijan” in 
their main political agendas. According to one survey of the Azerbaijani press 
in 1995–6, both state-dependent and independent outlets covered the ques-
tion of Iranian Azeris more than any other issue.22

 The most ardent among all was, however, the Popular Front and its leader 
Elchibey. The issue was considered their most important political program: 
“PFA support the restoration of the ethnic unity of Azerbaijanis living on 
both sides of the border. The Azerbaijani people should be recognized as a 
united whole. Economic, cultural and social ties between our divided nation 
should be restored.”23 From the early days of his presidency, Elchibey not only 
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explicitly had a hostile and irredentist tone regarding Iran, but also went so far 
as to organize a group named the United Azerbaijan Movement. During his 
presidency “on several occasions, he blasted Iran as a doomed state and pre-
dicted that within five years, Azerbaijan would be united.”24 In a conference 
on “the Iranian factor in Azerbaijan politics” in 1999, he declared that “the 
problem of a divided Azerbaijan exists and it is our historical task to solve the 
problem.”25 Before that, at the annual congress of PFA, he more bluntly stated: 
“The creation of an independent state in Azerbaijan was a great victory of that 
movement and the beginning of a new stage. This new stage will end with the 
creation and (or) the restoration of a united Azerbaijan statehood.”26

 Elchibey and his followers went even further and supported the formation 
of an organization called the Council to Protect the Right of Azerbaijanis of 
the World (CPRAW) in 1999 and declared that “the establishment of 
CPRAW is an integral part of the struggle for a united Azerbaijan.”27 Another 
irredentist step included the formation of the World Azerbaijanis Congress 
(WAC) in Baku in 2001, following a presidential order by Heydar Aliyev in 
which the unity of Azerbaijan was also proclaimed to be the main goal.
 In addition to the ruling political elites and political parties, some Azeri 
intellectuals and academics have played an active role in maintaining the eth-
nic dimension as a dynamic factor in Iran–Azerbaijan relations. One of the 
most active among these intellectuals has been Nasib Nasibli, a university 
professor and member of Azerbaijani parliament, who has been the most 
ardent proponent of the idea of a united Azerbaijan. Perhaps because of his 
radical views, he was appointed ambassador to Iran during Elchibey’s rule. His 
career as an ambassador did not last long, ending in 1994, possibly because of 
Tehran’s dissatisfaction with his explicit anti-Iranian stance. He even tried to 
organize ethnic cells among Iranian Azeris students in Tehran.28 In his writ-
ings and lectures, Nasibli considers the ethnic Azeri factor the most important 
one in Baku–Tehran relations. According to him: “The divided Azerbaijani 
factor is the most influential factor in relation between the two countries… 
The Azerbaijani Turks in Iran constitute a significant part of the population 
of that country but are deprived of their national rights. This factor is central 
in understanding the relations between Azerbaijan and Iran.”29

 In his politically-oriented academic activities in both Azerbaijan and the 
United States in the late 1990s and early 2000s he tried to convince the 
Western states that Iranian Azerbaijan represented a big challenge for Iran and 
that “the future of Iranian statehood itself could be problematic.”30 In general, 
Nasibli’s lectures and writings on the issue emphasize these familiar notions, 
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and as Brown puts it, “share basically the same views and often repeat the same 
facts.”31 Beside such academic activities, Nasibli played a continuous role in 
promoting the idea of a national awakening among Iranian Azeris through 
organizing opposition figures, such as Mahmoud Ali Chehregani and others, 
in conferences and occasional gatherings in the Azerbaijan Republic, the 
United States or Turkey. He has also been an omnipresent figure on GunAz 
TV programs (south Azerbaijan TV) since its inception in 2005 in Chicago 
by Ahmad Obali. This TV station has become the main instrument for 
encouraging dissatisfaction and instigating ethnic strife among Iranian Azeris. 
Most of its programs contain news, analysis, interviews, and roundtables on 
Iran. A content analysis of GunAz TV, done in 2014 by an Iranian Azeri, 
indicates that 86.64 percent of its programs have been negative toward Iran, 
with not a single positive program.32

 In contrast to the 1990s, the Azerbaijani government, or as figures such as 
Nasibli call it, “official Baku,”33 did not directly involve themselves in overtly 
anti-Iranian ethnic jargon; but this does not mean that the issue has no impact 
on bilateral relations. Besides the continuous activities of non-governmental 
circles, including the media, the government officials and institutions have only 
lowered their tone regarding the issue. Tehran’s sensitivities to the policies and 
tenure of the Elchibey government have led Heydar Aliyev and his son Ilham 
to be more cautious in taking positions to which Iran might object. However, 
besides the activities of independent intellectual and media circles, the govern-
ments of Heydar and Ilham from time to time have still engaged, directly or 
indirectly, in initiatives that Tehran has found objectionable. In other words, 
the post-Elchibey governments have changed their method of involvement in 
the issue. Despite Heydar Aliyev’s earlier active role in encouraging ethnic 
national awakening in Iranian Azerbaijan in Soviet era,34 he preferred not to 
mention Iranian Azerbaijan specifically per se, but instead focused on 
Azerbaijanis outside the republic in general. In alignment with this strategy, 
Heydar ordered the organization of the World Azerbaijanis Congress (WAC) 
in order to represent the Azerbaijan Republic as the motherland of all Azeri 
diaspora around the world. Although Ilham’s approach tended to take a more 
cautious stance on Iran by emphasizing good neighborhood relations, thus 
preferring to refer to world Azerbaijanis instead of “south Azerbaijan,” the 
occasional meeting of WAC and Iranian separatist groups such as the South 
Azerbaijan National Liberation Movement (SANLM) in Baku, or the anti-
Iranian tone of formal and informal media, indicate that the irredentist ideal 
has not been omitted from the political agenda of the Azerbaijan Republic.
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 Another factor that has increased the level of Iranian concern over Baku 
policies relates to its relations with Israel. Iran and Azerbaijan signed a pact of 
non-aggression in 2005, according to which signatories would not allow a 
third country to build military bases to be used for military attack on the 
other.35 However, there have been reports in subsequent years that the Israelis 
were “developing a ‘secret staging ground’ in Azerbaijan for a possible air 
attack on Iran’s nuclear facilities.”36 Not surprisingly, such rumors have made 
Tehran more suspicious of Aliyev’s policies toward Iran.

The Iranian response: from Islamic to Iranian nationalism

It is noteworthy that in the post-Soviet era ethnically motivated quarrels 
between Tehran and Baku, as in the two other cases in 1918–20 and 1941–6, 
it was the newly independent state of Azerbaijan that triggered the animosity 
between the two countries by again raising the issue of a united Azerbaijan 
and the so-called southern question. Iran intended to have a good relationship 
with the newly independent state and was among the first countries to start 
full diplomatic relations in October 1991: Iranian Foreign Minister Ali Akbar 
Velayati paid a formal visit to Baku in early November of that year. Given these 
diplomatic intentions, it was a shock for the Islamic Republic then to see the 
irredentist and pan-Turkist claims raised by Azerbaijani political elites, Azeri 
political parties, and the formal media. In fact, the Muslim elites in Tehran did 
not have enough historical awareness of the issue to be prepared for or prop-
erly react to Azerbaijan’s irredentist policies.
 It is worth mentioning that Iran’s reaction and response to Baku’s stance 
regarding Iranian Azerbaijan came from two directions, and any real under-
standing of the problem requires a distinction between them. One was the for-
mal reaction and response of the Islamic Republic, its political elites in state 
institutions, non-state religious elites, and the formal media affiliated with them. 
The second and more systemic reaction came from Iranian nationalist circles, 
intellectuals, university professors and students who cared more about Iranian 
national interests, identity, and Iran’s cultural and civilizational heritage than 
those of the transnational Islamic world. Subsequently, the nature of their 
response to pan-Turkist claims of the Azerbaijan Republic also differed. While 
the state political and religious elites either disregarded such claims or resorted 
to pan-Islamic, particularly Shiite, values to challenge Baku’s policies, the nation-
alist response mostly concentrated on historical, cultural, and political discourse. 
The most important factor has been the role of Iranian Azeris, either on the 
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pro-state religious side or in the Iranian nationalist camp. In fact, Iranian Azeris 
have been at the forefront of the discursive war against the ethnic challenge 
coming from the Azerbaijan Republic. In this section, the Iranian response will 
be discussed in three sub-sections: first, the formal state reaction and policies; 
secondly, the Iranian nationalist non-state reaction; and finally, the Iranian 
Azeris’ response to Baku politics regarding Iranian Azerbaijan.

The Islamic Republic’s formal reaction

As mentioned earlier, the political ruling elites in Iran, because of their lack of 
historical knowledge of the Iran Caucus and Iran–Russia–Soviet relations, did 
not expect that the newly independent state of Azerbaijan would assume anti-
Iranian policies. Consequently, their early reaction was some kind of shock, 
especially for the religious elites who had expected that the Shiite identity of 
the new state would result in close and warm bilateral relations. Therefore, 
both state-related institutions, such as the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and its 
staff, and the religious elites, such as Friday prayer imams, condemned and 
protested against Baku’s ethnic and irredentist-oriented positions. These occa-
sional protests, however, gradually grew into a bitter sense of their northern 
neighbor’s intentions with respect to what Svante Cornell accurately per-
ceived as the anti-Iranian positions of the “ultra-nationalist pan-Turk, the 
historian Abulfaz Elchibey.”37

 Iran’s resentment toward Elchibey’s irredentist policy was reflected during 
the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict in the early 1990s, when Azerbaijan and 
Armenia entered a bloody war over the region of Karabakh. Instead of sup-
porting the similarly Shiite Muslim Azerbaijan Republic, Iran preferred to 
remain neutral, assuming a mediatory policy to end the conflict and restrict-
ing its support of humanitarian aid to Azerbaijan. Baku did not welcome 
Tehran’s peace plans and instead accused Tehran of supporting Armenia. The 
idea that Iran helped Armenia occupy Karabakh gradually became a view held 
by many observers and analysts. Azerbaijani elites and media have steadily 
used this claim as an instrument to convince Iranian Azeris of what Baku 
considers Tehran’s betrayal of Islamic commitments. Iranian Azeris, especially 
those close to and familiar with the subject (as I will discuss later), reject such 
accusations and argue a counter-claim.
 One important dimension of Iran’s formal reaction toward Azerbaijan’s 
positions relates to the use of the common religious Shiite factor between the 
two countries. One effective instrument in this has been the radio and TV 
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channels which broadcast religious teachings and instigate political Islam in 
opposition to the Azerbaijani state’s secular identity and policies. Baku is 
especially concerned about what it considers to be provocative broadcasts by 
Sahar 2 Television, and on many occasions Baku has objected to Tehran with 
regard to the station’s programming.38 Sahar 2 has especially targeted the 
southern part of Azerbaijan in cities such as Masalli, where populations have 
been more receptive to religious propaganda.39 With its Talyshi language 
program, Sahar 2 has also targeted the Talyshi ethnic population in the 
Lankaran region in apparent efforts to convince the Talyshi population that 
they have more cultural affinity with Iran.40 The promotion of the Grand 
Ayatollah Fazel Lankarani as Marja’e Taghlid of Shiites was also a successful 
move and made him popular in the southern part of the Azerbaijan Republic 
where his ancestors were from. Some of his fatwas (religious orders) have been 
particularly directed at the Shiites of the Azerbaijan Republic and their prob-
lems.41 After his death in 2007, other Iranian grand ayatollahs like Naser 
Makarem Shirazi, and particularly Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, the Iranian 
Supreme Leader, have also found many followers among the Azerbaijan 
Republic’s Shiite population.42 Other strategies directed at highlighting the 
common Shiite factor include Iran actively building dozens of mosques and 
madrasas in the Azerbaijan Republic during the 1990s. Additionally, Iranian 
mullahs (religious preachers) have been training young Shiite mullahs, espe-
cially in the southern cities of Massali and Jalalabad.43

 Iranian formal media have also used the Azerbaijani state’s ban on the hijab 
in schools as a symbol of what they call Baku’s anti-Islamic nature.44 Along the 
same lines, the Iranian media and religious elites began a huge campaign 
against the Eurovision song contest, which took place in Baku in 2012, calling 
it an overt anti-Islamic action.45 While claiming Baku was hosting a “gay 
parade,” which was denied strongly by state authorities in Baku,46 Tehran 
recalled its ambassador from Baku, followed by Azerbaijan recalling its ambas-
sador back to Baku.47 Iran also supported the activities of Islamic elites, such 
as non-state and opposition imams,48 and Islamic political parties in Azerbaijan, 
and has also condemned mosque closures49 and crackdowns on Islamic litera-
ture.50 It appears that the Islamic Republic’s religious elites, both state and 
non-state-dependent ones, believe that an important part of the population 
supports ideas such as the application of Shari‘a law and Islamic governance, 
particularly, as Nasib Nasibli has said, in the southern part of the country close 
to Iran,51 and that religion is an effective means of leverage to use against 
Baku’s ethno-politics toward Iran.
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 Iran has also supported religious political groups and their leaders in the 
Republic of Azerbaijan. In the early years of independence, the leader of the 
Muslim Spiritual Board, the formal religious establishment of the Soviet era, 
Allahshukur Pashazadeh, a strong opponent of Elchibey, was supported by 
Iranian formal media. In the new nationalist and secular political milieu of the 
post-Soviet era, Pashazadeh was more oriented toward Iran. According to one 
report, “Pashazade ultimately tried to persuade Shias to accept the political 
(velayat-e-faqih, or the “rule of the jurisprudent”) and the spiritual (marja-al-
taqlid, or “source of emulation”) leadership of Iran’s Supreme Leader, 
Ayatollah Khamenei.”52 While supporting and promoting other Shiite reli-
gious leaders such as Haji Ilgar, the imam of Baku Jum‘a mosque, and Haji 
Shahin, the former leader of the youth movement Ikmal,53 the Islamic 
Republic has supported the development of Islamist political movements, 
such as the Islamic Party of Azerbaijan. Founded in 1992 in Nardaran, a small 
town near Baku, the leaders of the party, Alikram Aliyev and Haci Movsum 
Samadov, have been the most active proponents of Islamic law application in 
Azerbaijan; and conversely, the strongest adherents of Baku’s secular policies. 
It is said that Alikram called Nardaran “the heart of Shiism and the Qom (the 
holy city of Shi’ism in Iran) of the Azerbaijan Republic.”54 Nardaran has wit-
nessed several periods of political turmoil,55 during some of which56 several 
protesters were killed by security forces in 2002 and 2006. Iranian media 
widely conveyed the events in Nardaran as a sign of Muslim suppression in the 
Azerbaijan Republic.57

 A political party established by the religious followers of the Iranian 
Supreme Leader Ayatollah Khamenei, the Islamic Party of Azerbaijan, has 
advocated the application of Shari‘a law and has overtly supported Iran.58 
News of the arrest and jailing of its leaders, Alikram and Samadov, was fully 
covered by the media in Iran. In an interview with Bizim Yol, the provisional 
leader of the party, Elcin Manafov, who met Iranian Supreme Leader 
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei in 2013 in Tehran,59 emphasized that he follows 
Ayatollah Khamenei in religious matters and not Ilham Aliyev, whom he 
deemed unknowledgeable of religious issues.60

Iranian nationalists’  response61

While Iran’s ruling elites and their proponents have refrained from being 
involved in actively advocating nationalist sentiments, the nationalist trends 
around the country and outside Iran have taken a nationalistic position 
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toward the issue. Among other factors, Azerbaijan’s irredentist policies toward 
Iran in the post-Soviet era, as during the crisis of 1945–6 in Iranian Azerbaijan 
and Kurdistan, aroused a national awakening in Iran in the twentieth century 
as well. Some prominent figures of the Iranian Marxist left, such as Khalil 
Maleki, Rahim Namvar, Jalal Al-e-Ahmad, Mostafa Rahimi, M.  Makan and 
others split from the pro-Soviet communist Tudeh Party over Moscow’s and 
Baku’s policy in 1945–6, unintentionally establishing the Iranian Nationalist 
left school.62

 In the early months of 1991, when Azerbaijan became independent and the 
early signs of irredentist views of pan-Turkist figures and circles merged 
toward Iran, Iranian nationalists were among the first who reacted to it. A 
special issue of the then famous monthly journal Negahe Now ( January 1992) 
concentrated on the issues of Iranian nationalism, ethnicity, pan-Turkism, and 
pan-Arabism. Nationalist-oriented researchers such as Morteza Saghebfar,63 
Kaveh Bayat,64 Mostafa Rahimi,65 and others contributed articles. During the 
presidency of Mohammad Khatami (1997–2005), when WAC and other 
irredentist trends in the Republic of Azerbaijan, Turkey, and the United States 
became more active, Parviz Varjavand, a university professor and secretary 
general of the Iranian National Front (Jebhe-ye Melli Iran) inside Iran, wrote 
an open letter to Mohammad Khatami warning him of the anti-Iranian activi-
ties by followers of Elchibey and other pan-Turkist organizations and media, 
demanding that Khatami take proper decisions to confront them.66 Outside 
Iran, the Iranian students studying in Western universities opted to confront 
the challenge of pan-Turkism by writing their dissertations on the issue of 
ethnicity and nationalism in Iran.67 Later on, nationalist-oriented Iranian 
researchers and university professors touched on the issue in reaction to anti-
Iranian claims of pan-Turkist groups and activists such as Elchibey, his Popular 
Front, or their Iranian pan-Turkist followers.68 Among such researchers were 
Mohammad Reza Khubrooye Pak in Paris, who wrote critical works on feder-
alism,69 and Kaveh Farrokh, a professor of history at the University of British 
Columbia. Farrokh’s English website was among the first, and for a time the 
only website to concentrate on promoting Iranian national identity and 
responding to Elchibey and other pan-Turkist supporters. Farrokh also wrote 
the first long analytical article in English on pan-Turkism’s goals regarding 
Iranian Azerbaijan.70

 As the availability of social networks and virtual media increased the level 
of irredentist claims toward Iran, either by the Azerbaijan Republic or by some 
pan-Arabist circles in the Arab World, more circles in civil society, especially 
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in Iranian universities, gradually took issue against the irredentist claims. 
Irredentist claims from the outside world on the one hand, and the passive 
position of Islamic Republic with respect to the national dimension of Iranian 
identity on the other, encouraged nationalist groups to undertake the respon-
sibility of confronting the anti-Iranian ethnic and irredentist claims. 
Individual students and later student groups, especially at undergraduate level, 
became active in the universities. Some of them, such as Tirdad Bonakdar,71 
Nargeskhatoon Barahui,72 Sadegh Jowkar, Habibolah Fazeli,73 Bahmani 
Ghajar,74 Mas‘aud Loghman,75 Oghab Ali Ahmadi,76 and Musawi Ghuhe,77 
began to write on pan-Turkism and its goals with regard to Iran, or other 
historical and theoretical subjects around the issue of ethnicity and national-
ity.78 Such students later went beyond individual activities and organized 
student groups with their own student media. One among many of such 
nationalist student circles was Pasargaad in the University of Tehran’s faculty 
of law and political science, organized by students coming from different parts 
of Iran, such as Iranian Azerbaijan, Kurdistan, Khuzestan, Khorasan, Kerman, 
and Fars.79 Pasargaad was active during the late 1990s and early 2000s and was 
in contact with other nationalist student circles in other faculties. Pasargaad 
published a monthly journal of the same name, in which articles appeared on 
Iranian national identity, Iranian history, especially ancient Iran, and issues 
related to Iranian Azerbaijan, Kurdistan, Khuzestan, Baluchistan, and 
Turkaman Sahra. Similar student papers with nationalistic themes were also 
published in other universities by student associations (Kanoon Haye 
Daneshjuee). Gradually an institution called the Iranology Center (Kanoon e 
Iran Shenasi) was established in many universities around the country with 
the goal of spreading a national awakening and identity among the students.
 A notable example of a nationalist society outside the universities was Afra 
Society (Anjoman Afra) founded in the mid-1990s by Alireza Afshari, a young 
dedicated Iranian nationalist who arranged meetings and conferences that 
were attended by university professors, researchers, and poets. Afra gradually 
became a widely recognized circle for other young Iranians in other provinces. 
In 2014 Afshari founded a still-active social network group in Viber named 
Ghowm Shenakht (ethnology), through which dozens of members discuss 
issues related to Iranian identity, national interests, irredentist claims of pan-
Turkism and pan-Arabism.80 Among other non-governmental nationalist 
associations, the following groups stand out: Kanoone Gostareshe Farhange 
Irane Bozorg in Isfahan,81 Anjomane Kaveye Ahangar and Anjomane Kohan 
Dej in Hamadan, Anjomane Tufah in Shushtar in Khuzestan province, 
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Anjomane Kardavan in Sanandaj in Kurdistan province, Jamiyyate Talaye 
Darane Andishehaye Now in Fariman, Khorasan province, Moaseseye Mizan, 
Kanoone Andisheye Sepid, and Moaseseye Nowavaran in Tabriz in Azerbaijan 
province, and Mehraain (Moassesey e Ghayre Dowlati Mehraain)82 in 
Ramhormoz in Khuzestan.83 These nationalist associations, some of which 
were NGOs, were coordinated through Showraye Hamahangie Anjomanhaye 
Melli Iran (the coordinative council of national associations of Iran), which 
used to organize annual meetings of nationalist groups throughout the prov-
ince as well as annual gatherings of the heads of all circles around the coun-
try.84 The city of Ramhormoz in Khuzestan province hosted the fifth gathering 
of Iran’s national groupings [panjomin neshaste tashakkol haaye Melli Iran 
Zamin] in May 2005.85 One of the most important issues being discussed in 
these circles was the threat of pan-Turkism, especially Azerbaijan Republic’s 
irredentist claims regarding Iranian Azerbaijan.
 The nationalist response to ethnic challenges has touched upon many issues 
related to Iranian Azerbaijan and pan-Turkist discourse and has tried to shed 
light on the realities of Iran and the role of the Iranian ethnic groups such as 
Azeris, Kurds, Baluchis, and others in promoting a cohesive Iranian national 
identity, solidarity, and unity. The literature produced by them raises counter-
claims, which tend to neutralize irredentist discourse regarding Iranian 
Azerbaijan. Some of such counter-claims include:

–  That historical Azerbaijan is located in Iran, and what was established in 
1918 as the Azerbaijan Republic was historically known as Aran or the 
Caucasus Albania;

–  The historical name of Azerbaijan was fabricated: using the name Aran was 
the Ottoman Young Turks pan-Turkist strategy for the future annexation of 
Iranian Azerbaijan to a pan-Turkist entity;86

–  Farsi (Persian) and its close dialect Azeri have been the dominant written 
and oral languages of Azerbaijan. The present-day Azerbaijani Turkish is the 
result of the gradual immigration of Turkish tribes to Azerbaijan and 
Caucasus since the Seljuq era (eleventh century). Though Turkish gradually 
became the spoken language of Azerbaijan, Farsi has remained the domi-
nant language of education, poetry, history writing, and journalism. Farsi, 
with its ancient roots, plays the role of national language for Iran;87

–  International politics have had a dominant role in politicizing ethnicity in 
Azerbaijan, Kurdistan, and Baluchistan;88

–  An important part of national awareness is to understand the foundations, 
the goals, and the results of pan-Turkism and pan-Azerism in Iran and the 
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region,89 the Iranian historical and cultural identity of Azerbaijan, and how 
the Turkish language replaced Farsi in Azerbaijan in recent centuries;90

–  Azeri intellectuals have played a leading role in promoting Iranian national 
identity,91 and Azeri figures such as Sattar Khan and Sheikh Mohammad 
Khiabani loved Iran and are seen as Iranian national heroes. Contrary to the 
narrative promoted by Baku, they were neither separatists nor pan-Turkist;92

–  What is called the Azerbaijan Republic as of 1918 was part of Iran, and was 
separated by the Russian empire in 1828. Thus what pan-Turkists refer to as 
“united Azerbaijan” is nothing more than an imagined community and its 
propagation is an effort at forging a kind of nationalism without a nation;93

–  Post-Soviet Baku elites have used the educational system to create the image 
of an ancient, independent Azeri state by rewriting history and revising 
historical texts, through which they portray Azerbaijan as a Turkish entity 
and demonize the Persians and Iran as the “other”;94

–  The historical data and documents deconstruct the prevalent, ethnic-ori-
ented discourses about the ethnic nature of the Iranian state, Farsi as an 
imposed language, ethnic cleansing, and genocide in Iran;95

–  Disclosure of historical documents regarding the role of the Soviets and 
Baku pan-Turkist ruling elites in manipulating ethnic resurgence in Iranian 
Azerbaijan from 1941–6.96

Iranian Azeris’ reaction: the endorsement of Iranian identity

Comparing the state’s religious and non-state nationalist reaction to Baku’s 
ethnic nationalist and pan-Turkist discourse toward Iran, the Iranian Azeri 
elites’ reaction has been the most organized and enduring response. This 
might be a surprising and unconventional phenomenon compared to other 
ethnically populated countries. Except for those familiar with Iranian national 
history, most observers may believe that the majority of Iranian Azeris, as is 
the case of other Middle Eastern, Asian, European, or African ethnic com-
munities, have politically ethnic-oriented minds and are looking for autonomy 
or independence from Iran. The conventional literature dominating ethnic 
studies reinforces such beliefs. Therefore, the role of Iranian Azeris in the 
national life of Iran has been disregarded or underestimated by many students 
of Iranian and Azerbaijani studies. Compared to other Iranians, however, 
Azeris have been the most ardent proponents of Iranian nationalism. In fact, 
Iranian nationalism as a discourse and a theoretical framework has been pro-
moted by Azeris rather than Farsi (Persian)-speaking Iranians. The early theo-
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rists, activists, and proponents of Iranian nationalism have been Azeri figures, 
such as Fath Ali Khan Akhundzade,97 Ahmad Kasravi,98 Kazemzadeh 
Iranshahr,99 Hassan Taqizadeh,100 Mahmoud Afshar,101 and Taqi Arani.102 The 
next generation of Azeri academicians, such as Yahya Zoka,103 Rezazadeh 
Shafagh,104 Mohammad Amin Riahi,105 Salim Naysari,106 Hasan Anvari,107 
Manuchehr Mortazavi,108 and educationalists such as Ebrahim Nasehi109 and 
Ali Dehghan,110 have made a significant contribution to the promotion of 
Iranian cultural and national identity and have engaged in reacting to the 
pro-Soviet, pan-Turkist discourse of Firghe Democrat of 1945–6. Ahmad 
Kasravi was the first Iranian Azeri intellectual to take a strong position against 
Ottoman pan-Turkists and wrote the most significant work on the Iranian 
identity of Azerbaijan and its Old Iranian language, Azari.111 Some of these 
Iranian Azeris reacted to early pan-Turkist claims over Iranian Azerbaijan, and 
many of them have been harshly criticized as traitors to the “Azerbaijani 
nation” in the pan-Turkist media of the post-Soviet Azerbaijan Republic.112

 In the post-Soviet era, when Elchibey, his Popular Front, and other political 
elites and printed media initially launched their irredentist claims toward 
Iranian Azerbaijan by raising ideas such as “united Azerbaijan” or “the ques-
tion of southern Azerbaijan,” Iranian Azeris were among the first to refute the 
historicity of such claims, beginning their historical, political and cultural 
research to launch an Iranian counter-argument. Kaveh Bayat, the contempo-
rary Iranian historical researcher, wrote the first articles on pan-Turkism.113 In 
his other works, he presented documentary analysis of the early pan-Turkist 
claims against Iran in Turkey of the 1920s, and showed how Iranian Azeri 
intellectuals and activists, such as Ali Sadeghi Tabrizi, Habibollah Nobakht, 
Taqi Arani, Moghaddam Bayat, and Rezazadeh Shafagh, were at the forefront 
of the fight for the defense of the Iranian identity of Azerbaijan and the 
Persian language.114 It was also Bayat who, for the first time, collected and 
analyzed all the documents relating to the Iranian protests about the confisca-
tion of the name “Azerbaijan” for the Muslim part of the Caucasus historically 
recognized as Aran. His book, Azerbaijan Dar Mowj Khize Tarikh: Negahi be 
Mabahese Mellion Iran va Jarayede Baku Dar Taghire name Aran be Azerbaijan 
1296–98, demonstrates how Iranian Azeris during 1918–19 were concerned 
with the misuse of the name for future pan-Turkist claims against Iran.115 In 
his introductory remarks to the book, Bayat wrote:

It is surprising that today they call Aran “Azerbaijan”, while Azarbaijan or 
“Azerbaijan” is another land beside Aran, bigger and more easily recognized. For 
some time, these two territories have been separated from each other and never has 
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the name “Azerbaijan” been used for Aran. We have never understood why our 
Arani brothers who established a free government for their territory and wanted to 
choose a name for it, put aside their historical name and resorted to pilfering the 
name Azerbaijan? What kind of benefits did they hope to accrue as a result of their 
surprising act?116

 Firuz Mansuri, another Iranian Azeri, has concentrated on the cultural side 
of the pan-Turkist challenge and has been active in publishing about the 
Azerbaijan Republic’s claims to it. In his two-volume book on Iranian 
Azerbaijan,117 Mansuri studied the historical conflict between Iran and the 
Ottoman Turks, describing how the Ottomans, who used to insult and humili-
ate the Turks,118 and in their invasions of Iranian Azerbaijan killed its inhabit-
ants from throughout the Safavid dynasty in 1501 to the Qajar era of the mid 
nineteenth century,119 had suddenly changed to become ardent pro-Turkic elites 
during the Young Turk era of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 
His most recent work on the Azeri Turkic language in Iran,120 which is the result 
of fifteen years of research and travels around the country,121 is a comparative 
work showing how the 5,000 Azeri Turkish words and terms used in Iranian 
Azerbaijan are also used in other parts of Iran to indicate the same meaning. He 
argues that the Azeri Turkish language in Iran is not in fact Turkish and shares 
surprising similarities with Persian words and terms. He concludes by warning 
that the pan-Turkist circles outside and inside Iran are trying to purify Azeri 
from Persian influence by importing pure Turkish words and terms from Baku 
and Istanbul through the media and broadcasting.122

 Outside Iran, Iranian Azeri academics have also focused their attention 
on the problems in the early years of Azerbaijani independence. Shireen 
Hunter and Touraj Atabaki are two examples of academics who have written 
books and articles on this issue. Hunter, a native Iranian Azeri from Tabriz, 
wrote one of the first articles on the question of identity in the newly inde-
pendent republic.123 When referring to the pan-Turkist irredentist trends of 
Azerbaijan’s political elites toward Iran, Hunter’s field research article empha-
sizes how such elites hate Iranian Azeri nationalists and how the ruling elites 
in Baku were worried about a possible irredentist counter-claim by Iran and 
its Azeri elites.124 According to her, the existence of pro-Iranian trends among 
the residents of the southern part of the Azerbaijan Republic indicates that 
such concerns may be justified.125 Touraj Atabaki, a native Iranian Azeri, is 
another example of a writer focusing on Iranian Azeris’ concerns with regard 
to the irredentist policies of pan-Turkist groups who ruled Baku in the early 
1990s and later. While writing on the roots and causes of pan-Turkism, 
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Atabaki explains how this irredentist trend has faced the resistance and chal-
lenge of Iranian nationalism.126 His earlier book on the roots of the Iranian 
Azerbaijan crisis of 1945 was a timely work published in 1993. Relying on 
primary and secondary sources, Atabaki explained the internal and external 
causes of it.127 He continues to be one of the most active Iranian Azeris to 
write about the question of ethnicity, as well as Iranian national identity and 
its regional challenges.128

 Inside Iran, the Iranian Azeri academics have also focused on this issue. 
Javad Tabatabai, a political scientist and distinguished writer of contemporary 
Iranian political thought,129 has taken issue against anti-Iranian irredentist 
trends and warned about the dangers facing Iran from the challenge of pan-
Turkism. He has defended Persian as the national language of Iran130 and also 
argued that Turkish and Azerbaijani history has been forged and fabricated. 
Tabatabai, during a lecture in Tabriz, emphasized that the history of the “Baku 
Republic” is at the heart of Iranian history.131 Rajab Izadi, another Iranian 
Azeri political scientist at the University of Tabriz, was among the early Azeri 
students in Iran in the 1990s who warned the ruling authorities of the irreden-
tist policies of the pan-Turkist ruling elite in Azerbaijan, as well as their small 
circle of proponents inside Iranian universities.132 Coming from Ardabil, he 
used to publish a weekly journal, Hafte Nameh Ardabil, containing articles on 
Iranian national identity and unity.133 While locating the history and the 
identity of historical Azerbaijan in Iranian history and civilization in his long 
analytical article on identity of Iranian Azerbaijan, he explained a century of 
foreign challenges coming from Russia, the Soviet Union, the Azerbaijan 
Republic, and Turkey, as well as the decade of internal efforts at spreading 
ethnic identity in Iran.134 As a professor and dean of the faculty of political 
science at the University of Tabriz, he has also promoted the Iranian identity 
of Azerbaijan by organizing academic seminars and conferences.135 Ja‘far 
Jamishi Raad, another Azeri political scientist in the Azad Islamic University, 
the Tabriz branch, has been ardent in his anti-pan-Turkist positions in his 
writings, lectures, and organization of student media and conferences.136

 Bahram Amir Ahmadian, a native of Tabriz, used his book to analyze rela-
tions between Iran and the Azerbaijan Republic.137 While emphasizing the 
Iranian identity of Iranian Azerbaijan, Ahmadian presented a detailed narra-
tive of pan-Turkist efforts and warned of the irredentist views of the ruling 
elites in the Republic of Azerbaijan and the manifestation of these irredentist 
views in the historical texts written for Azerbaijan’s schools.138 Ata Yordu 
(Fatherland), a book of the history of Azerbaijan for grade 5 students, is pro-
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vided as an example. The cover of the book shows a map of Azerbaijan in 
which Iranian Azerbaijan and the territories beyond are considered parts of 
the Azerbaijan Republic.139 According to Ahmadian, the historical narratives 
of such books teach irredentism to Azerbaijani students by presenting fabri-
cated and imagined stories of the existence of a united Azerbaijan before 
1828.140 This kind of historical discussion on the Iranian identity of 
Azerbaijan, as opposed to the narrative of the united Azerbaijan espoused by 
Baku, is also reflected in the works of a young Azeri academic and political 
geographer, Ataollah Abdi, who researched old historical names of places in 
Azerbaijan to prove their Iranian identity.141 Abdi and his colleagues, such as 
Mojtaba Maghsoudi, a non-Azeri Iranian professor of ethnic studies in con-
temporary Iran, have written critical works on the political use of ethnicity in 
presidential elections and its dysfunctions,142 and Iranian Azerbaijan’s integra-
tion into Iran’s identity, socio-political, and economic-cultural life.143

 The performance of the Soviet-dependent Firghe Democrat Azerbaijan in 
Iranian Azerbaijan during 1945–6 has been a point of controversy. While 
ethnic-oriented media, especially the Baku-based proponents of Firghe, used 
to write on the atrocities of the Iranian army against the Azerbaijani people.144 
Iranian Azeri researchers and journalists, more than others, have also contrib-
uted to the subject and have tried to shed light on the realities of those days. 
Rahim Nikbakht, an Iranian Azeri from Tabriz, has used historical archives 
and documents, including the local media of the 1940s, to disclose what he 
calls the atrocities of Firghe Democrat and its military forces during 1945–6 
against the majority of Azeris who were against the pro-Moscow and pro-
Baku local government.145 He has also shown how Iranian national identity 
has historically had a strong place among Iranian Azeris.146 Nikbakht pre-
sented documentary analysis of the Iranian Azeri clergy, who were against 
pan-Turkist and pro-Firghe policies.147

 During the last fifteen years, a younger generation of Iranian Azeri students 
and graduates has tried to respond to irredentist views toward Iranian 
Azerbaijan by organizing student circles that publish pro-Iranian nationalist 
materials in quarterly, monthly, or weekly bilingual journals inside universi-
ties. Several of these have been published by Azeri students at Tehran 
University. Vatan Yoli has been noticeably more successful than the others in 
terms of the form and quality. Davood Dashtbani, the founder and chief edi-
tor of Vatan Yoli, has been active in giving lectures and organizing conferences 
related to Iranian Azerbaijan and Iranian identity and nationality.148 Vatan 
Yoli has covered a wide variety of subjects dealing with the situation of Iranian 
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Azerbaijan, the foreign policies of Turkey and the Azerbaijan Republic, the 
Persian language, Iranian history, and Azeri Turkish poetry. Issue no. 19 of 
August 2012, for example, contained articles on the following subjects: 
Turkey’s Ottomanism, an anti-Iranian book by pan-Turkist activists, a new 
search done in Cambridge showing that most ethnic groups in Iran have 
Iranian roots, a new computer game about Turkemanchai (Treaty of 1828), 
Persian and Turkish literature in Azerbaijan, and the life of Cyrus the Great. 
The journal also contains a poetry section with poems in both Azeri Turkish 
and Farsi, the main subject of which is patriotism and ethics.149 Vatan Yoli had 
a special section on the importance of the discovery of Safine Tabriz for 
Azerbaijan identity and culture. Safine [the vessel of ] Tabriz is an important 
encyclopedic manuscript from fourteenth-century Ilkhanid Iran compiled by 
Abu’l Majd Muhammad B.  Mas‘ud Tabrizi between 1321 and 1323.150 Safine 
Tabriz contains 209 works on a wide range of subjects in both Persian and 
Arabic, as well as some poetry denoted by Fahlaviyat and the Iranian language 
of Tabriz.151 According to its editor, this manuscript shows that at that time, 
Fahlawi, or Azeri Persian, was the language of Azerbaijan and had not been 
replaced by Turkish yet.152

 Iran Zamin was another student journal published by a group of Azeri 
students whose chief editor, Payman Asadzade, was a student of theology who 
switched to political science. Its second issue ( January 2009) contained pic-
tures of Iranian Azeri activists and intellectuals known for their love for Iran. 
This included figures such as Shahriar the poet; Ahmad Kasravi the historian; 
Sattar Khan and Baqir Khan, two leaders of the Constitutional Revolution of 
1906; Shaykh Mohammad Khiabani, an opponent of the establishment of a 
Turkish Republic by the Ottoman army in Tabriz (1918);153 and Taqi Arani, 
an early ardent Iranian nationalist and one of the founding fathers of the 
Iranian Marxist left. Issues covered in the journal included the Soviet occupa-
tion of Iranian Azerbaijan, the Persian language, and Iranian nationalism.154 
Similar student journals have been published in the universities in Iranian 
Azerbaijan, among them Sas (voice) and Azar published at Tabriz University, 
and Teribune by Shahid Madani University of Azerbaijan in Azar Shahr and 
Hoviyyat (identity) in Ardabil University. Some of these Azeri students are 
also active in non-student weekly and daily printed media, such as Navay-e 
Azarbaijan in Marand and other cities in eastern and western Iranian 
Azerbaijan and the Ardabil provinces.155

 Both student and non-student media have highlighted what they consider 
to be Baku’s efforts at removing any signs of Iranian identity in the former 
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territories of Iran. The most recent controversy emerged when the cultural 
authorities in the Azerbaijan Republic decided to replace the Farsi poems of 
Nizami Ganjavi with Turkish narratives. Khalil Yusifli, the director of the 
Nizami Ganjavi Centre of the Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences, said 
that the Farsi poems had been put there in 1997 and had no historical value.156 
The Iranian cultural authorities, including Mohammad Ali Njafai, director of 
the organization for the cultural heritage of Iran, claimed that the plate with 
Farsi poems was hundreds of years old, and when protesting to UNESCO for 
replacement of the original plates, he characterized Yusifli’s decision as an 
attempt to distort the true identity of Nizami Ganjavi as a poet who wrote in 
the Farsi language.157 Iranian Azeris, when protesting against the decision, 
emphasized the Iranian identity of Nizami and his love for Iran.158 They then 
formed a campaign for more organized efforts at defending Nizami’s heritage 
and identity.159

 Young Iranian Azeris’ nationalist activities against what they consider to be 
the pan-Turkist conspiracy against Iran have been more remarkable outside 
the universities. Examples include their publications, in print, online, and on 
social media. They have also been active in organizing academic meetings and 
conferences on issues related to Iranian Azerbaijan, such as the crisis of 1945–
6.160 Some of these young Azeris are active in different cities of Iranian 
Azerbaijan, especially Tabriz, and some are established in Tehran. Salar 
Seifoddini, whose writings have appeared in both local Azeri media in 
Azerbaijan and in Tehran, started his work in Tabriz, where he wrote for local 
papers such as Tarhe Now and Misaagh.161 He then moved to Tehran, becom-
ing one of the most dynamic young nationalist Iranian Azeris. His writings on 
the role of Persian language and issues related to the use of local languages in 
the Iranian educational system have been published in the Iranian media. He 
along with his friends, including nationalist-oriented Iranian Kurds such as 
Ehsan Hushmand162 and Habibollah Fazeli,163 have argued that “the teaching 
of local languages” is different from “teaching in local languages,” favoring the 
former at the expense of the latter.164 In recent years he has organized an 
annual conference on 12  December, known in Iran as the “salvation day of 
Azerbaijan” (Ruze Nejate Azarbaijan) from the Soviet occupation in 1946. 
Both the Baku-based Express newspaper and GunAz TV have reacted nega-
tively to the annual conference, viewing it as a forum for anti-Azerbaijani 
Iranian nationalist chauvenists.165 Less than a decade ago, Salar and a number 
of other Azeris founded a website called Azariha (Azeris), which is considered 
the most active and effective site in defending Iranian identity and territorial 
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integrity vis-à-vis the pan-Turkist media in the Azerbaijan Republic and the 
West. On several occasions, Azariha has faced reactions from the pan-Turkist 
circles in Turkey and the Azerbaijan Republic.166 Subsequently, other Iranian 
Azeris started using the virtual world to establish similar anti-pan-Turkist 
internet sites: such as Hoveyyat by Laila Hosaynian, based in Meshkin Shahr, 
and Vatan Khahan by Abdol Abdolizadeh, run out of Tabriz. Salar has written 
in most daily newspapers in Tehran and some academic quarterly journals, 
using conceptual and theoretical frameworks to explain Iranian national iden-
tity and ethnic issues of contemporary Iran.167

 Among the younger generation of Azeri activists who have Iranian nation-
alist tendencies, it is worth mentioning Hojjat Kalashi, a graduate of political 
science. Originally from Ardabil, the capital of Ardabil province, Kalashi has 
perhaps more radical Iranian nationalist-oriented views on the question of 
Iran–Azerbaijan relations. In some respects he is different from other Iranian 
Azeris because of his engagement in Iranian nationalist political parties. 
Kalashi is the chair of the youth organization of the pan-Iranist party and has 
a popular image among the present Iranian nationalist political groupings. As 
an Azeri, Kalashi has explicitly expressed his views on the irredentist trends 
reflected in the Republic of Azerbaijan and Turkey. In an interview at the last 
meeting of SANLM in Baku in April 2013, at which members of the 
Azerbaijan parliament, including Nasib Nasibli, took part, Kalashi rejected 
the idea of neutrality by the Azeri government regarding the issue. From his 
perspective, “Iran in general and Azerbaijan in particular are not mouthfuls to 
be digested in the stomach of a pan-Turkist identity,”168 and that “at the same 
time that the state of Azerbaijan is a forged construct, the concept of south 
Azerbaijan [also] does not have a real and historical embodiment.”169

 Outside the universities, as has been mentioned, young Iranian Azeris have 
been active in publishing. Such activities are more concentrated in Iranian 
Azerbaijan than outside it and the role of its capital, Tabriz, is remarkable in 
this regard. One circle organized around Jalal Mohammadi has been especially 
active. For over a decade, his weekly publication of Misaagh played a vanguard 
role in confronting the challenge of pan-Turkism to Iranian Azerbaijan. 
Established in late 2000, the main goal of Misaagh was to pinpoint the role and 
position of Azerbaijan in Iranian history, culture, and political life, thus coun-
tering the pan-Turkist propaganda about the alleged Turkish identity of 
Azerbaijan. One important theme of Misaagh articles and reports was that the 
Azerbaijan Republic has its roots in the history, culture, and civilization of Iran. 
The emphasis in this regard was on the omnipresent place of the Farsi (Persian) 
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language in Azerbaijan and the historic role of Azerbaijanis in promoting Farsi 
and Persian literature.170 Criticizing the pan-Turkist characterizations of Farsi 
as an imposed language in Azerbaijan and considering it the national language 
of all Iranians,171 Misaagh emphasized the historical presence of the Farsi lan-
guage in the Azerbaijan Republic too.172 Misaagh directed its attention to 
Shahnameh, the Iranian national epic poem, and its author Ferdowsi.173 
Misaagh published articles and news on Islamic activists, such as the Islamic 
Party of Azerbaijan.174 Misaagh had good connections with non-pan-Turkist 
elites of the Azerbaijan Republic, such as Zartosht Alizadeh, leader of the 
Social Democratic Party of Azerbaijan, and would reflect its positive views on 
Iran.175 The weekly included many documentary articles written on the nature 
and the policies of Firghe Democrat of 1945–6, especially its dependence on 
Moscow and Baku.176 One specific feature of the weekly was the many reports 
of trips made by its chief editor and other staff to the Azerbaijan Republic in 
order to provide a different picture to that offered by pan-Turkist and anti-
Iranian elites and media. The general message of these reports was that many 
ordinary people and socio-cultural and political elites177 have a positive view of 
Iran and Iranian culture and civilization.178 Nasser Hamrang, an Iranian Azeri 
author and journalist close to Misaagh, published reports of his trips to 
Azerbaijan in which a different picture of Azerbaijan, its ruling family, its 
socio-political corruption, and its people was depicted.179

 Jalal Mohammadi and his team, who published Misaagh, also established 
Jamiyyate Vatan (Homeland Association), an NGO concentrating on Iranian 
Azerbaijan and the Caucasus. Jamiyyate Vatan organized conferences and 
published volumes of an occasional bilingual Farsi and Azeri Turkish language 
journal, called Vatan. In its first volume, one article designated Iran the spir-
itual center of Azeris worldwide, which seemed to be a counter-claim by 
Iranian Azeris in response to the formation of the World Azerbaijani Congress 
(WAK) by Heydar Aliyev several months earlier, prior to the establishment of 
Jamiyyate Vatan.180 The second issue of Vatan published an article on the 
responsibility of Iranian Azeris toward Azeri minorities outside Iran. It con-
veyed the message that for Iranian Azeris, the Azerbaijan Republic comprises 
Azeri minorities outside Iran.181 After Misaagh stopped publication in 2007, 
Mohammadi started publishing Azarbaijan, a daily in Tabriz that continued 
his anti pan-Turkist line of thought and his defense of Persian language,182 
Iranian culture, and civilization.
 While both Misaagh and Vatan were active in the first half of the 2000s, 
another institution called Moasseseye Frhangi va Motaleate Baynolmelali Aran 
(Aran Cultural and International Studies Institution) emerged in Tabriz. Still 
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continuing its work, the Aran Institution (using the historical name of the 
Azerbaijan Republic, Aran) gradually increased its activities using more modern 
social media and virtual networks. It started publishing the occasional journal 
Aran, which later became a quarterly covering news, reports, and analytical 
articles about the Caucasus, particularly the Azerbaijan Republic. Its first issue 
published in 2002 covered subjects such as Aran or Azerbaijan,183 Stalin and 
Firghe Democrat Azarbaijan, Nardaran events, Golestan and Turkmanchai trea-
ties from a different perspective, amongst others. The journal changed its name 
to Azar-Aran in 2013. The Aran Institution has held regular conferences on 
Caucasus affairs, including the Karabakh crisis,184 the life and the struggles of 
Alikram Aliyev, the founder of the Islamic Party of Azerbaijan,185 the Golestan 
Treaty of 1812 and its consequences,186 and the Turkamanchai Treaty of 1828, 
which led to the separation of the southern Caucasus from Iran.187 The quarterly 
also covered various historical and contemporary subjects, such as the Karabakh 
crisis, Islamic movements in the Azerbaijan Republic,188 Iranian culture and 
civilization in the Caucasus,189 Armenian affairs,190 anti-Islamic policies of the 
political ruling elites in Baku,191 and Azerbaijan–Israel relations,192 amongst 
others. The Aran Institution established its special news agency, Aran News 
(Khabargozary-e Araan), covering different socio-political and cultural-eco-
nomic news, reports, and articles about the daily events in the Azerbaijan 
Republic and the Caucasus in general, available in three languages (Farsi, Azeri 
Turkish, and Turkey’s Turkish). While presenting a moderate stance regarding 
Iran–Azerbaijan relations and its promotion, Aran News did not hesitate to 
criticize the Baku government for its anti-Islamic and anti-Iranian positions in 
domestic and foreign policy.193

 The daily newspapers, weekly journals, and magazines in Tabriz and other 
big cities in Iranian Azerbaijan such as Ardabil or Ourumiyeh have touched 
on political or cultural issues regarding Iran–Azerbaijan relations or criticized 
the irredentist pan-Turkist view.194 A newspaper with more nationalist tenden-
cies appeared in Tabriz called Tarhe Now (New Plan), founded by Reza 
Rabbani, as a student-run semi-monthly newspaper in 2006, before it was 
turned into a weekly and used to cover news and articles about Iranian 
national identity and heritage.195 Later, in the second half of 2014, it became 
a daily, maintaining the same content intentions. Tarhe Now more than any 
other daily newspaper in Iranian Azerbaijan has focused on subjects such as 
the role of foreign secret services in instigating ethnic problems in Iran,196 
pan-Turkism in the Caucasus,197 and Persian language and national unity.198

 Part of the reaction to the Azerbaijan Republic and its irredentist policies 
toward Iran also comes from Iranian Azeri religious and political elites. In 
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fact, the Shiite clergies played a notable role in confronting the Soviet policies 
in Iranian Azerbaijan during 1941–6. In addition to protesting against the 
Soviets and Baku pan-Turkist policies of that time, they also wrote down their 
daily memories.199 Representatives of the Islamic Republic’s supreme leader in 
the Azeri provinces, the highest ranking of whom are mostly in the position 
of imams of Friday prayers (imam jom’e), have during the past two decades 
criticized what they call the interventionist policies of the Baku government. 
Ayatollah Mojtahed Shabestari, the Imam Jom’e of Tabriz, raised his voice on 
several occasions. The most controversial incident was at the Second World 
Azerbaijani Congress meeting held in Baku in June 2006.200 Shabestari also 
criticized the 2012 Eurovision song contest in Azerbaijan and asked the Baku 
authorities to stop what he considered the “gay parade” in a Muslim coun-
try.201 The Imam Jom’e of Ardabil, Ayatollah Ameli, has also reacted on several 
occasions. In one case, on 29  May 2010, Ameli criticized pan-Turkist figures 
such as Abulfaz Elchibey and claimed that he had a hand in the massacre of 
the Azeri Shiites in Khojali.202 Ali Akbar Akrami, Imam Jom’e of Sarab, has 
accused pan-Turkist groups of trying to misuse the earthquake of Azerbaijan 
in August 2012.203

 Beside Azeri clergies, Iranian Azeris in state institutions have also taken 
issue with respect to the ethnic problems between Iran and the Azerbaijan 
Republic. On several occasions, the Azeri members of the Iranian parliament 
(Majles Showraye Eslami) have reacted to developments in the Azerbaijan 
Republic. Mir Tajeddini, a representative of Tabriz, has been very active in this 
respect. In addition to his critical reaction to what was considered the insult-
ing of high-ranking Iranian leaders by Baku-based newspapers, Gun and New 
Fact,204 he bitterly criticized the views of two members of the Azerbaijan par-
liament, Asim Mollazadeh and Sabir Rustam Khanli, who had expressed 
irredentist views about Iranian Azerbaijan in a round table called “European 
values and the Great Azerbaijan,” on 16  June 2007 in Baku. Tajeddini also 
asked the Iranian parliament to scrutinize more precisely what happened 
when “the former Iranian land was separated from us by the Russians as the 
result of Golestan and Turkamachai treaties.”205 Some Iranian Azeri members 
of parliament protested at what they called “anti-Islamic” media in Baku. One 
example was when all the Azeri members of parliament protested against what 
they perceived as the Baku-based newspaper San’at’s insult against the Prophet 
Mohammad.206 On another occasion, 209 members of parliament, including 
all Azeri members, harshly criticized the Turkish publication of the book The 
Satanic Verses by Salman Rushdie.207
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 A more active member of parliament from Ardabil, and the deputy of the 
National Security Committee of the Parliament, Mansour Haghighat Pour, 
has been sensitive to what he considers the anti-Iranian policies of Baku’s 
ruling and political elites and their media. In response to the question of local 
languages in Iran frequently raised by GunAz TV, he emphasized the role of 
Farsi as both the national language of Iran and the mother tongue of 
Azerbaijan too.208 He emphasized that the present Turkish language of 
Azerbaijan replaced the historical, native Iranian language after the arrival of 
the Seljuk Turkish tribes in the region.209 On the controversy over the estab-
lishment of an academy of Turkish language in Iranian Azerbaijan, Haghighat 
Pour rejected the establishment of the academy by arguing that it was a politi-
cal matter and that Azersis were originally Iranian but speak Turkish.210 As a 
former member of the Revolutionary Guards who had closely followed the 
Nagorno-Karabakh war of 1993, Haghighat Pour reacted to the Azerbaijan 
Republic’s widespread claim that Iran sided with Armenia and helped them 
against Azerbaijan.211 He used his personal experience from when he was a 
member of the Revolutionary Guard and engaged in the Karabakh war to 
reject the aforementioned claim. According to him, Iran not only gave 
Azerbaijan humanitarian assistance, but also military equipment.212 In a mes-
sage to the people of Azerbaijan Republic on the occasion of Nowruz 1392 
(March 2013), he referred to such help. Later, when Haghiaghat Pour’s claims 
were refuted by a member of parliament in Baku, Siyavush Novruzov, and 
executive director of the Yeni Azerbaijan Party, Haghighat Pour wrote a letter 
directed to the people of Azerbaijan in which he disclosed more facts about 
the Iranian support of Azeris. Haghighat Pour claimed that he was a special 
adviser to Heydar Aliyev, the acting Minister of Defense and Chair of the 
Azerbaijan parliament. As he put it, Aliyev was going to give him “the Merit 
Medal of Azerbaijan,” but Haghighat Pour rejected this because of political 
concerns.213 Haghighat Pour has gone so far as to allege that “I have several 
thousand pages of written reports and pictures and more than one hundred 
hours of video that confirm our help to Azerbaijanis in the Karabakh war.”214 
Other Iranian Azeri elites familiar with the conflict expressed similar views.215

Irredentism may backfire: Iranian nationalism versus ethnic  
nationalistic intrigues

Southern Azerbaijan or Northern Iran?

There are essentially two discursive wars being fought over competing nation-
alist narratives. As discussed previously, the first is between Azerbaijan’s ruling 
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elites and political parties on the one hand, and Iran’s ruling religious elites on 
the other. The second is between pan-Turkist state institutions and non-state 
actors in Baku against Iranian Azeri elites over concepts such as “united 
Azerbaijan” and “south Azerbaijan.” This discursive war has subsequently 
produced counter-narratives and claims raised by Iranian Azeris. In response 
to the idea of a united Azerbaijan and claims that the two lands around the 
Aras river had been one united Azerbaijani state, the Iranian Azeris argue that 
the so-called united entity never existed and the whole region was part of 
greater Iran up to the Russo-Persian wars of 1801–28. With respect to the 
more important idea of a future united Azerbaijan, Iranian Azeris then pro-
pose that it is better for the Azerbaijan Republic to join Iran, and not the 
other way around. Although this issue has not been studied independently, 
there are signs that most Iranian Azeris share the view.216 As Brown writes:

In private conversation, Azeri students from northwestern Iran scoffed at the idea 
of being part of the local Azerbaijani independence movement. In contrast, they 
cited the leading role many Azeris play in the Iranian economy and politics. The 
most important figure in Iran, the Supreme Leader ‘Ali Khamenei, is Azeri, as are 
several government ministers.217

 In comparison to the Azerbaijan Republic, the political and cultural elites in 
Turkey are more familiar with the general stance of Iranian Azeris on the idea of 
a united Azerbaijan. In a roundtable on Iranian Azerbaijan on Saman Yolu, a 
TV channel affiliated with the Fethullah Gülen movement, in response to a 
suggestion that Iranian Azerbaijan is welcoming Turkey’s call for separating 
from Iran, Fehim Tastekin, the Turkish researcher and journalist, said: “When 
we approach Iranian Azeri and raise the issue [of united Azerbaijan], the first 
thing they say is that it is better that upper Azerbaijan joins us; it means not the 
separation of Iranian Azerbaijan but the annexation of Azerbaijan Republic to 
Iran.”218 This view has been raised especially by active Iranian Azeris who moni-
tor the irredentist moves of pan-Turkist institutions such as the World 
Azerbaijani Congress. In reaction to WAC’s claim, also challenging Ilham 
Aliyev’s ambition that “I am the president of all Azerbaijani people,”219 Vatan, 
the formal organ of Anjomane Vatan in Tabriz, raised a counter-argument claim-
ing that Iran is the fatherland of all Azeris around the world:

We, the Azeris of Iran, have a historical responsibility for the formation of the 
present and future history of diversified Azeri minorities dispersed around the 
world and the consolidation of their spiritual, cultural, historical and religious ties 
to Iran. If we fail to take this responsibility, our sons and the future generations will 
not forgive us. The foundation of “the center for world Muslim Azeris” by active 
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cultural elites and intellectuals of Iran’s Azeris would be an important step toward 
the realization of such responsibility.220

 Ayatollah Shabestari, the most powerful representative of Ayatollah 
Khamenei, the supreme leader of the Islamic Republic, in Iranian Azerbaijan, 
once criticized the irredentist idea of a united Azerbaijan and announced: “If 
it is supposed to talk about the question of annexation, it is they who should 
join us, and in that time we will demand that our former cities return to us 
again … our Iranian identity will never be distorted.”221 This announcement 
followed Shabestari’s remarks that demonstrations against the Azerbaijan 
Republic began in Tabriz. During these demonstrations, some of the protest-
ers held banners depicting the annulment of the Golestan and Turkamanchai 
treaties of 1812 and 1828 respectively, which separated the present Azerbaijan 
Republic from Iran. Local media in Iranian Azerbaijan have also published 
articles written by Iranian Azeris in which the annulment of the two treaties 
was discussed.222 Two weeks later, another demonstration erupted in Tabriz 
and other cities in protest over what was considered an insult to the Prophet 
Muhammad in Baku-based media.223 In April 2013, the reaction of the Azeri 
media in Iranian Azerbaijan to the meeting of SANLM likely encouraged the 
chief editor of the radical newspaper Kayhan, Hossein Shariatmadari, to write 
about proposing to Ilham Aliyev the idea of a referendum to be held in the 
Azerbaijan Republic about annexation to Iran, as was similarly done in 
Bahrain in 1970.224

 The concept of a “southern Azerbaijan” has also drawn its own counter-
claim from Iranian Azeri elites. In late 2002, the concept of “Irane Shomali” 
(northern Iran), referring to the Azerbaijan Republic, appeared in the Azeri 
media in Iran. The weekly Misaagh in Tabriz then popularized the concept in 
mid-2006. Later, two Iranian Azeri authors from Tabriz225 and Ardabil226 
elaborated on the concept and its connotations. From then on, other printed 
media in Iranian Azerbaijan began using the term “northern Iran” instead of 
“Azerbaijan.” It is even said that Ayatollah Shabestari used those words on 
several occasions during Friday prayers in Tabriz.227 At the same time, news 
came on air that a magazine called Irane Shomali was being published in 
Ardabil, and that “hundreds” of its first issue had been sold in a few days in 
other Iranian Azerbaijani cities. According to the report:

The magazine of Irane Shomali has the aim of disclosing the anti-Iranian policies 
of the regime ruling over Irane Shomali (Republic of Azerbaijan) and reflects the 
ideas of those who support the annexation of this region to Iran. … the magazine is 
a common work by a group of authors in Iran and Baku … it can be said that it is a 
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limited reaction of Ardabil and Baku intellectuals to the anti-Iranian actions of 
Baku regime and its widespread distortion of history.228

 Before the magazine was published, a series of reports about a group called 
the Movement for the Liberation of Northern Iran (Harkate Azadibakhshe 
Irane Shomali) appeared in the Tabriz media, followed by more reports in 
mid-2006.229 The article concluded with the following claim: “the Movement 
for the Liberation of Northern Iran is a cultural and political trend and move-
ment to which all people, particularly the elites, authors, artists and political 
activists can join.”230 When the magazine was published in Ardabil and dis-
tributed in Iranian Azerbaijan and Tehran, the authorities in Baku reacted 
sharply to it. Although the printed version of the magazine was discontinued 
after nine issues, a website carrying the same name continued the magazine’s 
work on the internet,231 publishing news, articles, and reports about the 
Republic of Azerbaijan, or what it calls Irane Shomali.
 In recent years, one aspect of the pro-Iranian orientation of Iranian Azeris 
has manifested itself in the form of collective actions and petitions with 
respect to the goals they seek to achieve. In protest to the annual WAC meet-
ing in Baku, more than a hundred Azeri intellectuals, students, and cultural 
elites directed a letter to the Iranian Foreign Ministry and the Iranian ambas-
sador in Baku, asking for a more definite stance toward the anti-Iranian poli-
cies of the Azerbaijan Republic. The signatories specifically asked the Iranian 
government to include special subjects in school and university textbooks 
about the Perso-Russian wars of 1801–28, which resulted in the present 
Republic of Azerbaijan being taken from Iran. They also asked President 
Rouhani to withdraw its full recognition of the Baku regime and change it to 
de facto recognition.232 Dozens of Azeri activists signed the most recent peti-
tion, which was focused on cultural and political issues, and criticized the 
controversial removal of the Ferdowsi statue from a circle in Salmas in western 
Iranian Azerbaijan. The municipality of Salmas justified the removal by saying 
that the statue was not a good one and they were going to replace the name of 
the circle Ferdowsi with Enghelab (revolution). However, many Iranian 
nationalists argued that the decision was part of a pan-Turkist policy by those 
who infiltrated the city council of Salmas. Dozens of Iranian Azeris, among 
them political elites, students, authors, and poets, signed this petition asking 
for the return of the statue.233 While the statue was returned to its original 
place on 27  February 2015, its removal had initiated a widespread nationalist 
campaign and protests throughout Iran in early 2015.
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Conclusion

As Iran–Azerbaijan Republic relations continue, signs indicate a trend in which 
the ruling elites in both Tehran and Baku would prefer good neighborhood ties 
over continued tensions, which do not benefit either side. This stance has been 
demonstrated on different occasions, including the 20  April 2015 visit of 
Iranian Defense Minister Hossein Dehghan and his counterpart Zakir Hasanov, 
at which both emphasized defense and security cooperation.234 Another sign 
was the Azerbaijani Foreign Ministry’s positive remarks regarding the Iranian 
nuclear negotiations, saying that “this political framework will provide an 
opportunity to further peace, security, and stability in the region and beyond.”235 
Despite these signs of goodwill, however, the factors behind these tensions still 
persist and make the future of relations contentious.
 Although the Islamic Republic of Iran with its Islamic–Shiite nationalism 
has also engaged in supporting anti-state forces such as the Islamists against 
the Republic of Azerbaijan, the historical reading of Tehran’s policies indicates 
that it is more of a retaliatory action than a real irredentist claim over 
Azerbaijan. This is also true regarding the non-state Iranian nationalist forces, 
either Azeri or non-Azeri, inside Iran. Although Ilham Aliyev has tried to 
avoid accusations against his government of taking any directly anti-Iranian 
ethnic nationalist positions, the continued activities of irredentist elements 
such as WAC or SANLM and the support given to them by Azerbaijani 
authorities, whether state or non-state, in conjunction with the continued 
contradictory reports on the US or Israeli use of territory in the Azerbaijan 
Republic for military action against Iran,236 all make Tehran and non-state 
actors such as Iranian nationalist circles, particularly Iranian Azeris, skeptical 
about Baku’s intentions. However, the recent absence of any state or parlia-
ment representatives at the WAC congress of 18  April 2015 in Istanbul was a 
positive indication to Iran of improved intentions for goodwill.237 But more 
important than the issue of WAC or groups such as SANLM is the issue of 
the continuous institutionalization of ethnic nationalist irredentism in 
Azerbaijan Republic’s media and its educational system. The Islamic Republic 
and Iranian nationalists are not satisfied with Baku’s intentions. As one analyst 
has put it: “In spite of Azerbaijan disclaimers that it did not support the Azeri 
nationalist activities of NLMSA or MUN, feathers fly in Tehran when maps 
are published showing the Azeri flag fluttering over both Azerbaijan and 
Azerbaijan–Iran on the cover of the 5th grade primary school textbooks.”238

 As I have tried to show here, most literature on Iran’s experience of ethnic-
ity, particularly with respect to Iranian Azerbaijan, has relied on conventional 
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readings of ethnic studies that consider the phenomenon to be universal. On 
the other hand, most of them have used either secondary sources or the lit-
erature produced by the Iranian opposition. Few studies have tried to do field 
research based on primary and original sources in order to see the other side 
of the picture. As I have tried to explain in other works,239 the experience of 
Iran in ethnicity and nationality is different from other cases. Students of 
Iranian Azerbaijan studies mostly rely on the over-exaggerated dichotomy of 
Fars–Turk conflict which has deeper roots in abstract theoretical literature, 
such as Marxist–Leninist works and modernization paradigms, or in pan-
Turkist dogmas. The past experience of Iran–Azerbaijan Republic relations 
shows that the latter’s elites have been under the influence of both sources 
and that their ultimate hope is that the vision of a united Azerbaijan will be 
realized. For nearly a quarter of a century the idea of Azerbaijani reunifica-
tion has been raised in the Azerbaijan Republic, but without much success. 
Here, the role of Iranian Azeris in the promotion of Iranian nationalism, 
Shiite Islam, and the Farsi language and Iranian cultural heritage has been 
widely underestimated. As Abrahamian maintains, “The Azeri issue is not a 
typical ‘nationality problem.’ It is much more complex and nuanced. Most 
Azeris identify themselves as Iranians and not just because of Shi’ism. There 
is a strong Iranian identity.”240

 On the other hand, the Azerbaijan Republic itself is not a monolithic 
society in terms of ethnicity and identity. It suffers from the same problems 
it believes Iran is struggling with. As Safizadeh’s personal observations sug-
gest, the people in the Azerbaijan Republic “are more sympathetic to the 
Iranian heritage”241 than Turkey’s. Moreover, as discussions among 
Azerbaijan Republic elites tend to indicate, Azerbaijani society itself is not 
accustomed to the idea of a Turkish identity, since elements of Islam and 
Iran continue to bear their own seals on Azerbaijani identity.242 This of 
course does not mean that Tehran’s religious rulers wish to install a religious 
government in Azerbaijan. The more serious challenge for the Azerbaijan 
Republic would be Iranian nationalism backed by a would-be future state of 
Iran as a strong regional power tired of the ethnic nationalist irredentist 
intrigues of Baku. As Shireen Hunter has written, the Azerbaijani ruling 
elites fear that ethnic nationalist irredentism will fight back,243 and that in 
this clash of nationalisms between the ethnic nationalism of the Azerbaijan 
Republic and Iranian nationalism, the Iranian state and its Azeri and non-
Azeri Iranianist elites demand the Azerbaijan Republic’s return to Iran. This, 
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of course, is a futuristic vision; and ultimately a more rational, realistic, and 
beneficial choice would be the promotion of bilateral interests based on 
their common heritage, devoid of any irredentist ambitions.





PART II

SOFT POWER AT WORK
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“UN-CIVIL SOCIETY” AND THE SOURCES 
OF RUSSIAN INFLUENCE IN WEST ASIA

THE SOUTH CAUCASUS

Jeffrey Mankoff

The conflict in Ukraine has focused attention on many post-Soviet states’ 
efforts to maintain a strategic balance between Moscow and the West at a time 
of deepening confrontation. Even before the conflict, the post-Soviet region 
comprising Eastern Europe, the South Caucasus, and (to a lesser degree) 
Central Asia had emerged as both one of the principal sources of estrange-
ment between Russia and the West, as well as the chessboard on which the 
resulting competition has played out. Russia and the West are each seeking in 
their own ways to influence the strategic orientation as well as the internal 
political and economic make-up of these post-Soviet states, but their 
approaches and the range of hard and soft power tools available to them 
diverge in several ways.1

 Compared to the United States or the European Union, the effectiveness 
of Russian soft power is enhanced by the enduring political, economic, and 
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social linkages between Moscow and its former dependencies. Russian soft 
power in the region includes both the passive force of a shared culture, includ-
ing the role of Russian as a post-Soviet lingua franca, similarities in the politi-
cal and social make-up of all the post-Soviet countries including Russia, and 
large flows of migrants from the smaller states to Russia—as well as the active 
deployment of financial, informational, and mobilization tools to influence 
political outcomes in neighboring states.
 Despite the extensive levers of control that Russia has available to it in its 
neighborhood, many officials believe that the West has outmaneuvered Russia 
in the employment of soft power, particularly through the proliferation of civil 
society and non-governmental organizations throughout the former Soviet 
Union over the past two decades. As corrupt regimes in Georgia, Ukraine 
(twice), and Kyrgyzstan (twice) have fallen under rising pressure from civil 
society, Russia has grown increasingly alarmed. The Kremlin has come to see 
“colored revolutions,” as well as the activities of anti-government protesters in 
Russia itself, as the consequences of a deliberate Western campaign to pro-
mote regime change and the curtailment of Russian influence. Moscow has 
focused in particular on the range of civil society groups: anti-corruption 
campaigners, pro-democracy activists, journalists, human rights defenders, 
and others, as part of a Western-backed fifth column whose raison d’être is less 
the promotion of good governance, and more the advancement of Western 
strategic interests at Russian expense.
 In response, Moscow has increasingly cracked down on civil society groups at 
home—especially those that receive foreign funding—while seeking to match 
what it sees as the West’s cultivation of civil society as a tool of diplomatic influ-
ence.2 Partially in response to the West’s open support for civil society groups 
(including through government bodies like the US Agency for International 
Development and the National Endowment for Democracy), Moscow now 
actively cultivates parallel groups that mirror such bodies, but which promote 
illiberal values and actively support Russian foreign policy objectives.
 Such organizations typically emphasize promotion of Russian culture and 
collaboration with ethnic Russians and other groups (“compatriots”) which 
Moscow sees as maintaining a special tie to Russia. What distinguishes them 
from outwardly similar organizations backed by Western governments is the 
extent to which they are closely integrated with the state’s official diplomatic 
and political establishment and are responsive to Kremlin direction, as well as 
the typically conservative and openly pro-Russian ideology they support. 
They generally seek to establish a narrative favorable to Russian strategic 
objectives and, in times of crisis, to obfuscate and sow uncertainty.3 Long-
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established institutions like the Russian Orthodox Church, associations of 
Russian “compatriots,” as well as newly created activist groups (quasi non-
governmental organizations, or QUANGOs) are all important components 
of Moscow’s influence operations.
 Such organizations generally operate within the confines of host countries’ 
laws, but despite efforts to portray themselves as grass-roots organizations 
operating on the basis of local considerations, they are primarily responsive to 
Russian direction, and often receive funding from official or semi-official 
Russian sources. As Moscow’s aim with these organizations is typically the 
opposite of what Western-funded civil society groups seek, that is, transpar-
ency, representative democratization, and a free press, they are in some sense 
a simulacrum of civil society rather than the genuine article, a kind of “uncivil 
society” whose principal aims are not the betterment of local inhabitants but 
support for Russian foreign policy objectives.4

 This Russian-backed “uncivil society” operates in the West through entities 
like the RT media group, not to mention the range of populist parties of the 
Left and Right that receive Russian funds, but its effects are greater in the 
post-Soviet region due to the inherited linkages tying these states to Russia. 
The operation of Russian soft power in the South Caucasus has received less 
attention compared to Ukraine or the Baltic states. In the South Caucasus, 
Russia faces less external scrutiny, but also a more complex regional environ-
ment, which includes serious fragmentation within and among the states of 
the South Caucasus, as well as the competing ambitions of other regional 
powers such as Turkey, Iran, and the EU.
 Armenia faces comparatively limited pressure from Russian-sponsored 
uncivil society, since Moscow already exerts a high degree of control over 
Armenia’s economic and security environment through more direct means. 
Azerbaijan, with a highly centralized government and significant restrictions 
on the operations of civil society, faces pressure in particular via Russian 
involvement with its ethnic minority communities. It is Georgia, though, with 
a comparatively open political system and strong orientation towards Europe, 
that faces the widest range of challenges from such organizations, including 
Russian-backed QUANGOs, politicized religious institutions, and mobiliza-
tion of ethnic minorities.

South Caucasus: the regional context

Russian diplomacy regards the former Soviet Union as Moscow’s top foreign 
policy priority. The post-Soviet region is still unofficially described by many 
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Russians as the “near abroad,” and Moscow considers it a region where Russia 
maintains “privileged interests.”5

 Within this framework, the South Caucasus occupies a unique place, in 
that it remains both deeply fragmented internally and a zone of confrontation 
among a range of outside powers.6 Moscow faces a multi-sided competition 
for influence in the region that involves not only the EU (with backing from 
the United States) but also major regional powers like Turkey and Iran. Turkey 
is a strategic ally of Azerbaijan, and facilitates Georgia’s ability to resist Russian 
influence by providing access to energy and global markets. Turkish support 
for Azerbaijan stems from a shared cultural heritage, but more importantly 
from Azerbaijan’s conflict with Armenia over Nagorno-Karabakh.7 Iran, 
meanwhile, has long supported Armenia, while pursuing a more complex 
relationship with Azerbaijan, colored by concern about irredentism among 
the tens of millions of ethnic Azeris living in northern Iran. China is increas-
ingly interested in the South Caucasus as well, seeing it as an important trans-
portation corridor for the planned Silk Road Economic Belt and a target for 
foreign investment.
 The strategic significance of the South Caucasus for Russia is also connected 
to the region’s location astride the principal route by which oil and gas from the 
Caspian Sea region reach markets in Europe. Since the collapse of the Soviet 
Union, the US and its European allies have sought, with mixed success, to 
reduce Europe’s dependence on Russian hydrocarbons by developing new 
sources of production in the Caspian waters off Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, and 
Turkmenistan. Bringing this Caspian energy to Europe without transiting the 
territory of Russia (or Iran) requires pipelines through the South Caucasus. 
Pipelines outside Russian control, such as the Baku–Tbilisi–Ceyhan oil pipe-
line, have played a critical role in allowing Azerbaijan and Georgia to reduce 
their economic, and hence political, dependence on Moscow, leaving Russia to 
search for other means of asserting its influence in these states.
 Russia is also interested in the South Caucasus because it borders the increas-
ingly unstable Russian North Caucasus, which has seen two major wars in 
Chechnya and a spiraling jihadist insurgency in the decades since the Soviet 
collapse. Ethnic and economic ties between the North and South Caucasus also 
represent an important tie between the region and Russia (although also a 
source of Russian vulnerability, since North Caucasus militants have at times 
found refuge across the border in areas such as Georgia’s remote Pankisi Gorge).8

 The tools available to Moscow in its efforts to maintain the South Caucasus 
as a zone where Russian influence is paramount are considerable. Hard mili-
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tary power plays a role, especially in Armenia, which hosts around 5,000 
Russian troops at a military base in Gyumri along with a considerable number 
of Russian security forces. This Russian military contingent was initially 
deployed ostensibly to defend Armenia against Azerbaijan (and Turkey) in the 
context of the struggle for control of Nagorno-Karabakh, one of a series of 
“frozen conflicts” dotting the post-Soviet region that Moscow uses to manipu-
late relations among its neighbors and exert influence over their politics.9 As 
Armenia’s borders with Azerbaijan and Turkey have been closed since the 
height of the Karabakh conflict in the early 1990s, Armenia is also dependent 
on Russia, and to a lesser degree Iran, for its access to the global economy. 
Armenia is one of Russia’s closest allies among the post-Soviet states, partici-
pating in Russian-sponsored multilateral organizations like the Eurasian 
Economic Union and the Collective Security Treaty Organization.
 Russian hard power plays a somewhat different role in Moscow’s relations 
with both Azerbaijan and Georgia. Neither is formally allied with Russia and, 
to a considerable degree, both have succeeded in extricating themselves from 
direct Russian control over the past two decades, largely thanks to their energy 
connections with Europe. Nonetheless, both Azerbaijan and Georgia are vul-
nerable to Russian hard power. Georgia felt the impact of Russian hard power 
directly in 2008, when Russian military forces seized the break-away regions 
of South Ossetia and Abkhazia, which Moscow then recognized as independ-
ent states, following Georgian President Mikheil Saakashvili’s ill-advised 
attempt to recover South Ossetia by force. Since 2008, the Russian military 
has tightened its grip on both South Ossetia and Abkhazia, including a 2014 
security pact that gives Moscow direct control over Abkhazia’s military and 
foreign affairs.10 Both break-away regions now host Russian bases, whose gar-
risons can continue to threaten military operations against Georgia should 
Tbilisi, for instance, proceed with its ambitions to join NATO.11

 Unlike its South Caucasus neighbors, Azerbaijan hosts no Russian troops 
on its territory, but its security environment remains heavily shaped by 
Russian military power. Azerbaijan’s primary foreign policy objective is the 
reintegration of Nagorno-Karabakh, which was occupied by Russian-backed 
Armenian forces during the 1992–4 conflict. Given Azerbaijan’s energy 
wealth, it spends vastly more on its military than does Armenia (Azerbaijani 
military spending is estimated to be greater than Armenia’s entire state 
budget). These spending figures do not entirely reflect the balance of power 
on the ground; foreign observers generally rate Azerbaijan’s military capability 
as inferior to that of Armenia, which inherited a greater share of Soviet equip-
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ment and personnel, while Nagorno-Karabakh’s mountainous geography 
works to the advantage of the defending side, although Baku’s successful 
offensive in April 2016 called some of these assumptions into question.12 
Nonetheless, the presence of Russian forces next door in Armenia remains 
critical to the overall balance, especially given the close ties between 
Azerbaijan and Turkey, and Armenian fears about possible Turkish interven-
tion in any renewed conflict with Baku. Of course, Russia’s role is somewhat 
ambiguous, insofar as it provides Armenia with security guarantees both 
bilaterally and through the CSTO, but also supplies arms to both sides.

Russian soft power tools

While Russian hard power looms in the background of the various rivalries 
dotting the South Caucasus, soft power plays an important role too. Russia 
understands the concept of soft power somewhat differently from how 
Western states do. For one, the Kremlin views soft power as a tool of coercion 
more than of persuasion. Moscow uses tactics like bribery, blackmail, collu-
sion, control of strategic infrastructure, and the mobilization or “securitiza-
tion” of identity as normal elements of its foreign policy.13 Russia’s 
understanding of soft power is also closely tied to what it considers humanitar-
ian diplomacy.14 In other words, activities that most states see as falling purely 
in the humanitarian sphere are for Russia explicitly linked to the pursuit of 
diplomatic and strategic aims. This duality is especially pronounced with 
regard to Russian support for ethnic Russians, Russian speakers, and “compa-
triots” throughout the former Soviet Union, and beyond in some cases.
 Drawing on the Soviet legacy of support for cultural and humanitarian 
organizations as tools of Cold War diplomacy, Russia’s contemporary use of 
soft power aims at shaping a narrative within targeted states and populations 
about the legitimacy of Russian objectives, or at least the acceptance of multi-
ple truths, something the historian Timothy Snyder has called “applied 
post-modernism.”15

 Rather than a teleological belief in the triumph of liberal democracy, the 
narrative that Russian soft power promotes owes much to the concept of “sov-
ereign democracy” developed by Kremlin ideologist (and now architect of the 
conflict in Ukraine) Vladislav Surkov in the mid-2000s.16 According to 
Surkov’s vision, each state has the right to determine its own form of govern-
ment and social organization. A corollary to this concept is the assertion that 
Russia and its post-Soviet neighbors (at a minimum) stand apart from the 
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West by virtue of their historical and cultural peculiarities, and therefore are 
by their very nature not suited for Western-style democracy and liberalism. 
This conceptual framework also retains appeal in much of the post-Soviet 
region where elites have come out of the same intellectual and social milieu as 
their Russian counterparts, and where public perceptions continue to diverge 
in important ways from those in the West.
 Russia’s active employment of soft power in the post-Soviet states thus 
encompasses a range of tools. These include institutional links, for instance 
between security forces and religious institutions; dominance of Kremlin-
controlled media (including increasingly effective use of cyberspace and social 
networks); support for political parties and activist groups; and the mobiliza-
tion of “compatriot” organizations.
 The post-Soviet states are particularly susceptible to the operation of 
Russian soft power, not only because of their continued economic and politi-
cal dependence on Moscow, but also because they inherited a common insti-
tutional framework, along with a common political culture and set of symbols, 
which made it easy for Moscow to embed its own people deep within its 
neighbors’ state institutions.17 Police and other security forces, in particular, 
remain heavily penetrated by Russian agents across much of the former Soviet 
Union; Russia’s military intervention in Ukraine was greatly aided by the 
long-standing presence of Russian intelligence officers throughout the 
Ukrainian government and bureaucracy.18 Likewise, the key concepts of the 
Russian world (russkii mir) and compatriots (sootechestvenniki) are most rel-
evant with regard to Moscow’s former dependencies in Eastern Europe, the 
South Caucasus, and Central Asia.
 Moreover, all three South Caucasus states have large diaspora populations in 
Russia, mostly comprising labor migrants.19 These migrants are a pressure point, 
in that Moscow can tighten regulations on visas and work permits (as it has 
done for citizens of non-Eurasian Economic Union member states) and threaten 
to expel migrants in the event of crisis in relations. During the run-up to the war 
with Georgia in 2008, Moscow expelled several hundred Georgians for alleged 
criminal activity, a move widely interpreted as a warning to Tbilisi.20

 Underpinning many of the linkages between Russia and its post-Soviet 
neighbors is the institutional heritage common throughout the former 
USSR.  Politics throughout the former Soviet region operate according to a 
common code. Power is inextricable from patronage, which leaders distribute 
as a reward for loyalty. Political change, where it happens by other than revo-
lutionary means, frequently involves the transfer of power from one patronage 
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network to another, even if the transition is dressed up in the guise of democ-
ratization. Such was the experience of Ukraine in both 2004 and 2010, in 
Kyrgyzstan in 2005, and indeed in Russia in 1999–2000 when Vladimir Putin 
replaced Boris Yeltsin.21 Even when elections occur, they are more about legiti-
mating intra-elite shifts and allocating control over sources of revenue than 
exercises in popular sovereignty.22

 This inherited institutional isomorphism works to Moscow’s advantage by 
perpetuating structures susceptible to Russian penetration and influence. The 
widely remarked upon presence of Russian intelligence officers within the 
Ukrainian military and security services is the most prominent example, but 
hardly the only one, and Russian agents appear to have similarly penetrated 
state agencies across the South Caucasus as well. From Moscow’s perspective, 
perhaps the most threatening aspect of the association agreement that 
Ukraine negotiated with the EU was the commitment on the part of Kiev to 
adopt a significant amount of EU regulations into its body of domestic law. 
Transforming its institutions along EU lines would have broken many of the 
institutional links tying Ukraine to Russia and rooted out at least some of the 
corruption that facilitates continued Russian influence and Ukrainian 
dependency, thereby accelerating Ukraine’s drift out of the Russian orbit. 
While Russian forces invaded Ukraine in a failed effort to prevent Kiev from 
signing its association agreement with the EU, Armenia, which was close to 
finalizing a similar agreement in the fall of 2013, was convinced to back out 
at the last minute, using subtler methods that reflected Yerevan’s state of exten-
sive dependence.
 Similarly, former Georgian President Mikheil Saakashvili recognized the 
importance of his country’s institutional linkages to Russia, which he sought 
energetically to break during his time in power following the 2003 Rose 
Revolution. Among Saakashvili’s signature accomplishments was his overhaul 
of the police and intelligence apparatus, including the sacking of the intelli-
gence chief he inherited from predecessor Eduard Shevardnadze and whom 
Putin had pressed him to keep. Underlying Saakashvili’s reforms was a recog-
nition that this corruption facilitated Russia’s continued influence over the 
Georgian state, given the close links between the security services, big busi-
ness, organized crime, and the state in both Russia and pre-revolutionary 
Georgia.23 Overhauling the security apparatus helped break this nexus and 
deprive Moscow of one of its main transmission belts for influencing develop-
ments inside Georgia.
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Ideology and Russian soft power

While the struggle between Russia and the West for influence in the post-
Soviet region is not, as it was during the Cold War, primarily an ideological 
confrontation, Moscow uses ideology to shape the context within which its 
transmission belts operate. The concept of sovereign democracy has gone out 
of fashion in Moscow, but the underlying logic remains, supplemented in 
recent years by a renewed emphasis on efforts to show that Russia and its 
neighbors share a common but non-Western civilization which Russian lead-
ers and thinkers term “Eurasia.”24

 Especially since Putin’s 2012 return to the Kremlin, Moscow has deliberately 
developed this ideology to differentiate the post-Soviet world from the West. It 
owes much to the Eurasianist movement which originated among white Russian 
émigrés in the 1920s and was again taken up by anti-Soviet dissidents in the 
1970s and 1980s, foremost among them the historian Lev Gumilev. Today, 
Eurasianism’s most prominent mouthpiece is the Moscow State University 
Professor Aleksandr Dugin, who has become a prominent public intellectual 
under Putin, and especially since the start of the crisis in Ukraine—to the extent 
that he was placed on the US government’s sanctions list.25

 The essence of the Eurasianist ideology is that historical, cultural, and pos-
sibly biological factors separate the peoples of Eurasia (including Russians) 
from those of the Atlanticist West. While Gumilev and other Eurasianist ideo-
logues point to deep-seated historical differences between Eurasia and the 
West, Putin adopts a more nuanced critique, and his embrace of Eurasianist 
ideas is heavily instrumental.26 For much of his time at the apex of Russian 
politics, Putin identified Russia as a European, or a Western country.27 As 
relations with the West have soured, Putin and his allies have increasingly 
advanced the argument that it is the West that has become unmoored from 
the common past that united it with Russia. In this telling, the West has 
become decadent by abandoning its Judeo-Christian roots in favor of a post-
modern relativism that equates “large families with same-sex partnerships, 
belief in God with the belief in Satan.”28 Russia, in contrast, is portrayed as 
standing up for the “traditional” Western values that the West itself is in the 
process of abandoning.
 Given the overlapping historical and cultural ties uniting societies across 
the post-Soviet region, this appeal resonates, including in places like Georgia 
where the bulk of the population has adopted a pro-Western political orienta-
tion largely in response to tensions with Russia dating back to the late Soviet 
period. LGBT rights have become a useful point of emphasis in Russia’s ideo-
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logical offensive, since populations in most of the post-Soviet region remain 
uncomfortable with homosexuality, which serves as an effective wedge issue 
for the Kremlin.29 The Church, along with other Russian-backed institutions, 
has spread the narrative that “Western values” entail an acceptance of homo-
sexuality which many post-Soviet citizens find distasteful. One of the most 
socially resonant (albeit inaccurate) arguments put forward by activist groups 
and Kremlin-backed media against Ukraine’s efforts to sign an association 
agreement with the EU was the claim that the agreement would entail recog-
nition of gay marriages performed in Europe.30 In Georgia, the Saakashvili 
government sought to crack down on militant homophobia within the 
Church, which at times supported and even conducted mob violence against 
gay activists.31 When Saakashvili was replaced in 2012 by the Georgian Dream 
coalition, pressure on the Church declined and clerics arrested for their part 
in anti-gay violence were released from prison.32

 Russian money does not, then, create anti-gay sentiment in states like 
Georgia and Ukraine, but highlighting LGBT issues allows the Kremlin to 
mobilize large segments of the population in these countries behind the nar-
rative that the West is a hostile, alien force. The political upshot is that Russia’s 
neighbors would find a more congenial home in the Eurasian civilization that 
Moscow is creating. The use of LGBT rights as a wedge issue is not confined 
to the post-Soviet region either, as support for “traditional values” is an impor-
tant tool of Russian soft power in Europe and even North America, where it 
is primarily expressed through support of quasi-NGOs and populist political 
parties of both Left and Right. QUANGOs and, to a lesser degree given the 
region’s authoritarian political tendencies, parties are an important Russian 
soft power tool across the post-Soviet region as well.

Where foreign and domestic politics meet

Political parties and individual leaders in the post-Soviet states represent 
another point of leverage for the Kremlin. As oligarchs continue to dominate 
politics in much of the post-Soviet region, these figures and their business 
interests represent one important lever of Russian influence, even in countries 
like Georgia that have substantially liberalized their politics. Bidzina 
Ivanishvili, head of the Georgian Dream coalition that ousted Mikheil 
Saakashvili’s government in 2013, was formerly a Russian citizen and made his 
fortune in Russia, where, among other business interests, he was the largest 
private investor in Russian gas giant Gazprom. Ivanishvili’s opponents charge 
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that his Russian connections made him a stalking horse for the Kremlin, 
though Ivanishvili has been at pains to deny working in Russian interests, and 
Georgian Dream was careful to appoint a government dominated—especially 
at first—by pragmatists.33 That said, the domination of Georgian politics by a 
coalition of parties whose main loyalty is to an oligarch with a murky past 
remains a source of concern, even after Ivanishvili stepped down from his 
position as prime minister in November 2013 to become a kind of grey cardi-
nal, operating what critics term a “parallel state.”34 While not openly pro-
Russian, the lack of accountability, coupled with renewed economic ties to 
Russia, has become a source of concern for those worried about Moscow’s 
ability to manipulate Georgian politics. Russian money is also suspected of 
contributing to the resurrection of Nino Burjanidze, a formerly pro-Western 
figure who, after a falling out with Saakashvili, set up her own party and 
adopted hard-line Eurasianist positions during Georgia’s 2014 election cam-
paign, and to the rise of the Alliance of Patriots, an anti-Western populist 
movement that took 5 percent of the vote.35

 Given the extent of Russian influence in Armenia, Moscow’s tie to 
Armenian party politics is more direct. The ruling Republican Party of 
Armenia (HKK) of President Serzh Sargsyan is openly aligned with Putin’s 
United Russia Party. The two parties conduct consultations and organize 
reciprocal visits and events.36 The opposition Prosperous Armenia Party 
(BHK), led by businessman Gagik Tsarukian, also maintains close ties to the 
Kremlin and to United Russia. Following Sargsyan’s announcement of an 
effort to transform Armenia into a parliamentary republic (which critics 
charged would allow him to prolong his time in power), Tsarukian flew to 
Moscow for meetings with leaders of United Russia, a step that journalists 
interpreted as an effort to ensure Russian support—or at least neutrality—for 
his call to mobilize a popular anti-government campaign.37 Though Tsarukian’s 
efforts quickly collapsed, his visit to Moscow was telling. In Armenia’s tenuous 
version of pluralism, Russia’s hold on the economy and role as a security pro-
vider ensure it the role of kingmaker in Armenian domestic politics. Notably 
the BHK, like the HKK, supports Armenian membership in the Russian-
sponsored Eurasian Economic Union.
 Russian support for political parties and politicians is similarly evident in 
other parts of the post-Soviet region that maintain a degree of political 
openness, notably Moldova (not to mention the Baltic states and Ukraine). 
Russia openly supported Moldova’s Party of Socialists, which won a plurality 
of 20.7 percent in the November 2014 parliamentary elections. During the 
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election campaign, Socialist leader Igor Dodon (now President of Moldova) 
was received in Moscow by senior Russian leaders, including President Putin, 
while Russian Duma deputy Sergey Mironov was sent to Chişinău to partici-
pate in the Socialists’ party congress. Russian state media, which are also 
widely followed in Moldova, gave the Socialists favorable coverage as well.38 
Another pro-Russian party in Moldova, Patria, or Homeland, was banned 
by the Moldovan Central Election Commission ahead of the election for 
receiving foreign (i.e. Russian) funds. Like Georgian Dream’s Ivanishvili, the 
head of Patria is a local businessman, Renato Usatii, with close ties to the 
Russian establishment.39

 As party politics are limited in the more authoritarian states of the former 
Soviet Union, including Azerbaijan, Russian soft power manifests itself more 
frequently through the often confusing web of QUANGOs supporting causes 
ranging from “family values” to environmentalism, as well as ethnic and reli-
gious organizations. The primary recipients of Kremlin support though are 
“pro-Russian youth groups, minority and separatist organizations and think 
tanks.”40 Among these groups are separatist youth movements active in 
Crimea, Transnistria, and Georgia’s two break-away regions.41 Overlapping 
with youth QUANGOs active in Russia, these groups organize in favor of 
separatism and ultimate unification with Russia. The main groups are the 
Eurasian Youth Movement (part of Dugin’s network); Nashi, the pro-Kremlin 
movement notorious for its provocations against Kremlin opponents inside 
Russia; and Proryv, which focuses specifically on mobilizing pro-Russian sen-
timent in the separatist regions dotting the former Soviet Union.42

 Moscow likewise plays on ethnic tensions in its multinational neighbors, 
whose ethnic patchwork is in no small part a deliberate legacy of Soviet 
nationality policy. In addition to the Abkhaz and Ossetians in Georgia, Russia 
is reported to back groups including the Gagauz in Moldova and the Lezgins 
and Avars in Azerbaijan (who also live on the Russian side of the border in the 
North Caucasus republic of Dagestan).
 During the early 1990s, Russian intelligence supported the Lezgin terrorist 
group Sadval, which carried out bomb attacks in the Baku metro before a 
combination of Azerbaijani law enforcement and reduced Russian interest led 
to the group’s decline in the 2000s. As relations between Baku and Moscow 
deteriorated around the time of the Georgian War, Russia began stepping up 
its support for Lezgin activists in Azerbaijan, including reportedly renewing 
its ties with Sadval (which by then no longer participated in violent actions), 
and sponsoring a conference in Moscow to provide a platform for various 
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Lezgin (and Avar) irredentists.43 Azerbaijani officials today worry that 
renewed tensions with Russia, or a resumption of conflict with Armenia over 
Nagorno-Karabakh, could again lead Moscow to foment separatist violence 
among these minority groups.44

 Similar concerns are expressed in Georgia, where various minority organi-
zations have been accused of receiving Russian money.45 These include the 
ethnic Armenians in the Samtskhe-Javaketi region along the Armenian–
Georgian border, one of the poorest regions in Georgia. A Russian military 
base located in Samtskhe-Javaketi until 2007 allowed Moscow to recruit 
agents and collect information from the local population, which has chafed at 
Tbilisi’s efforts to build new infrastructure through the region that connects 
to Turkey and Azerbaijan. The Saakashvili government carried out large-scale 
arrests of alleged Russian agents in Samtskhe-Javaketi, but an amnesty pro-
claimed by the new Georgian Dream government in 2013 saw most of these 
suspects released. The Georgian authorities are also reportedly concerned that 
Moscow is handing out passports to the area’s ethnic Armenians, in line with 
Russian actions in South Ossetia and Abkhazia ahead of the 2008 war (not to 
mention Crimea).46

The Orthodox Church between religion and politics

One institution that plays an especially complex role in perpetuating Russian 
influence in the post-Soviet states is the Orthodox Church. Orthodoxy does 
not have a single supranational head analogous to the pope in Catholicism; 
rather, national churches typically maintain close ties to their state’s govern-
ment. Especially in the Orthodox world’s more authoritarian states, the 
Church operates in close coordination with the secular authorities.
 The Russian Orthodox Church remains the largest and most prominent 
member of the Orthodox community, and since Putin’s return to the presi-
dency in 2012, its relationship with the Kremlin has become increasingly close 
(though many Church hierarchs dating back to the Soviet period had close 
ties to the intelligence services, including, it is widely reported, current 
Patriarch Kirill I).47 According to the Basics of the State Cultural Policy 
signed by President Putin in December 2014, Orthodoxy “played a special 
role in the formation of Russia’s system of values.”48 The Church is frequently 
cited as the most respected institution in Russia, and it retains substantial 
influence abroad as well.
 It also cooperates with the Kremlin’s efforts to differentiate a Russian-led 
Eurasia from the West. Following the collapse of the USSR, the Church was 
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an important player in efforts to elaborate a new “Russian Idea [russkaya 
ideya]” motivating Russia’s society and politics. These efforts included an 
attempt to define an Orthodox variant of the United Nations’ Declaration of 
Human Rights, as well as a “Russian Doctrine” asserting Russia’s unique devel-
opmental path.49 This rapprochement between the Kremlin and the Church 
was also influential in shaping Moscow’s view of the whole post-Soviet region 
as a unique civilizational construct whose value system made it incompatible 
with Western institutions and ideologies, as the Church had remained a bastion 
of conservative thought even during Russia’s experiment with Westernization 
in the 1990s.
 At the same time, the presence of substantial Orthodox populations else-
where in the former Soviet Union allowed the Church to play a unique diplo-
matic role on behalf of the Russian state’s interests. In Ukraine, about a quarter 
of the population, and most of the ethnic Russians in the Donbas, adhere to 
the Patriarch of Moscow, and the Russian Orthodox hierarchy has been 
accused of providing moral and material support for the pro-Russian rebels.50 
Elsewhere in the former Soviet Union, most ethnic Russians continue looking 
to the Russian Orthodox Church, which has eparchies in Belarus, Estonia, 
Latvia, and Moldova, as well as episcopal sees in Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan 
(for all of Central Asia). To the extent that the Russian Orthodox Church 
reflects the interests of the Russian state, these branches across the former 
Soviet Union act as transmission belts.
 In Georgia, which has its own autocephalous church dating back to antiq-
uity, Russian influence is indirect, but no less significant. It affects appoint-
ment and promotion of clerics within the Georgian church hierarchy, and 
many Georgians point to a Russian campaign to raise the salience of LGBT 
rights and other social issues as means of undermining Georgia’s anti-Western 
consensus.51 Russian-backed NGOs, as well as the Georgian Orthodox 
Church, were prominent in mid-2014 protests against a bill in the Georgian 
parliament to ban discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation, while 
influential factions within the Georgian Church have called for rapproche-
ment with Moscow as well.52 Although the Georgian Orthodox Church 
maintains a complex relationship to Georgian nationalism (for instance, the 
Georgian Church is much more ambivalent about European integration than 
is the Kiev Patriarchate or the Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox Church), 
some Georgians worry that Moscow will also look to the Armenian Apostolic 
Church in Georgia, which serves the country’s Armenian minority, as another 
potential transmission belt should the Georgian Church identify too closely 
with the political elites’ European aspirations.53
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 A particularly sensitive issue has been the status of the Church in the occu-
pied territories of South Ossetia and Abkhazia, which are, like the rest of 
Georgia, majority Orthodox, but whose canonical jurisdiction between 
Tbilisi and Moscow has been a point of contention since the Kremlin recog-
nized South Ossetia and Abkhazia as independent states following the August 
2008 war. Three months after the conclusion of fighting, a delegation from the 
Georgian Church obtained recognition from then-Russian Patriarch Aleksey 
II that the dioceses of South Ossetia and Abkhazia remained under the juris-
diction of the Georgian Patriarch. Nevertheless, prelates from the Russian 
Orthodox Church were soon operating in the occupied territories, notably 
Bishop Feofan of Stavropol and Vladikavkaz, a controversial figure with ties 
to the Kremlin establishment dating back to the 1980s. Besides his pastoral 
activities, Feofan acted as a go-between for South Ossetia’s de facto president 
Eduard Kokoity and the hierarchy of the Russian Orthodox Church in 
Moscow. The Russian Patriarch also sent congratulations to the people of 
South Ossetia for achieving their independence—independence which only 
a handful of states besides Russia recognize.54 In this way, the Church is acting 
to give substance to the notion of South Ossetian independence, even while 
remaining officially aligned with the position of the Georgian Church, and 
the wider Orthodox community.
 The Armenian Apostolic Church is more insulated from Russian influence 
since it belongs to the Oriental Orthodox community and has historically not 
been in communion with the Russian and other Eastern Orthodox churches. 
Similarly, confessional politics play little role in Russian policy toward secular 
Shi‘a Muslim Azerbaijan, where ethnicity more than religion serves as the 
principal lever for Russian soft power.

The South Caucasus in the “Russian World”

Throughout the South Caucasus (and the rest of the former Soviet Union), 
ethnic Russians, Russian speakers, and “compatriots” are a key constituency 
for Russia’s influence operations. Putin asserted this protectorate most explic-
itly with regard to Ukraine. In his speech proclaiming the annexation of 
Crimea in February 2014, Putin noted that “Millions of Russians and 
Russian-speaking people live in Ukraine and will continue to do so. Russia will 
always defend their interests using political, diplomatic and legal means.”55

 Nor was this self-proclaimed responsibility limited to Ukraine. As Putin 
made clear in an address to representatives of Russian diplomacy in the sum-
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mer of 2014, “our country will continue to actively defend the rights of 
Russians, our compatriots abroad, using the entire range of available means—
from political and economic to operations under international humanitarian 
law and the right [of compatriots abroad] to self-defense”—presumably 
encompassing the kind of Russian military support provided to pro-Russian 
rebels in eastern Ukraine.56

 Putin’s invocation of the term “compatriots” [sootechestvenniki: literally 
those with a common Fatherland] is also significant, in that it extends 
Moscow’s self-proclaimed right to intervene to those who do not even hold 
Russian passports. The term “compatriots” is codified in Russian law as essen-
tially anyone who was a citizen of the USSR or who has “made a conscious 
choice in favor of a spiritual, cultural, or jurisdictional bond” with Russia.57 
Russia’s first law on compatriots was adopted back in 1999, with the aim of 
facilitating the resettlement of ex-Soviet citizens in the Russian Federation, 
though the concept has evolved and received new prominence during the past 
several years.58 Under Putin, the concept of compatriots has become an 
umbrella for Moscow’s involvement across the former Soviet Union and 
beyond; even the United Kingdom has compatriot organizations that receive 
backing from the Russian state.59

 Regardless of their citizenship, individuals identified as compatriots are 
entitled under this legislation to apply for a Russian passport. This provision 
of passports not only facilitates compatriots’ resettlement in the Russian 
Federation; it allows Moscow to assert an internationally recognized right to 
intervene abroad in protection of its nationals. Ahead of the 2008 war in 
Georgia, Moscow was accused of handing out large numbers of passports to 
inhabitants of South Ossetia and Abkhazia; it did the same in Crimea in the 
years leading up to the 2014 annexation (despite Ukraine’s prohibition on 
holding dual citizenship). Ukraine’s foreign minister warned as early as 2008 
that Russian efforts at “passportization” in Crimea were laying a foundation 
for future intervention.60

 More recently, an amended Russian citizenship law created a fast-track pro-
cedure for Russian-speakers living on the borders of the former Soviet Union to 
claim Russian citizenship. The expedited ability to claim Russian citizenship 
appears to be particularly appealing to members of various ethnic minority 
groups across the former Soviet Union, where many states have pursued nation-
building policies that privilege the dominant ethnicity. In Georgia, the Foreign 
Ministry was forced to deny media reports that the amended citizenship law was 
leading large numbers of Georgia’s Armenian minority to queue up outside the 
Russian embassy to apply for Russian passports.61
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 All of these Russian speakers and compatriots fall under the rubric of what 
Moscow defines as the “Russian World” [Russkii Mir], a concept closely con-
nected to the Eurasianist ideas of Dugin, Gumilev, and others.62 Putin first 
mentioned the idea of a Russian World in late 2006 in a speech in St 
Petersburg, where he claimed “The Russian World can and must unite all 
those for whom the Russian language and culture are dear, regardless of where 
they live, in Russia or abroad.”63 Putin later asserted that inhabitants of the 
Russian world shared not only a common cultural framework, but also a 
“common genetic code,” while Patriarch Kirill argued that the Russian World 
included not only ethnic Russians but all the Eastern Slavs of Belarus, 
Ukraine, and Russia, as well as non-Slavs who share their values.64 More 
recently, Moscow has sought to confine its support of compatriots to those 
who actively participate in cultural or other organizations (many supported 
by the Kremlin), implying some level of adherence to Russianness.
 This vagueness of definition nonetheless makes the Russian World concept 
at once useful as a foreign policy tool and potentially dangerous, given the 
challenge it poses to established Westphalian notions of sovereignty, which is 
tied to control of territory, allowing a government to restrict foreign states’ 
activities on territory under its jurisdiction.65 Above all, it lets Moscow itself 
determine just who is and is not a compatriot, thereby skirting around ambi-
guities of ethnicity, citizenship, religion, and other complicating factors.
 A Russian World Foundation [Fond Russkii Mir] was established with 
Kremlin support in mid-2007 to facilitate the spread of Russian language and 
culture, and to protect the rights of Russian compatriots living abroad. The 
foundation, and the broader Russian World concept underpinning it, has 
become a central element in Moscow’s efforts to assert influence over its post-
Soviet neighbors. Headed by Vyacheslav Nikonov (best known for being the 
grandson of Stalin’s Foreign Minister Vyacheslav Molotov), the Russian 
World Foundation oversees a network of Russia Centers in dozens of coun-
tries around the world, and manages relations with compatriot organizations, 
many of which also enjoy direct Kremlin support.66

 While Moscow considers the South Caucasus as falling very much within the 
Russian sphere of influence which these concepts were devised to influence, the 
efficacy of the Russian World and compatriots concepts in the South Caucasus 
are limited compared to the situation in Ukraine or Moldova. For one, ethnic 
Russians make up a far smaller percentage of the population in the three South 
Caucasus countries than they do in Ukraine.67 Moreover, Russia’s history of 
military intervention against Azerbaijan (in Nagorno-Karabakh) and Georgia 
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has caused elites and publics in both countries to turn against Russia, inclining 
them to favor closer ties with the West, even if pro-Western sentiment is fading, 
especially in Azerbaijan. Apart from the ethnic minorities in Nagorno-
Karabakh, South Ossetia, and Abkhazia, all of whom are already beyond the de 
facto jurisdiction of Baku and Tbilisi, respectively, Russian World-type soft 
power lacks a natural constituency in either of these states. Meanwhile, 
Armenia’s strategic and economic dependence on Russia make this sort of soft 
power less necessary as a tool of Russian influence.
 Nonetheless, Russian officials are not above reminding inhabitants of the 
South Caucasus that the Russian World remains relevant for them as well. 
Invoking the potential threat from renewed conflict over Nagorno-Karabakh, 
chief Kremlin propagandist Dmitry Kiselev noted that “If Armenians want to 
feel safe, they have got to speak Russian,” that is, they should continue identi-
fying with the Russian World.68 Similarly, Russian media suggested that if 
Georgia sought to integrate with the West through its association agreement 
with the EU, Moscow could look to the remaining non-Georgian population 
of the country as potential members of the Russian World.69 Indeed, evidence 
of increased Russian engagement with the largely Muslim Georgian region of 
Ajaria, which Saakashvili forcibly brought back under Tbilisi’s control in 
2004—along with the Armenians of Samtskhe-Javaketi—suggests that the 
Kremlin continues to hedge its bets as Tbilisi remains focused on integration 
with Western institutions.

Conclusion

While Moscow’s intervention in Ukraine raised the specter of a renewed 
Russian effort to upend the post-Cold War status quo militarily, Moscow retains 
an impressive variety of non-military tools to influence developments across its 
former hinterlands, above and beyond the capabilities that Moscow has demon-
strated in Europe. Underpinning Russian soft power in the former Soviet Union 
are the continued cultural, economic, and political linkages between the Russian 
metropole and its one-time dependencies in Eastern Europe, the South 
Caucasus, and Central Asia. Various forms of Kremlin-backed “uncivil society” 
are perhaps the least understood and most pernicious type of non-military 
Russian power throughout the region. Such society groups are especially promi-
nent in the South Caucasus, a region where many of Russia’s more traditional 
tools of influence are less effective and Moscow faces a more complex and 
dynamic strategic environment. Nonetheless, hard power continues to lie 
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behind Russian soft power in the South Caucasus, inasmuch as the Kremlin has 
military options here that are, at a minimum, likely to be more problematic 
elsewhere (as indeed Moscow has learned in Ukraine).
 Russian soft power benefits from the continued status of the Russian lan-
guage as a regional lingua franca despite efforts by local elites to promote 
national languages throughout the region. Especially among the older genera-
tion that still dominates the commanding heights of politics and business 
(albeit to a much lesser degree in Georgia), knowledge of Russian is practically 
universal, and Russian news sources are ubiquitous. Local elites recognize that 
the dominance of Russian media represents a vulnerability, and, to the extent 
possible, are seeking to ameliorate it, though the process will take time.70

 Ethnic fragmentation is another asset from the perspective of Moscow’s soft 
power efforts. Stalin, a Georgian, deliberately carved up the Soviet Union’s con-
stituent republics in such a way that most of them wound up with large, territo-
rially concentrated minority groups. Deliberately or not, the presence of these 
minorities helped ensure that nationalist mobilization in the Soviet periphery 
tended to focus on local grievances rather than on Moscow’s essentially colonial 
approach to ruling its non-Russian hinterlands. Today, these minorities provide 
Moscow with a useful lever for exerting influence throughout much of the for-
mer USSR.  Georgia is most vulnerable on this score, with significant numbers 
of Ossetians, Abkhaz, Armenians, and Ajarians, among others, who do not 
necessarily line up with Tbilisi’s political inclinations. A similar logic underpins 
Russian involvement in the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict, as well as the complexi-
ties of church politics throughout the post-Soviet region.
 The operations of Russian soft power in the region testify to the continued 
existence of a post-Soviet political culture, one that Moscow has significant 
experience in manipulating and that the West often struggles to understand. 
The activists behind Georgia’s Rose Revolution (and Ukraine’s revolutions of 
2004 and 2013) aimed to transform this political culture, creating a post-post-
Soviet system of rule that would look more to the West and in the process 
undermine the traditional transmission belts that Moscow has relied on to 
maintain its sphere of “privileged interests.” As such, Russia’s hostility to 
“colored revolutions” owes much to this fear of losing control.
 At the same time, Moscow never saw the colored revolutions as indigenous 
responses to corruption and misgovernment, so much as the products of 
Western political manipulation, orchestrated by Western governments and 
implemented by Western-funded NGOs.71 The lesson which Moscow took 
from the colored revolutions was not that it should address the root causes of 
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discontent before they boiled over into unrest, but that it should learn how to 
do the very things it was accusing the West of doing, creating its own (QUA)
NGOs to promote not democracy, but a conservative ideology which coin-
cided with the geopolitical push that Moscow was making to differentiate 
itself from the West. It also set out to take advantage of the implements it 
already had, including a dominant position in local media markets, financial 
resources, and ties to leading political and business figures to advance its geo-
political agenda.
 One of the starkest differences between Russia’s approach to soft power and 
that of the West is the deliberateness of the Russian variant. To be sure, the 
Kremlin seeks to portray itself in a positive light, in a Russian variant of the 
Puritan American preacher John Winthrop’s “city upon a hill” metaphor, which 
has long resonated in American mythology. Yet Moscow also deploys this nar-
rative in a highly strategic manner, especially within the former Soviet Union, 
where it continues to enjoy the most leverage and access. Uncivil society is a 
critical component of this larger soft power offensive, operating in tandem with 
hard power, diplomacy, and all the other tools of Russian power. To the extent 
that Russia has emerged as a revisionist power in the post-Soviet region, seeking 
to overturn the verdict of 1991 and reassemble some variant of a Russian sphere 
of influence, its soft power capabilities, especially its ability to create and mobi-
lize uncivil society, will remain among its most effective tools, tools that the 
West is both morally and constitutionally incapable of matching.
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TURKEY’S SOFT POWER 
IN A COMPARATIVE CONTEXT

THE SOUTH CAUCASUS AND THE MIDDLE EAST

Meliha Benli Altunışık

Joseph Nye first developed the concept of “soft power” in Bound to Lead,1 in 
order to understand a new aspect of the US power dynamic. Nye defined soft 
power as the ability to achieve desired outcomes through attraction rather 
than coercion and payments.2 It has been a topic of debate since its introduc-
tion, both in its conceptual clarity and its policy implications. In the mean-
while, the concept has also started to be widely applied to other states’ 
policies, particularly to the middle powers. In this chapter, I will argue that 
the concept of soft power is also highly relevant to a parallel discussion that 
started in the post-Cold War era, namely the increasing room for maneuver-
ing and thus relevance of regional powers. Several scholars have argued that 
the end of bipolarity created a space for regional powers to extend their influ-
ence in their regions.3 This literature acknowledges that being a regional 
power is not only a factor of material power, but of acceptance in that par-
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ticular region as well. Although soft power does not guarantee acceptance, it 
is intrinsically linked to it.
 This chapter focuses on the soft power of a regional actor, Turkey, in a com-
parative context, comparing its engagements with the states of the South 
Caucasus (and Central Asia) to the countries of the Middle East. This is based 
on the argument that for Turkey the use of soft power was a tool to re-estab-
lish relations with and acquire acceptance in its neighborhood. In the case of 
the South Caucasus, Turkey attempted to reconnect with a region that it was 
cut off from for a long time due to the Soviet era and the Cold War. In the case 
of the Middle East, there was an effort to redefine its engagement after a dec-
ade of the securitization of its foreign policy in the 1990s. Although the use 
of soft power increased Turkey’s visibility and presence, it is unclear if it 
changed the nature of Turkey’s influence. Turkey’s influence remained highly 
limited when faced with the realities of hard power politics, and was unable 
to develop a new set of policies that were accepted as legitimate and construc-
tive by the regional actors that Turkey hoped to influence.
 Focusing on Turkey’s soft power in the South Caucasus and the Middle 
East allows for spatial and temporal comparisons. In developing its relations 
with the South Caucasus in the post-Soviet era in the 1990s, Turkey used 
several tools that could be considered soft power instruments without offi-
cially recognizing them as such. In contrast, in the 2000s, soft power was 
explicitly articulated in the speeches of government officials in explaining 
Turkey’s foreign policy, particularly toward the Middle East. In both time 
periods, Turkey’s larger policy objectives were to consolidate Turkey’s regional 
power status, to intensify its political and economic ties, and to achieve com-
parative advantage vis-à-vis its rivals. To achieve these objectives, relatively 
similar instruments were used, although the ideological content has changed 
to some extent from the 1990s to the 2000s. Furthermore, Turkey’s soft power 
has been received differently in different contexts, as its content has been 
interpreted differently by different actors. In this respect, the chapter argues 
that there are differences not only across these two regions, but also across 
different countries in the same region and even actors within them. Finally, in 
both cases Turkey’s employment of soft power faced significant limitations 
and failed completely in some instances. More importantly, Turkey’s soft 
power proved to be less sustainable in the face of a changing political and 
strategic context, particularly in the Middle East.
 This chapter aims to compare Turkey’s soft power in these two regions, its 
framing, narratives, and policies, as well as its evolution over time. The analysis 
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draws on Nye’s classification of soft power and discusses the sources of 
Turkey’s soft power in the South Caucasus and the Middle East with regard to 
three aspects: foreign policy, domestic political ideas and ideology, and cul-
ture. One particular aspect that remains vague about Nye’s concept of soft 
power relates to economic influence. Although economic power, including 
trade, investment, and even aid, is considered in his analysis as part of hard 
power, Nye also argued that when economic resources create a positive, attrac-
tive environment, they also produce soft power.4 In the case of Turkey, this 
chapter will argue that both Turkey’s aid as well as its trade and investment 
have played a positive role in creating a positive image of Turkey in the South 
Caucasus (and Central Asia) and Middle East. As such, these economic tools 
will also be considered as instruments of Turkey’s soft power.

South Caucasus: soft power to reconnect with a region and beyond

After the disintegration of the Soviet Union in December 1991, Turkey 
became one of the first countries to recognize the newly established states in 
the post-Soviet space, including the three South Caucasus states of Armenia, 
Azerbaijan, and Georgia.5 Turkey’s interest in the Caucasus (and Central 
Asia) was not only in line with general regionalization of its foreign policy, 
but also with its expectation of an increased regional and thus global influence 
in the rapidly changing international system. A second general objective was 
to achieve greater roles in this region vis-à-vis its competitors, namely Iran and 
Russia. Third, Turkey was pursuing economic and energy interests in this 
region, which was presenting new opportunities. In addition to these material 
interests, as far as the so-called Turkic states are concerned there was a strong 
nationalist and ethnic narrative, especially initially, which emphasized 
Turkey’s reconnection with a long-lost Turkish world. Soon these euphoric 
sentiments and expectations weakened and were replaced by more realistic 
objectives of intensifying Turkey’s relations with these countries at all levels. 
Yet Turkey continued to work toward being an attractive country to the 
regional states and used soft power instruments to do so.
 The collapse of the Soviet Union and the newly opened geopolitical land-
scape presented Turkey with new opportunities for building influence in the 
twenty-first century. This was particularly welcome at a time when Turkey was 
contending with the possibility of its declining strategic importance to the 
United States (US) and had already been rejected for membership into the 
European Union (EU), called the European Community at that time, in 1989. 
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The Minister of State at the time, Kamran İnan, argued that “once the interna-
tional context has changed and the bloc system has ended,” Turkey “whether it 
wanted or not, had to accept that it is a regional power.”6 The emergence of a 
new geopolitical space thus presented Turkey with an opportunity to play this 
role as a regional power. For the then Prime Minister, Süleyman Demirel 
(1991–3), this was to be expected as Turkey was “at the center of the newly 
emerging political and economic structure due to its unique cultural, geographi-
cal and historical position.”7 According to this view, all these changes conferred 
upon Turkey new responsibilities.
 Approached from this perspective, Turkey was a source of attraction for 
mainly two reasons. First, a very important part of Turkey’s soft power in the 
1990s toward the South Caucasus and Central Asia was related to what 
Turkey represented, particularly in comparison to other regional competitors. 
The so-called “Turkish model” as a secular and democratic state based on a 
free market economy was seen as an alternative to Iranian and Russian models. 
Clearly, the Turkish model had its own limitations but was seen and promoted 
as being at a better place than its competitors. After all, these newly independ-
ent states were in the process of transition, and the question of what they were 
transitioning to was of utmost importance. According to Süleyman Demirel, 
“Turkey was an example to show that Islam, democracy, human rights, and 
market economy could co-exist in harmony.”8 Such a representation of Turkey 
was also supported and promoted by the US, as Washington was equally con-
cerned about the rival models. For instance, in 1992 the US Secretary of State 
James Baker urged these countries to adopt the “Turkish model of secularism, 
liberal democracy and a market economy.”9 Finally, what came to be known as 
the Turkish model also had its supporters in the region. Particularly the sec-
ond president of Azerbaijan, Abulfaz Elchibey, who was in power from June 
1992 to June 1993, was a strong supporter of the “Turkish model” for 
Azerbaijan.10 In addition to Elchibey’s Azeri Popular Front (APF), the 
Musavat Party (Azerbaijan) and other parties in different countries such as the 
Azat Party (Kazakhstan) and Erk and Birlik (Uzbekistan) also supported the 
“Turkish model” and intensifying relations with Turkey.11

 The second aspect of Turkey’s attractiveness rested in its ability to help the 
newly independent states establish links with the rest of the world. Prime 
Minister Demirel in a press conference in March 1992 stated that Turkey was 
a “cultural center and historic magnet” for the newly independent states and 
claimed: “we simply believe that we can help these … republics in their long 
overdue attempt to integrate with the world.”12 Again, in those early years of 
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independence, regional states were keen to achieve Turkey’s level of regional 
and global influence and power. In August 1992 Azerbaijani Foreign Minister 
Tofik Gasymov said, “we want Turkey’s aid in establishing links with the 
world.”13 In fact, considering their neighbors, Turkey seemed to be the logical 
choice for their objective.
 Using its institutional membership with several Western institutions, such as 
NATO and the Council of Europe, Turkey also presented itself as an attractive 
partner for the states in the South Caucasus and Central Asia and played an 
active role in establishing linkages between these states and the West. This was 
seen as necessary for these states to consolidate their independence from Russia. 
Yet Turkey was also influential in bringing these states into other regional group-
ings. For instance, they became members of the Economic Cooperation 
Organization (ECO) and were also invited to be the founding members of the 
Organization of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation (BSEC), a new multilat-
eral organization established in 1992 on Turkey’s initiative.
 Especially in the 1990s, Turkey’s engagement in the South Caucasus was 
limited to Azerbaijan and Georgia. Soon after Armenia’s declaration of inde-
pendence and Turkey’s initial recognition of the new state, relations became 
strained. Armenia refused to recognize the border drawn and agreed upon in 
the 1920 Gümrü Treaty, between Turkey and the defunct Armenian Republic. 
The boundary was later confirmed by the 1921 Kars Treaty between the 
Soviet Union and Turkey. This development prevented the establishment of 
formal diplomatic relations. Soon, the Armenian diaspora and then Armenia’s 
demand for Turkey to recognize the deportation and killing of Armenians 
during World War I under the Ottoman Empire as genocide created new 
tensions. Finally, the emergence of the Nagorno-Karabakh problem between 
Armenia and Azerbaijan introduced another constraint on the normalization 
of relations. Although at the beginning of March 1993 when the conflict first 
erupted “Turkey launched what it considered to be a serious bilateral attempt 
at mediation in the Armenian–Azerbaijani conflict,” the Armenian invasion 
of Azeri territory led to Turkey’s closure of the border with Armenia in 1993.14 
Azerbaijan, on the other hand, became the linchpin of Turkey’s South 
Caucasus policy. Framing its approach in an ideational context of historical, 
cultural, and linguistic links, Turkey sought its economic and strategic inter-
ests with Azerbaijan. Georgia also became a country that Turkey engaged with 
intensely, and the two countries developed a close relationship that was quite 
unexpected. Tbilisi’s interest in moving away from Russia and linking itself 
with Western institutions as well as common economic and energy interests 
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brought the two countries together. Thus, Turkey’s soft power was exercised 
mainly toward these two countries in the region.
 As early as 1991 several high-level visits from Turkey took place to the 
newly established states of Central Asia and the South Caucasus. In one such 
visit in April–May 1992, then-Prime Minister Demirel gave a glimpse of the 
extent and the ambition of Turkey’s vision in regards to this region. He 
announced US$ 1.1 billion in import credits and aid, encouraged these coun-
tries to get out of the ruble zone, promised to provide military training, and 
proposed the building of oil and gas pipelines to transport through Turkey. 
Demirel also encouraged these countries to switch to the Latin alphabet, and 
called for the establishment of direct transportation and communication 
links, including TV transmissions and the announcement of direct flights.15 
The agenda put forward by Demirel clearly pointed to the level of expecta-
tions that Turkey had. Although at the time it seemed far-fetched, almost all 
of these projects have since been realized.
 Thus, soft power policies were just one aspect of Turkey’s policy toward this 
region that aimed to strengthen bilateral relations strategically, politically, and 
economically. Ankara was determined to help these countries establish their 
independence and, subsequently, institutional links with Western organiza-
tions. Turkey’s polices to increase its soft power in this region can be grouped 
under four headings: (1) Education, (2) Cultural links, (3) Religious activities, 
and (4) Aid, Training, and Economic Relations.

Education

Intensifying educational links with the countries of the South Caucasus and 
Central Asia has become the cornerstone of Turkey’s policy toward these 
regions. As Lerna Yanık argues, education policy was based on two goals:

Turkish elites, very optimistically, thought that educating today’s students meant crea-
tion of the elites who later would be in charge of the transformation towards a market 
economy and democracy in their countries. More importantly, however, the goal was 
to create a stratum of people who would be well versed in Turkish culture and lan-
guage, which then would act as a bridge between their countries and Turkey.16

 Education policy had two elements. One was to grant scholarships to stu-
dents at bachelor and postgraduate levels to study in Turkey; the other was the 
establishment of schools at different levels in these countries.
 First, Turkey launched the “Great Student Exchange Project” in 1991, and 
the Ministry of National Education established the Department of Overseas 
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Education to manage the new scholarship program. The program started in 
the 1992–3 academic year and initially offered 7,000 higher education and 
3,000 secondary education scholarships to students from the “Turkic coun-
tries,” including Azerbaijan. As of 2010, the total number of university stu-
dents in Turkey from the Turkic republics and Turkic communities was 
6,294.17 Figures specifically for Azerbaijan during the period 1992–8 show 
that 2,570 Azeri students were offered scholarships; among them 556 com-
pleted graduation; and 545 of them returned by 1998.18

 Second, the Ministry of National Education established educational insti-
tutions in these countries. Turkey signed an education agreement with 
Azerbaijan in February 1992 for the reintroduction of the Latin script, edu-
cational reform, establishing Turkish schools, providing textbooks and teach-
ing aids to Azerbaijani schools, and training courses for Azerbaijani students 
in Turkey. This was followed by a second agreement in May 1992 on coopera-
tion “in teaching, expert services, technology and scientific research,” and 
universities in Azerbaijan agreed to accept the scores from the Turkish univer-
sity entrance exam.19 Since 1994, the ministry has opened primary and sec-
ondary schools in Georgia, as well as a university and a vocational school. 
More significantly, various foundations in Turkey, especially the one linked to 
the Nurcu community of Fethullah Gülen, founded schools in the region.20 
By 1999 there were sixteen in Azerbaijan and four in Georgia. The total num-
ber of students educated in these schools amounted to 3,133.21

Cultural Contacts

Establishing cultural contacts with this region were seen as essential for the 
revitalization of ties and rebuilding bridges. Turkey’s Ministry of Culture initi-
ated a project which led to the establishment of the Turkish Culture and Arts 
Joint Administration (TÜRKSOY) in July 1993. The Ministry of National 
Education, together with its counterparts, launched a joint rewriting of his-
tory and literature books project in November 1992. Furthermore, on 
Turkey’s initiative, the Summits of Turkic Speaking Countries’ Heads of States 
began to be held in 1992 and were institutionalized with the establishment of 
the Cooperation Council of Turkic Speaking States (Turkic Council) in 
October 2009. The Secretariat of the Council was established in Istanbul. The 
state-owned Turkish Broadcast Organization (TRT) started its first transna-
tional broadcasting and launched TRT Avrasya (Eurasia) in April 1992.
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Religious activities

The Directorate of Religious Affairs (Diyanet) and its Foundation of Religious 
Affairs (TDV) were quite active from the beginning. Their activism in the 
South Caucasus is quite interesting considering that the majority of the popu-
lation of Azerbaijan is Shia Muslim and Georgia is Orthodox Christian. Yet 
Diyanet was active in building and repairing mosques, supporting religious 
education by establishing schools, educating preachers, and sending religious 
material to these countries. In Azerbaijan a school of theology was estab-
lished,22 along with one secondary school and eight mosques (three in Baku, 
and one each in Gusar, Agdas, Nakhchivan, Yevlakh and Mekhtiabad) oper-
ated by Diyanet.23 Several religious foundations also became active: the reli-
gious brotherhood of Osman Nuri Topbaş, linked to the Naqshbandiyya 
brotherhood, started a Koranic and a vocational school in Sheki, and a 
madrasa in Agdas. Another religious brotherhood, the Süleymancı movement 
founded by Süleyman Tunahan (who died in 1959), started missionary activ-
ity in the early 1990s.24

Aid, training, and economic relations

In response to transformations in the South Caucasus and Central Asia, the 
Turkish Cooperation and Coordination Agency (TIKA) was established in 
January 1992. The aim of the organization was initially to respond to the 
restructuring, adaptation, and development needs of the “Turkic” republics, but 
it also provided assistance to Georgia (see Table 1). Within this context, Turkey 
also offered training programs and seminars to government officials in these 
countries. One of these programs was aimed at training diplomats. Established 
in 1992 initially to train diplomats from the South Caucasus and Central Asia, 
the program still continues today with an expanded geographical reach, includ-
ing the Middle East. Between 1992 and 1998 a total of 297 diplomats were 
trained by the program. In addition, there were seminars for bureaucrats, man-
agers of banks, youth leaders, university rectors, news agencies, and teachers and 
other staff from ministries of education.25 The total number of trainees who 
took part in these seminars between 1995 and 1999 was 910.26

 Turkey welcomed the emergence of a “Turkic world” in the South Caucasus 
and Central Asia. It exploited the opportunities that emerged in the two 
regions to consolidate its international stature, present itself as a model, and 
act as a bridge to the outside world. In order to achieve these objectives, sev-
eral policies were developed and institutions were established. To what extent 
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were these policies influential? Has Turkey’s soft power helped it achieve its 
objectives and increase its power and influence? By the end of the decade the 
glass was half full.

Table 1: Turkey’s Official Development Assistance (ODA) to Azerbaijan and Georgia 
(2007–13) in million dollars

Azerbaijan Georgia

2013 28.68 11.13
2012 19.36 12.37
2011 26.48 7.38
2010 22.77 5.85
2009 27.20 13.77
2008 33.90 16.85
2007 36.22 7.84

Source: Compiled from TİKA, Turkish Development Assistance Reports, http://
www.tika.gov.tr/en/publication/list/turkish_development_assistance_reports-24

 It was soon clear that Turkey’s initial euphoria was unfounded and its dis-
courses were found patronizing by the recipient countries. On several occasions 
the leaders of these countries stated that they were freed from Soviet rule and 
were not looking for another “big brother.” The limits of Turkey’s optimism were 
exposed in the first Turkic summit held in Antalya in October 1992, when 
several regional countries expressed reluctance to go ahead with ambitious plans 
such as establishing a common market. Russia was quite clear about its distaste 
for such a gathering; and the countries in the South Caucasus and Central Asia 
were equally sensitive to Russia’s concerns and did not want to antagonize 
them.27 In fact, Turkey soon had to come to terms with the reality of Russia’s 
return to these regions as a result of its “near abroad” policy.
 The idea of being a model for governance was largely dropped and it soon 
became clear that these countries were not going to adopt an Islamic state nor 
follow the “Turkish model.” Although the idea continued to surface from time 
to time (for instance, as late as 2000 then-Foreign Minister İsmail Cem said 
in an interview that “Turkey is a paradigm of modernization for Eurasian 
peoples who aspire for social change within a pluralist and secular democ-
racy”),28 it was largely set aside when Turkey itself began to pursue its own 
interests rather than involving itself in what was now considered the internal 
affairs of these countries. Furthermore, Turkey’s own credentials as a pluralist 
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democratic state were questionable. Even in the case of economic relations, 
Turkey’s initial appeal began to crumble as some Turkish companies were 
accused of dumping poor-quality goods in the South Caucasus markets.
 Turkey’s significant role in these countries as a bridge to the outside world 
was prominent in the early 1990s, but began to diminish as these countries 
established their own links. In regard to the South Caucasus in particular, 
Turkey’s foreign policy activism and attempts to play constructive roles were 
limited by its problems with Armenia. It was also limited by Azerbaijan’s influ-
ence on Turkey’s position in the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict. For instance, the 
proposal for a Stability Pact for the South Caucasus failed to materialize in 
2000. However, Turkey was able to sustain close relations with Azerbaijan and 
Georgia. Contact with Georgia was deemed “exemplary” and proved that 
Turkey’s appeal went beyond ethnic and/or religious ties. Moreover, Turkey 
has been largely instrumental in supporting these countries’ quest for institu-
tional links to several international organizations. Overall, Turkey was able to 
establish itself as an important political and economic actor in the region in 
the 1990s and formed close human contact with the populations through 
proliferating sets of policies and institutions.
 When the Justice and Development Party (AKP) came to power, this 
marked both continuity and change for Turkey’s engagement with the South 
Caucasus.29 The trend toward more realistic policies continued. At the same 
time, the South Caucasus and Central Asia ceased to be a priority region for 
AKP as it turned its attention to the Middle East, with high expectations that 
were not so different from those that had existed for the South Caucasus and 
Central Asia in the 1990s. In the South Caucasus, Azerbaijan and Georgia 
generally remained important partners. A major change, however, was the 
relations with Armenia. As part of its “zero problems with neighbors” policy, 
the AKP government actively sought to normalize relations with Armenia. 
They even signed two protocols, the Protocol on Establishment of Diplomatic 
Relations and the Protocol on Development of Relations, under Swiss media-
tion for normalization of relations, in Zurich in October 2009. However, the 
process was stalled and the protocols remain unratified in their respective 
parliaments.30 For Turkey the major cause of failure to execute the protocols 
was Azerbaijan. Alarmed by the possibility of normalization between Armenia 
and Turkey before the resolution of the Nagorno-Karabakh dispute, Baku 
launched a very powerful public diplomacy campaign in Turkey against the 
protocols, putting the government in a difficult position.
 During AKP rule, previous policies to intensify educational, cultural, and 
religious ties as well as assistance continued. Especially with regard to educa-
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tion and assistance programs, there was a significant increase in terms of both 
resources and scope. This was in contrast with the 1990s, when the resources 
available were much more limited. In the 1990s Turkey had suffered from 
several economic crises. In fact, under such conditions some Turkish policy-
makers viewed Turkey’s efforts in the South Caucasus and Central Asia as 
sacrifices.31 From 1992 to 1997, Turkey spent about US$ 55 million on schol-
arships, which was apparently not enough to cover all costs. These problems 
were tackled more effectively in due course. During AKP rule the role of 
education as a soft power expanded significantly. A special program called 
Turkey Scholarships was initiated, and Turkey began to offer scholarships to 
students from all over the world, including the South Caucasus and Central 
Asia, on more attractive terms. Similarly, TİKA’s role in this region continued, 
although the organization began to expand its operations in other regions, 
including the Middle East and Africa.
 In the cultural sphere, a new institution was established: Yunus Emre 
Turkish Cultural Centers,32 established in Baku (Azerbaijan) and Tbilisi 
(Georgia). However, cultural relations also started to develop, largely beyond 
the state level. Turkish mass culture, particularly TV shows and music, became 
quite popular in Azerbaijan. Generally, Turkey’s image in Azerbaijan has been 
positive, but not as positive as expected, given the efforts. According to a 
survey conducted in 2003, 64 percent of respondents in Azerbaijan declared 
a positive attitude toward Turkey, highest among residents of Baku and west-
ern Azerbaijan.33

 Economic relations with Azerbaijan and Georgia increased significantly in 
the 2000s. In 2013, the value of trade between the two countries was more 
than US$ 4 billion. Turkey’s investment in that year was US$ 5.3 million, and 
more than 700 Turkish companies were doing business in Azerbaijan. Turkish 
construction companies so far have committed to US$ 9 billion worth of 
contracts.34 Beginning in 2007, Turkey became Georgia’s largest trading part-
ner, and the Turkish company TAV built and operated the airports at Tbilisi 
and Batumi.35 Similarly, Turkey’s economic relations with Central Asia have 
also continued to grow, particularly focusing on trade, transportation, and 
communication. Turkey has also provided US$ 1 billion in foreign aid to 
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, and Turkmenistan over the last twenty 
years, one fourth of its total foreign aid for that period.36

 Religious relations, on the other hand, have been the most problematic issue. 
The Azeri state became especially uncomfortable with the activities of religious 
foundations. Some groups, such as the Sufi Naqshbandiyya brotherhood and the 
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Association of Muslim Students in Azerbaijan, had to withdraw from official 
activity due to problems with registration.37 President Erdoğan, as part of his 
fight against the Gülen movement, asked President Aliyev to close down the 
movement’s schools during his visit to Azerbaijan in April 2014.38 By then there 
were 11 high schools, 14 primary schools, and Qafqaz University.
 Turkey’s activism, particularly in Muslim areas of Georgia, also garnered 
some reaction. In Batumi and Ajara, where part of the population is Muslim, 
some Islamic movements from Turkey had been actively claiming to help the 
Muslim population there to rediscover their faith. However, these activities 
have sometimes attracted criticism, particularly from the Georgian Church, 
which is quite nationalist and generally hostile toward any kind of Islamic 
influence coming from abroad.39 In summer 2013 angry protests broke out in 
Batumi over what was seen as “the influx of Turks” and government plans to 
rebuild an Ottoman-era mosque.40

Middle East: soft power as desecuritization

Unlike the South Caucasus, Turkey did not use soft power toward the Middle 
East in the 1990s. On the contrary, Turkey’s response to perceived threats 
from the region was largely to apply its hard power, with the effect that it was 
considered mainly as a military power by the regional countries. Only in the 
2000s, and especially after the coming to power of AKP, did Turkey begin to 
focus on soft power in its engagements with the Middle East. Then-Foreign 
Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu summed up this change when he said: Turkey “is 
trying to have a new style, in the sense of political rhetoric and tools; a new 
instrument. In summary I will call it soft power. Today, Turkey is using more 
soft power than hard power.”41 This shift can be explained by the twin goals of 
the AKP government. First, for ideological, economic, and strategic reasons, 
the new government aimed to improve relations with this region and decided 
that using soft power strategies would ease Turkey’s acceptance in the region. 
Second, with the aim of transforming Turkey’s domestic politics, including 
limiting the role of the military, AKP perceived desecuritization of Turkey’s 
foreign policy in the Middle East as an aspect of its domestic goals.
 Turkey’s soft power in the Middle East focused on three elements. First, 
Turkey was framed as a “model” for the Arab world. Second, Turkey was pre-
sented as a link between the region and particularly Europe. Finally, Turkey’s 
foreign policy became an important source of its soft power. Yet, Turkey began 
to face formidable difficulties in its role as a wielder of soft power, particularly 
after the Arab uprisings.
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 Up until the 2011 Arab uprisings, a significant part of Turkey’s soft power 
was again about what Turkey represented. The meaning of the model, how-
ever, shifted slightly. Turkey under the AKP was framed as a successful com-
bination of Islam with democracy and market economy. Turkey was no longer 
seen as a bastion of secularism, but rather as a country that had uniquely and 
successfully mixed religious conservatism, democracy, and integration with 
the global economy. Similar to the early 1990s, the US and the EU supported 
this narrative because it fit perfectly with the post-9/11 global context and the 
search for “moderate Islam” in the Islamic world. From this perspective, 
Turkey was representing a successful model of modernization, democratiza-
tion, and globalization, and the electoral victory of a party with Islamist roots 
only strengthened this message. In the region as well, the advent of AKP to 
power increased interest in Turkey especially among the forces that were 
searching for political change, be it liberals, Islamists, or socialists. Additionally, 
Turkey’s attractiveness was increased by its internal steps toward democratiza-
tion, starting in the late 1990s and continuing especially during the early years 
of the AKP, as well as its economic successes.
 The second element of Turkey’s soft power was Turkey’s claim to be a link 
between the region and the EU.  Turkey became a candidate for EU member-
ship at the Helsinki summit in December 1999. This decision led Turkey to 
adopt several constitutional and legal reforms. These led to the EU’s 2002 
decision to start accession negotiations with Turkey once it fulfilled the 
Copenhagen political criteria. This decision, together with the availability of 
financial assistance and AKP’s desire to use the EU reforms to weaken the 
traditional state institutions, provided further incentive to reform. Among 
other changes, Turkey sought to decrease the role of the military in Turkish 
politics, and the reform process also encouraged the government to tackle 
other long-standing domestic problems, such as the Kurdish issue. The devel-
opments in Turkey–EU relations reinforced once again an image of Turkey 
that would link the Middle East with Europe. The Arab media were the most 
represented group at the European summit in Brussels in December 2004, 
when the decision to start the accession negotiations with Turkey was taken. 
It is claimed that approximately 200 Arab journalists covered the summit.42

 Finally, Turkey’s foreign policy became an increasingly important and para-
mount source of Turkey’s soft power. The catchy phrase “zero problems with 
neighbors” emerged as one of AKP’s chief foreign policy principles. This 
concept was implicitly critical of the country’s previous foreign policy 
approach. The zero problems with neighbors discourse promised to minimize 
Turkey’s threatening posture and to improve its relations with each of its 
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neighbors. According to Davutoğlu, the zero problems with neighbors 
approach was going to contribute to Turkey’s soft power:

the adoption of a new discourse and diplomatic style, which has resulted in the 
spread of Turkish soft power in the region. Although Turkey maintains a powerful 
military due to its insecure neighborhood, we do not make threats. Instead, Turkish 
diplomats and politicians have adopted a new language in regional and interna-
tional politics that prioritizes Turkey’s civil economic power.43

 In fact, during the early 2000s Turkey began promoting mutually beneficial 
regional economic ties. Visa requirements were lifted with Syria, Lebanon, 
Libya, and Yemen. Turkey’s involvement in several mediation efforts in the 
region further consolidated its image as a constructive regional actor. Ankara 
sought to reconcile Lebanon’s squabbling factions, to attempt mediation 
between Israel and Syria, to achieve Palestinian reconciliation, to help facili-
tate the participation of Iraqi Sunni groups in the 2005 parliamentary elec-
tions, and to pursue a diplomatic solution to the Iranian nuclear issue. Last 
but not least, the AKP government’s, and especially Erdoğan’s, harsh criticism 
of Israel after the Gaza War of 2008/9 increased Turkey’s popularity in the 
Middle East. This was most evident in the opinion polls conducted by a 
Turkish think tank TESEV after 2010.44 However, the picture has changed 
dramatically since the Arab uprisings. This is in part due to the damage to 
Turkey’s image as a soft power, the deterioration of its relations with most 
regional countries, and the emergence of the idea that Turkey is part of the 
problem instead of the solution in several countries.
 Up until the Arab uprisings, Turkey’s policies to increase its soft power in 
the Middle East can be examined under three headings: (1) Education, (2) 
Cultural links, (3) Aid, training, and economic relations.

Education

Turkey sought to expand educational cooperation with the Arab world during 
this period. Initially these efforts remained partial. For instance, before the dete-
rioration of relations with Syria, several projects were developed to intensify 
educational exchanges. The Turkey–Syria Universities Forum was established, 
consisting of five universities from Turkey and three from Syria. The two coun-
tries also signed protocols on research cooperation and on the exchange of fac-
ulty, staff, and students. However, the real jump in the number of students from 
the Arab world occurred with the initiation of the Turkey Scholarship program. 
Unlike the South Caucasus and Central Asia, however, the activity of religious 
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foundations in the field of education in the Middle East remained almost non-
existent. The Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) in Iraq proved to be the 
exception. The 2003 Iraq War and the establishment of the KRG provided an 
opportunity for the Gülen movement to establish a foothold in the region. 
Currently, the movement is believed to operate nineteen schools in the KRG 
region, educating 5,500 students, including Arabs, Turkmens, and Kurds.45 
More significantly, however, the movement opened its first school in Cairo in 
2009, the Turkish Salahaldin International School.

Culture

Cultural relations between Turkey and the Middle East have traditionally 
been quite limited. As an indication of improving ties between Turkey and the 
Arab world in the mid-2000s, Turkey joined Jordan and Syria in projects to 
rewrite history textbooks to rid them of mutual prejudices. In Algiers, Rabat, 
Beirut, Alexandria, Cairo, and Amman, Yunus Emre Turkish Cultural Centers 
were established with the aim of providing language courses and promoting 
Turkish culture, history, literature, and art.
 Turkey also launched a 24-hour state television channel, TRT 7 al-Turkiyya, 
to broadcast in Arabic to the Arab world. Prime Minister Erdoğan stated at 
the opening ceremony: “Turks and Arabs are like the fingers of a hand. We 
belong to the same history, the same culture and above all the same civilization 
… TRT 7 al-Turkiyya was launched to become our common language, or com-
mon screen, our common passion.”46 The discourse reflected the new image 
that Turkey was trying to build in the Arab world, but also covered the fact 
that TRT 7 was the voice of Turkey, not necessarily a “common screen.”
 Yet, most significantly, Turkey has also emerged as a source of attraction 
owing to its cultural output. Since 2004 Turkish TV dramas have become 
popular throughout the Arab world. The first of these, Nour, became a media 
phenomenon. When the final episode was broadcast on MBC, a Saudi-
owned, Dubai-based, pan-Arab network, a record 85 million Arab viewers 
watched it.47 One consequence of the popularity of Turkish TV dramas has 
been a general upsurge in the number of Arab tourists visiting Turkey in 
recent years. Tours of TV series locations have become a major attraction for 
Arab visitors to Turkey.48 The attraction of these TV dramas is generally con-
sidered to arise from cultural proximity and their presenting “an accessible 
modernity that is not wholly taken from the West, and political drama enacts 
a counter-hegemonic narrative that puts Turks in particular and Middle 
Easterners in general in the role of heroes.”49
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 Although al-Turkiyya has been branding the image of Turkey in line with 
government policy, Turkish drama series have been produced by the private 
sector. However, as Kraidy and al-Ghazzi argue, the government “still 
recruited the culture industry with its productions and glitzy stars in its 
nation-branding efforts.”50 The now very famous Turkish actors and actresses, 
frequently interviewed by the Arab media, have become faces for Turkish 
products and found support from Turkey’s diplomats in the Arab world. In 
fact, the government announced that they would support media producers 
who create products that boost Turkey’s image.51 As Kando argues, even for 
the non-state actors to wield soft power the state acts at least “as a facilitator, 
creating an environment conducive for others to generate ‘soft’ power.”52

Aid, training, and economic relations

During AKP rule, TIKA began to expand its activities in the Arab world. The 
amount of aid to this region particularly increased after the Arab uprisings 
(see Table 2).53

 Some of the more prominent elements of the AKP’s foreign policy during 
these years were the growing contacts and dialogue among state officials as 
well as civil society. Young diplomats, journalists, and academics from the 
region were invited to Turkey not only for meetings but also training pro-
grams, hosted over long periods of time, so that the delegates could observe 
the workings of their Turkish counterparts, conduct interviews, and attend 
lectures. The economic bureaucracy, Turkish businesses, and business associa-
tions played an important role in engaging the Arab world economically and 
transmitting their experiences. The Undersecretariat for Foreign Trade was 
engaged with its counterparts in the Arab countries, particularly Egypt, Syria, 
and Iraq, in the implementation of bilateral economic agreements. Through 
these engagements, Turkey’s experience in transitioning to a free market 
economy was shared. Similarly Turkish business associations, such as the 
Turkish Foreign Economic Relations Board (DEIK) and the Turkish Union 
of Chambers (TOBB), became active in the Arab countries. Parallel to these 
relations was an increase in Turkey’s economic relations with the Arab world.54

 It is evident that AKP has deployed soft power instruments in the Middle 
East. However, how attractive to the region has Turkey become as a conse-
quence? One method of assessing Turkey’s attractiveness is to look at relevant 
polling data. TESEV conducted two sets of public opinion polls in the region 
before the Arab uprisings, both of which demonstrated Turkey’s high and 
increasing popularity.55 In a 2010 survey Turkey emerged as the most posi-
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tively regarded foreign country in Jordan, the Palestinian Territories, Lebanon, 
Iran, Syria, and Saudi Arabia.56 The surveys also indicated that Turkey was 
perceived as an influential regional actor. There was clear support for its 
mediation in the Israeli–Palestinian conflict (overall 78 percent) and a belief 
that Turkey’s impact on peace in the Middle East was positive (overall 
76 per cent). In the region 66 percent saw Turkey as a possible “model” for the 
Middle East. In the Palestinian territories (77 percent), Jordan (76 percent), 
Syria (75 percent) and Lebanon (71 percent) support for this proposition was 
higher still. Turkey was also seen as a successful illustration of the compatibil-
ity of Islam and democracy, and again higher percentages than the regional 
average were recorded in the above listed countries. Finally, Turkey was identi-
fied as the strongest economy in the Middle East by the respondents in all 
countries except Iran, where Turkey came behind Iran and Saudi Arabia. This 
contrasts dramatically with a survey conducted by Zogby International in 
March–April 2002.57 In that survey, the respondents’ attitudes toward Turkey 
were found to be very negative, above only the UK, the US, and Israel in the 
list. The change in this data suggests that there was a substantial shift in how 
Turkey was perceived by the public in the Middle East.

Table 2: Turkey’s bilateral development assistance to the Arab world, 2007–12 
( million dollars)

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 Total

Algeria 0.18 0.19 0.22 0.51 0.49 – 1.59
Egypt 0.72 0.95 0.91 1.30 3.51 503.2 510.59
Iraq 46.68 47.68 51.33 39.31 27.83 19,39 184.54
Jordan 1.1 1.4 0.93 1.75 1.58 – 6.76
Lebanon 1.08 25.69 11.53 26.82 7.06 – 72.18
Libya 1.71 0.91 1.01 53.11 3.10 59.84
Morocco 0.38 0.49 0.49 0.45 0.75 – 2.56
Oman 0.02 0.02 0.17 0.06 – 0.27
Palestine 14.22 20.18 48.20 27.83 25.92 51.23 187.58
Syria 5.69 4.11 4.62 9.52 162.03 1019.93 1205.9
Tunisia 0.56 1.29 0.70 0.34 0.49 60.39 63.77
Yemen 0.08 0.44 1.24 6.01 0.45 4.52 12.74
Total 70.71 104.15 121.25 105.91 283.22 1662.48 –

Source: Compiled from Turkish Cooperation and Coordination Agency, Türkiye 
Kalkınma Yardımları Raporları (Turkey Development Assistance Reports), http://
www.tika.gov.tr/en/publication/list/turkish_development_assistance_reports-24
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 Turkey’s attractiveness also increased among opinion-makers in the 
region.58 More importantly, the Arab debate about Turkey has become more 
nuanced. In particular, Turkey began to appear in the debate about the region’s 
politics and international relations.59

 Up until the Arab uprisings, Turkey’s diplomacy and use of soft power 
succeeded in enhancing Turkey’s political and economic interests. Turkey was 
accepted as an important regional player, became part of regional politics, and 
was generally seen as a constructive player. According to Kirisci, between 2002 
and 2010 Turkish trade increased threefold with Syria, nearly fourfold with 
Maghreb countries, fivefold with the Gulf countries and Yemen, and sevenfold 
with Egypt. The number of Arab tourists to Turkey increased considerably, 
from 332,000 in 1991 to nearly 1.9 million in 2010.60

 Yet, even before the uprisings there was criticism of Turkey’s soft power. 
First, the increasing popularity of Turkey in general, and AKP in particular, 
started to create anxiety especially among the political elites. Thus, “Arab 
public discourse began to interpret all things Turkish as an integrated part of 
the AKP government’s policy that seeks economic and geopolitical gain in the 
region.”61 In the cultural realm Turkey’s soft power also generated negative 
responses of its own. Conservatives in the region condemned Turkey’s TV 
dramas for their “moral laxity.” Saudi Arabia’s Grand Mufti issued a fatwa 
against the series Nour and called it “subversive” and “un-Islamic.”62 Thus, 
alongside the attraction there has also been resistance to Turkey’s soft power.
 These criticisms withstanding, Turkey was able to transform its earlier nega-
tive image in the Arab world in a major way and has benefited politically and 
economically from that transformation. In a paper on the general picture at 
the beginning of the Arab uprisings, al-Ghazzi and Kraidy observe that:

Noting the limits of and challenges to Turkey’s dependence on soft power, particu-
larly in light of the Arab uprisings, the article argues that the Turkish government 
has succeeded in constructing a positive image of Turkey as a politically and eco-
nomically rising power. We contend that this success depends on the AKP govern-
ment’s multiple strategies of using popular culture, broadcasting, rhetoric, and 
economic branding techniques in a soft power push that aims to enhance Turkey’s 
regional geopolitical and economic clout.63

 Yet the trajectory of the Arab uprisings, and particularly the Syrian crisis 
and Turkey’s responses, eventually challenged and to a large extent under-
mined Turkey’s soft power in the region. Ironically, the political contestation 
that spread from Tunisia to almost all Arab countries could have been Turkey’s 
moment. After all, the AKP government has cultivated a positive image with 
the Arab public and was looked upon positively by various opposition groups. 
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In fact, soon after the start of the uprisings the issue of the “Turkish model” 
came to the fore. Yet, the meaning of the Turkish model differed depending 
on the context in which it was raised. For instance, right after the ousting of 
Hosni Mubarak, the Turkish model was discussed in the context of civil–mili-
tary relations in Egypt. Particularly those who were concerned about the 
mounting Islamist power viewed the Turkish historical experience in civil–
military relations as a useful model. However, this understanding of the 
Turkish model was not promoted by the AKP government as it tried to curb 
the role of the Turkish army in politics. Among other aspects, it is precisely 
this side of the AKP that raised interest amongst Islamists in the Arab world, 
some of which came to view the AKP, rather than Turkey, as a model. Overall, 
the meaning of the Turkish model narrowed after the Arab uprisings, being 
largely reduced to the AKP model, and at most the model of Turkey as a 
country combining Islam and democracy. Muslim Brotherhood groups in 
Egypt, Tunisia, Libya, and Syria also began to use the AKP model to give 
messages of moderation to domestic and international audiences.
 However, the Arab transitions also exposed the limits of the appeal of 
Turkey’s model. The Turkish model used to mean different things to different 
people prior to the uprisings, but has subsequently been subsumed exclusively 
into the AKP experience and the transformation of political Islam. Such a 
shift in the understanding of the Turkish model alienated Islamists and non-
Islamists alike. Secular forces have been critical of the AKP’s support for 
Islamists. On the other hand, at times even Islamists raised eyebrows at 
Turkish interventions. During his “Arab Spring” tour to Egypt, Tunisia, and 
Libya, Prime Minister Erdoğan openly declared that while he was a devout 
Muslim, the state should be secular, triggering acute criticism in Egypt. The 
deputy leader of the Brotherhood’s Freedom and Justice Party, Essam al-Arian, 
said: “We welcome Turkey and we welcome Erdoğan as a prominent leader 
but we do not think that he or his country alone should be leading the region 
or drawing up its future.”64

 More significantly, Turkey’s foreign policy toward the region in general 
ceased to be an important element of Turkey’s soft power. Turkey’s policies 
since the Arab uprisings, particularly its involvement in the Syrian crisis and 
the AKP government’s support for Muslim Brotherhood groups, have tar-
nished its image as a constructive power and adversely affected its branding 
itself as a benign regional power working for the good of the whole region.
 A second problem is Turkey’s own domestic challenges. Nye argues that 
political values can be best converted into soft power when a country lives up 
to them at home and abroad. However, in both spheres Turkey’s soft power 
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has had limitations. At home the AKP government has been increasingly 
accused of “electoral authoritarianism”,65 or majoritarianism, becoming intol-
erant of criticism and dissent. The government’s crackdown on the Gezi pro-
tests, its pressures on the media, and its overall slippage into authoritarianism 
are followed in the region and have undermined Turkey’s soft power.

Conclusion

Turkey has used soft power toward the South Caucasus (and Central Asia) 
starting in the 1990s, and the Middle East in the 2000s. In order to create a 
positive image Turkey tried to develop an attractive narrative and branding, 
also developing several policies and establishing institutions to facilitate closer 
relations with the countries in these regions. Both the sources and the instru-
ments of Turkey’s soft power showed some remarkable similarities but also 
significant differences between these two periods. In general, the narrative in 
the 1990s was based on an ethnic/nationalist “Turkic” ideology, whereas the 
2000s saw a neo-Ottoman and an Islamic ideology, although there is some 
mixture of the two for both periods as well.
 In the 1990s, Turkey used soft power toward the newly independent states 
of the South Caucasus and Central Asia. The dominant narrative there was 
based mainly on the “Turkic” ties, and yet the staunchly secular governments 
of the time did not refrain from using the Religious Directorate as well as 
private religious communities to expand Turkey’s influence. When the AKP 
came to power, its policies toward these regions continued to be a mixture of 
nationalist and religious perspective. Toward the Middle East, however, the 
AKP relied heavily on historical ties and responsibility, which is neo-Ottom-
anism in disguise, as well as Islamic solidarity. Yet, the Religious Directorate 
and private religious communities were largely absent. Instead, conservatism 
and “moralpolitik” were used to brand Turkey. Erdoğan particularly was pre-
sented as the defender of Muslims everywhere.
 The sources of soft power were similar during both periods, which is par-
ticularly interesting in light of the claim by AKP about the “newness” of its 
foreign policy. It is clear that many of the same arguments and instruments 
were used in the pre-AKP periods as well. “Turkey as a model” branding was 
used, albeit with slightly different definitions, and Turkey’s role in linking 
these regions with the “West” was emphasized. Foreign policy was more 
actively used in the 2000s on a regional scale, whereas in the 1990s it was more 
on a bilateral basis. For the South Caucasus, problems in Turkey’s relations 
with Armenia prevented a regional foreign policy approach.
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 Soft power was utilized to achieve political, economic, and strategic objec-
tives. Overall, soft power was used to reconnect with these regions, and in the 
Middle East additionally for desecuritization. Thus, evaluating Turkey’s soft 
power in these regions wielding an influence requires an analysis of the 
achievement of its foreign policy objectives. In the case of the South Caucasus 
(and Central Asia), particularly after scaling down its expectations, Turkey 
achieved its aim of becoming a significant actor in the region and realizing 
most of its economic and energy interests. As explained above, over the years, 
Turkey has developed beneficial economic relations and become a significant 
transit country for the hydrocarbon resources of this region after the inaugura-
tion of the Baku–Tbilisi–Ceyhan oil pipeline and the Baku–Tbilisi–Erzurum 
natural gas pipeline. Turkey has stopped seeing its relations with this region 
and with Russia as a zero-sum game and thus developed quite close relations 
with Russia as well. Yet, regional developments such as the Russia–Georgia 
conflict over Abkhazia and South Ossetia in 2008, as well as Azerbaijan’s 
opposition to normalization of Armenian–Turkish relations, continue to 
impose limitations for Turkey’s regional aspirations.
 Regarding the Middle East before the Arab uprisings, Turkey was able to 
transform its negative image in the region and benefited politically, strategi-
cally, and economically from it. Yet the major transformations that were 
unleashed by the Arab uprisings and the AKP government’s subsequent 
responses to them eventually undermined Turkey’s influence in the region. 
Turkey lost its political clout and economic benefits, and saw its popularity 
become more fragmented. The AKP government’s anti-Assad regime stance 
continues to be popular with some, but drags Turkey to sectarian fault lines 
that deepened after the Syrian crisis. That being said, Turkey’s welcoming of 
millions of Syrian refugees has created a positive image. Hosting about 2 mil-
lion refugees, Turkey was the third largest government donor of humanitarian 
assistance in the world in 2013.66 Yet even among its supporters, Turkey’s 
image as a regional power has been tarnished by looking unable to implement 
effectively what it preached.
 Thus, the case of Turkey as a soft power contributes to our understanding 
of its use as a means to achieve foreign policy objectives. An analysis of 
Turkey’s soft power faces the challenge of “intangibility.”67 This is, in fact, a 
general problem in the analysis of the concept of soft power:

While very few would dismiss Nye’s intuitively plausible arguments about the 
importance of and necessity to cultivate soft power out of hand, it is extremely dif-
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ficult (methodological difficulties notwithstanding) to determine how and to what 
extent soft power would enable a state to achieve its political goals.68

 Nye’s response to the issue of intangibility is that whether soft power 
resources can be converted into behavioral power will depend “upon the con-
text” and that country’s “skills in power conversion.”69 In the case of Turkey’s 
soft power, changes in the context in the Middle East due to the Arab upris-
ings have been important in that respect. The intensification of hard power 
struggles and increasing fragmentation imposed limitations on soft power. Yet 
the agency, that is to say the AKP government, and its choices were equally 
important. The choices that were made did not lead to power conversion but 
rather diminished Turkey’s influence in the region.
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THE GÜLEN MOVEMENT AND TURKISH SOFT 
POWER IN THE SOUTH CAUCASUS 

AND THE MIDDLE EAST

Bayram Balci

Literature on the concept of “soft power” is rich and abundant with many case 
studies from different countries around the world. Joseph Nye initially forged 
the term “soft power” in his book Bound to Lead and expanded upon the 
concept in a number of other major works.1 According to Nye, “hard power” 
resources, such as military and economic assets, are now less effective in inter-
dependent international policies than they were in the past. In the modern 
era, the ability of a nation to generate charisma and attraction is the crucial 
and ultimate form of soft power. A country may serve its interests better by 
inspiring respect, admiration, and emulation than by using coercion.2

 So what constitutes a country’s soft power? Nye identified three fundamen-
tal sources: the country’s culture (whether attractive to others or not); its 
political values (as a source of inspiration for others); and its foreign policies 
(perceived by others as legitimate and as having moral authority). But there 
are other sources of soft power: for example, economic resources can serve as 
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a means of both soft and hard power.3 As Nye underscores, soft power is more 
of a descriptive concept than a normative concept, and like any other form of 
power, can be wielded for good or bad purposes. The success of soft power 
depends on a country’s ability to create credibility, trust, and attraction. 
Joseph Nye’s works were initially conceived to explain the United States’ for-
eign policy. Once applied to other powers, such as the European Union, Japan, 
India, or Turkey, his theories are also helpful in helping to explain their par-
ticular stand on the regional or international scene.4

 While Meliha Altunışık discusses the theoretical and practical aspects of 
Turkish soft power more broadly in another chapter, this chapter will focus on 
a concrete case study in Turkey’s close neighborhood. Broadly, this chapter 
examines the exceptional role played by a social and religious organization 
that is unique in the Muslim world, namely the movement of Fethullah 
Gülen. This chapter will address the following questions: To what extent did 
the Gülen movement contribute to the development of Turkey’s soft power in 
both the South Caucasus and the Middle East? Reciprocally, how did the 
Gülen movement benefit from the government’s support and prestige to 
develop its own influence? Finally, yet equally as important, we shall question 
the durability of the bond between Gülen and Turkey’s soft power through 
the lens of the clash between Gülen, the charismatic leader of the hizmet 
movement, and Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, the even more charismatic leader of 
the Turkish executive power since 2002.

The Gülen movement in the Turkish context

Today’s hizmet (“service”) and yesterday’s cemaat (“community” or “congrega-
tion”) movements are rooted in movements dating back to the late 1960s. 
Born in 1938, Fethullah Gülen grew up in the eastern part of Turkey, where 
traditionally conservative and religious ideas are dominant.5 Like many of his 
contemporaries in the region living close to the Soviet border, Fethullah 
Gülen also grew up with anti-communist sentiments. Significantly, he 
acquainted himself with the ideas of naqshibendiyya, a prestigious Sufi broth-
erhood of Central Asian origin that had become very influential in Turkey. 
Additionally, the ideas of Sait Nursi, a leading religious thinker and activist 
whose ideas and legacy are still very widespread in contemporary Turkey, 
deeply influenced Gülen’s own beliefs.6 Fethullah Gülen’s career is strongly 
associated with the Diyanet, the official state body that manages religious 
issues in Turkey. As an official imam employed by this state institution, he 
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worked in different cities, notably in Izmir where he gradually formed his own 
organization in the 1970s and 1980s, an unprecedented success in Turkish 
religious history. Even the most dedicated scholars, who have scrutinized the 
“movement,” the “cemaat,” or the “hizmet” for years, have some difficulty 
defining it beyond its most basic religious, social and economic features.
 Religiously speaking, the movement subscribes to a moderate Turkish 
Sunni Islam with a significant Sufi dimension, a quality shared by most 
Turkish Islamic movements.7 The young Fethullah Gülen was an anti-commu-
nist nationalist, who displayed a clear admiration for a strong state, and was 
an early and authentic admirer of the Ottoman legacy. Different from other 
Turkish movements, the Gülen cemaat is very active in the social sphere, espe-
cially in education and the media. Its members manage strong media groups 
as well as an impressive network of private schools, prep schools, private dor-
mitories, and other educational institutions across the country.
 Moreover, since Turkey established a state-controlled economy in the 
1980s for a more liberal system, members of the cemaat have also invested in 
the trade and business sectors. In his sermons, Fethullah Gülen himself praises 
the good Muslim for being a successful businessman.8 His repeated exhorta-
tions for balancing Islamic faith and ethics with economic success and the 
spirit of capitalism have convinced analysts that his approach could be com-
pared to Calvinism.9 The comparison is particularly relevant if you consider 
how the cemaat prioritizes education, trade, business, and social activities, and 
how in doing so it bears resemblance to the Christian missionary schools of 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries that were involved in the 
modernization of many Eastern societies, especially in the declining Ottoman 
Empire. Indeed, institutions like Robert College or Lycée Notre Dame de 
Scion in Istanbul, among others, provided strong and modern education to a 
whole new generation of Turkish elites. In addition to its prioritization of an 
elitist education, the Gülen movement’s relatively secretive operational system, 
which some of its detractors have called infiltration, allowed us to compare it 
to the Jesuit phenomenon in a previous work.10

 For decades until the end of the Cold War, the movement’s activities were 
limited to Turkey. In 1991, the collapse of the Eastern Bloc played a significant 
role in facilitating the internationalization of the cemaat. The new global geopo-
litical context created new opportunities for the movement, especially in neigh-
boring countries also marked by the Ottoman legacy. Turkey welcomed the 
emergence of new independent countries in the Balkans, Central Asia, and the 
Caucasus, countries with which it shares several historical, cultural, linguistic, 
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and religious affinities.11 Coupled with the West’s worries about the possible 
development of Saudi or Iranian dark influences, the West pushed forward the 
so-called “Turkish model” for a Muslim and secular liberal democracy, and 
encouraged these countries to cooperate with Turkey.12 Although the Western 
political and diplomatic circles judged Turkey’s democracy imperfect, with its 
liberal economy and secular institutions, it was the best transitional alternative 
to the old Soviet system. The West’s backing gave wings to the new Turkish 
foreign policy. The Gülen cemaat benefited from the opening of the Balkans, 
Central Asia, and the Caucasus, because they were then able to test their meth-
ods outside national borders. They developed businesses, started media, imple-
mented hundreds of schools, and altogether their actions made a difference. 
Their achievements in Central Asia were treated in a previous work.13 This 
chapter will focus on the hizmet’s involvement in two other regions of high 
interest for Turkey: the South Caucasus and the Middle East. Because interests 
have varied from one region to another, the hizmet’s approach has varied accord-
ingly. As such, we shall treat each region separately.
 However, before analyzing and measuring the Gülen movement’s impact, 
we shall identify and define these actions. What does it take to receive a 
“Gülen” label which does not exist otherwise? In Turkey as well as in other 
countries, a “Gülen” school, business, or newspaper is generally unofficially 
labeled as such, or as “Fethullahçi,” not because Fethullah Gülen himself or his 
organization is the owner, but simply because the actual owners and managers 
consider Fethullah Gülen as a spiritual leader or source of inspiration. Because 
there is no direct and open link of ownership or allegiance, it is difficult to 
know for sure if an establishment is or is not affiliated with the movement, and 
to what extent. Indeed, Gülen sympathizers subscribe to his ideas and pre-
scriptions at different degrees and apply his principles and philosophy in their 
day-to-day management at different levels. Furthermore, even though the core 
of the management is strongly influenced by the ideas of Gülen, some team 
members, driven only by self-interest and pure career pragmatism, might 
ignore Gülen’s ideas and remain unaware of his influence. Similarly, in some 
non-Muslim countries, it happens that some cemaat sympathizers operate a 
Gülen school or establishment with a large majority of non-Muslim students 
and beneficiaries.

The Gülen movement in the South Caucasus

The absence of diplomatic relations between Turkey and Armenia limits 
Turkish presence and/or influence in the South Caucasus to Georgia and 
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Azerbaijan. Although there are various informal businesses developing eco-
nomic ties between Turkey and Armenia14 and several Turkish NGOs work-
ing for the Turkish–Armenian reconciliation, like the Hrant Dink foundation, 
the Gülen movement did not take any kind of initiative toward Armenia. 
Instead, it carefully avoids the tough and controversial issues, like the 
Armenian genocide, about which Gülen remained extraordinarily and surpris-
ingly silent. Although entirely absent from Armenia, the hizmet is extremely 
dynamic in the other southern republics of Azerbaijan and Georgia.

Azerbaijan

Azerbaijan is crucial to Turkey for many reasons. Both countries share a com-
mon Turkish identity; they speak almost the same language and oppose the 
same historical adversary: Armenia. They differ only with respect to their 
religious beliefs. While both are attached to secularism, Turkey is mainly 
Sunni whereas Azerbaijan is 65 percent Shia. During the early twentieth cen-
tury, both Azerbaijan and Turkey were similarly influenced by the European 
revolutionary and modernization trends from which Turkism and pan 
Turkism emerged. Moreover, Azerbaijan benefits from Turkey’s extensive 
sympathy, because currently a large part of Turkey’s population is of Azeri and 
other Turkic Caucasian extraction. These descendants of Azeris, who fled their 
country after the Russian conquest of the Caucasus and the later takeover by 
the Soviets, still have strong affinities with the homeland. In 1991, when 
Azerbaijan became independent from the Soviet Union, Turkey and 
Azerbaijan established excellent bilateral relations.15 As such, the political and 
social context was favorable for the Gülen movement to develop and imple-
ment its activities in Azerbaijan. The first Gülen schools in Azerbaijan opened 
in 1992 in Nakhichevan, an Azerbaijani enclave between Armenia, Iran, and 
Turkey. Gradually, many other establishments were opened in the rest of the 
country. In alignment with the movement’s attention to the social sphere, 
education remains the number one priority of the hizmet’s strategy. In 
Azerbaijan, this network of at least twenty high schools, more than thirty 
prep schools, numerous dormitories, and the prestigious Kafkaz Univesity 
were implemented and managed by several business associations under the 
supervision of the Çağ Öyretim education company, before President Erdoğan 
eventually urged his homologue Aliyev to close the education institutions 
down in January 2014.16 To this day, many Turkish students are hosted in 
Gülen establishments in Azerbaijan, and reciprocally many Azeri students 
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who graduated from Gülen schools in Azerbaijan are hosted in Turkey in vari-
ous hizmet-affiliated dormitories and schools.
 In addition to education, the hizmet was also active in the media sector. The 
Zaman daily news still has an Azerbaijani newspaper edition, Zaman 
Azerbaijan; a radio station, Burç FM; and the S TV channel which is counted 
among the very popular channels in Turkey and has developed a branch in 
Baku in the Azeri language.

Georgia

Georgia ranks second on the Turkish priority list for the South Caucasus. As 
in the case of Turkish Azeris, there are many Turkish citizens of Georgian 
extraction. Most of them belong to Muslim minorities of Georgia, primarily 
Abkhazians, Ajarians, and Azeris. Indeed, when the Russian army conquered 
the South Caucasus, many Muslim communities, threatened in their identity 
and faith by a non-Muslim rule, fled and immigrated to the neighboring 
Ottoman Empire. Later, when the Soviet Union collapsed, many Turks of 
Caucasian origin then played a significant role in the establishment of rela-
tions between Turkey and their historical homeland, Georgia. The Gülen 
movement once again benefited from favorable conditions for the renewal of 
good relations and from Turkish official support for any kind of Turkish pres-
ence in this region. Turkish policy-makers perceived Georgia as a gate to the 
Turkic world, to Azerbaijan and even further, to the Caspian basin. At the 
same time, Turkey is a window to Europe for Georgia.17 Both countries are 
partners in the BTC pipeline for the transportation of Caspian oil and gas to 
European markets.18

 The Gülen movement made the most of this opportunity for developing 
and implementing its activities. Just before the dissolution of the Soviet Union 
in 1991, several Gülen disciples crossed the Sarpi border, explored the Ajaria 
area, and initiated an educational program, beginning with the construction 
of a small school in Batumi. Later on, the movement funded other schools in 
other Georgian cities, Kutaisi and Tbilisi. In addition to its usual network of 
high schools, a Gülen-affiliated university was also founded in the capital city 
of Tbilisi: the Black Sea University,19 managed by the private company Caglar 
Educational Institutions. Moreover, there are several Turkish language centers 
across the country to meet the demand by business people or students who 
want to develop business with Turkey or study in Turkey. As anywhere else, 
the Gülen-affiliated schools reject the practice of active proselytism, but they 
do contribute to the diffusion of a Turkish influence.
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 Now, do they proceed differently in Western Asia, the Middle East, and 
especially in Iraq and Egypt where the hizmet is the most active? Or do they 
apply the same methods there as anywhere else?

The Gülen movement in the Middle East

The Middle East, and specifically the Arab countries, are not a top priority for 
the hizmet for a simple reason. At the beginning of his career, the nationalist 
and relatively chauvinist Fethullah Gülen viewed the Arabs negatively, accus-
ing them of perverting the good nature of Islam, which he believed was better 
defended and encouraged under Ottoman protection. Originally, the Gülen 
movement was similarly hostile to many other ethnic and religious groups in 
addition to the Arabs, such as Iranians, Christians, and Shias. Only in its 
gradual transnationalization did the movement shift to a more open vision of 
other Muslim and non-Muslim communities. A good illustration of the radi-
cal transformation of his ideas is his vision of Jews, who transformed from 
enemies to friends.20

 Gülen’s interest in Arab countries developed quite late. As in the South 
Caucasus, he did not try to initiate a strong dialogue with the Shia and Iran, a 
stance that persists to this day. However, after he left Turkey in 2009 for self-
imposed exile in Pennsylvania, his world’s vision evolved drastically. He began 
to diversify his movement and began developing initiatives everywhere in the 
world, targeting countries where Turkey had not had strong relations before, 
like Africa where Turkish policy has since benefited from Gülen’s networks.21 
The opening to the Arab countries also occurred with this shift in vision. The 
cemaat’s interest in this region really began with the translation of Sait Nursi’s 
abundant writing into Arabic.22 The publisher of the translation of the Risale 
i Nur, the Sözler editions, is close to the cemaat.
 Gülen’s emerging interest in the Arab countries was even more explicitly 
demonstrated by the development of another initiative. In 2010, the move-
ment of Hira, a symbolic name referring to the cavern where the Prophet 
Muhammad received the revelation from Allah, launched a journal in Arabic. 
The journal purports to be a scientific journal seeking to reconcile Islam with 
science and modernity. Fethullah Gülen himself signs all the editorials and 
Turkish authors write the majority of the articles in Hira, although an increas-
ing number of Arab thinkers do contribute. Thematically, Hira focuses on the 
Turkish legacy to Islamic civilization and insists upon the golden age of 
Ottoman history, which it depicts as an age of peace and tolerance, leaving the 
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violent episodes of its domination and repression in some provinces of the 
empire untold. Curiously enough, the journal also ignores the mutually nega-
tive perception that Arabs and Turks have of one another, preferring to build 
anew a more positive image based on the best of their common cultural and 
religious grounds.
 Hira has cooperated with other Gülen-affiliated foundations and Arab 
partners to organize numerous prestigious international conferences in Cairo, 
with the objective of increasing the cultural and scientific ties between Turkey 
and the Arab world. One of the most successful of these conferences was held 
in 2010 in cooperation with the Arab League and the University of Cairo. For 
three days participants debated “the future of reforms in the Arab World 
[and] comparative experiences with the Gülen movement.”23 Since its incep-
tion, this conference has attracted many prestigious intellectuals, including 
the rector of Al Azhar University.
 In the education sector, at least three “colleges” operating as high schools 
were inaugurated in Egypt in 2010, in the cities of Cairo, Beni Suef, and 
Alexandria. More impressively, a large international school was founded the 
same year in New Cairo; it was named after Salahuddin Ayubi, better known 
as Saladin, the Sultan of Egypt and Syria who recaptured Jerusalem from the 
Crusaders in 1187. It is provided with state-of-the-art equipment, and classes 
are taught in three languages: English, Arabic, and Turkish. During my visit 
to the school in 2010, the annual ceremony of graduation was attended by 
both Turkish and Egyptian officials, as well as by the Secretary General of the 
Organization of Islamic Cooperation, Ekmeleddin Ihsanoğlu, an interna-
tional diplomat who holds both Turkish and Egyptian citizenship and was 
head of the second largest inter-governmental organization after the UN from 
2005 to 2014.
 Iraq, and more specifically the Kurdish region under the control of the 
Kurdish Regional Government (KRG), is where the Gülen movement’s pres-
ence is the most massive, despite two major and recurrent obstacles. Within 
the movement’s ideology, Turkish nationalism plays the role of both a catalyst 
and an inhibitor. Additionally, the Kurdish province of Iraq has been a con-
stant threat to Turkey’s security, and Turkish presence and actions there have 
been the preserve of the Turkish military.
 As mentioned earlier, Turkish nationalism is a founding pillar of the 
cemaat. Although Sait Nursi was an ethnic Kurd, and the movement counts 
many Kurds in its ranks, Turkish patriotism has always been a fundamental 
dimension of the movement’s ideology. Consequently, the hizmet in Turkey 
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faced difficulties in establishing activities in the Kurdish regions of Turkey, 
where the movement faces challenges from the PKK, a nationalist and irre-
dentist Kurdish movement that dominates the Kurdish political and social 
sphere in Turkey. Perceived accurately as an agent of Turkish nationalism and 
an “instrument for the turkification” of these Kurdish regions, the cemaat is 
under close watch by the PKK and struggles to implement activities in this 
highly resistant Kurdish environment.24 Similarly, the implementation of the 
cemaat in the Kurdish region of Iraq was not an easy achievement.
 The second obstacle for a strong Turkish presence in Iraq and in the Iraqi 
Kurdish region was the role that the Turkish military played in regional poli-
tics until the mid-2000s.25 Since the beginning of Kurdish PKK guerrilla 
warfare against Turkey in 1984, the northern mountains of Iraq served as a 
safe haven for the Kurdish separatists. Security and military issues concerning 
the PKK thus dictated the course of Turkish–Iraqi relations. As a security 
state,26 Turkey did not allow other Turkish non-military actors, not to men-
tion religious movements like the cemaat, to interfere in politics and national 
security issues. Consequently, the cemaat’s presence in Iraq remained limited 
between 1994 and 2005.27 They were able to establish six to eight schools, 
primarily in the KRG region, but the local Kurdish population remained wary 
and suspicious of the Turks. However, these schools benefited from the mas-
sive support of the Turkmen minority because of the cultural and linguistic 
affinities which the minority shares with Turkey.
 When the AKP (Adalet ve Kalkınma Partisi) came to power in 2002, 
things changed in Turkey. The AKP shifted the focus of its foreign policy 
from securitization to desecuritization of the state. The demands for democ-
ratization in the context of Turkish candidacy to the European Union justified 
the AKP reforms to limit the role of the army in Turkish politics. More spe-
cifically, the Turkish army lost most of its prerogatives in foreign policy, espe-
cially in the management of Iraqi policy. The AKP government and the 
Turkish foreign ministry then became the prevailing decision-makers in the 
Turkish establishment. Because of the ideological proximity between the 
AKP, the Turkish business companies known as the “Anatolian Tigers,” and 
the Gülen movement, it thus became easier for the cemaat to implement its 
activities in Iraq. The Kurdish region of Iraq became an important market for 
Turkish business companies, especially for those based in eastern Turkey 
where the population is also predominantly Kurdish.
 2007 was a crucial year for the development of cemaat schools in Iraq for at 
least two reasons. In addition to marginalizing the Turkish military, the AKP 
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adopted a more pragmatic approach to the Kurdish issue, to which the cemaat 
contributed by helping to develop more pacified and positive relations. The 
first improvement came from the Abant Plalateformu, a powerful think tank 
affiliated with the cemaat, which specialized in the organization of debates 
and conferences on various political and social issues. Two major events 
organized by this leading think tank had a positive impact on Turkey–KRG 
relations. The first conference, titled “The Kurdish Problem: The Way to Find 
Together the Path to Peace,” was organized in Bolu in 2009.28 Its final declara-
tion insisted on the fraternity between Kurds and Turks and recommended 
the Turkish government to befriend the KRG.  The following year, the Abant 
Plalateformu organized a similar conference in Arbil, which concluded with 
the same recommendations for the rapprochement between Turkey and the 
KRG, and also firmly condemned ethno-nationalism.29

 These positive steps and initiatives improved Turkey’s image among Kurds 
and encouraged the cemaat to develop activities further, leading to the num-
ber of Gülen schools in Iraq increasing considerably. Between 1994 and 2002 
the number of Gülen schools grew from eight to almost thirty. A university 
opened its doors in Arbil and rapidly became very attractive for young 
Kurdish elites. In this most favorable context,30 Fezalar, the business company 
that runs the schools, became a key player in the Kurdish educational system, 
as well as in the bilateral political relations between the Turks and the Kurds 
of Iraq.

The Gülen movement: cause or consequence of Turkish soft power in West Asia?

The cemaat’s actions are so intertwined with AKP official policies that it is not 
simple to determine whether Gülen is the cause or effect of Turkey’s increasing 
soft power in Western Asia. The movement both considerably contributed 
and at the same time benefited from Turkey’s emergence as a regional power. 
Moreover, Turkish diplomacy has supported the hizmet as much as Turkish 
diplomacy has also made the most of the hizmet’s successes and achievements 
in the educational sector.31

 So how do we get to the bottom of their complementary actions, so as to 
measure the impact, influence, and soft power of the Gülen movement alone 
in Western Asia? For starters, the Gülen movement undeniably increased 
Turkish influence in these countries in Western Asia. Beginning with language 
instruction and bilingual Turkish and English education, the Gülen schools 
expanded the Turkish language beyond the Turkic-speaking countries, and 
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raised the Turkish language to an international ranking behind English, 
French, or Arabic. Thanks to the Gülen schools, many students among the 
younger generations across the Middle East, the Caucasus, and Central Asia, 
where the schools are very active, now speak Turkish.
 The Gülen movement has also promoted a positive image of Turkey and of 
the Turkish Islamic synthesis that made the country a leader among Muslim 
nations. In the Arab countries, where the memories of Ottoman imperialism 
and domination shed a dark light on modern Turkey’s image, the Gülen 
schools have helped to transform previously negative perceptions.32 The 
schools have also helped improve perceptions of Turkey in the Kurdish region 
of Iraq, where Kurds once viewed Turkey through the lens of the Turkish 
army’s war against the PKK guerrilla in the south-east of the country.33 
Interviews with Turks and Kurds who worked together in Iraq show that at 
the beginning it was hard for the hizmet to work there because of suspicion 
against Turks; but with time, there have been positive results.
 We have observed the same phenomenon in Georgia. Because of the sepa-
ratist conflicts in Abkhazia and Ossetia, Georgians are suspicious and wary of 
foreign influences, especially those originating from Turkey.34 The Georgians 
have not forgotten the Ottoman domination that lasted several centuries in 
Ajaria. Although bilateral relations are good between Turkey and Georgia, 
Turkey is still perceived negatively among the Georgian population, partly 
because of the old fear of domination, and partly because of the Georgian 
church’s resistance against Turkish influence. In 1991 when Georgia became 
independent, the Muslims of Georgia, mainly in Ajaria and less extensively the 
Azeri minorities of the Kvemo Kvartly region, received special support from 
various Islamic movements in Turkey. This assistance was viewed by some 
Georgians as Turkish proselytism. In the case of the Gülen movement’s activ-
ity in Georgia, however, open proselytism has been absent, and this low-pro-
file approach of avoiding criticism has worked for the improvement of 
Turkey’s image among Georgians.
 In Azerbaijan, Turkey receives good press, which has enabled the hizmet to 
root itself deeply in Azerbaijani society and reinforce the already good rela-
tions between Turkey and Azerbaijan. Azerbaijan is the country where the 
hizmet has “converted” most of the nationals to its cause, and this indigeniza-
tion made the hizmet and Fethullah Gülen very influential.
 In terms of business and trade, the Gülen business associations are also very 
active. As already mentioned, business and exports paved the way for the 
movement’s transnationalization. Business networking has constantly involved 
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the movement in bilateral relations. In every country there is a Turkish and 
local business association whose objective is to reinforce economic coopera-
tion with Turkey. To promote economic cooperation, these business associa-
tions organize business trips to Turkey on a regular basis for entrepreneurs, as 
well as influential personalities like journalists, intellectuals, and decision-
makers, to meet with potential Turkish partners.35 They might be judged 
lightly, but these trips are extremely important in terms of soft power, because 
they are a good opportunity to enlarge the Gülen network with people and 
partners who may not adhere to the movement’s ideology, but support its 
actions and development. In other words, economic and business-driven prag-
matism outbalances proselytism, but at the same time this new “invisible 
hand” reinforces the cemaat’s influence on bilateral relations in the respective 
countries where they operate, and back home in Turkey.
 Likewise, the Gülen movement has benefited from the Turkish government’s 
support for its activities abroad. The first example of this positive and recipro-
cally beneficial relationship between Turkish diplomacy and the Gülen move-
ment was in Central Asia. Just after the dissolution of the Soviet Union, when 
the Gülen movement arrived in Uzbekistan, a country of considerable impor-
tance to the cemaat, Turkish diplomacy was also facing a dilemma. The Gülen 
schools and business activities were the main, if not unique, Turkish non-gov-
ernmental initiative in the country. Because the conservative AKP was not yet 
in power, the then Kemalist and secular establishment had serious reservations 
openly supporting a religious movement like the Gülen cemaat. But there was 
no time for hesitation, so the Turkish diplomats in Central Asia chose to sup-
port and promote the Gülen schools for what they were: a wonderful promo-
tional tool for Turkish culture, excellence, and prosperity. Therefore, the Turkish 
diplomats went to the local Uzbek or Kazakh authorities to reassure them that 
the Gülen schools were to be trusted. In the case of Central Asia, the diplomats’ 
support was essential because the suspicious and authoritative regimes would 
not have let a private foreign organization operate without state guarantee. 
Similarly, in Azerbaijan, Georgia, Iraq, and Egypt, Turkish diplomacy did not 
spare its support for the hizmet movement’s educational and commercial initia-
tives. When the first schools opened in Azerbaijani Nakhichevan in 1992, 
Süleyman Demirel (who was Turkey’s president at the time) had personally met 
with the Azerbaijani leader Heydar Aliyev, requesting that he help the Turkish 
schools. The same official and governmental support was provided to the Gülen 
schools in Iraq, where the prevalence of insecurity and instability made the state 
guarantees even more vital.
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 Successive Turkish governments supported the Gülen movement in these 
strategically critical countries on other matters too. Even before the AKP 
came to power, and increasingly after it did in 2002, every official Turkish visit 
to these countries included a visit to the Turkish schools to promote them, 
make them visible, and reassure them with state protection. Even the most 
secularist Turkish diplomats and analysts were supportive of the Gülen move-
ment for its successes and achievements, more because of pragmatism than 
because of their allegiance to the ideas of Fethullah Gülen. But this official 
Turkish support has demonstrated itself to be confusing to the recipient coun-
tries. In Central Asia, the Caucasus, and the Middle East these schools are 
usually known as “Turkish schools” and are incorrectly thought to be state-
controlled public schools. People and officials often ignore the very existence 
of the Gülen movement behind them.
 Both Turkish diplomacy and the Gülen movement took advantage of this 
cooperation. In all these countries, the different Turkish governments granted 
their support for the promotion of a positive image of Turkey among the 
populations and elites of Western Asia. This alliance, which had begun with 
the Soviet collapse and opening of the Turkish economy, enabling the Gülen 
movement to grow abroad, ended in 2013 after several years of crisis between 
Gülen and the presiding AKP.  The reasons for and consequences of the break 
between Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and Fethullah Gülen, and its impact on 
Turkey’s policy in Western Asia and beyond, are dependent upon an analysis 
of the raison d’être of this alliance.
 Back in the early 2000s, both the AKP and Gülen movement had converg-
ing interests. Both share the same social grass roots, that is, the conservative 
Anatolian elites that had been excluded and marginalized by the more 
Westernized Kemalist elites for many years.36 Their interpretation of Islam 
shared commonalities, although the AKP was historically and relatively more 
influenced by the Muslim Brotherhood ideology, and Gülen by the more 
mystical Sufi Islam of Central Asian origin. Despite minor differences, the 
political Islam of the AKP and the more social Islam of the cemaat shared 
enough of a common ground to build an alliance. This common ground also 
shared a common rival in the powerful military and the Kemalist elites who 
were both very suspicious of these two religious forces, believing the AKP and 
Gülen movement to be nurturing a hidden agenda to impair the secular char-
acter of the country. The alliance helped to shake the omnipotence and the 
omnipresence of the military.37

 Together, Erdoğan and Gülen put an end to the supremacy of the army in 
both domestic and foreign affairs. Under their alliance, a lot of high-ranked 
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generals were sent to jail for real or alleged attempts to organize a coup against 
the democratically elected government. But once the common enemy of the 
army and Kemalist establishment were drawn aside, personal and ideological 
discrepancies rose to the surface. Gradually, their alliance and friendship 
eroded into a more suspicious and competitive relationship. Eventually the 
former allies became rivals, their dispute an open fight on Turkish ground and 
beyond.38 Within Turkey, the AKP now considers Gülen to be an obstacle to 
its supremacy over state institutions, while the hizmet condemns the AKP 
harshly for its increasingly anti-democratic authoritarianism. On the interna-
tional scene, the first divergence occurred in 2010 with the Gaza crisis. The 
AKP government, judging that it had been tricked and humiliated in its rela-
tions with Israel, began a more assertive policy of support for Palestinians. 
When the Turkish Mavi Marmara humanitarian convoy, under the unofficial 
hospices of the AKP government, tried to break the embargo against Gaza in 
May 2010, provoking an Israeli raid and the resultant death of nine Turkish 
citizens, the condemnation of the Turkish initiative by Fethullah Gülen was an 
unexpected surprise for Erdoğan.39 Fethullah Gülen criticized Erdoğan’s anti-
Israel policy for many reasons, among which his desire to maintain good rela-
tions with the pro-Israeli circles in the US should not be underestimated. 
Additionally, Gülen, aligned again with the US stance, has also distanced 
himself from Erdoğan’s stand on the Iranian nuclear issue. Finally, with regard 
to the Syrian crisis, Erdoğan and Gülen once again disagreed. At the beginning 
of the Syrian crisis, both Turkey and the US opposed Bashar al Assad. With 
time Erdoğan and Obama grew apart on their response to the Syrian crisis, and 
the Gülen movement, partly ideologically and partly strategically in its personal 
competition against the AKP, adopted a more pro-Obama position.
 The ultimate break occurred in December 2013. The Gülen movement 
knew that the AKP was determined to eradicate the hizmet in Turkey, espe-
cially when in October 2013 the government announced its decision to close 
its prep schools, leaving the cemaat no choice but to strike back. Thanks to 
sympathizers working in the police and the judiciary, the hizmet revealed via 
social media several cases of corruption among high-ranking officials, some of 
whom had close ties to the Erdoğan government, and some who were mem-
bers of Erdoğan’s own family. Vindictive and paranoid, the Turkish prime 
minister is now waging a war against the hizmet. Numerous members or 
alleged members of the Gülen movement were sacked or removed from the 
police and judiciary sector, and some were arrested. The repression expands 
outside national borders, as the hizmet draws much of its strength from its 
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transnational network. Given Erdoğan’s stance against the hizmet, what are 
his chances of eradicating the hizmet? And how will his actions impact 
Turkish foreign policy?
 Turkish diplomacy has radically changed its position toward the hizmet 
since the break and has become its first adversary on the ground. 
Unsurprisingly, right after the local elections of March 2014, which resulted 
in a national plebiscite for the AKP and Erdoğan in power, the Turkish prime 
minister paid a visit to Azerbaijan. Because Azerbaijan is a staunch ally of 
Erdoğan’s government and at the same time the most massive and diverse field 
of investment for the hizmet, with dozens of schools, a university, and hun-
dreds of affiliated companies, the Turkish prime minister’s visit was an inten-
tional choice. As previously mentioned, the activism of the hizmet in 
Azerbaijan more than anywhere else relies on a strong “indigenized” group of 
sympathizers to the Gülen cause, more than on the presence of Turkish expa-
triates. Many of these sympathizers have reached high-ranking positions in 
schools and business management, and rumor has it that some of them have 
already infiltrated the highest Azerbaijani administrative bodies. Concerned 
by their invisible, yet potentially harmful influence on positive Azerbaijani–
Turkish relations, Erdoğan publicly urged the Aliyev administration to close 
all Gülen schools and adopt a more cautious attitude toward the Gülen move-
ment.40 His request has been partly satisfied.41 Indeed, the Azerbaijani govern-
ment has changed the status of the hizmet-affiliated schools, putting them 
under much more severe scrutiny, and most significantly has expelled a special 
adviser, Elnur Aslanov,42 from the presidential administration, due to his links 
with the Gülen movement.
 It also appears that Turkish embassies abroad received specific recommen-
dations from Ankara to end their cooperation with the Gülen schools, and 
instead now preach against their “pernicious” activities. The case studies of 
two African countries just after the crisis are very informative about the extent 
of the break between Turkish diplomacy and the Gülen movement. In 
Senegal, where the Turkish ambassador was more of a Kemalist and, as a dip-
lomat, did not show concern about the personal dispute between Erdoğan and 
Gülen, he remained neutral by trying not to take part in the fratricide duel. As 
such, the hizmet schools in Senegal were not directly targeted by any attack or 
pressure from the Turkish embassy.
 The situation was rather different in the neighboring Mauritania, where the 
Turkish ambassador had a special profile. As a loyal servant to Erdoğan and the 
AKP ideology, he joined the diplomacy after Erdoğan made him ambassador. 
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The interview we conducted with him showed the extent of his passion for the 
dispute between Erdoğan and the hizmet. Consequently, it would be no surprise 
if Ankara’s recommendations to have all schools closed and the hizmet local 
interests frozen were applied in Mauritania under his term.
 In Georgia, Iraq, and Egypt, the Turkish government’s “crusade” against the 
hizmet has been more subtle. In Georgia, the movement is not powerful 
enough to threaten Erdoğan’s image; and, more importantly, the Gülen move-
ment’s presence in Georgia is the preferred Turkish presence in their country 
for the Georgian authorities who know that, compared to other Turkish 
Islamic movements, the hizmet is less focused on proselytism. Indeed, Islamic 
activism operated by Turkish movements among Muslims in Ajaria is mainly 
the work of Süleymancilar, a powerful Islamic organization in Turkey. In 
Egypt, the hizmet interests are safe. Whereas the relations between Abelfattah 
al Sissi and Erdoğan, because of the latter’s link to the Muslim Brotherhood 
and former president Mohammad Morsi, are extremely bad. Surprisingly 
enough, in Iraq where the hizmet is very active in an extremely delicate politi-
cal environment, the Turkish government has not sought to harm the hizmet 
educational initiatives, at the risk of jeopardizing a very fragile balance.
 Both in Turkey and abroad, the war between Erdoğan and the hizmet 
movement has weakened the Gülen movement. However, as the general 
elections on 7  June reflected a clear defeat for Erdoğan and his AKP party, 
who did not achieve the necessary numbers to change the Turkish Consti-
tution, there is good reason to think that this defeat foreshadows a new 
course of weakness for Erdoğan despite his combat against the Gülen move-
ment. Because his authoritarianism has become more and more apparent, 
Erdoğan has tarnished his image abroad, which will weaken his ability to 
convince foreign countries to limit the presence and influence of Gülen-
affiliated institutions.
 On 15  July 2016, a major political cataclysm occurred in Turkey, when 
elements within the Turkish military took part in an attempted coup d’état. 
The coup, intended to overthrow President Erdoğan, was quickly thwarted, 
and the president was able to reassert his authority within twenty-four hours. 
The details and circumstances of the failed coup d’état remain largely unclear, 
but the Turkish government immediately attributed it to Fethullah Gülen, 
whose followers had allegedly infiltrated many state institutions, including the 
armed forces. Whether true or not, whatever the degree of Gülen’s implication 
in the coup d’état, the movement is more than ever considered to be a “terrorist 
organization” by the Erdoğan government, and the president has launched an 
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aggressive purge within the state bureaucracy, the military, and academia of 
alleged Gülen followers.
 Significantly, Erdoğan has not limited his all-out war against Gülen to Turkey. 
Following the coup attempt, Erdoğan directed Turkish embassies abroad to do 
what they could to undermine the Gülen movement and its global reach. 
Specifically, Turkish embassies began demanding that host countries halt the 
operations of Gülen-affiliated schools. The responses of the host states have been 
varied, with some, like Pakistan, closing Gülenist schools, while others refusing 
to do so. In Azerbaijan, the government closed Gafgaz University because of its 
Gülen affiliation. Since December 2013, Gülen schools have been placed under 
the Azerbaijani state’s firm control, and some Turkish citizens have been barred 
from managing the schools. The governments of Georgia and Iraqi Kurdistan 
did not change their attitude toward the Gülen schools. For them, control over 
their educational system was a question of sovereignty and they were not suscep-
tible to pressures from a foreign government.
 Perhaps an even more important reason for balking at Turkish demands, 
however, has to do with the type and level of education services that the Gülen 
movement guarantees. The Gülen schools are generally known for providing 
high-quality education in English, and have produced many wealthy and 
powerful alumni. Moreover, for more than twenty years, they have operated 
legally and have catered to elite and well-to-do families. Suddenly closing 
them, ostensibly because of an internal Turkish power struggle, would be both 
disruptive and politically costly for host governments.
 Insofar as Turkish soft power in West Asia and the South Caucasus is con-
cerned, the coup d’état is likely to have disastrous consequences in certain 
respects. The end of the alliance between Turkish diplomacy and the Gülen 
movement will limit the impact of Turkish schools, and will also impede the 
continued diffusion of Turkish language, culture, and influence. Nevertheless, 
the perseverance of Gülenist schools in other countries, especially in places 
where they have become financially autonomous from Turkish business circles, 
is likely to continue the mantle of the Gülen movement, or at least Gülen’s spirit. 
This will most likely sustain and perhaps even spread Turkish soft power.

Conclusion: the place of Turkey in Western Asia with or without Gülen 
by AKP’s side

While they were allies, the Turkish government and the Gülen movement 
helped to develop a powerful Turkish presence and influence in their immedi-
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ate regional environment and beyond. Placing Turkey on the worldwide map 
was beneficial to both sides; but now the break will likely harm both sides, an 
outcome for which both share responsibility. The hizmet could not and would 
not approve the AKP’s authoritarian turn, and the hizmet’s politicization away 
from its initial mystic and apolitical identity challenged and threatened the 
government. The break leaves no winner, but one loser: Turkish soft power, 
not only in Western Asia but everywhere that it made a difference and made 
a promising opening for Turkish influence.
 It will not be easy now for Ankara to clean its tarnished international image 
after the hizmet launched a media conspiracy campaign exposing its authori-
tarian excesses and corruption scandals. As a result, the AKP lost all credibil-
ity as a so-called “Turkish model.” In terms of soft power, Turkey lost much of 
its ability to attract and persuade as a model of moderate Islam, combining 
harmoniously with democracy and a liberal market economy. The hizmet is no 
longer by the AKP’s side to balance its decisions with a sense of measure, and 
this might weigh negatively on Turkey’s isolation in the international scene.
 But Turkey and the AKP government are not the only losers in this major 
political crisis. The hizmet will also make a bad harvest in Turkey and abroad. 
For many years, Gülen and his followers pretended that the hizmet was only a 
social movement advocating the conciliation of Islam with modernity and 
science, insisting on the concept to serve humanity (hizmet etmek) and deny-
ing any kind of political or leadership ambition. However, what happened in 
December 2013 showed that they are not so immune to political influence 
and power. The hizmet may have lost a round against the AKP government, 
but the confrontation continues. The impressive political power it has dem-
onstrated by infiltrating the police and judiciary will also probably tarnish its 
international image as a social and humanitarian organization. It might jeop-
ardize the future of their own assets, schools, media outlets, and businesses in 
countries where the regimes have come to realize that they were not as inno-
cent as they claim to be.
 As for the direct consequences on Turkey’s place and influence in Western 
Asia, the break between Erdoğan and Gülen that spread to the government 
against the international interests of the hizmet will compromise Ankara’s ambi-
tions to become a regional power of influence. In the South Caucasus, Turkey is 
already losing ground to the advantage of Russia, which is operating a strong 
comeback in its historical areas of influence. In the Middle East, Turkey is 
engulfed in the Syrian crisis and finds itself more isolated than ever in the fight 
against the Islamic State organization and in the disintegration process that 
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undermines Iraq and Syria. Marginalized in the South Caucasus to the benefit 
of Russia, Turkey is losing ground in the Middle East to the benefit of Iran, 
which is the winner of this grand transformation of the Middle East.
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THE ARMENIAN IMPERATIVE

CONFRONTING AND CONTAINING OLIGARCHS

Richard Giragosian

In the wake of the collapse of the Soviet Union, the three states of the South 
Caucasus region, Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia, were ill-prepared and 
generally ill-equipped for the challenges of independence. For much of the 
past decade and a half, each of these three states has pursued a difficult course 
of economic and political reform, marked by a transition that varied in both 
consistency and commitment. And as a region with a shared history, all three 
countries have also struggled to overcome a common legacy of seven decades 
of Soviet rule.
 Historically, the region of the South Caucasus has long served as an arena 
for competition of interests among rival powers, including the Russian, 
Turkish, and Iranian empires. This historical legacy of external pressure has 
been further exacerbated by domestic institutional weakness and vulnerabil-
ity. This internal fragility has only continued, with each of these three coun-
tries still hindered by the burden of several unresolved, low-intensity conflicts 
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that have further contributed to a serious degree of regional instability and 
national insecurity.
 More specifically, the region is also plagued by a set of fundamental internal 
challenges, ranging from incomplete democracy, and the related predomi-
nance of “strongmen over statesmen,” to economic mismanagement and wide-
spread corruption. Each of these factors has significantly impeded the course 
of economic and political reforms in each country. But in terms of a steady 
erosion of political legitimacy, the most daunting challenge, however, has been 
the emergence of a new commercial–political elite, commonly referred to as 
“oligarchs,” which has distorted and deformed both the reform effort and the 
process of state-building in recent years.
 As an informative case study, the oligarchic elite in Armenia pose an espe-
cially challenging test to institutional capacity and political will, given their 
inherent position as an entrenched obstacle to developing viable democratic 
institutions and building a sound market-based, rule-governed economy. 
Moreover, the emergence of so-called “oligarchs” in Armenia, or more accu-
rately, through the formation of several commodity-based cartels, stands as a 
significant and pressing problem, as the power and influence of this oligarchic 
elite have become so entrenched that they now threaten the next stage of 
economic reform, and may seriously undermine the sustainable development 
of the country. And for Armenia, the country was hobbled by an especially 
unique post-Soviet experience, marked by the onset of independence during 
a state of war with neighboring Azerbaijan and having to recover from a seri-
ous earthquake. Yet there are several common traits and legacies among the 
former Soviet states in the South Caucasus that help to explain the emergence 
of oligarchs, or a business–political elite region-wide.

The post-Soviet experience

Given the shared challenge of overcoming the legacy of decades of Soviet 
economic mismanagement and central planning, one of the more fundamen-
tal challenges to economic reform in these post-Soviet transition states has 
been to adopt market-based economic structures and to adapt to the demands 
of the free market. This shift to capitalism has been no easy task, however, and 
has been characterized by a long and painful transition. For many of the popu-
lations of these three countries, the economic stability and order of the old 
Soviet system was abruptly replaced by the insecurity and chaos of entrepre-
neurship and unfamiliar market-driven economic demands in the post-Soviet 
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era. For a small elite, however, the period ushered in a new opportunity, unfet-
tered by rules or laws and endowed with as much reward as risk.
 During this period of initial transition, the region quickly forged its own 
unique system for commerce and trade. What made commerce in these coun-
tries unique was the combination of distinct factors facing each country. 
While each country sought free trade, with an added recognition of the need 
for competitiveness, for the emerging business class this also necessitated an 
open business environment. For the South Caucasus, however, this was no 
easy task in light of pressure from unresolved conflicts and the restraints from 
closed borders and limited trade routes.
 For Armenia’s new business elite, these structural challenges posed greater 
problems than for her neighbors. One of the most obvious and immediate of 
these challenges was the blockade of Armenia imposed by Azerbaijan and 
Turkey. This blockade, which still continues, was especially significant as it 
went well beyond a simple closure of borders to encompass a near-full disrup-
tion of trade, transport, and energy links. Its effects were further magnified by 
Armenia’s landlocked status, and never fully offset.
 The initial impact of the blockade when it was imposed in the 1990s was, 
of course, an immediate and devastating shortage of foodstuffs and basic com-
modities, an abrupt and severe energy crisis, and a period of economic isola-
tion. The immediate effects forced Armenia to adapt quickly to the sanctions 
by concentrating on its sole remaining external trade link, northward through 
Georgia. Although this led to a degree of dual dependence—on Georgia for 
trade access and on Russia as a major trading partner—the fact that Armenia 
was forced to adapt developed as a key competitive advantage. This adaptabil-
ity was more than a mere weathering of adversity; it was sheer survival. And it 
was that adaptation in which Armenian business was able to excel, and in rela-
tive terms far outpaced its neighbors.
 It was this very set of restraints and obstacles that provided the opportunity 
for the rise of the “oligarchic” commercial elite, however. More specifically, a 
new business elite, many with either strong ties to political officials or 
endowed with criminal links, rose to power and wealth by exploiting and 
maximizing the lack of open borders which thereby impeded competition; by 
maximizing “conflict economics”; and by building monopolies over scarce 
consumer commodities. Within the war period of the 1990s, each of these 
three countries witnessed the rise of the so-called oligarchs. And through this 
first decade of reform, this new oligarchic elite was able to enhance their 
wealth and power in each country: Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia, mim-
icking in many ways the much larger problem of oligarchs in Russia.
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 Moreover, from a broader regional perspective, later assessments consistently 
rated the business environment in Armenia much higher than its neighbors. For 
example, compared to Azerbaijan and Georgia, Armenia’s business environment 
has been hailed as the most open and least restrictive in the region. Despite its 
energy wealth, Azerbaijani businesses also face substantial challenges, such as 
problems of investment freedom, inadequate property rights, and corruption. 
But there has been more progress in recent years in Georgia, which is now 
highly rated for its “business freedom,” and for posting gains in curbing corrup-
tion. Yet this was also a problem, as the oligarchic elite was by then firmly 
entrenched within the rising commercial class in the Caucasus.

Defining the Armenian oligarch

The term “oligarch” is an old reference, often used in the context of the “rob-
ber barons” of the mid- to late-nineteenth-century United States or semi-
criminal businessmen exercising an inordinate degree of power and influence 
in many developing countries such as Mexico, Indonesia, and the Philippines. 
More recently, the term oligarch assumed an updated meaning, referring to 
the emergence of a post-Soviet commercial elite, most notably in Russia and 
Ukraine, who used close ties to both the new states and links to the criminal 
underworld to garner significant wealth and power during the early privatiza-
tion in these countries of transition.1

 Moreover, the popular meaning of an “oligarch” has come to mean “a very 
wealthy and politically well-connected businessman … who is the main owner 
of a large business and has close ties with the ruling political elite.”2 Some 
analysts have gone further, revealing the case of “state capture” to characterize 
the relationship between big businessmen, or oligarchs, and the state, demon-
strating how the oligarchs influence the state through different means.3 Over 
time, within the context of such “state capture,” the growing power and wealth 
of the oligarchs assumed an elevated status of “corporate oligarchy,” whereby 
their power, both governmental and operational, was effectively but infor-
mally divided among a small elite group of inside individuals, most often with 
some common origin or shared power base, and generally conducting business 
well beyond the confines of the rule of law or state regulation. Such corporate 
oligarchy is also usually endowed with state-granted monopolies or semi-
monopolies, backed by their privileged position both within the broader 
market and within the political system.4

 From a broader strategic perspective, the emergence of the oligarchs was 
also a result of isolation and insignificance. For a landlocked country limited 
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by its small size in terms of both demography and territory, the threat of isola-
tion stems from the constraints of closed borders, the collapse of regional 
trade and transport, and an exclusion of all regional development projects. 
With Armenia’s borders with Azerbaijan and Turkey both sealed since the 
early 1990s by the blockade, the imperative for Armenia is to overcome the 
limits of geography. This threat of isolation involves the danger of becoming 
disconnected from the globalized marketplace and from the technological and 
economic changes inherent in the process of globalization. In addition to the 
relative isolation of the country, Armenia also faces a second, related threat of 
insignificance, defined by the limits of a small landlocked country with two of 
its four borders closed.

Armenia as a case study

In the case of Armenia, even more than other post-Soviet states, the oligarchs 
represent several factors, demonstrated by their role in the following five 
core  areas:

(1)  undermining the authority and credibility of state ministries, regulatory 
bodies, and agencies, backed by privileged access and collusion with cus-
toms and tax bodies;

(2)  curbing competition by enforcing a closed and rigid market, bolstered by 
dominant market share and control over the import of key commodities 
and semi- or near-monopolies on the import and sale of consumer goods;

(3)  distorting and deforming the efficacy of the reform program, while 
impeding the development of an emerging middle class and hindering 
private sector growth;

(4)  exercising an inordinately close linkage between business and politics;
(5)  threatening the longer-term sustainable development of the country by 

damaging the overall investment climate and diminishing prospects for 
economic growth.

 In terms of the first factor, the undermining of the very authority of the 
Armenian state, the oligarchs’ routine practice of under-paying or evading taxes 
has consistently deprived the state of much needed tax revenue, which, in turn 
has unfairly shifted much of the tax burden onto the country’s weaker small- and 
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). The credibility of the state is also weakened 
by the oligarchs’ disregard for the law, often demonstrated by their virtual impu-
nity from the law. This has tended to exacerbate the state’s already limited degree 
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of legitimacy, as the oligarchs also personify the deeper disparities in wealth and 
income, thereby only magnifying popular discontent.
 Second, as commodity-based cartels, oligarchs tend to thwart competition 
in two ways: by enforcing a closed and rigid market through their dominant 
hold over the import (and to a lesser degree, export) of key commodities; and, 
by acting as “barriers to entry” for new firms, often leveraging their dominant 
market share to undercut or force out new market entrants. Third, as powerful 
political actors, often able to intervene and interfere in state policy enforce-
ment, the oligarchs, both individually and as a group, are able to distort the 
efficacy of the government’s reform program. Fourth, on a structural level, the 
political power of oligarchs, most notably as members of parliament, demon-
strates the more difficult challenge of separating business from politics. A fifth 
element of the challenge posed by the oligarchs stems from their longer-term 
threat to the country’s goal of sustainable development by damaging Armenia’s 
overall investment climate by impeding the rule of law, undermining the 
integrity of contracts, ignoring property rights, and disregarding labor laws, 
thereby greatly weakening investor confidence.

The rise of the “oligarchs”

The absence of such economic institutions in the region, and the resulting 
weak regulatory framework in each state, has allowed a pattern of flagrant 
abuse and excess to emerge relatively unchallenged by the authorities. This 
lack of an adequate institutionalization of economic regulation and enforce-
ment has permitted the emergence of a new class of economic elite. This new 
elite, the so-called “oligarchs,” have acquired economic power at the expense 
of state power, depriving the state of both tax revenue and defoliating the 
country of national assets. In the case of the Russian and other former Soviet 
economies, this new class of oligarchs has tended to exploit the privatization 
process: firstly to gain economic power, but with an additional appetite for 
political power that also inherently threatens the success of democratization 
and political reform.
 A second problem associated with the rise of a powerful oligarchic elite is 
seen in economies endowed with natural resources, like Azerbaijan. Ironically, 
natural resource wealth has tended to hinder political modernization and 
economic development in significant and far-reaching ways. As “unearned 
riches” hinder the development of political institutions and weaken the rule 
of law, such resource-rich states have come to be called “trust-fund” states, 
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relying on the attractively easy revenue derived from energy or other resources 
rather than facing the challenging task of forging institutions and economic 
structures capable of garnering national wealth of their own.5 Examples of 
such “trust-fund states” abound, and are geographically diverse, ranging from 
Saudi Arabia to Nigeria to Venezuela.
 For Armenia, these structural shortcomings were only compounded by an 
equally daunting set of challenges, ranging from the inherent limits of its small 
size and landlocked geography to a virtual “state of war” with Azerbaijan over 
the unresolved Nagorno-Karabakh conflict. And within this context, Armenia 
embarked on a difficult path of state-building, bolstered by ambitious eco-
nomic and political reforms. Against that backdrop, the abrupt and unex-
pected collapse of the Soviet Union left Armenia largely unprepared for the 
urgency of independence.
 Therefore, in the case of the Armenian oligarchs, there are both similarities 
with the theoretical model outlined above and important differences, reflect-
ing the unique conditions in the early period of post-Soviet Armenian inde-
pendence that gave rise to their emergence. An important distinction in the 
case of the emergence of the Armenian oligarchic model from other post-
Soviet states was the unique circumstances in Armenia at the very onset of 
independence, consisting of several factors.
 First, even during the Soviet period, there was a relatively thriving “black 
market” or informal economy in Armenia, notable for its innovative strategies 
to circumvent Soviet laws and regulations, and its capacity to overcome the 
limits of centralized planning and the closed distribution of goods and ser-
vices. While this informal “grey economy” later helped ease Armenia’s difficult 
early period of transition to a market economy by offering a degree of experi-
ence and familiarity with an open market, the semi-legal or even outright 
criminal underworld in Armenia also posed early challenges to state rule and 
enforcement in the early years of independence.6

 A second factor contributing to the unique conditions in Armenia allowing 
for the emergence of the oligarchic system was the specific conditions in the 
country in the immediate aftermath of the collapse of the Soviet Union. 
Moreover, several developments even during the period prior to independence 
tended to foster the emergence of oligarchs. For example, Armenia was beset 
by two seminal events: the eruption of the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict trig-
gering a subsequent war with Azerbaijan in February 1988, and a devastating 
earthquake in December 1988. The latter event, the earthquake, encouraged 
private groups to assume control of the distribution of critical supplies, such 
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as medicine and food stocks, and to channel humanitarian aid to the earth-
quake area in the absence of any coordination or capacity by the weak central 
authorities of the last Soviet Armenian government.
 But it was the Nagorno-Karabakh war that was most significant for creating 
the conditions for the birth of an entrenched oligarchic system in Armenia. 
During this time, the combination of the sudden and unexpected collapse of 
the Soviet Union and the outbreak of war led to a severe disruption of trade 
and transport routes, cut key energy links, and triggered a near blockade of the 
country by neighboring Azerbaijan and Turkey. Given these conditions, this 
early phase of independence, marred by war, blockade, and economic collapse, 
culminated in severe shortages of food, electricity, fuel, and other critical 
products and consumer goods.
 These conditions also predetermined the development of a subsequent 
closed, oligarchic economic system, and seriously distorted reform, as the state 
was unable to overcome the scarcity of goods. The weakness of the state fur-
ther led to the recruitment and retention of oligarchs, both on an individual 
basis and through small groups or cartels, who then assumed responsibility for 
the production and distribution of goods and services. This role was only 
bolstered by their additional role in supplying the emerging Armenian mili-
tary, serving the state as logistical agents, often justified by military necessity.
 Within this closed economic system and facing little state oversight or 
regulation, several commodity-based cartels emerged, bolstered by a powerful 
combination of criminal links and political influence. Their power also 
stemmed from the opportunities for power and profit inherent in exploiting 
“conflict economics” through monopolistic positions controlling scarce con-
sumer commodities. These cartels and semi-monopolies quickly solidified 
their power as “agents of the state,” preventing any competition and securing 
dominant positions over the import and export of key consumer goods, raw 
materials, and foodstuffs.
 More broadly, a third, related factor that led to the emergence of oligarchic 
cartels was the consequence of the “conflict economics” of the Karabakh war, 
which also helped them to garner political influence, as their support for a 
feeble and war-weary state increased demonstrably. This was also due to the 
fact that the Armenian government at the time was largely preoccupied with 
economic measures in other areas, including land reform, privatization, and 
the introduction of a stable national currency. The power of these cartels 
quickly expanded beyond commodities, however, and similar to other post-
Soviet states, they leveraged their links with the state and political power to 
acquire inordinate wealth and assets during the privatization process. At the 
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same time, they further consolidated their power by positioning themselves at 
the top of the rapidly developing networks of patronage and corruption 
within the state system.
 Over time, the cartels adopted more sophisticated means of expanding 
their power, including using collusion to fix and enforce commodity prices, 
barring competitors from emerging, and securing exclusive state procurement 
contracts. Furthermore, the early absence of economic institutions and the 
weak regulatory framework tended to support a pattern of flagrant abuse and 
excess by the cartels that went relatively unchallenged by the authorities. This 
lack of an adequate institutionalization of economic regulation and state 
enforcement provided the foundation for the emergence of this new class of 
economic elite. Over time, Armenia’s oligarchs were able to extend their 
informal networks of political power through informal cartels and commod-
ity-based semi-monopolies and now wield significant economic and political 
power. Moreover, this oligarchic elite has further acquired both substantial 
wealth and significant economic–commercial power, most often at the 
expense of state authority, depriving the state of both tax revenue and defo-
liating the country of national assets through the privatization process. 
Transforming into a new business elite, the oligarchs, many with either strong 
ties to political officials or endowed with criminal links, now exercise their 
power, position, and privilege by exploiting and maximizing the isolation 
caused by the country’s (still) closed borders, impeding competition, and 
maximizing their near-monopoly and dominant market hold over the import 
(and export, in some cases) of core commodities, such as gasoline, aviation 
fuel and heating oil, and basic staple goods, ranging from flour to sugar.
 Against this backdrop, the real danger stems more from complacency and 
inaction, while for Armenian business, given the small size of the national 
economy, there is a serious need for the state to tackle monopolies and to 
open the economy further through transparency and competition. Although 
the emergence of near-monopolies in the Armenian business sector has not 
been as profound or as powerful as in other former Soviet states, they have 
created two especially serious problems for the overall Armenian economy. 
First, the rather unique form of Armenia’s oligarchic business tends to stifle 
economic growth by restricting the export–import trade sector. The second, 
net result is an overall weakening of economic growth, barriers to competi-
tion, and serious disincentives for foreign investment. In Armenia’s case, 
these results reinforce the structural limits of being economically isolated and 
geographically landlocked.
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Barriers to entry and impediments to market competition

In terms of the direct impact on market competition, the oligarchs, as a busi-
ness elite with close ties to political officials, are a primary obstacle by virtue 
of their monopoly positions in controlling scarce consumer commodities. 
Thus the real danger for Armenia stems from complacency; and for Armenian 
business, especially given the small size of the national economy, there is a 
serious need for the state to tackle monopolies and to open the economy 
further through transparency and competition.
 Although the emergence of monopolies in the Armenian business sector 
has not been as profound or as powerful as that of other of the former Soviet 
states, it has created two especially serious problems for the overall Armenian 
economy. First, the rather unique form of Armenia’s business monopolies, 
unlike their counterparts in the case of Russia, for example, comprise informal 
cartels based on a dominant control over the import and export of specific key 
commodities. Such a stranglehold has serious economic consequences, as it 
tends to stifle economic growth by restricting the export–import trade sector. 
The net result is an overall weakening of economic growth, barriers to compe-
tition, and a serious disincentive for foreign investment.
 The second economic impact of these commodity-based cartels or monop-
olies is their role in obstructing the rise and expansion of new firms and busi-
nesses. This too harms overall job creation and maintains the closed and 
limited nature of the national economy.
 In larger economies, such “cronyism” has resulted in high “transaction 
costs,” whereby corruption becomes entrenched, even to the point of actually 
weakening the state by depriving it of much needed tax revenue. It also limits 
economic growth in the short run, and constrains competition in the long 
run, which in turn leads to higher prices and slower innovation. Thus, the 
cumulative effects are devastating for the national economy overall and for 
society in particular. But as seen in the model of Armenian business in par-
ticular, such a failure to tackle the closed, monopolized economy also threat-
ens to destabilize and further isolate the country.

Obstacles to SME development

The influence, presence, and power of the Armenian oligarchs has weighed 
heavily against competition and the emergence of small- and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs). Commodity-based cartels and monopolies continue to 
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pose a serious problem for the country’s economic development, especially as 
the government has failed to introduce more effective application of anti-
monopoly mechanisms, or reduce administrative costs for small and medium-
sized enterprises. Despite having one of the most advanced regulatory systems 
among the former Soviet states, Armenia still needs to improve transparency. 
As things stand now, Armenia lacks the necessary combination of critical laws 
and effective enforcement, particularly in the area of anti-monopoly and anti-
trust laws. This weakness is exacerbated by excessive state control over some 
key sectors of the economy.
 Given the prevalence of generally weak state regulatory institutions and a 
pronounced lack of political will to confront corruption and break up cartels 
and semi-monopolies, the now entrenched power and position of the oli-
garchs stands as a direct threat to reform and, at least, an indirect threat to the 
state itself, especially in terms of tax evasion or under-reporting of profit and 
income. The oligarchic system has had a devastating impact on Armenia, erod-
ing the power and authority of the state, which can neither tax the oligarchs 
nor police their business interests. In this context, the state now faces an uphill 
battle if it is to regain control of the economic system.
 Against this backdrop, the real danger for Armenia stems from compla-
cency and for Armenian business. Especially given the small size of the 
national economy, there is a serious need for the state to tackle monopolies 
and to open the economy further through transparency and competition. 
Although the emergence of monopolies in the Armenian business sector has 
not been as profound or as powerful as in other former Soviet states, the net 
result is an overall weakening of economic growth, barriers to competition, 
and a serious disincentive for foreign investment. The second economic 
impact of these commodity-based cartels or monopolies is their role in 
obstructing the rise and expansion of new firms and businesses.
 This too harms overall job creation and maintains the closed and limited 
nature of the national economy. In Armenia’s case, this not only reinforces the 
landlocked limits on the Armenian economy, but creates a reinforcing cycle: 
where the monopolies benefit from closed borders and reinforce their control 
over key sectors of the economy. As with lessons from similar cases, the only 
effective way to tackle this problem has been to introduce “anti-trust” legisla-
tion strong enough to counter and contain the oligarchic cartels. Ultimately, 
it is the implementation and enforcement of the laws and legislation that 
matters most. In addition, there are also negative effects from the oligarchic 
system on the country’s tax assessment and revenue collection system, as well 
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as a deeper structural problem in the Armenian taxation system. Because the 
state cannot generate revenue from these oligarchs, state revenue has instead 
traditionally relied on proceeds from value added tax (VAT), most of which 
emanates from imported goods. Accounting for a little more than half of all 
state revenue, VAT has now become the leading source of state revenue, far 
beyond the meagre collection of corporate profit tax.
 Yet after past years of double-digit economic growth, such a discrepancy 
between dangerously high reliance on VAT and a meagre rate of corporation tax 
is worrisome for two reasons. First, such an overreliance on VAT for overall tax 
collection is not sustainable over the long term and, as the low level of corporate 
tax revenue demonstrates, has only deferred more serious budget shortfalls while 
tax evasion and under-reporting has gone unpunished. In addition to this struc-
tural problem, the high dependence on VAT-related tax revenue rather than 
more significant corporation and import taxes tends to impose an unfair tax 
burden on the country’s lower and still-emerging middle classes, as individual 
consumers are increasingly forced to endure even higher sales and value added 
taxes that beset the medium- and large-scale business enterprises.

The influence of the oligarchs

Just as the rise of the oligarchs has been based on their personal, political, and 
military ties and connections, assessing the influence of the oligarchs, both 
individually and collectively, depends on their personal standing and reputa-
tion, as well as the usually opaque allegiances and alliances with each other. 
As is the case with most countries, economic clout and wealth are usually 
closely linked with political power and influence, often with a nation’s 
wealthy elite holding a disproportionate amount of power and influence. 
Recognizing the threat posed by the combination of wealth and political 
power, democratic reformers have sought to construct “checks and balances” 
designed to counter such power. And although there were many times when 
a small wealthy elite was able to acquire and exercise too much power, the 
institutional system of checks and balances always tended to restore a natural 
balance over the longer term.
 But, for countries lacking strong democratic institutions like Armenia, 
there is a tendency for personal politics over policy politics.7 This dominance 
of politics of personalities has only encouraged Armenia’s individual oligarchs 
to acquire and exercise inordinate personal influence. While this personal 
influence stems from a network of close connections, including personal 
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friendship, with a varied number of officials and political figures, the informal 
nature of their influence is inherently insecure. In other words, the degree of 
their influence is dependent on their personal standing and relationship with 
political officials, a limitation that makes their power dependent on official 
favor, as they must remain in good standing or else risk losing some or all of 
their influence. Given this inherent insecurity in the longer-term influence of 
the oligarchs, there is a related danger that they exceed any informal limits on 
their influence.
 Over the past several years, the expanding influence of the oligarchs has 
been matched by significantly greater pubic visibility, at times even embarrass-
ing their political patrons. More recently, as this higher visibility has fostered 
an “arrogance of power” among many of the most prominent oligarchs, there 
has been a pronounced public backlash, with many oligarchs having become 
the objects of public derision and popular disdain. This negative backlash has 
also been magnified by the public flaunting of wealth and flouting of the law 
by the oligarchs, which for a small country like Armenia is especially threaten-
ing to the widening disparities of wealth and growing poverty.8

Business and politics

As the early source of the oligarchs’ economic power was rooted in the 
Karabakh war and the period’s conflict economics, their political power also 
emanates from their military role during the early period of the war. The cease-
fire in 1994 halted hostilities but merely “froze” the underlying conflict, so the 
resultant uneasy period of “neither peace nor war” allowed this newly emerg-
ing oligarchic elite to accumulate and consolidate yet greater power. Steadily 
securing power from even within the government of the first president, Levon 
Ter-Petrosyan, the oligarchs provided key support for a virtual coup d’etat initi-
ated by then-Defense Minister Serge Sarkisian, Prime Minister Robert 
Kocharian, and former Defense Minister Vazgen Sarkisian, which culminated 
in the forced resignation of Ter-Petrosyan in February 1998. The first two 
were natives of Nagorno-Karabakh, Sarkisian having led the small but impres-
sive Karabakh armed forces, and Kocharian having previously served as the 
Karabakh head of state. As their power and ambition grew, both men came to 
be seen as a new “Karabakh” political elite, eventually assuming near-complete 
control of Armenia proper, with the oligarchs providing key backing and con-
veniently “switching sides” for a new political master.
 The most revealing aspect of the end of the Ter-Petrosyan government was 
not the resignation itself, but the context. The ousting of Ter-Petrosyan was 
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prompted allegedly by his moderate approach to the Karabakh issue and justi-
fied by a pretext of Armenian national security. Assuming the presidency in 
subsequent elections, the rise of Robert Kocharian demonstrated the ascend-
ancy of this Karabakh elite, which then consolidated control and mastery of 
most of the oligarchs, as well as much of the country’s networks of crime and 
corruption.9 The end result was a new government dominated by political 
figures who not only shared common roots with Karabakh natives, but who 
had also gained power and legitimacy because of the Karabakh conflict.
 After a period of commercial consolidation, the entrenched position of the 
oligarchs in Armenia has been matched by the close relationship between 
business and politics. In recent years, the convergence of economic and politi-
cal power has become even further consolidated, as the members of the new 
“oligarchic elite” were formally elected to the Armenian parliament in 2003 
(and have returned in each subsequent parliamentary election), raising obvi-
ous concerns over the integrity of governance and public policy in Armenia. 
More specifically, the longer-term worry is demonstrated by the clear conflict 
of interests and dubious ethics inherent in allowing powerful “businessmen” 
to become parliamentarians and, at least theoretically, being able to influence 
and even legislate economic and political reforms.
 The emergence of a number of powerful oligarchs in the political arena 
poses more problems. It is most apparent from the pressure they can bring to 
bear as parliamentarians, and from their new-found structural ability to influ-
ence and impede reforms from the inside. Their direct role within national 
politics also highlights the risks posed by cozy relationships between business 
and politics, and by the power of a commercial–political elite as an impedi-
ment to the development of viable democratic institutions, by hindering 
market-based, rule-governed economic reforms.
 More specifically, after securing (and retaining) a number of seats in the 
Armenian parliament, the oligarchs’ political role as deputies demonstrates a 
convergence of corporate, state, and in some cases even criminal interests.10 In 
addition to influencing the formulation of public policy and garnering sub-
stantial leverage over the course of governmental policies, this oligarchic elite 
has come to embody the difference between the power to rule and the respon-
sibility to govern. In the case of other former Soviet economies, this new class 
of oligarchs has tended to exploit the privatization process to gain economic 
power first, but has exhibited a subsequent appetite for political power. It is 
that new-found political role that inherently threatens the course of democra-
tization and political reform.
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 The most significant element of the relationship between business and poli-
tics is the utility of the oligarchs as key pillars of support for the authorities in 
terms of vote-buying and election-related activities, as well as campaign and 
party financing. This political utility has served to strengthen the ruling party 
machine in Armenia, at both local and national levels. Even more distressing, 
although Armenia’s recent election cycle has passed,11 the oligarchs are likely 
to continue to play an important role in terms of conflict within the ruling 
elite. More specifically, the oligarchs may become more actively engaged in a 
looming struggle for power as an important new period of political transition 
opens, perhaps driven by a perception of weakness in President Sarkisian’s 
position as a “lame duck,” having been elected to a second, final term with no 
clear successor. For this reason, they may seek to engage more deeply in the 
political process now, and become more politically active (and even less loyal), 
in order to exert more influence or even control the fight for succession as the 
broader transition to a post-Sarkisian elite begins.12

Oligarchs in parliament

Despite the steady accumulation of political power and influence through the 
1990s, the oligarchs did not formally enter the Armenian parliament until 2003. 
Driven largely by a motivation to acquire status, as well as parliamentary immu-
nity, a considerable number of oligarchs ran in the May 2003 parliamentary 
election. In terms of political allegiance, most of them were closely affiliated 
with the ruling Republican Party of Armenia, although a few were individually 
aligned with smaller parties. Since then, however, nearly all of the oligarchs 
became “independents,” standing for re-election as candidates for the majoritar-
ian seats, rather than running on party lists for the proportional seats.13

 Most interestingly, there was also a case of party formation, as seen by the 
United Labor Party, which was very much the creation of the oligarch Arsenian, 
and was formed a mere three months prior to the election. As one of the more 
serious oligarchs, Arsenian’s business interests are concentrated on the oil and 
cigarette trade, as well as owning a number of other businesses, including the 
Kentron TV station which he acquired in 2003, just prior to the election.14

 The success of the oligarchs in their first election was largely due to their 
ability to outspend their rival candidates, often by a 10:1 proportion. Despite 
a general lack of political experience or campaigning skill, by choosing to 
stand in single-candidate constituencies, the oligarchs were able to maximize 
their inherent advantages by focusing their efforts and money on overwhelm-
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ing any opponent in the district; although in some cases in prior elections, 
they either forced or bribed some candidates to stand aside in favor of their 
own candidacies, further undermining the democratic process.
 Another significant aspect of their political stature in past parliamentary 
elections was the more sophisticated demonstration of political strategy by 
some of the more serious oligarchs. For example, Hrant Vartanian, an oligarch 
with extensive business interests through Grand Holding, was able to secure 
the election of several of his employees and friends, as well as his son. Closely 
aligned with the Armenian Revolutionary Federation (ARF)-Dashnaktsutiun 
party, Vartanian was able to pressure that party to add several of his chosen 
candidates to their party list, and after providing financial assistance and cam-
paigning volunteers, ensured the election of Samvel Sahakian and Armenuhi 
Hovhanissian (two senior executives of the Masis Tobacco Company, owned 
by Vartanian), Araik Grigorian (the director of Vartanian’s Avshar Winery), 
and Vartanian’s son, Mikayel Vartanian.
 The move was significant beyond the display of political acumen, as it also 
revealed the possibility that other oligarchs might recruit and secure the elec-
tion of loyal employees and relatives as new, younger and more acceptable 
candidates in the future. Such an option would ensure that the interests and 
influence of the oligarchs would be continuously protected, while avoiding 
the scrutiny of openly holding seats in parliament.
 Since then, however, there has been a concerted effort to pare down and 
limit the number of oligarchs in parliament. For example, since the parliamen-
tary elections of 2008 and 2012, almost half of the initial group of oligarchs 
were not returned to parliament, although that reduction also includes several 
oligarchs who assumed other state positions or official responsibilities. 
Nevertheless, many of the more “publicly unacceptable” oligarchs were 
encouraged to stand aside after serving their one term in parliament. But in 
many ways, the May 2012 parliamentary election represented a clash between 
the government and the oligarchs.
 For several months prior to the May 2012 election, Prime Minister Tigran 
Sarkisian and President Serzh Sarkisian himself both publicly vowed that the 
new parliament would no longer have oligarchs as deputies. After an initial 
public promise by many of the leading oligarchs not to return as deputies, the 
oligarchs then decided to challenge the government more directly, refuting 
their earlier promise and forcing the government to back down. In the end, 
many of the oligarchs ran for re-election and easily kept their seats in parlia-
ment. It was, in many ways, a public humiliation for the Sarkisian government, 
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in which the oligarchs challenged the state, and won, with little state response 
or retaliation.
 Overall, the presence of oligarchs in parliament has had little real effect on 
Armenian politics, however. For the overwhelming majority of the oligarch 
deputies, the appeal of parliament is nothing more than simple status and 
basic immunity, confirmed by both their voting record and attendance at 
parliamentary sessions. And given their lack of interest in ether voting or 
attending sessions, there has been little real danger of oligarchs understanding 
the potential power in using the legislative process to distort or deform public 
policy. Yet that danger is real, and at some point the oligarchs may realize the 
effectiveness of using their mandates to enact laws to benefit their corporate 
interests directly.

Privileged position and political will

Since the acquisition of a dominant market share and control over the import 
and export of a wide range of core commodities, the oligarchs have also ben-
efited from an informal system of special privileges, in terms of de facto 
exemptions and special treatment regarding tax and customs enforcement. 
This special arrangement is driven by the close working relationship between 
the leading oligarchs and senior officials of the Armenian State Revenue 
Committee (SRC), which comprises both the state tax and customs bodies.
 Now in his second and final term, Armenian President Sarkisian has gener-
ally overcome the dangerous legacy of distrust, discontent, and crisis of confi-
dence that he first inherited upon taking office. In a broader sense, there is also 
a fresh opportunity for President Sarkisian for political will and leadership, 
based on his desire to leave a legacy that may last well beyond his second term. 
And with no successor, there is ample room for bold political courage, and 
most notably to confront the entrenched power of the oligarchs.
 Moreover, there is a further opportunity for change because of the fact that 
politics in Armenia is now entering a new period of dynamic change, driven 
by a fundamentally different nature of political conflict and the onset of a new 
period of political transition. In terms of new political conflict, a serious divi-
sion has emerged within the ruling political elite, emanating from a deep 
rivalry between current President Serzh Sarkisian and his predecessor, former 
President Robert Kocharian, and matched by an open “battle by proxy” 
between Sarkisian’s dominant Republican Party and the country’s number 
two party, Prosperous Armenia, widely seen as the political creation of 
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Kocharian. At the same time, on a deeper level, the Armenian president’s term 
reflects a closing chapter in the country’s political history. Although Sarkisian’s 
February 2013 re-election was most clearly defined by a serious lack of com-
petition, he is viewed as the “last of the Mohicans,” as the last of a specific 
Armenian political elite. With no clear successor, Sarkisian represents the last 
representative of the political elite that came to power in Armenia from 
Nagorno-Karabakh and because of the Karabakh conflict, exploiting a politi-
cal vacuum and embracing a nationalist political discourse at that time.
 Moreover, the present Armenian political landscape also marks the opening 
of a new political transition, with the rise of a new, younger generation of 
political figures. This newly emerging political elite has no direct connection 
to Karabakh or reliance on the nationalist politics of that conflict, and gained 
political, and financial, power as they rose up through the Armenian political 
system. But being younger and different does not necessarily make this new 
elite more democratic. Rather, the more significant factor is the political tran-
sition and the emergence of a new elite which will force open a closed and 
rigid political system, offering more space and greater hope for more mature 
politics in Armenia.

Oligarchs and the economics of power

In most countries, economics and politics far too often intertwine, with a 
nation’s wealthy elite holding too much power and influence. The dangers from 
such a close relationship between economic and political power have long been 
understood, and have even been reflected in the historical maxim that “power 
corrupts, and absolute power corrupts absolutely.” Recognizing the threat posed 
by the combination of wealth and political power, democratic reformers have 
sought to construct “checks and balances” designed to counter such power. And 
although there were many times when a small wealthy elite was able to acquire 
and exercise too much power, the institutional system of checks and balances 
always tended to restore a natural balance over the longer term.
 But for countries without resilient democratic institutions, there is little 
recourse, as the state lacks the capability to check or balance the power of the 
rich. This problem is evident in the case of the post-Soviet states, whose transi-
tion to market economics and pluralistic democracy has been beset with pro-
found obstacles. These post-Soviet countries also face a deeper paradox, whereby 
essential political and economic reforms are susceptible to being thwarted by the 
very same wealthy elite that they seek to curb and control. Moreover, the weak-
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ness of the rule of law in such transition states further impedes the early stages 
of reform, exacerbating the inherent vulnerability to the influence of such elites, 
well before the establishment of a durable democracy.
 For a small country like Armenia, the disparities of wealth and power 
become only more apparent, and much harder to correct. And in the case of 
Armenia, the economic system has been distorted, with commodity-based 
cartels and monopolies garnering a dangerous degree of power and position 
within the economy. In recent years, the convergence of economic and politi-
cal power became even further consolidated, as a new “oligarchic elite” was 
formally elected to the Armenian parliament. The emergence of such a domi-
nant and exclusive body raises obvious concerns over the integrity of govern-
ance and public policy in Armenia. More specifically, the longer-term worry 
is demonstrated by the clear conflict of interests and dubious ethics inherent 
in allowing powerful “businessmen” to be responsible for formulating and 
legislating economic and political reform. Once the wealthy elite acquired a 
new, formal role in Armenian politics, a virtual culture of impunity became 
even more firmly entrenched. At the same time, governance in Armenia was 
increasingly expressed through a new “arrogance of power,” where the state 
abdicated its responsibility to serve and protect the public. Naturally, this 
only fostered a greater sense of apathy and disengagement among ordinary 
Armenian citizens.

Taking on the oligarchs

In order to confront and curb the powerful oligarchs, there are several meas-
ures that may be adopted in Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia. Of course, the 
twin challenges of corruption and the oligarchs are interrelated, and are also 
mutually reinforcing, as the shadow economy promotes corruption within the 
tax system, while corruption tends to foster a permissive view of the oligarchs. 
But on their own, both problems are direct challenges to the country. And 
ironically, unlike the commonly held perception of the state benefiting from 
corruption and the shadow economy, both also threaten the state, by depriv-
ing it of sizeable tax and customs revenues. One obvious conclusion is that, 
like much of what is wrong in the region today, there is a lack of political will. 
It is political will that is needed to reform and bolster the tax and customs 
services by ending the permissive and passive approach to tax evasion and 
avoidance. This permissiveness serves as the “hothouse” for a culture of impu-
nity that has allowed both corruption and the shadow economy to flourish.
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 Although these new economic problems pose new threats to social and 
economic stability, this new crisis is made only worse by the already serious 
disparities in wealth and income. These disparities, evident in a mounting 
social divide between the small wealthy elite and the much bigger propor-
tion of ordinary citizens, have magnified the rise of the so-called “oligarchs” 
in Armenia. In fact, there is an interesting lesson from the case of the 
Russian oligarchs: for Russia’s oligarchs, the recent economic crisis weak-
ened them considerably, with most now begging the Russian state for loans 
and assistance. The underlying weakness of oligarchs—any oligarchs, not 
just the Russian or the Armenian variety—is that their “business empires” 
are based on state patronage and debt, and are not built on true business 
models or activities.
 For many of the Russian oligarchs, the crisis exposed the fragile “house of 
cards” that underpinned their businesses, and revealed their vulnerability. It is 
this vulnerability that is now spurring the Russian state to retake control over 
several key sectors of the Russian economy, as the oligarchs are being stripped 
of much of their economic clout and even political power during this crisis. In 
the case of Armenia, however, unlike Georgia, for example, the state seems to 
lack the will to adopt such tactics. Sadly, Armenia’s oligarchs have only con-
solidated their power through the control of several commodity-based cartels, 
controlling the imports of nearly all important commodities and exercising 
powerful influence over exports.
 But like the Russian case, Armenia’s oligarchs are also vulnerable, with a 
sharp fall in commodity prices, a slump in demand, and an end to easy credit 
combining to pose new threats to their personal wealth and power. Although, 
unlike Russia, the Armenian state lacks the resources to rescue these failing 
businesses, it has also failed to seize the opportunity to take on the oligarchs. 
Whether in terms of failing to pay their fair share of taxes, or due to their 
illegal cartels and semi-monopolies, the oligarchs represent one of the most 
serious threats to the state, flaunting their power and diminishing the author-
ity of the government. Equally troubling, the oligarchic structures are also 
obstacles to development, robbing the state as much as the population of 
economic opportunities and competition. What is needed is a serious cam-
paign to regulate these oligarchic business interests, enforce and break up the 
illegal commodity-based cartels, and hold the oligarchs to account, forcing 
them to meet their tax obligations and respect existing laws and regulations. 
Only then can the countries of the region overcome a general lack of legiti-
macy and crisis of confidence.
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Conclusion

For Armenia, the outlook for successfully tackling and restraining the oli-
garchs seems rather bleak. The absence of effective institutions and the result-
ing weak regulatory framework have allowed a pattern of flagrant abuse and 
excess to emerge relatively unchallenged by the authorities. This lack of insti-
tutionalization is especially evident in terms of economic regulation and 
enforcement, and has permitted the emergence of a new class of economic 
elite in Armenia. This oligarchic elite has steadily acquired economic power 
at the expense of both society and state power, depriving the state of tax rev-
enue and defoliating the country of national assets.
 The emergence of “oligarchs” as a new elite wielding excessive power is 
neither a new phenomenon nor limited geographically. The challenge of con-
taining such oligarchs has been prevalent in many countries, including 1900s 
America. In the American case, the oligarchs, or “robber barons,” of early 
industrial capitalism included such well-known patriarchs as Carnegie, 
Rockefeller, and Vanderbilt. As these oligarchs extended their informal net-
works of control throughout the booming American economy, they also cre-
ated informal cartel-based semi-monopolies. But the mounting domestic 
outrage over such monopolistic abuses led to the creation of a most effective 
weapon: anti-trust legislation. Success against these American oligarchs was 
achieved by more than just the weapon of anti-trust laws: it was the political 
will to use this legislative tool and the hardy rule of law to enforce it that were 
the keys to victory. Moreover, it took an American leader, President Theodore 
Roosevelt, courageous enough to confront the power of the oligarchs, to 
restore the natural equilibrium of the US economy.
 In the case of the Russian and other former Soviet economies, this new class 
of oligarchs has tended to exploit the privatization process to gain economic 
power initially, but then also to pursue political power that inherently threat-
ens the course of democratization and political reform. In the Russian case, 
the threat is also to the regime itself. Such a perception is at the heart of the 
ongoing drama between Russian President Vladimir Putin and the small 
group of super-oligarchs. Having enjoyed years of political power in a trade-
off for their financial support for the former Russian President Boris Yeltsin, 
they have faced a very different fate in Putin’s pursuit of a strong Russian state. 
In many ways, the clash between the state and the oligarchs was inevitable. 
Some Russian oligarchs chose exile while others opted for acquiescence. Fewer 
still were bold enough or arrogant enough to cross the line and confront 
Putin’s political will.
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 And in the case of Latin America, much of the economic growth over the 
past century was spurred by a form of state-sponsored capitalism, with local 
oligarchs in alliance with the military and the state bureaucracy, exercising 
inordinate control over key sectors and industries of the economy. This system 
led to policies of distorted trade, with high tariffs and arbitrary regulations 
that only exacerbated widening divides of economic inequality and social 
disparity. This further impeded Latin America’s overall political development 
in favor of authoritarian regimes, only interrupted by an occasional military 
intervention. This Latin American pattern was finally broken by the one coun-
try in the region that was able to replace the oligarchic economic structure 
with free markets. As Chile was the first to end the economic domination of 
the oligarchs, it also became the first to achieve lasting stability and a prosper-
ous economy in the region.
 The key to defeating the power of the oligarchs is to attack their main vul-
nerability: the source of their money. This is related to the broader campaign 
against corruption, with the rule of law (and political will) again playing a 
crucial role, and it involves tackling the economic monopolies and cartels that 
fuel and finance the oligarchs. Generally, such cartels and monopolies flourish 
within “closed” economies, averting the transparency and competition that 
dominate the more open marketplace. These cartels and monopolies also 
become entrenched by bargaining with elements of the state. In Armenia, 
given the small size of the national economy, transparency and competition 
are rather easy to avoid. And despite efforts to limit or break up monopolies, 
without the rule of law and political will very little can be reasonably expected. 
In larger economies, such as in the East Asian region, this “cronyism” has 
resulted in state policies aimed at restricting foreign and domestic competi-
tion, in return for providing an avenue for lucrative shares to the state elite.
 In both cases, however, there is a high “transaction cost” to such arrange-
ments. It fosters and promotes widespread corruption, even to the point of 
actually weakening the state by depriving it of much-needed tax revenue. It 
also limits economic growth in the short run, and constrains competition in 
the long run, which in turn leads to higher prices and slower innovation. Thus, 
the cumulative effects are devastating for the national economy overall and for 
society in particular. And for Armenia, with its small, infant economy and still 
engaged in a difficult transition, such a situation only threatens to destabilize 
and isolate the country further.
 In order to confront and curb the powerful oligarchs, there are several meas-
ures that need be adopted. While obviously the twin challenges of corruption 
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and the threat posed by the oligarchs are interrelated and also mutually reinforc-
ing, both problems are direct challenges to the state’s power. And ironically, 
unlike the commonly held perception of the Armenian state benefiting from 
corruption and the shadow economy, they harm the state, by depriving it of 
sizeable tax and customs revenues and by undermining state authority.
 Whether in terms of failing to pay their fair share of taxes, or due to their 
illegal cartels and semi-monopolies, the oligarchs represent one of the most 
serious threats to the state, flaunting their power and diminishing the author-
ity of the government. Equally troubling, the oligarchic structures are also 
obstacles to development, robbing the state as much as the population of 
economic opportunities and competition.
 Subsequently, what is needed is a serious campaign to regulate these oligar-
chic business interests, enforce and break up the illegal commodity-based 
cartels, and hold the oligarchs to account, forcing them to meet their tax 
obligations and respect existing laws and regulations. The imperative now is 
the need for a renewed commitment to defeating the power of the oligarchs 
by attacking the economic monopolies and cartels that fuel and finance the 
oligarchic system.
 It is the relationship between power and economics that holds the key to 
weathering the crisis now facing Armenia. More specifically, the inverse of the 
“economics of power” linkage—the “power of economics”—is the most effec-
tive avenue toward correcting the Armenian crisis. The “power of economics” 
offers a new sense of “creative destruction” capable of overcoming the eco-
nomic power and influence of the oligarchic system. And the power of eco-
nomics is multifaceted, including the “shocks” to the closed system from, first, 
an internal budget crisis driven by low tax collection and the need to rein in 
corruption and fight monopolies. A second shock to the system would come 
from an open border with Turkey and the subsequent competition that an 
open border would bring to the Armenian marketplace.
 Third, and most significant, is the need to realize that the Armenian state can 
no longer maintain the current economic system. Weathering the economic 
crisis necessitates an end to the state’s reliance on the twin evils of corruption 
and oligarchic cartels and monopolies. Faced with an already apparent shortage 
of political legitimacy, the Armenian state can no longer sustain the closed eco-
nomic system that has deformed and distorted the country in recent years. 
Although these economic problems pose new threats to social and economic 
stability, this new crisis is only made worse by the already serious disparities in 
wealth and income. These disparities, evident in a mounting social divide 
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between the small wealthy elite and the much bigger proportion of ordinary 
Armenians, have magnified the rise of the so-called “oligarchs.”
 This is especially crucial in light of the recent assessments of the Armenian 
economy by the International Monetary Fund (IMF), which show that Armenia 
is now facing deeper long-term problems. This means that the Armenian state 
will only continue to face declining revenue, dwindling investment, and an end 
to even the mirage of economic growth that the previous government used to 
hide its political shortcomings behind.
 What is needed is a serious campaign to regulate these oligarchic business 
interests, enforce and break up the illegal commodity-based cartels, and hold the 
oligarchs to account, forcing them to meet their tax obligations and respect 
existing laws and regulations. Only then can the Armenian government begin 
to address its already serious lack of legitimacy and crisis of confidence.
 Such a state effort to target the oligarchs’ stranglehold on business is the 
first step to meeting the government’s plans to develop small- and medium-
sized business. And such a move would also send a serious message in support 
of the state’s effort to fight corruption, which has long been seen as too little, 
too late. Although the Armenian government is increasingly coming to the 
realization that it is the economic crisis, even more than the current political 
stalemate in the country, that poses the most serious threat to stability, the 
imperative now is to take on the oligarchic cartels. And as the lessons from 
Russia reveal, the time to tackle the oligarchs is now, while they are weakened 
by the economic and financial crisis, otherwise it will be too late—too late for 
the state, and much too late for the country.
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UNDERSTANDING VARIATION IN CORRUPTION 
AND WHITE-COLLAR CRIME

GEORGIA AND ARMENIA

Alexander Kupatadze

This chapter examines the internal and external causes of variations in corrup-
tion and white-collar crime through a comparative case study of Georgia and 
Armenia. This chapter argues that, from the domestic perspective, different 
outcomes in relation to ethnic conflicts as well as differences in terms of the 
political elite’s stability (a radical changeover of political elites in Georgia 
versus a continuation of existing elite networks in Armenia) explain the vary-
ing degrees of corruption and white-collar crime rates between the two states. 
From the external dimension, this chapter states that the varying attitudes 
toward Russia and amenability to Western influence have provided different 
incentives to reform in Georgia and Armenia, and resulted in different out-
comes in reference to corruption.
 Given that Georgia and Armenia share similar histories, the variation in the 
levels of white-collar crime and corruption between these two countries has 
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remained a puzzle. Both are small Caucasian countries that share the history 
of invasions, as well as the experience of having been part of the Tsarist Empire 
and subsequently the Soviet Union. Both states have served as a battleground 
for expansionist empires from even earlier eras, including the Romans, the 
Persians, and the Ottomans. While their spoken and written languages are 
different, as are their alphabets, both cultures share an allegiance to 
Christianity, which has fueled some sense of an overarching religious identity. 
Both Armenia and Georgia are also small states that have learned to survive 
and adapt to difficult geopolitical and economic conditions. Additionally, in 
both countries, ethnic identity persisted throughout the Soviet era despite 
Russian assimilation policies.
 The case selection allows us to control the number of variables that affect 
the levels of corruption. This includes political systems or the degree of 
democracy/authoritarianism,1 political and economic competition,2 colonial 
heritage and age of democracy,3 as well as economic capacity, prospects for 
European Union accession, international trade openness,4 and foreign direct 
investment levels.5 The following table sums up some of the similarities.

Table 1: Armenia and Georgia

Armenia Georgia

Political system Presidential Presidential  
(until Oct. 2013)

Electoral system Mixed Mixed
Media freedom Medium Medium
Democracy (Freedom House 2013) Partly free Partly free
GDP (official exchange rate) (US$) $10.61 billion  

(2015 est.)
$13.75 billion 
(2015 est.)

Ethnic homogeneity 98% Armenian 84% Georgian
Large reserves of natural resources 
(oil, gas, etc.)

No No

Source: data on democracy and political system is derived from Freedom House 
Reports, available at https://freedomhouse.org/reports; data on demographics, econ-
omy, media and natural resources is derived from CIA World Factbook, https://www.
cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/.

 Although Armenia has not engaged in an active process of reform, its cor-
ruption rates were much less than those of Georgia in the 1990s. A key shift 

https://freedomhouse.org/reports
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/
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occurred when Georgia became the “anti-corruption achiever” after its Rose 
Revolution in 2003, which provided a window of opportunity for the incom-
ing political elite.6 A group of young reformers, led by US-educated lawyer 
Mikheil Saakashvili, launched a radical break with the formerly corrupt past 
and was soon credited by the World Bank’s “Doing Business” report as being 
among the world’s top reformers.7 In contrast, Armenia experienced only 
superficial reforms and limited success in fighting corruption during this time 
period. However, as in countries such as Ukraine and Kyrgyzstan, where simi-
lar reform processes succeeded only partially, in Georgia there has also been 
limited success against corruption, despite the efforts of the young reformers.8 
Hence it is important to look at why and how the window of opportunity was 
used in Georgia, rather than taking it for granted.
 Two sets of factors, internal and external, define diverging levels of corrup-
tion and white-collar crime. Internally, the Rose Revolution of 2003 provided 
a window of opportunity that was used by a young, structurally and ideologi-
cally cohesive group of reformers, willing and able to implement wide sweep-
ing reforms in Georgia. These reforms eliminated corruption in areas where 
state officials and the public interact. In Armenia, conversely, the political elite 
have had a vested interest in keeping the status quo, which has undermined 
radical reforms and perpetuated corruption. The elite continuity in Armenia 
is partially an outcome of the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict that solidified the 
dominance of corrupt interest groups in the state. Externally, the antagonism 
between Russia and the Georgian political elites for their deviation from 
“post-Sovietness” provided incentives for anti-corruption reforms. These 
incentives were further strengthened by the unanimity of Georgian political 
elites to develop closer ties with the EU and NATO.  In the case of Armenia, 

Chart 1: Control of corruption, worldwide governance indicator, World Bank9
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their “strategic partnership” with Russia did not provide any of these incen-
tives. Moreover, political elites have been divided in their willingness to inte-
grate with Euro-Atlantic blocs.
 Hence, I first discuss the issues of elite continuity/discontinuity in the two 
countries and provide evidence pertaining to how it led to diverging outcomes 
in corruption levels. Then I focus on the ethnic conflicts that the two countries 
experienced in the 1990s, and elaborate on how the outcomes of these two 
conflicts have influenced corruption. Lastly, I discuss different trajectories in the 
foreign policies of the two countries, and explain how this divergence has also 
impacted the variation in corruption rates between the two countries. This 
chapter focuses on the period from 2004 to 2012, the time of reform in Georgia 
when the radical divergence between the two countries occurred.

Elite-level variables and corruption

In Georgia, corruption was largely tolerated during Shevardnadze’s era in 
exchange for loyalty to the regime.10 In 2001, bribes to state officials were esti-
mated at between $75 and $105 million,11 while state revenues for the same 
year were $499 million.12 Subsequently, the state could not pay wages to the 
vast majority of its employees, and salaries were delayed for months. Hence, 
corruption and bribery engulfed every level of the state apparatus.13 For 
instance, a number of the Ministry of Fuel and Energy’s officials are accused of 
embezzling $380 million, an amount equal to half of the foreign aid awarded 
for the reconstruction of Georgia before the Rose Revolution.14 Ministers were 
often engaged in business activities, which resulted in conflicts of interest and 
sometimes outright corruption.15 For instance, Fridon Injia, the Minister of 
Communications in the 1990s, emerged as a major entrepreneur in the com-
munication sector while holding the government portfolio. Corrupt interest 
groups permanently derailed all anti-corruption initiatives.16 This widespread 
and unpunished abuse of office was among the reasons for public protests that 
emerged following the rigged elections in November 2003. These protests 
culminated with the removal of Eduard Shevardnadze from power, following 
which a group of young reformers took office, led by Mikheil Saakashvili. From 
the very beginning of his presidency, Saakashvili prioritized building efficient 
state institutions, and introduced sweeping public sector reforms. Fighting 
corruption and organized crime were key elements of Saakashvili’s state-build-
ing project. In general, his administration concentrated on state-building rather 
than state-democratization.17 The economic model of Singapore, as well as 
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historic strongmen and state-builders such as Mustafa Kemal Atatürk and 
Charles de Gaulle, inspired Saakashvili’s decisions.
 In pursuing state-building, Saakashvili’s team demonstrated an impressive 
level of dedication and commitment. At the forefront of their agenda were new 
anti-corruption legislations, a zero-tolerance policy toward crime and corrup-
tion, neo-liberal economic policies, and reforms of key institutions central to 
combating corruption, such as the police and prosecution apparatuses.
 These radical reforms have been implemented under very specific condi-
tions. There was a generational change in the Georgian ruling elite. Many 
members of Saakashvili’s team had a civil society background, like the Interior 
Minister Ivane Merabishvili, Secretary of the Security Council Giga Bokeria, 
and Tbilisi Mayor Gigi Ugulava. The core of the team had graduated from 
Western educational institutions. They demonstrated a high degree of struc-
tural and ideological coherence rooted in neo-liberal ideology with strong 
right-wing and market-friendly orientations.18 Saakashvili was thirty-seven 
years old when he took office, and many of his cabinet members were in their 
late twenties or early thirties. Furthermore, the government succeeded in 
attracting young educated personnel at middle and lower levels of bureaucracy 
with competitive salaries. Many of these young bureaucrats were highly moti-
vated, full of new ideas and, most importantly, zealously committed to insti-
tutional integrity.19

 Significantly, there was also a temporary breakdown in the state–business 
nexus. Initially the Saakashvili team was only peripherally involved in large 
businesses, and had only one or two financiers, such as the natural gas trader 
David Bezhuashvili. Members of the Shevardnadze family had monopolized 
most of the licit and illicit economic resources.20 Hence the incoming political 
elite were less beholden to economic interest groups in the period of most 
radical reform that took place between 2004 and 2007. The 2004 elected 
parliament mostly consisted of young activists and a few businessmen from 
the ruling United National Movement (UNM) faction.21 The radical change-
over from the old political elite, the cohesiveness of the new political elite, and 
the breakdown of collusive networks between businessmen and politicians 
were crucial for the implementation of radical and wide-sweeping reforms.
 The new government adopted a zero-tolerance policy to white-collar crime. 
In late 2003, Prime Minister Zurab Zhvania said in a press conference that 
there “will be a real fight against corruption. All those who are responsible for 
misappropriation of people’s property will be held accountable.”22 Many previ-
ous government officials were imprisoned, some of whom were released soon 
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after paying substantial fines under the framework of a newly adopted plea-
bargain system.23 The zero-tolerance policy and the use of near-universal 
incarceration led to a dramatic increase in the prison population: it quadru-
pled from 6,119 prisoners in 2003 to 24,114 prisoners in 2011.24

 The criminal justice approach was supplemented by neo-liberal economic 
policies focusing on reducing red tape, simplifying state regulations, and opti-
mizing bureaucracy. These measures led to a dramatic decrease in corruption, 
especially in sectors where citizens’ interactions with state officials were most 
frequent, such as in registering property, licensing businesses, and declaring 
taxes.25 However, Saakashvili’s government faced continuous criticism of the 
persistence of “elite level” corruption. During the period between 2003 and 
2010, about 1,000 public officials faced charges of corruption, including six 
members of parliament and 15 deputy ministers, according to Georgia’s 
Justice Ministry.26

 Unlike the “big bang approach” in Georgia, the Armenian elite promoted 
the idea of “evolution.” The entrenched interest groups have largely main-
tained their influence throughout the past decades. Armenian presidents 
Levon Ter-Petrosyan (held office 1991–8) and Robert Kocharian (held office 
1998–2008) both managed to manipulate interest groups to their own 
political and material advantage. In contrast to Georgia, Armenia has been 
continuously ruled by a group of young communists (Komsomol) and mem-
bers of the “Karabakh clan.” After President Ter-Petrosyan lost power in 
1998, due to the revolt orchestrated by his inner circle, two subsequent presi-
dents, Kocharian and Serzh Sargsyan, have also been keen to co-opt powerful 
interest groups to secure their power.27 This constrained the anticipated 
reforms, as these groups were interested in maintaining the status quo. In 
2009, Prime Minister Tigran Sarkisian complained that the existing system 
would not allow for exposing and punishing officials who maintained exten-
sive and illegal business interests.28

 Thus in Armenia elite continuity contributed to the perpetuation of cor-
ruption and white-collar crimes, as entrenched networks and their personal 
interests prevented the reformation of state institutions. The Tax Enforcement 
and Customs agencies have generated illicit income for the oligarchs through 
their own complicity. This financed the ruling bargain between the state and 
its constituencies. Businessmen who oppose the state risk losing their busi-
nesses and becoming targets of selective anti-corruption investigations, as was 
the case for Khachatur Sukiassian.29 At the same time, those who are allied to 
the oligarchs receive preferential treatment.30 The case of MP Ruben 
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Hayrapetyan31 indicates how police investigations and court judgments can 
be undermined in favor of the oligarchs.32

 In ostensible efforts to counter corruption, the Armenian government has 
pursued highly selective police investigations and carried out court judgments 
against certain political targets, in what President Sargsyan called going “after 
bigger fish.”33 Between 2010 and 2012, several cases were filed against high-
ranking embezzlers and white-collar criminals on a limited scale.34 The politi-
cal opposition and political analysts have been skeptical about these arrests, 
with some claiming that they have been a result of intergovernmental con-
flicts, rather than a genuine good-faith effort to fight corruption.35 Some other 
cases filed against high-profile officials have lacked government attention. For 
example, in 2012 a foreign court fined MP Vardan Ayvazyan for demanding 
a bribe from the Global Gold Mining Company while he served as minister 
of environment. However, the Armenian prosecutor did not investigate the 
alleged corruption.36 Moreover, in 2012 a member of parliament was arrested 
in Tbilisi for running a Cyprus-based company, along with Prime Minister 
Sarkisian and an archbishop, which was involved in illegal trading of dia-
monds with Sierra Leone.37

 In contrast to Georgia, the domination of the old corrupt oligarchy went 
unabated in Armenia. The post-Soviet practice of securing and developing busi-
nesses through informal, and sometimes illicit, deals produced networks of poli-
ticians, entrepreneurs, and criminals that have blurred the public–private line 
since the early 1990s.38 The early privatization policies in Armenia resulted in 
the convergence of corporate, state, and in some cases illicit or criminal inter-
ests.39 This was exacerbated by corrupt government officials, at both national 
and local levels, who maintained direct, partial, or indirect control over emerg-
ing private firms.40 Some of the wealthy elite were appointed regional governors. 
Often protected by the political leaders in Yerevan, these “regional feudals” run 
the regions as their personal fiefdoms, enjoy immunity, and avoid punishment 
for recurring crimes such as violence and embezzlement.41

 Importantly, some of the earlier achievements of the anti-corruption efforts 
in Georgia have also been reversed since 2008. While legal deregulation was 
implemented swiftly, Georgia did not turn into the “the Switzerland of the 
Caucasus.”42 Near the completion of the re-privatization process in 2007 and 
2008, new oligarchs appeared, including a former minister and a close friend 
of Saakashvili. They were joined by older oligarchs who were carry-overs from 
the previous regime and shifted loyalty overnight. Together they funded the 
UNM after the Rose Revolution.43 Centralized mechanisms for bribe collec-
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tion have disappeared, but clientelism has emerged where the state distributes 
resources among its allies. The government is believed to have awarded public 
contracts to “friendly” companies in exchange for political support. In return, 
the owners of these companies contribute financially to the ruling UNM.44 
However, broadly, corruption schemes have disappeared, bribery in lower- and 
medium-level bureaucracy has decreased dramatically, and what was formerly 
private profiteering of elites has been replaced by clientelist policies aimed at 
maintaining and consolidating political power. None of this occurred in 
Armenia. A radical temporary breakdown of the state–business nexus, and a 
new cohesive and united political elite, resulted in Georgia’s divergence from 
Armenia’s continued trajectory of corruption. This is inherently linked with 
the way that ethnic conflict has unfolded in the two countries.

Ethnic conflicts and their impact

Both Georgia and Armenia experienced prolonged ethnic wars in the 1990s. 
Georgia fought separatist movements in Abkhazia and South Ossetia from 
1992 to 1994, and Armenia was at war with Azerbaijan in the region of 
Nagorno-Karabakh from 1991 to 1994. Georgia lost against the separatist 
movements, and Abkhazia and South Ossetia became de facto independent 
and partially recognized states. Armenia won the war in Karabakh, and 
claimed control over Azerbaijani territories. Nagorno-Karabakh became de 
facto autonomous, but still officially recognized as part of Azerbaijan.
 The struggle for Nagorno-Karabakh became central to Armenia’s political 
identity, and a key part of its post-Soviet state construction.45 It contributed to 
the formation of political elites in Armenia with two presidents, Kocharian and 
Sargsian, hailing from the region and both representing the so-called “Karabakh 
clan.” The conflict has established a very special role for the power ministries 
(Ministry of Defense and Ministry of Interior) of Armenia. This new political 
elite controlled the key financial streams that financed the war, and most impor-
tantly emerged as key players in Armenia’s post-war business sector.
 The outcome of the Nagorno-Karabakh war explains the relatively low 
corruption levels in Armenia compared to Georgia in the early years of transi-
tion. Armenia never went through the sort of chaos and criminalization of the 
state that was rampant in Georgia during the 1990s. Instead, the victorious 
veterans of the Nagorno-Karabakh war quickly restored order, controlled 
crime, and established a stable regime.46 Due to the high cohesiveness of the 
regime, the Armenian state was able to maintain a monopoly over power, and 
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effectively deploy forces to maintain order and prevent non-state actors’ insur-
gencies. For example, Vano Siradegyan, Minister of Interior, was successful in 
keeping mafia bosses out of Armenian politics.47 However, the dominance of 
the Karabakh clan over all aspects of Armenian politics led to the develop-
ment of widespread corruption.
 In contrast to Armenia, Georgian military forces were defeated twice in the 
early 1990s. Ethnic conflicts thus directly contributed to the weakening of the 
state and the strengthening of semi-criminalized armed groups, one of the 
most notorious of which was the Mkhedrioni. These criminal networks suc-
cessfully hijacked the weak central authority, which at some point had lost 
control over more than 20 percent of the country. Until President Eduard 
Shevardnadze outlawed the group in 1995, the leader of the Mkhedrioni 
band, Jaba Ioseliani, was virtually ruling Georgia by controlling most levers of 
the state.
 Unlike Georgia, the Armenian state had to reward the national heroes who 
gained reputation and prestige during the war with Azerbaijan. Many former 
leaders of armed movements were granted government positions in law 
enforcement agencies and other government institutions, as well as lucrative 
shares in various business sectors.48 The origins of some of the contemporary 
oligarchic structures can be traced back to the “power ministries” during the 
war, especially in the Ministries of Defense and Interior.49 Most importantly, 
these ministries, especially the Ministry of Defense dominated by older offic-
ers, have remained most resistant to internal reforms that undermine the 
power of the old guard.50 Thus, the war has crystallized the dominance of 
political and military leaders of the Karabakh movement in Armenia.51

 Many Armenian leaders still manipulate the Nagorno-Karabakh issue for 
their own political gain.52 This reflects the crucial differences in the political 
elites’ agendas. Armenian elites are reluctant to reform, fearing that this would 
weaken the central government and lead to losing on the Karabakh issue; by 
contrast, Georgian political elites are trying to reform in order to attract 
Abkhazians and Ossetians into a single common state.53

 The decrease of corruption and white-collar crime rates in Georgia was a 
result of the radical elite changeover that brought to power a new generation 
of young leaders committed to building a strong state. This group of leaders 
transformed the political and economic environments, and eliminated corrup-
tion in lower and medium rings of bureaucracy. In Armenia, the continuity of 
the political elites reinforced the dominance of interest groups that aim to 
maintain the corrupt equilibrium. This was exacerbated by the war in 
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Nagorno-Karabakh that cemented the political and economic powers of the 
Karabakh movement’s leaders, and diminished incentives to reform.

Russia versus the West: incentive structure for reform

There are fundamental differences in terms of incentives for anti-corruption 
reform as Georgia has drifted closer to the EU while Armenia remains in the 
Russian orbit. For obvious reasons, it is rather difficult to argue that the close 
alliance with Russia causes corruption, but it is evident that this kind of alli-
ance does not provide incentives for reform.
 Georgia has long been oriented toward the West, and it was widely under-
stood among the Georgian political elite that the rule of law is a prerequisite 
for conforming to Western and European social and legal standards. The 
adoption of a democratic model of governance, practiced in different 
European countries, unified different factions of the political elite, current 
authorities, and political opposition. The absolute majority of political parties’ 
leaders, interviewed in 2010,54 supported integration into the EU.55 As an 
influential member of Saakashvili’s team, Giga Bokeria, once said: “there is no 
other environment. There is no other family we can move to.”56 This attitude 
has promoted strong ties between the Georgian political elite and their coun-
terparts in Europe. As the experience of central and south-eastern Europe 
suggests, these ties provided means and motivations for the political systems 
to become more transparent.57 There is no such unanimity for EU integration 
in Armenia. The study of Armenian elites58 reveals only a slight difference 
among those who prefer EU integration (26 percent) and those who prefer 
integration with Russia and CIS countries (22.5 percent).59

 The existence of countervailing powers that provide alternative sources of 
support enhances the bargaining power of the countries to ward off external 
demands for reform.60 The foreign policy vectors of Georgia and Armenia 
went on two different trajectories. On the one hand, the war with Azerbaijan 
and the historical animosity with Turkey (a result of the Armenian genocide 
in 1915) left Armenia with few alternatives other than Moscow. On the other 
hand, Georgia, due to Moscow’s backing of its break-away regions, had few 
alternatives but to ally with the West (US and European Union). Since the 
mid-1990s, Georgia has sought integration with NATO and drifted away 
from the Russian orbit. Georgia and Russia were engaged in a short war in 
August 2008, and there have not been diplomatic relations between the two 
countries since then. The aggression with Russia did not leave Georgia with 
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many foreign policy choices. Moreover, concerns about the co-option of 
Georgian security forces and antagonism with Russia gave strong incentives 
to crack down on corruption in law enforcement agencies.61

 Furthermore, Saakashvili has reiterated several times that Georgian leader-
ship is building “alternative governance model in post-Soviet Eurasia,” mean-
ing a government marked by low levels of corruption, in contrast to how 
Russia functions.62 The reforms are also believed to be bringing Georgia closer 
to Europe. In 2011, Thornike Gordadze, a Georgian minister, said at the 
Croatia Summit of Senior European and North American Leaders, stemming 
from its efforts to get closer to the EU, “Georgia is fighting geography with 
successful reforms,” and the first example of these successful reforms is “the 
elimination of corruption and organized crime.”63 Hence, the Georgian politi-
cal elite has explicitly chosen to divert the country from the Russian path of 
development. The impact of their antagonism toward Russia is visible in the 
fight against corruption, and is exacerbated by the drive to get closer to the 
EU and NATO.  There were no such incentives in the case of Armenia.
 On the contrary, Armenia never wanted to join NATO, and has drifted 
closer to Russia over the past two decades. Military cooperation with Russia 
often translates into subsidized arms sale. The common security umbrella 
provided by the Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO) is an effec-
tive counterbalance to the armament of Azerbaijan financed by petrodollars. 
Russia also has a crucial stake in this relationship, especially after the war with 
Georgia and the need for military presence in the South Caucasus.64 The 
nature of Armenian–Russian relations did not necessitate any changes in the 
Armenian government’s modus operandi.65 Armenian political elites describe 
their foreign policy as “multi-vector”; however, Armenia’s dependency on 
Russia for economic and political support is striking. The Armenian political 
system follows the Russian model.66 Armenia has a strong centralized execu-
tive branch, corrupt courts that lack independence, and controlled media.67 
The Armenian elite still value the former Soviet model of rule, as demon-
strated by the 2014 AREG survey which showed that 35 percent of the inter-
viewed political parties’ leaders thought that the Soviet Union’s political 
regime was more effective than the current system.
 Russian control over the Armenian economy has rapidly increased over the 
last decade, mainly through suspicious deals. Russian firms own all of Armenia’s 
telecommunications network, virtually the whole energy sector (including the 
nuclear power plant at Medzamor), its railway network, and the local remnants 
of the Soviet-era defense industry, most of them acquired during the presidency 
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of Robert Kocharyan (1998–2008) in exchange for debt relief or subsidized 
energy supplies. Since the 2008 war, Georgia has no longer been dependent on 
Russia as far as its energy imports are concerned. That being said, Russian com-
panies are still active in Georgia’s oil sector, telecommunications, mining, ferti-
lizer industry, in addition to running two hydropower stations, the Tbilisi 
electricity distribution plant, and a major bank.68

 Armenia, like Georgia, had the opportunity to sign the Association and 
Free Trade agreements with the EU in 2013. In an unexpected move in 
September 2013, Serzh Sargsyan announced “a dramatic U-turn in Armenian 
policy.”69 While meeting with Vladimir Putin in Moscow, Sargsyan confirmed 
that Armenia would join the Russian-led Customs Union, and would support 
Moscow’s efforts to “integrate” the former Soviet space. That decision effec-
tively put an end to Armenia’s hope to partner with the EU.70

 The impetus for reforms in Armenia is most likely to come from the 
Armenian diaspora in the West. They have been voicing their concerns after 
several cases of losing businesses and money due to government decisions 
influenced by bribery and lobbying.71 The diaspora community also commis-
sioned a comprehensive analysis of Armenia’s corrupt networks.72 Yet the 
impact has been limited, as powerful local interest groups undermine the calls 
for change.
 In summary, unlike Armenia, the Georgian political elite has been more 
amenable to Western pressures, and keener to drift away from political interest 
groups. These two crucial distinctions resulted in different outcomes. Because 
Armenia is politically and economically more dependent on Russia, and its 
elite divided on the integration with the West, there are fewer incentives for 
anti-corruption reforms in Armenia, as compared with Georgia.

Conclusion

This chapter has discussed two Caucasian states and accounts for the diverging 
outcomes in corruption levels of Georgia and Armenia. It analyzed a number 
of variables, including issues related to the political elites, outcomes of ethnic 
conflicts, and international pressures. It has argued that, domestically, the 
radical political elite changeover, the ideological and structural cohesiveness 
of the new political elite, and the temporary breakdown of the state–business 
nexus pushed Georgia and Armenia into two divergent paths. Externally, two 
crucial conditions, namely the amenability to Western influence and the drive 
to divert from the “Russian way” of governance, contributed to the two diver-
gent trajectories of the countries.
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 Similar to the Caucasian cases studied in this chapter, two Baltic countries 
followed the same path. In the early 1990s, Estonia succeeded in its anti-corrup-
tion reforms, whereas Latvia has lagged behind since then.73 In Estonia, it was 
the team of young liberal intellectuals led by Mart Laar that implemented radi-
cal reforms.74 Whereas in Latvia, efficiency was undermined by the heterogene-
ous elites with Soviet nomenclature hangovers and lack of ideological unity and 
intra-elite trust.75 Moreover, the impact of Western countries such as Finland 
and Sweden was greater on government policies in Estonia, while the influence 
of Russia was much more significant in Latvia, to the extent that it delineated 
the overall efficiency of government performance.76 Given these parallels, the 
findings from this chapter may have the potential to be generalized.
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BAKU

CREATING A PERSIAN GULF PARADISE 
ON THE CASPIAN SEA

Anar Valiyev

Baku is the capital of Azerbaijan and the largest city in the Caucasus region, 
located on the Absheron peninsula with a territory covering over 2,130 square 
kilometers, which is then divided into twelve administrative districts. From a 
historical perspective, Baku has been an industrial city, oil having been the 
major commodity that turned the small fortress into a city. The birth of a new 
Baku as an industrial city can be dated to 1847, following the drilling of the 
first industrial oil well.1 The period from the 1870s until World War I has been 
called the “first oil boom,” or the golden age of the development of Baku. 
From this period till 1917, Baku witnessed the rise of magnificent buildings 
in a Baroque style that was completely alien to the architecture of a Muslim 
city at that time. By 1913, Baku was producing almost 95 percent of all 
Russian oil and 55 percent of total global oil production.2 Geographic loca-
tion, as well as the presence of natural resource wealth, predetermined the 
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course of urban planning in Baku. Located on a peninsula surrounded by the 
biggest lake in the world, the profile of Baku is defined by several natural fac-
tors: including the sea, the landscape, the climate, and limestone, a material 
that was used for construction of many of its historical buildings. The Soviet 
period of Baku was marked by further expansion of the oil industry and a 
growing population, which needed more accommodation. Between the late 
1950s and mid-1980s, the government therefore prioritized housing; in order 
to solve the problem created by increased immigration of rural people into the 
city, the Soviet administration invested heavily in the construction of cheap 
five-storey buildings. During this time, many micro-rayons (micro-districts) 
were also constructed in Baku, reflecting the central socialist urban planning 
concept of “Ideal Communist City Planning.”
 Since the disintegration of the Soviet Union, Baku has undergone a tre-
mendous transformation. In this context, demographic trends for the last 
decade have been quite favorable toward the development of Baku, with a 
constant increase in population due to the high net in-migration from the 
rural areas of Azerbaijan. The official population of the capital reached 2.2 
million in 2014, whereas Ganja, the second largest city of Azerbaijan, had 
only 322,000 inhabitants.3 Unofficial estimates are even higher, however, as it 
is estimated that up to 3.5–4 million people live in or commute to the city 
every day. Consequently, it is not surprising that Baku exerts a disproportion-
ally significant influence on the national economy. The total GDP of 
Azerbaijan in 2014 was $63 billion, almost 71 percent of which was generated 
in Baku.4

 The city continues to be the leading recipient of investment, most of which is 
funneled into the construction industry. Demographic pressure and the demand 
for new apartments forced the city to invest heavily in construction, with new 
high-rise towers constantly erected across the downtown area. In addition, gov-
ernment investment also favors Baku, directing major funds toward infrastruc-
ture projects, city gentrification (beautification), and renovation. The 
post-Soviet transition toward a market economy has enabled Baku to make 
tremendous progress in urban development and to become one of the fastest 
growing cities in the region of the Caucasus and Central Asia. As in many other 
Central and Eastern European countries, the rate of post-socialist urban change 
in Baku has been striking, with privatization being “the leitmotif of post-socialist 
urban change.”5 Meanwhile, the city was constantly looking for a model of devel-
opment, and many experts, architects, and tourists could not resist comparing 
Baku with Dubai. In this chapter we shall aim to look at the development pat-
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tern of Baku and its attempts to emulate the model of Dubai, or other Gulf cities 
like Doha. We shall try to answer the question of whether Baku will be able to 
copy the pattern of the “Pearl of the UAE” successfully, or if it will fail because 
of both indigenous and exogenous factors.

In the steps of Dubai and Doha

Post-Soviet urban transformation in Baku was characterized by many positive 
developments. Within two decades the city’s landscape had changed com-
pletely: most notably, new high-rise buildings, plazas, and business centers 
were built. The logic of this development in Baku highlights how the govern-
ment and urban elites were trying to turn the city into a main tourist destina-
tion of the region as well as an economic powerhouse similar to Dubai. Baku’s 
development after 2004–5 resembled Dubai’s rapid expansion. The first com-
mon characteristic between Baku and Dubai was the desire of the authorities 
to turn their respective cities into transportation hubs. For Baku, the desire to 
become the transportation hub for Central Eurasia stemmed from the success 
experienced by two other rising cities: Singapore and Dubai.
 Today, the main projects undertaken by Baku resemble the path and plans 
implemented by these two cities. Rashid Port, the Jabal Ali Port and Free 
Economic Zone, Dubai International Airport, and many other state-of-the-
art projects stand as vivid examples for Baku’s development. Although the 
figure of Lee Kuan Yew, prime minister of Singapore, is referred to less, never-
theless Singapore’s strategies for becoming a transportation hub are actively 
copied by Baku. It is not surprising, then, that the figure of Sheikh Rashid bin 
Said Al-Maktum, the former vice president of the UAE, who is seen as respon-
sible for Dubai’s rapid development and is a frequent visitor to Baku, is simi-
larly much revered.
 Baku’s development after 2004–5 resembles Dubai’s rapid expansion; but 
Baku is trying within a decade to accomplish what Dubai accomplished over 
an almost 45-year period. Additionally, just as the Dubai rulers tried to turn 
the city into a transportation hub by constructing Port Rashid and Jebel Ali, 
the government of Azerbaijan made a strategic decision to construct a new 
modern port 60 km south of Baku. This remarkable project on the Caspian 
Sea, dubbed the “jewel of the Caspian,” includes the construction of Alyat 
port, the Alyat International Logistics Center, and Alyat Free Economic 
Zone. It is estimated that completion of the new port will cost around $870 
million, and will enable the transportation and processing of around 10 mil-
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lion tons of cargo and 40,000 containers a year. In later stages this number will 
reach twenty-five million tons of cargo and one million containers. However, 
in order to be able to connect the region with the rest of Eurasia, it has also 
become necessary to reconnect several links.
 The South Caucasus formerly lacked railroad connection with Europe. In 
2007, the presidents of Azerbaijan, Turkey, and Georgia signed an agreement 
for the construction of the Baku–Akhalkalaki–Kars railroad, which would 
unite these three countries. Until that decision, Turkey only had railroad con-
nections up to Kars and then to Gyumri in Armenia. Meanwhile, Azerbaijan 
had railroad connections to Tbilisi. The Karabakh conflict and complications 
related to it did not allow Armenian participation in the project. Thus, the 
absence of railroad connections directly between Georgia and Turkey was a 
major element missing from an uninterrupted transportation corridor from 
Central Asia to Turkey and Europe. The Azerbaijani government provided 
Georgia with a $700 million loan to construct the missing link between 
Akhalkalaki and Kars, as well as to modernize the existing route. Once the 
revitalized railroad is launched, it will be able to carry 20 million tons of cargo 
and about three million passengers. The launch date is currently delayed until 
sometime in 2017.
 The second strategy that Baku borrowed from Dubai is one called “supply 
driven demand.” Dubai’s success in attracting an increased number of tourists 
by building luxurious hotels led Baku to believe in the strategy of “build it and 
they will come,” which is the perception that the supply of hotels will attract 
the demand for them. Therefore, following what was done in Dubai, brand 
new hotels such as the Marriot, Hilton, Jumeirah, Kempinski, and Four 
Seasons have been opened in Baku.
 The third strategy that Baku has employed is to construct iconic image-
making buildings. Like Dubai with its iconic Burj Khalifa, Jumeirah, and 
Palm Islands, Baku has also attempted to lure the attention of the world to 
this kind of attraction. One such example of a grand project from the post-
Soviet period is the construction of the Baku Flame Towers, which are gradu-
ally becoming a visual symbol of the city (for example, they are frequently 
depicted on postcards bought by visitors). The towers symbolize the long 
history of fire worshippers who considered Azerbaijan as the birthplace of the 
prophet Zoroaster. The Baku Flame Towers include a residential tower that 
offers 130 residential apartments over thirty-three floors; a hotel tower with 
250 rooms and sixty-one serviced apartments; and an office tower that pro-
vides 33,114 square meters of office space.
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 In addition to the iconic Flame Towers, the Heydar Aliyev Center is another 
pearl of the construction boom in Baku. Occupying 57,519 square meters and 
opened in May 2012, it hosts a conference hall, library, and museum. Designed 
by the late architect Zaha Hadid, it is one of the many buildings built in Baku 
over the last four years that represent a move away from the Soviet-dominated 
past and toward a cohesive Azerbaijani national identity. The center is part of a 
larger redevelopment area and is expected to be the hub of the city’s intellectual 
and cultural life. Last but not least of these construction achievements is the 
residential Khazar Islands project. This project, spearheaded by the local com-
pany Avesta, covers 3,000 hectares. It will consist of 41 different-sized islands 
and 19 districts in the Caspian Sea. The archipelago will cover an area of twenty-
four sq km: eight km in length and three km in width. The total length of the 
boulevard islands will be fifty km. The project was first envisaged in 2010, and 
construction is now well underway. It is expected that, when completed in 
2022–3, it will host one million residents.
 The overall cost of construction of these artificial islands is estimated at 
$100 billion, $30 billion coming from foreign investors and another $30 bil-
lion from apartment sales. According to the project, completely renovated 
apartments will cost around $4000–$5000 per square meter.6 What is imme-
diately clear is the striking similarity between the Khazar Islands and Palm 
Islands in Dubai, which were constructed for similar reasons. But what is 
surprising is the enthusiasm of business people and government officials: none 
of the parties involved seems willing to imagine the huge problems and dan-
gers that may plague this ambitious project.
 The attraction of tourists is not the only objective of the business elites: the 
successful example of Dubai has also encouraged them to consider turning 
Baku into a business center for the region. Similar to Dubai’s policy to create 
cluster-type satellite cities, such as Dubai Internet City or Dubai Media City, 
the business elites, with the support of the government, proposed the con-
struction of Baku-city, which is a twenty-nine sq km coastal area designated 
for business facilities.7 In terms of its target audience, Baku-city is intended for 
business people, diplomats, bankers, and students seeking to enjoy their leisure 
time. Consequently, it will not include housing for employees, although Baku-
city will also include an allocation of certain lots of land destined for the 
construction of university campuses. Currently, most of the universities are 
located in the downtown area, or close to the city center, which results in 
periodic overcrowding of central facilities. By transferring the universities 
from the downtown area to the outskirts of the city, the business class hopes 
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to be able to divert the flow of people and subsequently ease the pressure on 
transportation and other facilities of the city. This would then give business 
people access to the original university property downtown, which could be 
converted for business use, thus providing an additional return on their origi-
nal investment. This plan mimics Dubai’s similar policy for university clusters 
located in one area of the city.8

 All these projects take time to get implemented and bring benefits. While 
the elites of Azerbaijan are hungry for attention, the strategy of getting 
noticed predominated over other strategies. Urban theory often suggested 
that urban spectacles or one-off events like the Olympic Games constituted 
large-scale, spectacular productions, where advertising, entertainment, TV 
and mass media would combine to stimulate consumer demand and tourism-
oriented development.9 Spectacular urban development agendas were fre-
quently justified on the basis of developmentalist thinking, which equated 
national progress and “modernity” with economic development, “defined for 
policy purposes in terms of growth, productivity, and competitiveness rather 
than in terms of welfare.”10 But these types of events, the key example of which 
is the Olympic Games, are only short-term and demand massive investment. 
The classical example of failure was the 1976 Montreal Olympics, which left 
that city with “white elephant facilities” and a financial burden that has 
haunted policy-makers for the last couple of decades.11

 Nevertheless, these types of events do attract a large number of tourists and 
the interest of international media, providing opportunities for the host 
nation, especially a small one, to showcase its achievements. Moreover, this 
kind of event has a boosting effect on national pride and strengthens its iden-
tity. Just as Doha has tried to become a hub for international media with Al 
Jazeera, the World Cup, and other events, Baku has also tried to bring inter-
national events to the city.
 In 2012, Azerbaijan received the chance to test the ability of Baku to host 
high-profile international events when an Azerbaijani team of singers won the 
Eurovision song competition in 2011. In accordance with the rules of the 
competition, Baku then had to host the 2012 Eurovision event. Initially, Baku 
was not equipped to hold such a large-scale event, because it lacked both a 
major venue and also the infrastructure facilities; but immediately, Baku 
invested huge sums in the event, most of which were infrastructure projects. 
During the short period of nine months, the government built and launched 
the Crystal Hall, a new convention hall for holding the song contest; and then 
spent up to $600 million on additional projects associated with enhancements 
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and city development, although the direct cost for the coordination of the 
event totaled only $34.3 million.
 Eurovision was the first event to put Baku and Azerbaijan at the center of 
entertainment for Europe. This was the first time that Azerbaijan was able to 
associate itself with the rest of Europe. According to an independent NGO 
Internet Forum in Azerbaijan, the searches on Azerbaijan through Google 
increased eight times during the month following the victory in 2011, while 
searches for Baku as a destination doubled. Meanwhile on TripAdvisor, inter-
est in Azerbaijan grew by over forty times. Finally, Baku hosting the 
Eurovision contest in May 2012 put queries about Azerbaijan into the ten 
most popular searches for May.12

 As well as helping Azerbaijan to gain visibility on a wider scale, Eurovision 
enhanced the identity of Azerbaijanis. These events dramatically strengthened 
the sense of European or Western identity among large segments of the popu-
lation, and especially those in the political and cultural elite. The Azerbaijani 
population was able to obtain a first-time opportunity to actually “live” in a 
European cultural milieu. For many people it was fundamental to their re-
appraising the roots of belonging to Europe while keeping national traditions 
and values.13 The opening and closing ceremonies of the song contest featured 
motifs from Azerbaijani culture and traditions, while the rest of the show 
represented European traditions.
 For the last two decades, Baku has typically earned huge resources from the 
sale of oil;14 but from 2010, Baku began to move away from oil as the sole 
source upon which to build its state legitimacy at home and abroad, and began 
to invest in national culture, sport, cuisine, and other elements to promote a 
cohesive state identity. From this perspective, the European Games became 
the second grandiose project after Eurovision, in both of which Baku tried to 
brand itself alongside Europe and the world. In this context, Baku tried to use 
the model of Doha, Qatar, to try to attract as many athletic events as possible. 
After its success with Eurovision and some other events of regional signifi-
cance, the Azerbaijani authorities felt that the country could host a larger 
event on an international scale, so they made a bid for the 2020 Olympic 
Games. Based on initial studies that put the hosting cost at $20 billion, the 
authorities suggested that oil revenues and private investment could finance 
it. By the time of the bid to the Olympic Committee, Azerbaijan had already 
built thirteen new sporting complexes to bolster Baku’s candidacy, with 
twenty-three additional buildings underway and scheduled to be completed 
by 2012–14. However, Baku lost the Olympic bid to Tokyo in 2012. So the 
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planners then shifted their strategy to attracting smaller-scale or second-tier 
events, ostensibly with the aim of improving the city’s portfolio for another 
Olympic bid in 2024. On 8  December 2012, the 41st General Assembly of 
the European Olympic Committee decided to hold the first ever European 
Games, and the committee awarded Baku the right to host the inaugural 
European Games in 2015. The decision was the result of a secret ballot, in 
which the forty-eight votes produced thirty-eight in favor, eight votes against, 
and two abstentions. As Azad Rahimov, Minister of Youth, put it:

It will be a major chance to show Baku to the world as a European country, as a 
Muslim, but secular state, as a good bridge between East and West, between the 
Muslim Orient and the Christian Europe, and to show the beauty of the country, 
[its] very ancient history, our music, art, food and hospitality. It is very important 
for a country that gained independence only 23 years ago to position itself on the 
map of Europe as a European country. Very often the question [is asked] “Where 
is Azerbaijan?” After the Eurovision song contest [which the country hosted in 
2012, after winning in 2011] and after the European Games, most people will know 
the answer.15

 Planners were highly focused on preparing for the 2015 European Games, 
which were expected to bring to Baku 6,000 athletes from forty-nine coun-
tries. The European Games featured up to twenty sports, including fifteen 
summer Olympic and two non-Olympic sports. The Baku European Games 
Operations Committee (BEGOC) was established to facilitate the organiza-
tion of the Games; as BEGOC’s Chief Operating Officer Simon Clegg 
announced, “This is going to be the most fantastic show ever staged in 
Azerbaijan, one that will make the Eurovision song contest seem like a small, 
local event.”16 Attracting high-quality athletes was an important first step, 
Clegg contended, and it was accomplished by ensuring that sixteen of the 
twenty participating sports could use the Baku Games as a qualifying or rank-
ing event for the Rio 2016 Olympics. Baku also wanted to ensure that the 
Games were broadcast all over the world, from Australia to South America.
 To ensure maximum attendance, the government altered its immigration 
policy to waive visa requirements for all participating athletes and officials 
in possession of an accreditation card. Additionally, all foreign spectators 
received visas upon arrival based on proof of purchase of tickets. Some 6,000 
athletes and 3,000 officials from the National Olympic Committees of 
Europe participated in the Games, which, as Clegg believed, became the 
“second most important event in the history of Azerbaijan after the signing 
of the contract of the century in 1994,” referring to the deal with an inter-
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national consortium to develop the giant Azeri, Chirag, and deep-water 
Gunashli (ACG) oilfields.17

 It was estimated that the 1,600 staff and 12,000 volunteers that BEGOC 
hired would walk away with new skills and an appetite for volunteering in 
sporting and other types of events. In addition to the European Games, 
Azerbaijan hosted an international Formula 1 event in 2016, the Chess 
Olympiad, the Islamic Games, and, having already bid twice for the Olympic 
Games, it may ultimately host the event in 2024 or 2028.
 Initial estimates placed the costs of the 2015 European Games at around $1 
billion, including the construction of a $720 million Olympic stadium that 
was inaugurated in June 2011 by Azerbaijan’s President Aliyev, alongside 
presidents Sepp Blatter of FIFA and Michel Platini of UEFA.18 The construc-
tion was finished by May 2015 and seated 65,000 viewers.19 Within the sta-
dium precinct there were also warm-up and training facilities for athletes that 
included seating for up to 2,000 spectators, parklands, and parking facilities, 
as well as a new Athletes’ Village. Meanwhile, numerous other facilities were 
constructed to host the event, including thirteen newly constructed luxurious 
buildings for 5,000 athletes. Although the preparations concentrated on new 
construction, planners also intended to repurpose some older Soviet-era struc-
tures, as well as the recently built Crystal Hall. For Baku, the major concern 
was to ensure international recognition and a good image; therefore the 
appointment of Dimitris Papaioannou, the former artistic director of the 
Athens 2004 Olympic Games ceremonies, to a similar position at the 
European Games 2015 opening ceremony spoke volumes about Baku’s inten-
tion to stage a show to remember.
 The opening ceremony of the European Games at the new Olympic sta-
dium exceeded all expectations, according to the local media commentators. 
Baku spent around $100 million on this ceremony, and was even able to bring 
in Lady Gaga to sing the John Lennon song “Imagine.” Traditional music and 
about 2,000 female dancers and artists set the stage for the flame-lighting 
ceremony, which officially opened the games, followed by a presentation of 
the literary writing of the famous twelfth-century Azerbaijani poet, Nizami 
Ganjavi. Another $140 million was spent on the closing ceremony, to con-
clude the seventeen-day event.
 To impress international visitors, it is essential to have all the attributes of a 
major city: an international airport, signature buildings by big architects, 
impressive infrastructure, and cultural complexes.20 By the end of 2014, Baku 
had achieved most of these attributes. In particular, the newly inaugurated ter-
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minal at Baku airport is an architectural masterpiece. Constructed in a triangu-
lar shape with rounded off angles, it is designed to manage about three million 
passengers. The terminal also offers luxury shopping and leisure areas. Several 
new magnificent buildings have also been constructed in Baku. The SOCAR 
Tower, the tallest building in Baku and the entire Caucasus, became home to the 
State Oil Company at the beginning of 2015. Similar to the Lakhta Center 
(formerly known as Gazprom City) in St Petersburg, Russia, it is supposed to 
symbolize the might and power of the largest taxpayer of Azerbaijan and 
Georgia, which is SOCAR.  Built in the style of structural expressionism and 
designed by Heerim Architects from South Korea, the twin-towered project 
rises from an elongated, canopy-like podium and snakes its way skywards. The 
towers have thirty-two floors at a height of 173 meters. Covering a ground area 
of 12,000 sq m and providing 100,000 sq m of usable space, the headquarters 
mainly houses office space, but also has conference and sports facilities, guest 
house and retail spaces, and food outlets for the 2,000 employees.
 Despite some criticism, Azerbaijan has generally been able to fulfill its goal 
of image-making and branding. The country has attracted the attention of 
Europe and brought parts of Europe to Baku. The European Games were 
successful for Baku, since they highlighted Azerbaijan’s modernity and its rise 
to international prominence. Officials claimed that the Games were a promo-
tional opportunity for Azerbaijan because not many people knew very much 
about the city previously. Through international media efforts, however, more 
people worldwide were exposed to Baku through the European Games. The 
rights for showing the Games were sold to European, US, and Canadian com-
panies. They also secured translation of the Games to the Middle East and 
North Africa. In China 447 million households were able to watch through 
CCTV, in addition to fifty-six million households in Japan, and thirty million 
households in India.
 Even before the European Games, Azerbaijan confirmed bringing Formula 
1 European Grand Prix to Baku in July 2016. For this event, Hermann Tilke’s 
architectural firm produced an urban highway project to stretch into the 
center of Baku. Baku as host for Formula 1 puts them on a par with Monaco, 
Singapore, and other major cities. The organizers planned that during the race 
through Baku, the cars would move in parallel with the boulevard and make 
a circle around the Old City—a national historical and architectural reserve, 
which is considered to be the most ancient part of Baku and is listed as a 
UNESCO World Heritage Site. Azad Rahimov, Minister of Youth and Sport, 
spoke of the country’s location at the crossroads of eastern Europe and western 
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Asia as a new “frontier”: “Azerbaijan is a modern European country that has 
established a reputation as a center of sporting excellence. The deal to bring 
Formula 1 racing to Baku is a very significant new chapter in our ongoing 
success to attract the world’s largest sporting events to our country.”21 In addi-
tion to the Formula 1 event, in April 2015 Baku signed an agreement with the 
Islamic Solidarity Sport Federation to hold the IV Islamic Solidarity Games 
(ISG) in 2017. The procedure for voting on the location of the IV Islamic 
Solidarity Games was held in Jeddah on 23–24  July 2013. The banner of the 
Federation was already transferred to Azerbaijan during the opening ceremony 
of the III Islamic Solidarity Games in the Indonesian city of Palambang on 
22  September 2013. The Islamic Solidarity Games will be held in May 2017 
and include competitions in twenty sports. Participants will lodge in the 
Athletes’ Village initially built for the European Games of 2015. “We are 
delighted to have secured this highly important and prestigious event for our 
nation,” said Konul Nurullayeva, head of the international relations depart-
ment of the NOCA.  “We strongly believe that the Islamic Solidarity Games 
is one of the most significant and exciting initiatives for Muslim communities 
around the world and we are proud to contribute to the development of the 
event.”22 Similarly, speaking at the ISG selection ceremony, the vice president 
of the National Olympic Committee, Dr  Chingiz Huseynzada, affirmed 
Azerbaijan’s leading role in the regional advancement of sport: “After our 
success in securing the 2015 European Games, the hosting of the fourth ISG 
in 2017 will make another important contribution to our standing both in the 
Muslim and international communities. We are a strong Islamic nation and 
are committed to helping and inspiring our friends around the world.”23

 Finally, the success of the European Games encouraged the Azerbaijani 
government to think about bidding for the 2024 Olympic Games. As Sports 
Minister Rahimov stated, Azerbaijan could host the event if IOC require-
ments for the host nation were reduced. Baku’s bid for the 2016 and 2020 
Olympics failed due to a lack of infrastructure and other requirements, 
receiving poor ratings on infrastructure during IOC inspections for the 
2016 and 2020 bids. However, both inspections were conducted before the 
major building program for the European Games.24 The good news for Baku 
is that the IOC adopted a reform package in 2014 entitled “Olympic 
Agenda 2020,” which aims in part to cut the costs for hosting the Olympics 
and encourages maximizing the use of existing venues. The IOC also insti-
tuted a new “invitation phase” for potential bid cities to discuss their plans 
and vision with IOC officials.
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Emulating Dubai and Doha: success or failure?

Overall, recent investments indicate that urban elites are more concerned with 
making Baku appealing to foreigners and turning it into a tourist destination, 
rather than a city for its citizens. With high prices for almost everything and 
an influx of oil money not supported by production, Baku is becoming an 
extremely expensive city for both visiting and inhabiting. And here the most 
important question that politicians, policy-makers, and elites should answer 
is whether all these projects and initiatives are sustainable. It seems that Baku 
is following Dubai’s model on certain parameters. The first similarity is gov-
ernment-led development. As in Dubai, Azerbaijan’s government, and not the 
private sector, has taken the lead. What private sector involvement there has 
been is divided among the business groups closely associated with the govern-
ment. It allows the government to obtain financial support, if needed, for any 
type of project. Moreover, government-led development with no public 
involvement makes decision-making in Baku as rapid as it has been in Dubai. 
Decisions on strategic issues, such as building a new facility, sports center, 
industry or port, are taken very quickly by the government. Last but not least 
is the similarity in supply-generated demand. Like Dubai, Baku is trying to 
build everything to over-capacity, against the advice of experts. Whether it is 
a hotel, housing, or grandiose projects such as the Khazar Islands, the logic of 
the business elites can be explained by the phrase “supply goods or service and 
let it generate its own demand.”25 Thus, generally, it appears that Baku is apply-
ing Dubai’s model within certain parameters.
 However, the two cities do have significant differences that could under-
mine Baku’s chances of emulating Dubai. First, geographical constraints pre-
vent Azerbaijan from becoming a truly significant regional player. Countries 
or cities that become successful are usually ports with access to an ocean. 
Singapore, Hong Kong, Doha, and Dubai are all hubs of sea trade with easy 
access to neutral waters. Baku, with certain exceptions, could be considered a 
landlocked city, since the Caspian Sea does not have access to the ocean.
 Second, unlike Dubai or Doha, Azerbaijan does not have enough resources 
for implementing larger projects. Unlike Dubai, Baku is the capital of a state 
where almost 80 percent of the budget and GDP is generated. Thus, a big 
share of its income is distributed across the country. Third, Azerbaijan’s 
economy is not diversified. Due to the high income generated by oil, the non-
oil sector of the country’s economy is marginal. Moreover, Azerbaijan could 
be characterized as rentier state. Unlike Dubai or Singapore, whose economies 
are characterized as knowledge-based with high growth, high value-added 
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products, and global mobility, Azerbaijan’s economy is not diverse at all and 
the major source of income depends on a highly volatile commodity—oil.
 Finally, Dubai’s success was highly dependent on historical circumstances 
of international surplus capital looking for profitable investment possibilities 
in the 1990s and early 2000s. Dubai was lucky to be able to take advantage of 
the opportunity to create a significant build-up of physical and human assets 
within a relatively short time. On the other hand, Azerbaijan’s rapid develop-
ment began during a period of world financial and economic crisis, when 
excess capital rushed to save the economies of Europe and other states. The 
only investment that spurred development in Azerbaijan was government 
money received from oil sales, making it even more difficult for Azerbaijan to 
become a real regional player.
 Moreover, the sustainability of a number of projects in Baku is under ques-
tion. Although government officials and the business people involved are 
largely enthusiastic, none of the involved parties seems willing to imagine the 
huge problems and dangers that may plague their ambitious projects. For 
example, there are several issues that could make the Khazar Islands project 
unfeasible in Baku. First, the price of apartments will not allow the average 
Azerbaijani to buy them (even with a mortgage). The number of people capa-
ble of buying such apartments will hardly reach 5 percent of the intended 
number of residents. Second, unlike Palm Jumeirah, it is hard to imagine that 
foreign investors or celebrities would buy apartments in a volatile region with 
uneasy neighbors. Despite the waning success of the Nakheel company (con-
structor of the Palm Islands project) to sell their apartments, however, Baku 
has not reconsidered the nature of the project. By the end of 2016, the com-
pany heading the Khazar Islands project declared bankruptcy and the project 
has been postponed indefinitely.
 Last but not least is the problem of the absence of tourists despite the mega-
infrastructure built for them. The influx of oil money allowed Baku to create 
many businesses whose interests are closely vested in the development of the 
city. Most of the capital investments that poured into Baku went mainly into 
construction and tourism. Growth is the major component of both. Despite 
the positive effect of international events upon Azerbaijan’s tourism, the recur-
ring issue of the absence of tourism persists. The Eurovision song contest, the 
World Cup Soccer for girls under seventeen, and other international events 
held in Baku in 2012–13 had a positive impact on the number of tourists visit-
ing the city. For example, in 2012 the number of people staying in hotels and 
hotel-type complexes in Azerbaijan increased by 22.5 percent compared to 
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2011, amounting to 624,900 guests.26 The great majority of visitors entered 
the country through Baku. Meanwhile, the number of overnight stays also 
increased compared to previous years: at least 57.3 percent of the total num-
ber of overnight stays were registered in Baku, with the remainder in other 
regions of the country. However, low occupancy rates remained the main 
problem for hotels and hotel-type facilities in Azerbaijan. In 2012 the average 
occupancy rate was around 13.7 percent, while in Baku it was only slightly 
higher.27 It is worth mentioning that without international events, the occu-
pancy rate would be much lower.
 Despite disappointing tourist numbers, the number of luxury hotels in 
Baku is increasing every year. In 2012, top brand hotels such as Jumeirah, 
Marriott, and Four Seasons opened in Baku, which now boasts seventeen 
five-star hotels. In 2013 was added the Fairmont Hotel located in the Flame 
Towers, as well as the Kempinski. According to Marina Usenko, the Moscow-
based executive VP of Jones Lang LaSalle Hotels, in 2009 Baku had only 
4,400 hotel rooms; in 2010 the number increased by 1,200 rooms (a 
29 per cent increase); in 2011 were added 800 more rooms; and in 2012–13 
a further 1,200.28 The growth in the number of five-star hotels is understand-
able: most clients are corporate business people either working in the 
Azerbaijani government or having close ties with it; and hotel business is an 
easy investment and a lucrative enterprise. However, despite the fact that the 
government claims an increasing number of tourists in Azerbaijan, all these 
numbers are somewhat artificial and constitute mostly ethnic Azerbaijanis 
living in Russia or Georgia who frequently cross the border. The Ministry of 
Tourism labels them as tourists, making the statistics very attractive. In real-
ity, it is difficult to calculate the real tourist numbers, but apparently the 
number is not high. Expensive hotel prices, unreasonable costs for entertain-
ment downtown, as well as the visa regime introduced in 2010, have all made 
Baku less attractive. Marina Usenko reckoned that by the end of 2015 the 
number of hotel rooms would increase by 260 percent, raising the question 
of whether the city is in danger of becoming “overhoteled,” at least in the 
luxury category:

Baku is a nice and attractive city, but for a city of just two million people current 
number of rooms is redundant. Concerning business travelers, most of the impact 
from the construction and installation boom related to the petroleum business is 
now over. So unless the Azerbaijani authorities reposition the country to attract 
more business and leisure travelers (business meetings, conferences and other 
events), I don’t see the high-end hotel market as sustainable.29
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 Kemal Bayik, director of marketing for the Four Seasons Baku, echoes her, 
stating that demand is now primarily from the UK and US, where major oil 
companies are located.30

 Meanwhile, despite many positive changes, Baku has not been able to avoid 
problems that often plague developing cities, and which are mostly absent or 
not visible in Dubai and Doha. As in many other cities, these problems 
included a retreat from planning, a lack of institutional coordination, poor 
implementation of laws, chaotic development patterns, suburban sprawl, and 
a surge in informal construction. Moreover, the impact of transformation was 
felt in the loss of open spaces in urban areas, the privatization of the public 
realm, and social stratification. However, while in Central and Eastern 
European cities the process of transformation has been accompanied by a 
decentralization of power and the increased role of public participation and 
NGOs, in Baku governmental policies have led to further centralization, as 
well as an absence of democratic participation. Indeed, a Byzantine system of 
governance inherited from Soviet times, as well as ineffective resource man-
agement and corruption, have hampered the city’s sustainability and pre-
cluded reforms in public administration. At the same time, the absence of a 
clear vision creates endemic problems, such as environmental pollution, urban 
sprawl, informal construction of dwellings, as well as political and administra-
tive fragmentation. One major issue facing Baku’s development is the absence 
of a Master Plan that would guide the development of the city. The last Master 
Plan was designed and introduced in 1984 and expired in 2005. As Christine 
Kessides has argued, the usual socialist city “was structured with little regard 
to the logic of market forces and the spatial transformation of the post-social-
ist urban areas in accord with the principles of market efficiency has required 
significant adjustments in the spatial arrangement of urban activities.”31 Baku’s 
original Master Plan did not envision the collapse of the central economy and 
its transformation into a market economy. The city’s new economy required 
new types of buildings for the banking sector, hotels, business and commer-
cials projects among others. Moreover, the original plan did not anticipate the 
explosion of Baku’s population. Thus, without a Master Plan, Baku is develop-
ing in an unorganized fashion, and the absence of zoning is leading to chaotic 
construction.32 In fact, such a situation favors the business elites. Without 
proper plans and zoning ordinance requirements, business corporations can 
construct any type of building at random in Baku, regardless of the conse-
quences. Indeed, development and construction have proceeded so fast that 
the situation with planning and zoning in Baku is exacerbated by the fact that 
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no single agency has been given a unifying and coordinating responsibility 
over it. Several agencies and committees oversee such work without coordi-
nating with each other. The absence of a regulating body also adds to the 
problem of quality housing and construction. By contrast, during the Soviet 
period some restrictions existed in terms of building height, due to Baku’s 
location in an earthquake-prone zone. These restrictions were lifted in the 
post-Soviet period, and the justification for lifting these restrictions is now 
being debated. It is true that since independence there has been only one sig-
nificant earthquake, in 2000, and that the few newly built high-rises that 
existed at that time did not suffer significant damage. However, over the last 
fifteen years the number of high-rise buildings has increased significantly, and 
concerns for safety continue to grow. The rapid growth of Baku’s population 
has also affected the housing market considerably: the collapse of the Soviet 
Union and the inability of a Master Plan to reflect such dramatic changes has 
led to complete chaos in the housing market. Thus, the absence of vision for 
the city’s development also differentiates Baku from Gulf cities.
 Finally, the absence of democratic decision-making processes is another 
problem for Baku (although this does not differentiate Baku from the Gulf 
countries). Bakuvians are losing the feeling of ownership of their city. They 
have now started to believe that their city no longer belongs to them, feeling 
uncomfortable in their environment, which has led to a passive attitude 
towards the decision-making process. People also believe that protests will not 
lead to any change. In this context, one remarkable feature of the redevelop-
ment of Baku is the absence of grass-roots organizations. In many cities, such 
as Prague, Moscow, or Kiev, there are citizen groups trying to influence the 
process by seeking information, writing petitions, and providing alternative 
expert opinions, although they are not always successful. However, in Baku, 
civil society is not engaging with urban development in this way, and the 
rather large and active NGO community of Baku is remarkably uninterested 
in the process of urban transformation.
 Many people interviewed by the author also complained about the fact 
that government and urban authorities do not inform them about proposed 
projects. At the policy-making level, there is a clear lack of information. The 
public is usually informed about redevelopment projects after decisions have 
already been made, the projects approved, and the construction or renova-
tion about to begin. So the general public does not participate in the process 
of making decisions about development, even though such issues have a 
profound effect on their lives. The process is now even less participatory than 
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in the pre-Soviet period, when urban projects had to be at least approved by 
the City Council; and thus the Soviet legacy of centralization and inacces-
sibility continues.33

Conclusion

Having explored some of the major issues relating to the urban development 
of Baku, it is still very difficult to define a possible future model for the city. 
Indeed, it appears that none of the current global models is a particular fit for 
the city. In fact, Baku already displays some of the features characteristic of all 
models, in that it has the vitality of the Western European inner city neighbor-
hoods; the suburbanization of the North American style, with eroding down-
towns and the creation of edge cities; eroded levels of public services, as well 
as a rapid growth of informal houses in poverty-ridden areas; and finally the 
booming economy and huge investments of Dubai, Abu Dhabi, Doha, and 
Singapore. Nevertheless, after examining the construction and infrastructure 
projects, the gentrification of the city center, as well as massive investments in 
landmark buildings, it is becoming clear that the Baku administration and 
government are trying to increase the city’s attractiveness.
 The current strategy of Baku could be considered as one of the elements of 
post-political urban propagation, or active promotion of a city. In Baku, the 
strategy has evolved into large-scale urban development schemes, including 
constructing iconic new buildings, revamping local infrastructure, and creat-
ing a new urban imagery. In this context, Dubai continues to be the most 
suitable model for the overall needs of Baku, even though the two cities do 
not have much more in common. However, the urban planners in Baku are 
increasingly seeking to create new images for their cities and states through 
grandiose urban development and hosting major international spectacles. The 
expansionist agenda in Baku, unlike in Dubai, therefore serves three purposes: 
(1) distributing financial and political patronage; (2) promoting a positive 
image of the state for both international and domestic consumption; and (3) 
creating a sense of unity in society.
 Moreover, elites have also been able to use these projects for their state-
making efforts: using resource wealth, officially and otherwise, to cultivate 
credit for transforming the country and setting it on track for a new era of 
modernity, while painting these three developmental goals as a “gift” to the 
people from the state. Moreover, the perception of urban development among 
the city elites is skewed toward an understanding that the “Dubai-zation” of 
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Baku is the fastest shortcut toward becoming a world, or global, city. However, 
it seems that these elites fail to understand the unique geographical situation, 
financial resources, as well as historical moment that enabled Dubai to emerge 
as a world city.
 By contrast, Baku lacks these latter three major components. Consequently, 
random construction combined with environmental degradation continues 
to have a negative effect on the image of Baku. Therefore, since it is not cur-
rently possible to adopt the Dubai model, the city could follow the model of 
European cities such as Prague, Paris, or Amsterdam and preserve its historical 
heritage, which could have the benefit of attracting more tourists than with its 
current strategy of building skyscrapers. Sadly, in the current situation in 
which Baku appears to follow Dubai’s lead, the city administration fails to pay 
attention to the other attractive factors that would make the city more cosmo-
politan, tolerant, and vibrant, while enabling the city to become more com-
petitive in comparison with other cities of the region.
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CONCLUSION

Mehran Kamrava

Since the early 1990s, Iran and Turkey have been engaged in a—mostly 
friendly—chess match in the South Caucasus. As the ideological foundations 
of Russian and US hegemony in the South Caucasus have eroded, space has 
opened up for new entrants in the region. This has enabled Iran and Turkey, 
two middle powers with rising regional and global aspirations, to exert power 
and influence in the South Caucasus. What has emerged in the process has 
been a new great game, with Iran and Turkey as the main protagonists. And 
the South Caucasus has become the main arena where the game is played.
 In addition to soft power, the two countries have resorted to trade, and 
more specifically to energy politics, especially to pipeline politics, as the means 
of expanding their influence in the South Caucasus region. Among other 
things, both have sought to turn the region into energy consumers, or, more 
accurately, a critical component in an east–west corridor of both energy and 
essential goods.
 For its part, Turkey, itself energy-dependent, has sought to catapult itself 
into being a regional geopolitical force by first ensuring its own energy sup-
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plies, principally from Azerbaijan and also from Iran and Russia, and by 
efforts aimed at becoming an important energy transit state and a leading 
energy hub. Winrow’s analysis demonstrates that these two objectives are both 
intertwined and also inherently political. One of the central goals of Turkish 
policy-makers is to turn the country into a major re-exporter of natural gas 
from Russia and Iran, and possibly also from Turkmenistan and the Kurdish 
Regional Government, into Europe. There are multiple complicating factors 
at work here. Turkey’s plan hinges on uninterrupted supplies of gas from 
Russia and Iran, despite the fact that these two countries have at times had 
their gas supplies intentionally or unintentionally interrupted. Similarly, 
Turkey’s relations with Europe have been fraught in recent years, at times 
complicated by the seemingly maverick diplomacy of President Erdoğan, the 
unfolding civil war in Syria, and the refugee crisis in Europe.
 Meanwhile, an important factor in Iran’s relationship with its northern 
neighbor Azerbaijan has been ethnicity, as the latter has sought to strengthen 
its ethnic identity in the region. Over the course of the last century or so, Iran 
and Azerbaijan have pursued decidedly different processes of state- and 
nation-building. For the Republic of Azerbaijan, a sovereign and independent 
country since the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, Azeri ethnicity plays 
a central defining element in the construction of Azeri nationalism. For Iran, 
Persian ethnicity has played a similarly important role in Iranian national 
identity. The Islamic Republic has also been careful to promote a narrative of 
national harmony and ethnic diversity—of Iranian Azeris as well as other 
non-Persian populations across the country—under its own official rubric. 
But, as Ahmadi shows in this volume, equally central, especially as a counter-
strategy to the ethnic nationalism promoted by Baku, has been the Iranian 
state’s promotion of Islamic and Shiite elements in Iranian national identity. 
In the ensuing competition between the two nationalisms, ethnicity has 
emerged as a central force, but not one that has the potential to derail the 
national project in either of the countries, or, for that matter, good-neighborly 
relations between them.
 Turkey and Iran are not the only countries seeking to expand their soft 
power in the South Caucasus. Given its enduring historic, political, economic, 
and cultural linkages with the region, Russia already has a first-starter’s advan-
tage as compared to others insofar as its soft power is concerned. This soft 
power is less in the form of ideology or national identity, but is rooted instead 
in the form of professional associations and civil society organizations, or, as 
Mankoff labels them, “uncivil society.” Fragile and still-unfolding processes of 
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state-building continue to provide space across the South Caucasus for non-
governmental organizations of all kinds. Some of these NGOs have spread 
with direct encouragement, support, and funding from Western governments 
and entities such as the US-based National Endowment for Democracy. 
Others—in the form of media organizations, cultural groups, or (Eastern 
Orthodox) religious associations—have mushroomed through Russian sup-
port precisely to counter the ensuing localization of a Western-oriented nar-
rative. Their efforts have been aided by the perseverance of a post-Soviet 
political culture that remains dominant among local elites, for most of whom 
the Russian language continues to be the lingua franca. Russia’s hegemonic 
aspirations in the South Caucasus may have receded, but, as Mankoff reminds 
us, its shadow and influence remain highly consequential to the region, not 
just as a military superpower but as a historic and cultural entity with consid-
erable clout and leverage.
 Beginning in the 1990s, Turkey also made a concerted effort to expand its 
soft power in the South Caucasus. This effort has occurred at two levels, the 
distinguishability of which is more apparent at some points as compared to 
others. At the state level, as Altunışık outlines, the Turkish government 
engaged in a branding campaign that was part of a new, diplomatically proac-
tive foreign policy meant to emphasize Turkey’s historic and ideational ties to 
the region. This emphasis on regionalism was aided by the expansion of 
Turkish construction companies across the South Caucasus on the one hand, 
and the growing popularity of Turkish cultural products, especially music and 
television soap operas, on the other.
 There was a second level at which Turkish soft power began manifesting 
itself in the South Caucasus, this time with what may be described as semi-
official support. This soft power was in the form of the spread of the Gülenist 
(or hizmet) movement, which enjoyed a close, symbiotic relationship with 
Turkey’s ruling AKP (Adalet ve Kalkınma Partisi) in the 1990s. Initially, the 
spread of the Gülen movement in the South Caucasus, and elsewhere, was 
seen by the Turkish state as another facet of its expanding soft power. But by 
the late 2000s, the relationship between the AKP and the Gülen movement 
had deteriorated to the point that President Erdoğan directed the blame for 
the July 2016 attempted coup against him at none other than Fethullah 
Gülen himself. Balci maintains that the break between the two may lessen 
the appeal of Turkey’s soft power in the South Caucasus. There are no doubt 
other variables at work, including the expansion or contraction of Russian 
and Iranian soft power in the region, the evolution of the Gülen movement 
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itself, and the fortunes of the AKP and especially President Erdoğan in 
Turkey’s post-coup environment.
 One of these variables includes the direction in which local processes of 
state-building in Georgia, Armenia, and Azerbaijan evolve. As Giragosian and 
Kupatadze amply demonstrate in relation to Armenia and Georgia, fragile and 
at best semi-democratic processes of state-building, as well as unregulated 
liberalization of local markets, have opened up space for the rise of powerful 
oligarchs, many of whom are closely linked with the political elite. These oli-
garchs are both beneficiaries of, and participants in, systems of corruption that 
permeate the political economies of the South Caucasus. Compromised in the 
process have been consolidation of democracy on the one hand and economic 
development on the other. Azerbaijan’s oil and gas resources may have given 
it a façade of growth and riches—with Baku hailed as “the Dubai of the 
Caspian”—but structural and political underdevelopment, as well as pervasive 
poverty, still characterize the country. In all three countries, political develop-
ment, and the consolidation of the state, have yet to be realized.
 For now, chronic political and economic underdevelopment are only likely 
to increase the appeal of, and space for, competition by external actors in the 
South Caucasus. Russia, the United States, the European Union, Turkey, and 
Iran all have and will continue to vie for power and influence in the region. 
The competition between the US and EU on the one side and Russia on the 
other is not new and is part of a larger contest for spheres of influence not just 
in the South Caucasus but also in Central Asia, in the Baltic, in Ukraine, and 
elsewhere. Iran and Turkey are relatively new entrants, and while careful not 
to actively antagonize each other, they do seek to expand their own influence 
and power across the region. Not surprisingly, Iranian–Turkish competition 
in the South Caucasus is also influenced by developments elsewhere, including 
the relationship each country has with the US and Russia, domestic political 
developments in their own capitals, and the direction of the Syrian civil war, 
in which both countries are deeply involved.
 Even more consequential to Iranian–Turkish competition in the South 
Caucasus are political developments within the three countries of the region. 
Reflecting Georgia’s deeply divided political culture, the country’s political 
elites remain fractured between those for whom Russia poses a serious 
national threat and those for whom Russia is a power not to be ignored. The 
political ascension of one group of elites over another determines the extent 
to which actors other than Russia—the US, the EU, Turkey, and Iran—are 
seen as viable, and valuable, partners in diplomacy, trade, commerce, and pro-
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tection. In Armenia, it is generally not Russia that is perceived as a threat but 
rather Turkey, and therefore the country maintains relatively close relations 
with Iran. For its part, the Islamic Republic does not mind that Baku looks 
askance at its relations with Yerevan, given the role that ethnic nationalism 
plays in the state-building process in Azerbaijan and its possible consequences 
for Iran’s own ethnic politics.
 As middle powers with regional aspirations, Iran and Turkey see the South 
Caucasus region as an ideal arena for expanding their reach and influence. As 
post-sanctions Iran finds greater space for diplomacy and trade, the ensuing 
competition between the two neighboring countries is likely to intensify in 
the coming years. For both states, trade and soft power are the most viable 
tools for expanding their influence. In the long run, the competition in trade 
is only likely to benefit the three states of the South Caucasus. But it is also 
likely to keep the multiple conflicts that have ravaged the region over the last 
several decades—especially between Armenia and Azerbaijan, Russia and 
Georgia, and even the historic animosity between Turkey and Armenia—fro-
zen and without a solution in sight.
 Frozen conflicts, cross-border tensions and mistrust, ethnic politics and 
competing national identities, middle power rivalries and clashing aspirations, 
economic and political underdevelopment, malleable non-governmental and 
civil society organizations, politically-motivated external cultural influences, 
and rule by elites with suspect democratic credentials at best and by corrupt 
oligarchies at worst are all likely to be the enduring features of the great game 
currently unfolding in West Asia in general and in the South Caucasus in 
particular. For the foreseeable future, there is no reason to believe that any of 
these developments will be reversed, much less resolved.
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